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THE ENGLISH GIRL

PART I

THE AMAZING DEATH

THE
first thing he said when she came into the

room was :

"
My father is dead," and the announcement

stayed her at the door, her hands falling to her side,

open, as if, though a moment before they would have

known their place and have lain upon the two

shoulders of the man she was to marry, now, so new
a creature did this announcement make him seem,
that she had, at least for a moment, to hesitate as to

whether he could still belong to her. It was under

the definite spell of that feeling that she uttered the

words :

" Oh dear!
" words that implied more than any-

thing else
"

tell me all: tell me the worst!
"

And he was so sensitive to her moods that he, too,

neither made to take her into his arms nor to utter

an endearment.
"

I am the richest citizen in the world, for what

it's worth," he said, with a flavour of scorn, as if he

were quoting the words of a man for whom he had an

infinite contempt.
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She sank down upon one of the hard-seated, fine,

mahogany chairs before she uttered the word
" How !

" But she was unable to furnish any

adjective. The situation was beyond her : she could

say neither
" How tremendous!

" " How terrible!
"

nor yet
" How magnificent!

"

You may guess at a person's character very

efficiently by considering his first abstract remark

upon any given happening. Tall, rather dark, with

rounded cheeks, hair arranged high on her head,

tight-fitting park dress, and a slow, elastic gait,

and with her self-control and her clear lines

she was called Eleanor Greville you could not

deny the epithet
"

fine
"

to her, or to the room

or to the atmosphere that surrounded her. And
four days before she would at least have been

ready to give as much insight into her person-

ality: she would at least have been able to utter

some moralisation if she had heard that overwhelm-

ing wealth had fallen to the share of any of her

intimates.

But, from the Monday on which the first news of

his father's death had been cabled from across the

water, she had seemed to be lifted out of contact

with her own personality. The death had been

denied on Tuesday, re-affirmed on the Wednesday
by indignant Transatlantic journalists, and re-

denied on the Thursday by vastly more indignant
Wall Street authorities, who claimed to have

"
seen

him "
the night before. So that she had not known

whether it would be necessary for her to face the

new position, terrible or beneficent, till that
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moment. She had not faced it : neither had he given
her any assistance.

He had explained to her that the report of his

father's death might be true: it might be just the

discovery of a genuine newspaper-writer anxious to

provide his journal with the earliest report of a good
"
story." Or it might be a lie invented by his

father's enemies who desired to
"
bear

"
his father's

interests. Or it might be a lie spread abroad by
his father himself. And he had explained to her how
it might be made to suit his father's turn to

"
bear

"

his own interests. She was not lacking in intelligence

sufficient to grasp the idea of such a manoeuvre, if

she had not an exact knowledge, beforehand, of how
it would be worked. She was shut off by the

necessity of her life with a father who was called
"
trying

"
by most people who knew him a father

whose death, if it might have caused some satisfaction

to a world that sent a certain class of learned books

out for
"
review," would certainly not have sent the

prices of varied stocks tumbling down all over the

world.

For the mere rumour of her lover's father's death

the rumour thus unconfirmed, denied, re-affirmed and

re-denied with violent asseverations had undoubt-

edly effected that. She knew it from her Cousin

Augustus, who, a solicitor with a too-limited capital,

had, upon the very Monday night, dashed down from

town to get from her, with cousinly force, some sort

of what he called
"
pointer." Things, he said, were

"falling" all over the place: they went down in

London and they went down in Yokohama. As for
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what things were doing in the continent that lies

westward, between London and Yokohama, he said

the report of it beggared description. It had given
to her belief in human nature one severe shaking at

least. Her Aunt Emmeline, a lady of fifty-two,

dessicated and thin-lipped, who more than any of the

family had been able to indicate by dogged silence

a disapproval of her engagement to "an American "

though to be sure you could not possibly have told

that this particular American was anything but a

very gentle and unassuming anybody else her

Aunt Emmeline had come to her between tears

and outraged indignation to assure her that if

Eleanor's lover's father were dead she would be

literally beggared.
It put a new light upon the fact she had dis-

covered it whilst her aunt had been spending last

Christmas with them that her aunt received by
post a journal called the Investors Guide. No one

had ever exactly known how her Aunt Emmeline's

money had been invested: one associated her so

definitely with a family solicitor's advice: she took

her needs to be so small that it was incredible that

she should have tried speculation and speculation
of the wildest sort.

It came, in fact, to this quiet girl of thirty or so as

a revelation as the shock of an earthquake might
have done. It revealed to her her aunt as possessed
of a perfect abyss of cupidity though she could not

in the least imagine what she would propose to do

with money when she had it. It had worried her,

too this revelation because it seemed to show that
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the influence of her lover's father had spread from the

town with a queer name where he resided even to

the decorous and quite ordinary Red Hill, where her

aunt's creeper-bedecked villa offered a small white

drive to the impeccable suburban street.

For her aunt had announced that since Eleanor's

engagement she had decided to follow the fortunes of

the Charles Collar Kelleg companies: she had

speculated in the shares of the enterprises that

according to the Investor's Guide C. Collar Kelleg

sustained with his voice from Kellegville, Ma. It

was not enough for her to say to her aunt that her

lover dissociated himself from his father, his father's

enterprises, and as far as he decently could from

his father's State. It did not even mitigate her

aunt's wrath when Eleanor said that she herself, in

the course of her long intimacy with the son, had only
four times heard him mention his father's name.

Her aunt had the crushing reply that if her fiance

had not been his father's son she would never have

let herself be drawn into speculating on the cover

system in the Kelleg group of companies.
That announcement had, in a sense, relieved the

girl's mind. It meant that her aunt might be a

solitary speculator on this side of the water. For of

late so considerably had the name of Collar Kelleg

figured in the world as that of an engineer of combines,
a breaker of American railway laws, or an amateur

of the Fine Arts, that she had come to fear that each

inhabitant of each ivy-covered house that she called

on in Canterbury, Kent, England, was concerned in

the fate of was certain to be ruined by C. Collar
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Kelleg, of Kellegville, Ma., U.S.A. Only a fortnight

before she had taken her lover to a garden-party at

one of the Canons' houses. And when she had

introduced him to the Canon himself, the Canon

a wearied-looking cleric with side whiskers and a not

too new coat, a clergyman reported to be in difficulties

even with his butcher the Canon had said:
" Not really a relation of of the Collar Kelleg?

"

And when her lover had winced, when making the

confession of a relationship that he always left

undefined, the Canon, exhibiting at once a latent

eagerness and an ostentatious official indifference,

had asked :

" And is it true that he . . . that your uncle, is it ?

. . . meditates buying up ... acquiring an interest

in ... all our railway lines between . . . Liverpool
and the Metropolis?

"

The young man had answered :

"
Why : you cannot tell. 7 cannot. Of course

there are so many things that he controls. He might
want to send them backwards and forwards between

New York and London. And Liverpool's on the

way between, of course."

The Canon had choked in his throat at these words,
to which he seemed to accord a huge gravity, and she

had been conscious that, in and out among the

clumps of cedars on that sunny lawn, no person ever

spoke to the Canon that afternoon without hurrying

away to another group of guests with an announce-

ment that caused heads to turn in their direction.

It affected her to a pitch of nervousness so that for

a moment or two she was relieved when her lover was
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disengaged by a lady with a pink dress and a pleasant

laugh. She stood alone by a clump of hydrangeas

waiting for him to rejoin her, and a voice behind her

back uttered :

"
Oh, I suppose he's come down to see if he won't

buy the cathedral."

And another:

"Oh, he couldn't do that, could he? Doesn't it

belong to the State or something?
"

She felt herself grow warm from her feet to the

roots of her hair, and she hurried aimlessly away as

the first voice exclaimed:
"
Yes. That's the point of my joke. Thank

goodness here's one thing these fellows can't ..."

She hurried away aimlessly. The Canon's

garden had such high walls that it seemed to her,

precisely, that what she wanted to do was to sink

into the ground. If only her lover had not been

Collar Kelleg ! He had every other possible quality

stability, kindness, gentleness, the right brown eyes,

the right full voice, the right brown moustache, the

right great height. It was only his portentous

identity that jarred on the perfection of the afternoon.

For the grass was so green that the tall cedars

appeared dark blue : the garden was full of pleasant

people: the high, brick walls gave a comforting

feeling of privacy; the tallest, square tower of the

cathedral peered down upon them, almost golden in

the sunlight, benignly, like a great benediction from

many tranquil ages. It ought to have been such a

perfect afternoon, that on which she introduced her

lover to her people, for if they were not the Canon's
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guests her own family, they were, very exactly, her

clan
;
some very rich, some decently poor, some very

clerical, some decently scholarly, some with great

estates, some with great mortgages but all, down to

the red-haired archdeacon from a northern diocese,

all quiet, unobtrusive and presentable after you made
allowances. And she, if she were the handsomest

girl there, was not very noticeably so. She would

not have wanted more.

It was only her lover who stood out, by reason of a

portentous name. And she found herself explaining

to several intimately sympathetic ladies that he was

not really at all closely connected to the Mr Collar

Kelleg; that they were not in communication with

one another; that her /fowc/had not been in America

for fifteen years; that he all but made his own

living; that, in fact, you could hardly call him

American at all. And she tried to put it, as un-

obtrusively as possible, that, if his means would run

to it, they intended to settle down in one of the little,

old, good houses near the City and live as a nice young

couple should. To the objection that her father

would miss her a great deal she went even so far as to

hazard that they might settle down with him at the

end of the two years or so that their engagement
would last. Only of course it was awkward that her

fianct? needed a studio. Her father would not feel

inclined to sacrifice a greenhouse or part of his garden
in which to build a shed with a north light.

It had not been through any lack of veracity that

she had so painted the probable course of their

future. It had so presented itself to her : her lover,
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even, had so projected it. He too loved that simple,

tranquil, fine life: he loved, that is to say, the out-

ward aspects of it: the broad, smooth downs, the

gently-aged houses, the dependable servants, the

quiet, filled streets, the soft colours. It was he

even who suggested that they might share the house

with her father. He could not imagine a better-

ordered type of life. There was only London that

was finer and they could go up to London as often

as they pleased. The only obstacle was that her

father had a blind prejudice against Americans

against the American point of view: against the

American scholarship: against the very name. He
went so far he, the politest of men, who had put no

obstacle but muteness against her engagement
went so far as to say that he would discharge his

servants, pack up his books and go back to Cambridge
before ever an American should take up permanent

lodgings in his house. He had never met an

American before he met her fiancS; but he changed
none of his views when he did meet him.

Nevertheless, until that fatal Monday when the

papers had suddenly with special cables an-

nounced the death of Charles Collar Kelleg, she had to

herself, as to all her relations and friends, mitigated
her lover's Americanism, and she and he together had

speculated upon which of the many pleasing houses

near the ancient valley city should eventually hold

them and witness their unobtrusive joys.



II

THE
death of his father put all this in an entirely

different light. She felt herself, vaguely,
that his inheritance of immense "

interests
"

in the

country across the water must render him infinitely

more American. You might mitigate the fact that he

had been born in Idaho and had lived till he was four

in the town of Hut, Montana. The truth suggested
itself at once that to be born in a stable does not make
a man even a groom. But to have been born there,

and then, in addition, to control the output of thirty-

seven billion loaves of bread, three railway and eleven

steamship lines all these things together would

make it impossible for him to pass as one of
"
our-

selves." There was, of course, the immense wealth,

but that was a thing so invisible that it could not be

called any equivalent for the age, comfort and pre-

sentability of Cuddiford House the small manor

that they had half decided to take. At the same

time it rendered Cuddiford House impossible. You
could not live in it and be the wealthiest commoner in

England! A week ago they had not been certain

that they could afford even Cuddiford! Now . . .

Sitting on the edge of her chair in her father's

dining-room, where he had awaited her, she said

almost faintly:
"
Oh, it can't be as bad as that?

"

10
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He looked at her with his brows wrinkled.
" As bad as what? "

he asked.
" As that you're the richest citizen in the world!

"

His face cleared, and from the rich enhancing of

his colour it might have been said that he blushed

with pleasure.
*' You can't tell how glad I am," he answered,

"that you call it bad!
" He hesitated, and then

added:
" But I'm determined to end it. To end it

or mend it. I've been thinking of that if you

agreed, and I was certain you would agree all the

way down from town."

He had brown hair that waved a very little; he

had a straight nose
;
he was dressed in a very perfect

suit of brown, and you certainly could not have

called him anything but a very perfectly typical

Englishman, if it had not been that, just at times,

his brown, seal-like eyes were a very little too in-

telligent. He was so tall that his motion across the

room was a noticeable fact : he was so good to look

upon that to be towered over by him was a pleasure :

and the fact that he only held out to her both his hands

to take both hers was so exactly the right resealing

of their bond of union that, as his large, firm fingers

closed upon hers, she felt impelled to utter the words :

"Oh, I don't like Americans!" in an inter-

mezzo of pleasure and relief.

It was the little intimacy that she allowed herself

as another girl might whisper to her lover:
"

I don't,

as a rule, like Roman noses but the rest of you
makes up for yours!

"

He had heard her say the same thing several times
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before, so that he accepted the compliment with a

fine, friendly smile and reverted to the first question.
"

It's the trick of my my compatriots," he said,
"
to call everything they possibly can the largest thing

in the world. I suppose it's because they're we're

idealists." He pressed her hands gently.
"
All

the same those are the words of my father's head

agent in London his very words. And he happens
to be an Englishman."

Whilst she walked erectly to the sofa his soft

eyes followed her firm figure, dwelt with ad-

miration on the dark hair that rose in the curve of a

Phrygian cap, and passed down to her white, firm

hands. His brown eyes were indeed full of love and

of trustfulness, to which there was added a certain

gladness. He had doubted that she would see eye
to eye with him, but there had been forced from

her, without any lead from him, the one word,
"
bad," that he needed. She sat still and pliantly

upon the edge of the long, red lounge. Its walnut

back above the velvet cushions was carved into tiny,

smiling, cherub faces
;
above her head was a circular

mirror that reflected, with gracious distortions, in

bows and curves, the long windows and the silver

candlesticks upon the table. It was exactly the

place in which she should be
; if she had not chosen

the furniture or the darkish, pleasant atmosphere
of the not too old room, she had at least inherited

the right.to fit into it. Sitting there, doing nothing,

waiting for life to pass, she seemed exactly to re-

present what he most delighted in. If she did not

represent if he did not feel for her passion, she
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did represent a feeling of the Best. She held all the

charm of a life so ordered that, if you did not inquire

too closely into whether its domestics had a share

in ideals and comforts, represented something as near

a perfect, a heavenly, peace as you could find on this

earth . . .

"Bad! " he repeated, as he moved to sit beside

her.
"

It's so bad that it will mean an infinite

amount of worry for me on the other side. I'm

quite determined and you will be, when you know,
if you ever do, what it's like to put things straight."

And he clasped his hands over one knee that he

crossed above the other.

She smiled a little.

"
Yes. I suppose you'll have the power to put

some things straight now," she said. He gazed at

the blue and red pile of the carpet and his eyes

strayed, musingly, up the fluted, dark legs of the

dining-table.
" Heaven knows," he said,

"
it is not power that's

given me. It's a burden; it's a duty."
She dropped one of her hands affectionately upon

his fingers.
"
Oh, well, old boy," she said, after a moment's

thought,
"

it's not much good trying to redress the

burdens of our ancestry. I'm pretty certain I should

not be sitting here if it were not for the crying in-

justice one of the Grevilles made his money by
centuries ago."

He clasped her hands with some of his long

fingers.
"
Oh," he said,

"
that's vague and indefinite and
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long ago and undecipherable. Besides, it was in the

spirit of the time of your ancestors."

She laughed at him still.

"
Well, I suppose it would be pretty difficult to

discover whom to give our money back to."

He turned to her a face so full of earnestness and

force that she did not laugh any more. His voice,

if it was tender, came from deep in his chest.
"

It's precisely because it is not difficult to dis-

cover whom my father robbed that I'm going to stop
the robbery," he said.

"
Why," he continued,

"
at

this moment you're paying my father you're paying
me half as much again as you ought to for half the

things you wear and half the things you eat. It's

worse for the poor people here: it's infinitely worse

for the poor over there. They've paid taxes to him

they're paying them to me at this moment on

light, on house rent, on locomotion, on bread, on salt.

There's hardly a thing that my father has not made
the starving starve worse for need of. Ice now is

a necessity in the slums of New York and you don't

know what slums there are in New York." His

voice got deeper: he was taking breath for a new
outburst.

" What do you think my father and his

associates have done for ice? They've let the sun

into their blockhouses on the Lakes: they've kept
back all the ice-fleet a whole month : they've . . ."

" But is not that," she interrupted him with her

slow, submissive and deep tones,
"

isn't that in

the spirit of the time over there ? Just as much
as the peculations of our ancestors, here, were in the

spirit of their time?
"
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He swept back a heavy lock of hair from his fore-

head.

"Good heavens, no!
"

he said. "Do you think

that was what the Minute men died at Lexington
for? Do you think that's what humanity's come to?

It is not in the spirit of the time. It's a throwback :

it's a survival. It is not it is not. What America's

there for, is to carry the thing one step further:

to do what Europe is too tired to do: Heaven help
us: what's America for in the scheme of things if

it isn't for that?"

She said, lightly and tenderly :

"
I did not know you were as American as all

that!"

He bent his head close to hers.
"

It's just because I'm not American: it's just

because I'm suspended between heaven and earth,

like Mahomet's coffin, that I see things so clearly.

Consider: you've struggled up here, in Europe, to a

certain stage of justice, of peace, of goodness of heart.

It's taken you ages to do it. But you are at a fine

pitch. Over there they've started from where you
left off: they've had the freedom you've had to

fight for : they've had the wealth that it's been always
so difficult to wring from the earth here. Don't

you see? Don't you see ? It is not in the spirit of

their time: it is not in the spirit of yours. He's

an accident a phenomenon such as my father and
his fellows: it's due to the fact that they have to

handle such tremendous masses of things. But I,

just because I'm not an American, nor yet a European
I want, now I've got the duty laid on me, to break
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up one of the boulders that's in the way of their car.

They need a fair chance: they need decent treat-

ment from Providence. It's too bad that, just

because accident has placed the power in the

hands of a few throwbacks, a whole, fine, generous

step in the progress of humanity should be

hindered."
" You know you can talk," she said.

" But I

really believed that they were all the same over

there that it was in the spirit of the age to make
trusts."

He came back from the state of mind in which

he had allowed himself to voice a great many pent-up

thoughts thoughts that he had repressed for years

in order to come into line with his undemonstrative

environment.
"
Yes," he laughed,

"
I have been treating you as if

you were a public meeting. But whom am I to talk

to if I do not to you?
"

"
Oh, I quite like it," she said almost shyly.

"
I

do like to hear you say you'll do things. And I

don't doubt you're right."
"

It isn't a change in me," he answered.
"

I

don't change. It would have been foolish to talk

of doing things when there did not seem the ghost
of a chance that I'd ever have any power. Now it's

different." He accepted the shy tone of her voice

then.
" Of course you'd like me to do things. I

daresay it's seemed a defect in me that I was mild

and ineffectual. But you'll see a change!
"

She smiled.
"

I don't mean to let you upset things here.
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There's nothing that really wants changing. But

out there if you don't go away from me to do it

it doesn't seem to matter."

He shook his head and put the tip of her ring

finger to his lips. When his eyes came back from

the carpet to her face he began again :

" Of course it's a mathematical absurdity," he

laughed,
"
that all the eighty million inhabitants of

the United States should be engaged in founding
Trusts. It's the infinitely few that do it."

"
That's wr

hy it is not in touch with the spirit of

the age?
"
she asked.

"That's why," he nodded. "The huge the

infinite mass of the people are good, decent, hard-

working, and awfully idealist. Think of their

record! They want Liberty, they want it as they
want the air they breathe. And that's fine. It is.

Why, it's a fine imagination even if it's a clumsily-

executed lump the figure of Liberty that you'll

have to see for yourself before very long. It is

fine. Only it's always so tremendously in evidence

that you forget it just as you'd forget the sun here

if you ever saw enough of it to make you get used

to it."

She mused.
"

I suppose I shall have to go with you out there

one day, for a time at least."

"Yes." He caught at her thoughts. "It will

make an incredible change all this. But only for a

time. I shall get rid of it all. It won't be very
difficult only, there will be arrangements to make

employees to settle. I've an idea of co-operative
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factories something large and fine. But of course

the ground will have to be studied. It will take

time you'll have to help me. And then, when it's

all fixed up, we shall come back here as if nothing had

happened and no doubt we shall be able to afford

Cuddiford House. I don't imagine that all my
father's money was made nefariously."

She startled him by saying:
"

I suppose your father is actually dead."

His mind was so distinctly more upon the future

than upon even the immediate present that it was a

moment before he could bethink him to draw from

a side pocket a long slip of bluish paper.
"
Here's the private cable," he said.

" Mac-

kinnon deciphered it."

And whilst, with her eyebrows raised, she ran her

glance down the paper, he moved beside her so that

his head nearly touched her shoulder, and gave

fragmentary explanations.
"
Mackinnon," he said,

" was my father's chief

agent in London. He holds the secret cipher book.

The man who sent it Maginnis is an Irishman.

He's so they say my father's dme damnte as

remarkable a man as my father. At the head of all

the combination. So that he speaks with the weight
of about six hundred firms, there and here . . ."

She interrupted him with:
"

Is this possible?
"

" That my father controlled six hundred firms?

Why," he said,
"

I don't know that the figure's an

exactly round number, but ..."
She interrupted him again, a little impatiently:
"Oh! that's possible. But that your father
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should ..." and she pointed her white, little

finger at the line of a paper.

"Oh! to," he said, "that's entirely likely.

You may take it for gospel truth."
" What a huge sum the cable must have cost!

"

she said as a side issue.
"
You've got to revise all your ideas," he

answered.
" The cable may have cost a hundred

pounds. But that's not even a drop in the bucket

compared with what's always at stake. Why, this

combination handles I don't know a million dollars

a day! I don't know. I don't suppose they know
themselves that anybody ever could know because

the circumstances of the businesses are so vast and

change so rapidly that everything might be some-

thing else before you could possibly calculate where

you stood at any given hour."

She dropped the consideration with :

"
It makes one feel giddy."

And he with :

"
Yes, it's like trying to think what

would become of you if you fell overboard in mid-

Atlantic. The depths are bottomless."

They returned to the consideration of the cable,

when she said :

" But which are we to believe? That your father

died because the medicine he took was not properly
made up, or because he was drugging himself to

look ill for the sake of deceiving the reporters?
"

He removed the hand that held her disengaged

fingers to touch his moustache, a gesture that aided

his reflections.
" You can believe either," he said.

" Or
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both. Or nothing. Or even something quite

different."

Her dark eyes rested for a moment upon him,

affectionately, seeking further explanation, and he

added :

"
My father certainly suffered from angina fictions.

He certainly took nitrate of amyl for it. And a

chemist over there is equally capable of giving him

capsules without any nitrate of amyl in them. No

doubt, if the truth came to be known, the chemist's

shop was owned by one of my father's own combina-

tions. In that case they'd certainly have had

instructions to run the business as economically as

possible. And nitrate of amyl costs money. In that

case, not even a man as rich as my father could have

got the stuff pure. No one could in the whole

continent."

He considered again for a moment.
" But the whole thing with its ramifications is so

infinite that it makes one tired. Why, it doesn't

even begin to end there. The capsules my father

took may really have been perfectly all right. He

may just have died. The whole story may be a lie.

But his combination may be now intent on forming
a combine of drug stores. They may want to raise

a storm of indignation against druggists and then to

buy up all the drug stores in America at cheap rates

because of the discredit."
" What a frightful people!

"
she said.

" Oh! " he answered,
"
don't believe that they're

frightful. The only wonderful thing is that we're

only just beginning to understand such manoeuvres.
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They've been going on everywhere and always.

What's hopeful is that now we're beginning to under-

stand the method we shall arrive at a means of

fighting it soon."

She did not answer that, but returned to her

paper.
" But why should your father have wanted to

make himself appear ill?
"

"Oh," he answered, "that's simple. It's the

only simple thing in the business because, you see,

it's the only place in which a human figure stands

alone and is visible. All the rest is combines and

numerals. This is a human dodge. It would be

just like my father who always was fond of a joke."
He reflected again for a moment.
"
You've got to think that my father really was a

striking man. My mother, of course, taught me to

dislike his his methods so much that I've shrunk

from talking about him much, even to you."
"
Yes," she answered,

"
I've learnt a great deal

more of him from the papers than I ever heard from

you."
He patted her hand deprecatingly.
"
Well, don't bear a grudge against me for that,"

he said.
"

I sort of hoped that I should never have

to talk to you about him. And the papers Heaven
knows! always had enough in them about him for

you to learn all you could possibly want to know
for the purpose of marrying me."

' You mean," she said,
"
that you never expected

to be him as you are now."

He smiled a little wearily and then kissed her.
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"
Never," he answered, and then:

" But of course

I'm not the man my father was. All the same ..."
and he straightened himself by pulling at the back

seam of his coat, "I'm going to stand up against him

now. I'm going to fight the influence he's left on the

world."

She considered this announcement for long enough
to rejoin:

"
It almost seems a pity!

"

He returned to his parable.
" You see : my mother, for all she was only a

lady's-maid when he married her, was as English as

you or your friend the Canon's wife, or your father

for that matter. She just hated his
'

American

methods '

as much as ever your father could. I expect
it was as much that as the

'

Thing,' whatever it

was, that my father had done that made her hate

him so terribly."

She paused before she asked him :

" What was the thing your father did?
"

He shook his head and answered :

"
I don't know. As I've told you two or three

times, there was something. But my mother never

told me. She had a sort of loyalty to my father

after all. It may have been murder . . ."
"

It hadn't anything to do with another woman? "

she asked.
"
Oh, dear no," he answered,

"
my mother had too

much knowledge of life to expect my father to be

faithful to her. No : it may have been murder

my mother would not have liked murder. But I

think it had to do with my father's having been
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disloyal to a friend. Once or twice before she died

she spoke of a man called Kratzenstein. I think my
father stole a mine from him. Something like that.

My mother, you see, would not have been able to

stand she would not have been able to understand

that sort of crime."

Eleanor commented: " Ah! "

" But my father," he continued,
"
my father, I

imagine, would have considered it a good or

sardonic joke to rob a man who trusted him.

Probably Kratzenstein was robbing someone else

already . . . you can't tell."

She scratched her cheek reflectively.
"

I think I understand your mother's standpoint,"
she said.

"
Oh,my father's is absolutely simple,"he answered.

" What he wanted was fun. If he diddled Kratzen-

stein it was for the pure fun of diddling. If he's

made the largest fortune in the world it was for the

same reason. If he tried to make himself appear ill

to the reporters, that was because it was a lark.

No doubt the lark's only huger if he actually killed

himself over it. I wouldn't mind betting that if

he's left his fortune to me it was because he saw it

would be a tremendous bother to me. He was not

the type of man who'd want to found a dynasty. I

guess he thought I was a terrific prig."
"

I think I'm rather glad he did," Eleanor

answered.

He meditated upon the point as if he were not

quite certain.
"

I think my mother was glad of that too. You
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see, she hadn't a sense of humour. I fancy my
father thought she was a prig too. He used to be

amused at her and at me. I suppose I haven't any
sense of humour."

"
I'm glad of that too," she said softly. She

considered once more.
"
I'm sometimes sorry, in a sneaking way," he

said.
"

It makes me seem less of a man."

She said, with a little wounded intonation:
" Then you don't care what I care!

"

"
Oh, for goodness' sake," he said,

"
don't say that.

If I did not care what you cared should I be here

consulting you?
"

In a swift access of tenderness she put her cheek

against his.
" You dear!

"
she said in soft tones of emotion.

Then she drew back and looked into his eyes from

quite close.
" At the same time I don't see what

we're consulting about"

He knelt down suddenly and kissed first one foot

and then the other, that she held a little out as if to

a shoe-black, pulling her skirt a little back and

peering over.
" We are not consulting about things" he said,

from his knees,
"
we're getting to know each other

better and better. We're consulting about our

points of view." As he knelt she put her hand upon
his head.

"
That's why we can't keep to any

straight line," he concluded.
" At the same time," she said,

" we ought to talk

about something. There seems to be such a tre-

mendous lot to do."
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" Oh to do" he said, with a touch of deprecation.
; ' The only thing to do is for me to show you how I

worship you."
" That is very American, isn't it?

"
she asked,

as if she were inclined to take advantage of

both people's traits. He was to behave like a

European and to be as devoted as the Transatlantic

is supposed to be. He rose, however, to his feet.
"
Yes, I suppose we've got to settle on some line

of action," he said.
" Where are we? " He took a

little pencil from his waistcoat pocket and ran it

through the hair above his brows.
"

I have not ascertained a single thing," she said.

Not one that's definite. Here's this telegram?
Who is it from? What does it really mean? What
are you going to do?

"

"
I'll write that down," he said, and when he had

taken from his pocket an old envelope he jotted down

upon his knee the three headings.
" We need," he

concluded,
" some sort of anchor to hold us to the

ground."
He took from her the copy of the deciphered cable

and tapped it with the back of his pencil.
" Where does it come from?

"
he quoted.

" New
York. And from Patrick C. Maginnis. That's

fairly certain, because it was sent in a code that only

Maginnis uses. My father, even, was not acquainted
with it. That was their safeguard. Maginnis, in

the combine, represented the heads of businesses who
were not my father. That settles where it comes

from." He wrinkled his brows.
"
Now, as for what

it means? " He reflected for a moment. "
Let's
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read the cable word for word." She nodded and he

went on :

" '

John Collar Kelleg died on Sunday at

4.30 in the afternoon' There's a definite statement.

It may be a lie. My father may have got Maginnis
to cable it for his own purposes."

" What sort of purposes?
"
she asked.

"
Well," he answered,

"
consider the rest of the

cable." He cleared his throat and read further.
" '

It is urgent that this news be authoritatively denied

and re-affirmed in all London papers until after

Monday, when associates of all the Kelleg interests will

meet and determine on plan.' That may be true: it

may be a dodge." He read on again.
" '

Use all

your influence with advertising staffs of London

journals to give the matter prominence'
'

He drew in a deep breath.
"
Now, there's a pretty straight proposition at

last," he said.

She moved her hand across her dark eyebrows.
"
I'm an owl, I suppose," she said,

"
for I don't

see it."

He patted her on the hand.
"
I'd hate it if you did," he answered.

"
It's a

blighting sort of knowledge that I wish I had not got
to have myself. But there it is!

"

He tapped her knuckles with his pencil.
"

It's like this," he explained.
"
What's wanted

is to keep Kelleg shares in the public eye. They go
down when it's reported that Kelleg's dead; they go

up when it's reported that he's alive. Well now,
someone makes something out of each of those ups
and downs. But what's wanted is a downward
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tendency not too swift just now, because they're

not ready."
" But why?

"
she asked.

"
Why a downward

tendency? They'd lose, wouldn't they?
"

" You dear!
"
he answered.

After a moment he continued :

"
Now, let's read the next sentence.

' On Monday
you will declare unofficially that J. C. K. died by his

own hand. Upon fall of shares in London markets

you will purchase every purchasable cent's worth.''
'

"
I am an owl," she said again. But, holding her

head on one side, she touched suddenly her dark,

smooth hair at the back.
"
Why!

"
she ejaculated.

He uttered: "Yes: you see the key.
' On

Tuesday we shall declare the dividend of ij% P& cent,

for the year of the whole combine. You will realise,

upon the rising market, at your own discretion.'
'

"Oh! "
she said, and a certain light came into her

dark eyes. He took it for anger, and tenderly

stroking her hand he whispered:
" Of course it's abominable to bring you into

contact with these things ..."
He looked round upon the comfortable, severe,

darkened scholar's dining-room. He touched the

red velvet of the sofa : his artist's eyes were gladdened
with the Grecian bust of Aphrodite upon the black

marble mantelpiece, by the large photographs of the

Forum and by the shining clock that stood, as if

dubiously hidden, against the light, between the two

tall windows. It was symbolic because Time,

there, was not the important matter : the last thing

you did was to look at the clock. And it shocked him
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subconsciously that he should be bringing her into

level with the times. But after all, as he considered,

if they were making acquaintance with that sort of

thing they were doing it in order to fight in the

interests of this sort of thing.
"

It is degrading . . ." he was beginning, but she

interrupted him with animation and gratitude.
"

It is very interesting," she said.
"

It is not

exactly the thing for a lady to understand. But so

many women have to look out for themselves now-

adays."
" Your Aunt Emmeline? "

he suggested.

She nodded and added: "Let me see if I really

understand it."

She referred again to the paper.
" Your father's

associates are not are not simply interested in the

sales of what they manufacture, as one would expect
of them. They're more interested in the price of

their own shares. Then they do not hold all their

shares?
"

" Heaven knows what they hold," he said.
"
Per-

haps not three penn'orth at this moment."
" But if . . ." and she laid her hand on his as the

luminous idea came to her,
"

if they can make a fuss

about your father they will call attention to the

shares. And if they can put it about that your
father committed suicide, the people who hold the

shares will think he did it because the the companies
are ruined and he knew it." He nodded at her

reasoning.
" And these people will sell their shares

for very little money. And your father's associates,

who know that a very big profit has been made last
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rear, will buy these shares for almost nothing?
"

le nodded again enthusiastically.
"
So that, when

our father's associates declare that dividend the

hares will go up to huge prices, and they will hold

he shares, and they'll take nearly all the huge
>rofits of the dividend and then sell the shares again
t a very high price ..."
" You make me frightened," he laughed at her.

' You've a perfect genius for finance."
'

So that
" she ignored his sarcasm

"
they'll

lave made a large amount of money and done

lothing, and have just as many shares as before."

She was silent for a moment, taking in the vastness

)f the idea.
"
So that's the sort of thing that goes on," she

said.

" That sort of thing goes on, year in, year out.

My father did nothing else all his life after he'd made
his first start."

" But the little speculators they'll find out now,"
she said.

" The little speculators never find out," he

answered.
"

It's done every year : it's been done

every year in full view of everybody and nobody
ever grows wiser."

She reflected again for a moment, and then she

said:
" What's to become of Aunt Emmeline? "

"
I shall have to lend her something to carry on

with," he said.

She made a quick movement of repulsion.
; ' You can't! She's a lady. I can't have my

relations sponging on you for money."
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"
My dear," he answered gravely,

"
that's th<

whole thing. She's a lady but she's a fool. I shan'

be lending to the lady but to the fool." He pause(

again for a moment. "
It's inevitable. Don't yo

see? She has not been buying shares. If she ha(

she could hold on to them till they rose. But sh(

has not. She's got nothing to hold on to. She'

have to go on dropping money into this well unti

its water rises and comes back to her reach again."
"

It's degrading," she answered.

He said, gravely still:

"
Yes, everything's degrading to a lady. But

I daresay she didn't understand." And, after

moment, he added:
" You said, a moment ago, thz

with so many women about who've got to look afte

themselves it's time women understood this sort o

thing. It is."
" But if they understand they're degraded,

she said.

He caught her up with:
"
That's the question of the whole theory

education. Does the degradation come with th

knowledge or with the action? It's like a chea

debating society's thesis. But if your aunt hac

understood what she was up to she probably wouk
not have been the fool she has been . . .

" You see, my dear," he added,
"

it's a question
of a whole social side. This sort of thing . .

and he waved his hand abroad to the clock, the silve

candlesticks, the bust on the mantelpiece and th

beautifully polished steel fireirons that stood in th

high steel fender.
"
This sort of thing is beautiful,
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but it's expensive. If women have to have this

sort of thing, to lead this splendid, cloistral life,

someone's got to provide the investments in Consols

to do it on. It's a divine ideal: it's you. But you

represent all that your fathers have scraped together
or a pretty good share of it . . ."
"

I don't see what you're getting at," she said.
"
We're getting at the fact that you're the most

beautiful thing the world's produced," he said.
" But the world's changing so fast," she said, with

her little mouthing of pleasure.
"
No, no," he said quickly.

" An ideal does not

change."
She kissed him for that, but while she kissed him

she said:
" But I'm changing. I've learnt an infinite

amount this very afternoon."

With his arm round her fine waist he uttered

his confession of faith :

" No : you haven't changed. It cannot affect

you. You're cast in too hard a mould." It was,

literally, the hardness of her clean drawn figure, her

stays beneath his hand, that had suggested the idea

to him. She gave exactly that impression of per-

fection that could not be damaged. Her bust with

its fine rounding, her skirts with their fine, long

lines, her clearly moulded cheeks with their fine,

dark colour, the clear outlines of her hair all these

things that he so much admired made him eloquent
to say :

"
It isn't you that are in any danger. You'll

always see the ugliness of what my father stood for.

It's your business to be a shining example; it's
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your business to teach the Aunt Emmelines of this

world what to avoid. You've taught me so

much . . ."

She denied, with a happy and credulous blush, that

she had ever taught him anything.
" Not in words," he conceded.

" But merely
to look at you is enough !

"

He moved away from her and leant back in the

corner of the sofa, his hands clasped behind his head.

He looked at her.
"
That's enough," he said,

"
to

teach me volumes and volumes!
"

She made a little, obvious, pleased retort, and he

continued speculatively :

"I'd be an absolute fool if I did not learn from

being with you how to live the best sort of life.

Just as we should be fools if we could not learn from

that Venus " and he pointed to the Aphrodite that,

with vacant, dreaming eyes and clear-cut, vaguely

smiling lips, confronted a whole vision world from

the black polished mantel
"
a whole side of beauty

in Art and life."
"
All the same," she said,

"
I am corrupted. I'm

perfectly itching to know more about your father

and what he did and what you're going to do, and

all the sort of thing that people like that do do."

He unclasped his hands a little unwillingly and,

leaning forward, used them to emphasise his mean-

ings.
"
No, that is not corruption in you," he said.

"
It's the call of duty. If there were not men in the

world like my father, and if there were not affairs

like my father's, people like you would be able to
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live your beautiful cloistral lives without having to

bother about American business methods. Well,

it's our affair yours and mine to drive that sort

of thing out of the world."

With a sudden access of fury he slapped one fist

into the palm of his other hand.
"
And, by Jove," he said,

"
I've got a chance to

cripple one Trust, and I'm going to do it!
"

The animation dropped from his voice, and he

leaned once more in his corner of the large sofa.
"
After that's done," he said,

" we shall come back

here and pick up no, not the pieces but the whole

of the life we intended to lead, and you'll forget every-

thing of this, and I shall be able again to do, as I'm

desperately wanting to do now just to look at you

leading your beautiful life as if nothing had ever

happened to it."
" But does not everything that happens modify

one's life for ever?
"

she asked.
"
Only in novels," he said.

" You've got to look

at it in a different way. There's one's life and

there's the accidental life that goes on all round one.

If you go to a garden-party it doesn't affect your
life in this house : you go out for an hour and a half,

that's all. If I'm painting a picture and I find the

canvas is not quite properly stretched I go down
into the basement and borrow a hammer from the

caretaker of the studio. I come back and tap in the

wedges of the stretcher behind the canvas. But that

does not modify the picture. It's an excursion.

And our excursion to the new world is just going
down into the basement to borrow a hammer." He
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paused to survey her unconvinced face.
"
Only,

my love," he said, "I've got the hammer. My
father's left it me. All I've to do is tap the wedges!

"

She took up again the cable that lay upon the sofa

between them. She did not wish to continue the

arguments, either as to whether she remained un-

corrupted or as to whether you can change and not

change. She said:
" You've explained

' Who it's from? ' and a good
deal of

' What it really means? '

but you have not

at all told me ' What are you going to do?
'

He had a great deal of patience even in a contest

of wills like this with her, but he pleaded for grace
at this.

"
It'll bore you to hear it twice," he said.

"
I

shall have to tell it all to your father. Let's wait till

then." It was her father's polite practice at half-

past six to enter the dining-room when his daughter's
suitor was there, and to address to him a certain

number of remarks. If, on the other hand, the

young couple wished to be alone they retired to a

room more private, and Mr Greville, after peeping

through the half-opened door, would, in his turn,

retire once more to his study till dinner-time. It

was with reference to this established custom that

she said:
"
Shan't we go to my sitting-room?

"

But he answered:
" No : your father's got to be faced and en-

lightened and rendered hostile and the sooner it's

done the better." And then, resuming his pleading:
"
Only, till then

" and his eyes sought the decorous
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clock
"
we've got ten minutes. Let's be desultory.

We shall have to be businesslike enough. You'll

have it all and to spare. But till then let's

just talk. You've got to hear and I can't tell it

you often enough that you're the most beautiful

thing in the world."

She leant back now against her end of the long

couch, and she had an air of complacent resignation :

he was so tall, so brown, so gentle and so fluent, that

even eating muffins by a good fire in November,
after coming in from the rain, was not more pleasant
than being told in his endless digressions that he

loved her.
" You see," he began his flow of words that was

to last for ten minutes,
" when you're at leisure you

taste life and it's just because this life here is the

fine flower of leisure that it's the most perfect thing
in the world. It's brought up to its highest pitch.

Now you . . ."
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IT
was not only a forecast of his plans that the

young man had to offer to Mr Greville, it was

also a detailed biography. Mr Greville was of an ex-

treme height and meagreness: he wore always a

black frock coat he had never explained why he

was clean shaven, and, because his beard grew with

extravagant thickness and speed, he shaved always
twice a day before breakfast and before dinner,

which he took at nine. The apparent keenness of his

black eyes though he was actually extremely short-

sighted the forward tilt of his head and a habit of

listening to every speech with his lips parted and his

head a little averted, gave to his whole bearing an air

of deaf obstinacy. He had had no history: a

younger son of a huge family it gave one the idea

that his people must have been of a fabulous richness,

that he had never done anything to add to his patri-

mony: he had married a woman of no particular

dowry, he had always eaten the best things in the

world, bought the best printed and the best bound

books, and had the best servants. He sought in

life for an extreme accuracy of mind, and having,
whilst at college, contracted a habit of reviewing
books for a magazine started in his day by the under-

graduates, he had continued to review books until

that day consecrating his labours to the service of a

36
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journal chiefly distinguished for its staff of reviewers,

who were unequalled in discovering minute errors in

works of encyclopaedic length. He discovered errors

in books on every conceivable subject, and because

this sedentary occupation was unnatural to one

of his physical robustness he had cultivated the habit

of standing at most times when other people sat

down. Thus, he stood all through such church

services as he attended; it was his custom to take

his breakfast standing, and at dinner he remained

upon his legs until he had finished his soup. It

was, nevertheless, characteristic of the society in

which he lived that although he did everything that

was possible differently from everybody else, and

although he differed in his views from almost every
soul that he met, no one seriously considered that

he was at all extraordinary, and his opinions
were sought for with anxiety by the higher

clergy of the diocese when they were troubled in

matters of ritual, or by the Conservative candidates

of the county when they were preparing election-

eering speeches.

It was part of his routine of studied politeness

to Kelleg that every time the young man dined

with them he should deem it his duty to pass exactly

fifty minutes in the society of the young couple. It

.
was his habit on those occasions to ask the young man
what story he was illustrating for the magazines, and,

having heard the plot, he would analyse the idea,

state what stories it resembled, and carry back the

analogy to Grecian, Indian or prehistoric originals.

On this occasion, having shaken the young man's
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hand beside the sofa, he retreated to the other side of

the dining-table, and so far departed from precedent
as to say that he trusted the young man had received

less disquieting reports as to the state of his father's

health from across the Atlantic. He then turned his

face to one side and, resting his knuckles upon the

table, prepared to listen. His daughter's suitor

replied by passing the cable across the table.
"

It will save time, sir," he said,
"

if you read this.

It will make, you will see, a great deal of difference to

everything."
Mr Greville, with a slightly distasteful expression,

fumbled for his pince-nez. He disliked being seen to

wear glasses anywhere: he particularly disliked to

have to put them on outside his study. Nevertheless,

holding the tortoiseshell rims a little over to one side,

he read down the paper. His first words were:
"

I trust you will present my condolences to any

surviving relatives of your father's."

The young man laughed friendlily. The dislike of

his fiances father couldn't inspire his indefatigable

optimism with the belief that they wouldn't one day
hit it off together. Besides, Mr Greville's presence
acted to such an extent as a tonic upon his mental

faculties that he felt always a pleasant hardening of

his own backbone when they were together.
"
My father hadn't a relative in the world," he

said.
" He was born in the workhouse at Rydale

in Yorkshire not a quarter of a mile from where

I've heard you say you were born."

Mr Greville gazed straight in front of him.
" That explains his extraordinary name," he said.
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"
I recollect that two of the guardians of the poor in

our parish in the year 1840 were called, the one Collar

and the other Kelleg."
The young man laughed again.
"

I guess," he said,
"
that most of the extraordinary

American names have some such European begin-

ning. And most of the extraordinary American

customs too!
"

Mr Greville stored the remark in his memory that

he might, at a later moment, demonstrate its in-

accuracy. Immediately he asked:
" And your own name? It is not an American

perversion of John?
"

"
Oh, I'm called Don," the young man answered,

"
because my mother was lady's-maid in the family

of
'

the something Don
' an Irish family, you know.

My mother had a great feeling of gratitude to her

employers. They treated her very kindly."
Mr Greville supplied the name of the Irish family in

question and added a slight and a slightly favour-

able
" Hum! "

It distinctly pleased him that

Don's mother should, in spite of the fact that she

became an American, have retained so proper a

sentiment of respect for the ancient European family
in whose service she had been.

The young Don was so fortified by this sign and so

stimulated by his future father-in-law's presence
that he could come straight to the mark.

"
If you don't object," he said,

" I'm going to tell

you all about myself. It hasn't seemed necessary
till now to trouble you, beyond assuring you, as I've

tried to do by the sight of me, that I'm a decent sort
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of citizen and properly devoted to Eleanor. Now
it's different, and if you don't mind I'll take up so

much of your time."

Mr Greville assented, as much by moving his

clenched fist an inch or two further along the edge of

the tablecloth as by any other sign that he gave.
Eleanor settled herself more comfortably in the

cushions at the end of the lounge. She was com-

placently aware that her lover was about to utter an

immense flow of words, and if she was afraid that he

might, in the course of them, irritate her father by
inaccuracies in his generalisations, she knew her

father well enough to beware that this would not

increase his personal dislike of her lover. He was so

nice, so pleasant, and so ingenuous, and he had made
that much of a good impression on her father as to

make him take in the fact that, although Don's

father had been born in a workhouse and his mother
had been a lady's-maid, you could not really call

either of them Americans. Mr Greville had never

listened to her upon the subject. He had accepted,
in grim silence, the fact that she had engaged herself

to "an American "
: he had been marvellously polite

to her lover because he owed that to the future

husband of his daughter. But he had not once

brought himself to talk the matter over. She had

accepted this as she had accepted his obstinacy of

drinking his soup standing. It was not a thing you
could argue about. In the same way she accepted
her lover's decree that he was going to talk, and she

let her mind wander away upon the point of what sort

of mourning she must wear for his father whilst she
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kept an attentive ear for any new fact that might

appear in a biography that she had already heard

more than once. For decidedly she must wear some

sort of mourning as soon as the fact of the death

should become officially known.

Don began his story with the succinct statement

that he had been born exactly thirty-one years

before, to a day, in the then uncharted territory of

Idaho. Mr Greville received this exact statement

with satisfaction, but the young man could not

remain in a rigour of precision. He had at once to

introduce his impressions and his memories. Of his

first three years he had not any memories at all, but

his mother had told him that they had borne hard-

ships, and his father had since told him that his

mother had borne these hardships with a courage
that was admirable in a woman who had been

brought up as she had.
" And indeed," Don hazarded the digression,

"
it's

one of the wonderful things about America that

you'll find there literally multitudes of such women,

putting up with a heat, squalor and hard work that

they would not stand here for the promise of any
riches."

"
I suppose you lived in waggons?

" Mr Greville

pursued his search for the definite.

Eleanor, for her part, had arrived at the conclusion

that she approved of mourning for the relatives of a

girl's fiance. It was a formality : a definite and clear

assertion of recognition. And after next Monday
there would not be any getting out of having the

relationship with the late Collar Kelleg forced upon
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them. She had been able to avoid the subject when

fencing with her less intimate friends before. Now
Mr Kelleg, by the nature of his death, would create

such a splutter that they could not possibly avoid

the notoriety. It would have to be faced . . .

"
Oh, I don't know that it ran even to a waggon,"

Don was answering her father.
"

I know my people
arrived after three years in the State of Montana.

Copper was the actual attraction, I think or it may
have been gold ..."

" No : copper was the cause of the growth of the

State of Montana," Mr Greville said.
"

I daresay," Don replied easily.
"
My father's

energies have been so multifarious since then that

I'm certainly a little vague."
" You may take it that it was copper," Mr Greville

repeated.
" No doubt!

" Don replied, and Eleanor shivered

a little. This indifference to fact was precisely the

thing to irritate her father : and indeed Mr Greville,

standing sideways at the table, pursed his lips and
moved his hand upon the cloth.

"
Anyhow," Don

continued,
"
my father's actual beginnings were not

in copper. He used to say that they lived for the

first year upon the price for his vote paid by both

parties and for a vote he had not got, because he was
not yet on the register."

" That must have been an exaggeration," Mr
Greville said,

"
for it is given in evidence that the

highest average amount paid even for the votes at the

Senatorial elections in Montana was sixty-eight

dollars per head of the population of the State.
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Now, if your father had received sixty-eight dollars

from each side the total amount would not have been

more than twenty-seven pounds so that they could

not have lived for a year on the proceeds."
" He might have received more than the average,"

Don answered blandly.
"

It would have been like

my father. Anyhow," he added,
"

I was only

trying to give you an idea of the sort of thing that

went on round my cradle. But I guess, as you seem

to know ten times as much about the State of

Montana's history as I do, I may as well drop that

part of it."

He considered for a moment, whilst Mr Greville

was saying that the facts connected with the Montana
elections had come under his notice because he had

reviewed for the journal he aided the report of the

United States Government inquiry into the contest.
" And the facts," he said,

"
were sufficiently

singular to remain in one's memory."
This conclusion gave the young man his opening.
"
Yes," he said,

"
you take the total bribery as so

much per head of the population. But you do not

take into account the fact that all the population did

not receive bribes. . . . Oh, I know" he was

quick to countersigns of protest in Mr Greville
"
a pretty large proportion did. I'm not trying to

whitewash the State of Montana. The returns are

there, certified by our Government. But " and he

grew more earnest
"
my father was not the man to

lie much, even when he was boasting of a a success-

ful misdemeanour. No doubt my father was speak-

ing figuratively when he said that he lived for a
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whole year on the bribes. He meant he got a pretty

good whack above the average, and a pretty good
lot of what's to be accounted for by the citizens who
would not be bribed."

" Your father," Mr Greville said,
"
received

362 dollars from one side and 379 from the other."
"
Father," Eleanor said,

" how could you remember

that?
"

"
It was the most notorious instance cited by the

Commission in their report," her father answered.

"There you are!" Don closured the matter

triumphantly.
"

I told you my father would be the

most notorious case. He always was."

The discussion at that point was so distinctly
"
up to

"
her father that Eleanor awaited his next

attack. But Mr Greville remained silent and she

recognised that he was not fighting an argumentative

battle; he was trying to pin his young interlocutor

down to definite statements. Thus, so far, they
both triumphed, and Eleanor was not certain to which

to accord the more, or the more affectionate applause.
" You say

" Don's pleasant organ took up the

tale after he had had time to recover himself
"
that

copper was the distinguishing characteristic of the

State of Montana; my impression of it was dust

and petroleum. I do not in the least remember
what the town of Hut, Ma., may have looked like when
I was four." But he did know that when, by any
chance, he nowadays got on a country road and an

automobile passed, in the summer time, it made him
feel four years old again. There was dust every-
where and paraffin in most places. And perhaps that
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was why as he put it he passed most of his earliest

recollected years in the barber's shop. It hadlinoleum

sides decorated with the portraits of ladies, whom he

remembered as supremely beautiful, and portraits

of gentlemen lathered up to the ears. And it had,

above all, a heavenly odour! The oil of the essences

and perfumes must so have pervaded the hot air that

the dust could not there find entrance. He must

have seen several thousand men shaved there and

half of them had since been hung and half had

cottages at Newport. He could not remember them

but he could remember Miss Judie Cole, who was

now Princess Abucatti. She had been the most

disagreeable and the dirtiest child of four he had ever

known, and they had fought a desperate battle in

the barber's saloon, using the pots of massage cream

and the essence bottles for missiles.
"

I remember,"
he concluded, and he supposed that the remembrance

was typical of the sort of thing that impressed him,
a pot of cold cream was broken against a chair by

us and we sprawled in it Judie Cole and I and I

clawed the blue bows out of her dirty yellow pig-

tails."

He paused to take breath and to light a cigarette.
"
That," he said,

" was the sort of infancy I had.

Imagine the frail child amongst desperadoes and

swindlers and Jews! I remember the German
voice of the barber I can't remember his face or his

name or what his figure was but his way of accent-

ing
' Ach ! Der Goods !

'
I suppose they tried to

beat down his prices!
"

He paused again.
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" And positively the next thing I remember was

Bournemouth! " He looked round at Eleanor and

interjected :

"
I told you all this part on top of a 'bus.

Do you remember? In Tottenham Court Road?

Yes," he continued to Mr Greville.
" Not Bourne-

mouth, Mass., nor Bournemouth, Fla., but Bourne-

mouth, Hants, Eng., and a preparatory school

for the sons of gentlemen."
He became speculative once more.
"

It's odd how absurd coincidences silly syn-
chronisations get into one's life. I relate my
biography to you in Canterbury, England, exactly

thirty years later, on the very day of the year on

which I was born in a nameless spot in Idaho, U.S.A.

And on the very day on which I broke the pot of cold

cream in the barber's shop my father struck oil, or

copper, or whatever it was that he did strike. I

suppose that's why I can't remember being strapped
for wrecking the barber's. Perhaps my father was

too engrossed with his success to attend to me."

He reflected again.
" But no !

" he said,
"
that's not accurate. My

father would not have strapped me for wrecking a

barber's shop. He'd have given me shares in his

mine instead. He'd have applauded the outbreak."

He once more reflected and then added eagerly:
"
Yes, that's it. I got to Bournemouth precisely

because my father did applaud that sort of thing."

Mr Greville turned his face interrogatively towards

his prospective son-in-law.
"
Don't you understand?

"
the young man asked.

"
That was where my mother came in. And no
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doubt that was why I loved my mother and never

bothered about my father."
"
You're awfully obscure, Don dear," Eleanor

interjected.
" You must remember that my father

hasn't heard all this as often as I have."
"
That's true!

" Don said.
"

I want to be clear.

The fact is that my mother was fond enough of me to

use the strap mighty often and my father was fond

enough of me to prevent her as often as he could."

It was at this point that Mr Greville astonished

them both by sitting down a thing he had not been

known to do, save when he was "
reading for review,"

for thirty years. He set both his hands upon his thin

knees, and with the two tails of his frock-coat drop-

ping behind his shins, and his face for the first time

turned to Don, he uttered, with an accent of hollow

attention :

"
Let me understand. How did these facts con-

duce to your arriving at Bournemouth? "

As a matter of fact Don's involved unfolding of

his biography so nearly affected him as a very
inferior but interesting book for review would have

done; it gave him so much necessity for thought

that, as he always thought sitting, he now found it

necessary to sit.

" But it's as plain as Domesday Book," Don said

with exasperation.
"
My mother took me to Bourne-

mouth, England, so as to be able to clout me as much
as she thought fit!

"

Mr Greville ejaculated a deep-lunged "Ah!
" which

gave Don Kelleg a moment to find contrition in.

"No, that's not a fair statement!
" he uttered.
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" But there are too many aspects. It is difficult.

The coincidences come in again here." He passed
his hand up his forehead. When he, as it were,

emerged, it was to state that his breaking loose in the

barber's shop had so exactly synchronised with his

father's first fortune that it had precipitated the

break between his parents. For, on the one hand,
his mother had direfully proclaimed that such a day
of outrage must be ended with a thrashing. His

father had declared that such a day of good fortune

would be celebrated by an absolute amnesty.
" He

simply would not let her wallop me," Don concluded.

"He'd suffered it no doubt in silence before or

argued against it. But that day he obstructed it

actually."

Mr Greville nodded.
" And on that day particularly my mother felt

sore."

Mr Greville interjected the one word,
"
Why?

"

as if he knew the answer.
"
Because "Don Kelleg faltered a little

"
I

suppose because on that day he'd found immense

deposits or whatever the word is of copper on his

mine."
" But your mother," Mr Greville continued

without passion,
"
your mother must have been

aware, before that day, that your father had stolen

the mine ..."
It was at this point that Eleanor leaned forward

and exclaimed,
"
Father!

" For it occurred to her,

though it missed Don's perception altogether, that

her lover had told her that his father had stolen a
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mine before her father had come into the

room.
" The late Mr Kelleg had stolen the mine at least

three months before the day on which he discovered

the great stores of copper that it contained. Your
mother must therefore have been aware of the theft !

"
*

Don scratched his head.
"
Upon my word," he said,

"
you're right ! I don't

see how it works out." He halted, discomfited for

a minute, and then he jumped at it.
"
Why, it's

plain enough," he said,
"
she could not stand the two

things. She might have stood his stealing a worthless

mine, but she could not stand that the mine should

be valuable and that I I should be corrupted as

well. The two together were too much for her."

Mr Greville moved his hands from his knees and

folded his arms. His gesture reminded Eleanor for

some vague reason of the Duke of Wellington at

Waterloo. It was as if he had really uttered, whilst

he closed up his telescope :

" Order the whole line to

advance!
"

"
My dear Don," he said,

"
that's what I've been

wanting to get at all along. You've had a decent

upbringing."
He paused and looked at Eleanor.
"
You'll do me the justice to say," he continued,

that I have not opposed your freedom of choice.

I have not, till now, sanctioned your engagement.
Now . . ."

With a swift rush Eleanor was already half way
round the table.

" You inscrutable person!
"
she said, and by that

D
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time she had her arm on his shoulder.
"
Why in

the world should you do it now that you've discovered

his father was a thief?
"

"
I've known that all along," Mr Greville said,

expressionlessly. Eleanor shrank back from him.

"You are incredibly mysterious!" she said.
" Have you been using detectives? How did you
know? Don does not."

" Don certainly doesn't," her suitor echoed her.
"
That's because," Mr Greville said,

" Don hasn't as

much desire to know about his antecedents as I have."

He repeated, after Eleanor had kissed him:
" Don is not going to marry his own daughter.

He's going to marry mine. He mayn't want to

know the worst about himself : I do."

Don uttered: "By Jove! it's true." But Eleanor,

putting her cheek against his as she leaned over his

stooped figure, pointed at her lover.
" You could see for yourself," she said,

"
that he's

the dearest and best and gentlest person in the world.

Was not that enough?
"

Mr Greville, who had an air of being politely

discomforted by her embraces, lifted his head so

that his piercing glance appeared hotly to challenge

the young man whilst his words corrected her inexact

superlatives.
" He appeared," he said to her,

"
to be excellent

and gentle and no doubt he was dear to you. But

that does not provide settlements for you or a good
strain for future generations."

Eleanor left him, to sit down on the chair that

faced his across the window space. With her hands
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on her knees, imitating his attitude, she had the air

of making, with him, a pair of wardens of a gateway.
" Then let's have something definite from you !

"

she challenged him affectionately.
" You don't

mean you don't mean to say that you've written

about settlements to his father."
"

I certainly wrote," Mr Greville said,
" as soon as

I'd had time to consider what it was my duty to do

about a couple of months after you had told me of

your engagement and when I'd had the chance to

satisfy myself that that Don was not entirely un-

presentable."

Eleanor said :

"
I shall kiss you because you call him Don. It

means that you are not going to be very horrid."
"

It means that you do accept me," Don uttered

joyfully.
"

I wrote," Mr Greville said, when he once more

emerged from his daughter's embrace,
"
to Mr

Charles Collar Kelleg and asked him what settle-

ments he proposed to make upon the occasion of his

son's marriage with my daughter."
" How could you?

"
Eleanor said, but her reason-

able nature, which was so like his, coming almost

immediately to her rescue, she added in the same
breath:

" But of course it is exactly what you ought
to have done."

"
I understood," Mr Greville said,

"
that Don had

from his mother an income of about two hundred a

year invested in English railways. He made about

another two hundred a year by illustrating stories

in magazines. I told him that you had about as
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much as Don from your mother's estate. And I

gave him to understand that you might live com-

fortably and decently upon twelve hundred a year as

a certainty. I was ready to secure my daughter,
after my death, another four hundred a year if he was

prepared to do the same for his son. I told him
that large incomes are rather a curse than the

reverse in this country. Of course Don might go
on making money by illustrations. But he's not

very persevering and magazines are precarious things
to have to do with."

" What in the world," Eleanor asked Don,
"
would

your father have thought at receiving such a

letter?
"

"
Oh, heavens," Don said,

"
there is not the least

means of knowing. I guess he'll have liked it though,
if he wasn't in one of his spread-eagling fits when

everything English was hell to him." He stuck his

head on one side.
" But no : I'm pretty certain he'd

like any straight business proposition."
" He answered in about twelve words upon his

business paper, written by a typewriter," Mr Greville

continued.
" But what ?

"
Eleanor asked. Mr Greville

erected his head to make an effort of memory.
"
His exact words were :

' Dear Sir : I shall leave

my son all my enterprises. But I think he's got too

much conscience to make a good husband or anything
else. He'll worry your daughter to death.'

'

Eleanor let forth a long peal of laughter.

"Well, that's a prophecy!" Don said slowly.
"
My father was not so muddy witted."
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"
Oh, you think about yourself a great deal too

much," Eleanor soothed him.
"

It's all rot !
"

Mr Greville appeared to be reflecting absently
and deeply.

"
In return," he finally continued,

"
I wrote to

Mr Kelleg that, considering the transient nature of

American fortunes, I should infinitely prefer him to

settle a definite four hundred a year in English
Consols."

Eleanor interjected :

"Oh, I say!
" Mr Greville faced her then: he

had been looking at young Kelleg.
"

I did not mean to say that he wasn't to leave

your fiance his interests too," he said,
"
but I wanted

to secure something definite."
"

I knew what you meant," his daughter said.
"

I wasn't afraid you would not do your best for us.

I was thinking of Mr Kelleg's feelings."
"
My dear child

" Don himself had a flash of

inspiration "your father's point of view was just

right. If my father was a reasonable man his feelings

would not be hurt by your father's doing his best for

you. If he was not a reasonable man his feelings,

in Mr Greville's eyes, would not matter a cent."

Mr Greville moved his head rigidly up and down.
"
I've exactly hit it," Don appealed to him.

" And of course my father would not mind. It's

the sort of thing he'd have to put up with every day
over there. Distrust! Obviously no one ever

trusted him except when they had to. And he'd

never trust anybody but the sort of person he'd

think a fool." He leant his head back against the
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sofa cushions with a little air of being deserted now
that Eleanor had gone over to her father's side of the

room.
"
After all," he uttered,

"
the American

business spirit in the matter of trustfulness is

exactly that of the English lawyer. You do not

trust anybody. You do not waste as much time

over seals and tape (an English lawyer would not

if it were not the way he made his money), but you

put a mighty deal of mistrust into a half sheet of

notepaper. And there's a deal of a million dollars

concluded."

He was proceeding to speculate upon how this

state of mind had arisen in the Transatlantic con-

tinent when he suddenly pulled himself up with :

" But I was trying to tell you my past and to

find out what my future's likely to be!
" He looked

appealingly at Mr Greville.
"
Do," he said,

"
tell

us what my past has been. You do it so much better

than I. Let us hear something definite."

At this appeal Mr Greville did take the matter in

hand. Having paused for precisely two minutes by
the solemn clock at his back he then had the subject
as well arranged in his head as would have been one

of his reviews of a contemporary book. In the

meanwhile Eleanor had had time to think that Don

really was too self-conscious. A man ought not to

be so much aware of his own mental attitudes. It

was not exactly healthy. And she had a vague sense

that she must work him out of the habit and a vague
sense that that employment would afford her in the

future many delightful opportunities for intimate

self-revelations for those splendid
"
You's

" and
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" Fs "
that are, after all, the very food and staple

of all love-scenes.
"

I had " Mr Greville commenced his review of the

situation
" two things to settle in my mind : the first,

whether this young man was materially fitted to

support my daughter: the second, whether he was

altogether sane and of well-formed character. As to

the first you have heard part of what I did. I

wrote to Mr Kelleg those two letters. One asked him

what he intended to do for his son
; upon his replying

that he intended to leave all his
'

interests
'

to Don,
I replied that I should prefer him to put at least a

small portion of it immediately into Consols so that

his son should be certain of a sure income. Mr

Kelleg's reply to that letter was in these words:
'

I don't see what my son has done for me. Why
should I give him up part of my capital? He has

not been son enough for me to want to assure him

peace of mind for ever in England.'
"

At this point Don leaned eagerly forward. He
was about to offer a long comment. But when Mr
Greville paused to let him speak, he seemed, to

Eleanor's eyes, to check himself violently, and her

father, having waited for a sufficient interval, took

up his own tale again.

He had replied to Mr Kelleg's second letter that

he himself was not interested in his prospective son-

in-law's peace of mind, but he was in his daughter's.
He proposed that Mr Kelleg should settle upon
Eleanor just the sum that he himself was prepared to

settle at his death about four hundred pounds a

year. Mr Kelleg had replied that that seemed a
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pretty square proposition, but he did not see wh]
he should be concerned for Mr Greville's daughter's

peace of mind. If she wanted his son she might take

him with all his disadvantages.
" But he added in a postscript

" Mr Greville

concluded this part of his review
"
that he'd see

that Eleanor should be properly provided for, quite
outside any fluctuations of his or his son's fortunes.

He said that, for fear the matter might slip his

memory, he'd already put into proper hands a sum
of money he did not say how much for the

benefit of Eleanor."

It was at this point that Eleanor made her protest.
"
Don't you think," she said to her father,

"
that

you ought to have spoken to me before putting me

upon the market? "

"
Don't you think," Mr Greville asked,

"
that you

ought to have spoken to me before falling in love?
"

" But I couldn't help faUing in love!
"

" And I couldn't help being interested in your

future," her father echoed her. "I've left you, as

you'll allow, a perfect liberty to dispose of your share

of your personality. But there is my share too."

His level and quite passionless tones indicated a so

great depth of affection for his daughter that Don
was moved to exclaim:

"
Bravo!

"

And this indication of a fact that he had been

indulging in a style of psychology a style that was

apparent even to Don, although, indeed, it was no

more than a quite definite statement this indication

brought Mr Greville very sharplyback to the necessity
for sticking to definite things. He was quite con-
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vinced that, when it came to psychological analysis,

he was better at it than his young friend, but he

was not for the moment in the least inclined to make
even so much concession to his young friend as to

show a man of his own dignity indulging in anything
at all so trifling as psychological speculations.

"
So that here

" he resumed his review
" we

have two definite facts." Mr Collar Kelleg had

announced his intention of leaving all his
"
interests

"

to Don: he had made, too, a deliberate statement

that he had settled something something probably
handsome upon Eleanor. (" I don't imagine the

man was lying." Mr Greville put his reason for

relying on Mr Kelleg's word.
" He'd probably not

have an imagination that went beyond trying to

surprise me with his generosity.")

Upon the whole this relieved his doubts as to the

pecuniary future of Eleanor and Don. There re-

mained the question of the young man's mental and

moral fitness for partnership with his daughter.
And Mr Greville once more unfolded his arms and,

placing his knuckles upon his knees, surveyed the

young man with direfully piercing eyes that, never-

theless, hardly saw the American's face.
"
Oh, don't be very hard on Don," Eleanor said.

"
My dear," Mr Greville said,

"
if I were going to

be very hard on Don I should not be sitting here. I

trust I'm always polite."
"
You're always frightfully just," Eleanor said.

" No doubt that's true politeness."
" What has always alarmed me " Mr Greville

ignored her interruption
" what has always made
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me uncomfortable in dealing with American .

manifestations is the American's singular want of

system. And it has struck me it struck me at the

very first when I made Don's acquaintance that he

had a remarkably developed moral sense. I've

noticed on several occasions that he's been unreason-

ably kind . . ."
"
He's much too kind," Eleanor said, and Mr

Greville uttered the solitary word:
"
Precisely!

"

" And that means," he pursued triumphantly,
"
that he hasn't any kind of system in his morality."

He turned definitely upon Don.
" You can't get

through life like that!
"
he said seriously and with an

air of shaking his head ever so minutely.
" You mean," Don said,

"
that Eleanor will never

know where to have me? "

"
That's what your father means," Mr Greville

answered,
" when he says that you'll make Eleanor

unhappy. I think you will myself," he added.
"
Eleanor's my daughter and I know you'd give me

the fidgets if I had much to do with you."
Don said:

" Oh! "
in a grievous tone.

" The only chance," Mr Greville pursued com-

passionately,
"

is that you may develope a backbone

under her hands. After all you aren't American.

Your father was not, neither was your mother.

Your father obviously had character enough. I've

studied his history carefully and I've discovered

that ... Oh!" he turned upon Eleanor, "I

haven't been employing detectives to look up the

career of Mr Kelleg. But I have subscribed to a
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press-cutting agency. The American magazines are

full of biographies of Mr Kelleg, and portraits, and

demands for his indictment or suggestions for raising

temples to him as the representative of the American

frame of mind." He turned his sharp features again

upon the young man. "It is astonishing how

equally they're divided in opinions. I've collected

642 cuttings relating to your father. Of these, 340
clamour for his indictment and 302 eulogise his

calmness in
'

crises.'
'

"
Well I guess," Don said,

"
he hadn't any nerves

at all. I have heard him talking to my mother, who
was a formidable proposition."

"
I'll get you," Mr Greville said,

"
to resume your

own biography in a minute. In the meantime I'll

just put the dots upon some of your I's." He

paused to recollect himself.
" You were born in Idaho. You did go to Hut,

Montana. You did spend most of your time, very

possibly, in the shop of a German barber."

Don said:
"
Well, it's fine to be corroborated!

"

.

*' The barber's name was Kratzenstein," Mr
Greville said.

" And he was your father's most

intimate friend. And it was he that your father

relieved of the Great Cevanza Mine."

Don leapt to his feet.
"
By Jove," he said,

"
the very first thing I've

got to do is to make some sort of restoration to

Kratzenstein."

Mr Greville's face assumed a remote air of disfavour

and even Eleanor said :

" But surely there are more urgent things."
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"Only think of poor Kratzenstein !

" Don said,
"
waiting for all these years."
" We shall never get anywhere at this rate," Mr

Greville said, and he positively turned his head to

look at the clock. Don was instantly full of con-

trition.
"
Oh, let me get on with my biography," he said.

"
I'll be ever so short." And he hurried out a great

many facts. When his mother had separated from

his father she had taken him to Bournemouth. That

was because the children of her former master, the

O'Something Don, had gone to a private school at

Bournemouth. She wanted her son to become a

gentleman like the young Something Dons. He
had done very well at the private school : he had had

the time of his life too. When he was fourteen his

mother had made a last attempt to live again with

her husband. His father had come over from the

States: they had travelled in a desultory way half

over Europe, his mother quarrelling with his father

all the way. Don had had a private allowance of

fifty dollars a week and permission to buy anything
that he wanted in Rome, Paris or Vienna. It

seemed to him that there had not been a single thing

he wanted in Rome or Paris. In Vienna he had

wanted to buy a dancing gipsy to travel with them.

But his mother had not allowed it. When they got

back to New York his father had begun to build his

famous palace, No. 1912 Fifth Avenue. And whilst

it was in the building they had lived in a great hotel.

They had had the whole of the first floor. That time

Don considered to have been the most miserable he
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had ever spent. He had had no one to play with

but the bell-boys and lift-attendants in the great,

marble lounges. And the lift-boys had always been

too busy to play any decent game. In the middle

they would be called away to whirl up to the twenty-
third floor. He could not, he said, to that day see

a lift going up in a hotel without feeling miserable

so many of his games had been spoiled. At last his

father had hired lift-boys to do nothing but play with

him. Then he had discovered that he did not like

lift-boys.

And his father and mother had quarrelled in-

cessantly. At least his mother had upbraided his

father all day long : his father had always seemed to

sit still with a twinkling smile and to catch his mother

out in passionately-inaccurate statements.
"

It was unbearable !

" Don said.
" At least I

could not stand it. Our storey of the hotel was fur-

nished with no stuff that had not belonged to Marie

Antoinette! And those continual rows going on all

the time!
"

There had, at that time apparently, been another

woman in the case a Countess Canzano. Her

husband did work for his father. But he remembered

the Countess a kind, delightful woman who could sit

on the Marie Antoinette chairs and look comfortable

and in place! He liked her very much. . . . And

finally his mother had become pettish with him too.

There had come a day when he simply could not

stand it any longer.
"
I could not : I could not /

"
he said, full of emotion.

He had had but one idea, to get back to Bournemouth.
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His mother would not come away. She had said that

it was her duty to defend his interests against the

Countess. So he had run off.
" There wasn't any

heroism in it," he said,
"

it was simply running away
from something intolerable to something that could

not possibly be worse." He had stowed himself

away on board a cattle-liner with one of the lift-

boys, who had wanted to run away too and who had

showed him how to do it.

"
It was not a bad time that," Don said.

" Some
of the cattle hands belted us: some were quite

decent and showed us how to catch the birds that live

in the holds on the steers' backs. Little chaps with

dabs of yellow on their heads, like fire." He added

the inconsequential detail that he still remembered

the Minnehaha whenever he smelt a stable, and

that he seemed to smell a stable whenever he saw a

golden-crested wren.

But he had arrived at Bournemouth : the proprie-

tors of the private school there had taken him in with

a kindness that he had considered to be romantic

until, as years went on, he had argued out the fact

that they, too, must have known that he was the son

of one of the richest men on earth.
" There is not, I suppose, anything romantic in

the world," Don commenced to speculate.
"

It is

odd. On the face of it my running away on a

cattle-ship was romantic. Actually it was not. It

was just necessity ..."
" Your mother eventually rejoined you in Bourne-

mouth ?
" The sharp tones of Mr Greville cut into his

rather dreamy drawl.
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Don drew himself together and, unwillingly enough,
resumed his dutifully direct narration.

His mother had rejoined him at Bournemouth.

She had given up the struggle with the Countess she

had, in fact, divorced her husband, but she had not

done so very well out of it. Mr Kelleg had had to

make her an allowance, not absolutely princely.

She had wanted to do things in the style of an English

lady because she wanted her son to have the up-

bringing of an English gentleman. She had kept
rather a good house she knew how, because she had

been a lady's-maid in rather a good house and she

wanted him to be able to bring home his young
friends from Harrow and Oxford.

"
I suppose it was not much good to try to make

me exactly that sort," Don said.
"
I wanted to be

an artist there were aesthetic chaps at New College
in my day. She wanted me to go into Parliament.

She would, of course. I probably should have," he

continued.
"

I should have been some nice, friendly

chap's nice, friendly private secretary at this moment,
I daresay, if she'd lived."

He sighed for a moment, regretting perhaps that

he had not been forced into those disciplined and
ordered paths. For the father of Oxley, who had
been his special chum at Harrow, was now Post-

master-General, and who knows .... However, he

had been set on being an artist. It was, after all,

the visual side of things that always appealed to him
or rather, he corrected himself, it was the psycho-

logical, the poetic atmosphere suggested by any-

thing that he saw.
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"
For instance," he said, pointing at Mr Greville,

" when I look at you it almost invariably suggests to

my mind " But he drew himself together suddenly
and closed the digression with : "I wish you'd let

me make a study of your head. It's so tremendously
characteristic!

"

Mr Greville rigidified the muscles of his neck as if

he hardly knew what to do with that compliment,
and Eleanor stroked his hand to give him patience.

"
Yes," he said grimly,

"
I suppose that has always

been your trouble the fact that you cannot stick to

the point."
"

It does seem as if I never shall settle what I'm

going to do," Don uttered plaintively.
" And yet,

Heaven knows, time presses. My boat a boat

leaves on the i6th and that's only six days from

now."
"

I shall finish my book to-night," Mr Greville said,

as if he were announcing that his tailor would be

sending him home a suit, and whilst Eleanor, with a

little gasp of compunction, was actually saying:
"
Oh, how I've neglected you lately ! I thought

you were months off the end of it !

"
he brought out

in the same monotonous tones :

"
I don't see why we can't get our packing done in

the five days that will leave us."



IV

IT
was into the flurry of thought caused by this

tremendous announcement that Mr Augustus
Greville's dark, small, delicately-made and querulous

figure was suddenly introduced. Because he dis-

liked ceremony of any kind he greeted no one with

more than a nod, although he had just made the

journey down from town, and had not seen either

his uncle or Don Kelleg for quite a number of months.

He walked determinedly to the fireplace, turned

smartly on his little polished heels, and, his hands

encumbered by his bowler hat, brown gloves and

thin, silver-mounted cane, said with an aggrieved
air that no girls, nowadays, seemed to want to get

married.

Mr Greville rose stiffly to his feet.
"

I gather, Augustus," he uttered, and he care-

fully averted his face from the young man,
"
that

some of your female clients have proved insusceptible

to your charms."
"
Insusceptible !

"
Augustus met his formidable

uncle with saturnine impatience.
"
I've spent the

whole morning the whole morning in a Shoreditch

County Court with two nice girls."

"Two nice, fair, well-brought-up girls!" he

repeated, as though indeed the times were out of

joint.
E 65
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"
We'll finish that discussion in my study." Mr

Greville addressed the gently fidgeting Don.
"
Now,

at once." And with his instinct for courtesy he

threw over his shoulder to the ruffled Augustus:
"

I do not see what more a rising young solicitor

can want." And with his afterthought of kindness

he turned round to say to Eleanor, who, in her eager-

ness, had stretched forth her hands to balance herseli

for rising from her chair :

" We shan't settle upon anything you won't like,

my dear."
" Then I shall go too," Eleanor informed him plead-

ingly, as he laid his large, long, scholar's hand upon
Don's shoulder to conduct him from the room.

"The trouble was," Augustus Greville threw at

the black tails of his uncle's frock coat,
"
that they

would not philander with me."
" Or with any other man," he added in a lower

voice, for the door had dosed, without noise, but

peremptorily.
Eleanor made swift reflections whilst her cousin

caressed his drooping, silky moustache he had laid

his hat, stick and gloves upon the dining-table.

Its long, fine, black hair drooped downwards, like a

tuft of maidenhair fern, and, veiling his little mouth,
it masked his expression, or added, with its droop,
to his air of gloom.
"He's thinking of going to America! "

Eleanor

uttered to herself. "But why?" For if Mr
Greville was thinking of a thing he was certain to

have unanswerable reasons. The things that he did

appeared at times incredible. She could not, ten
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minutes before, more easily have imagined her friend

the Canon preaching a sermon against the Thirty-

Nine Articles. But now he was going to do it!

Then there must be excellent reasons. It might be

merely the desire to see the Thing with his own eyes.

She remembered that he had once, for a week, gone
to stay with a quite incredible Lady Felix, during a

shoot, where they played kiss-in-the-ring in the

drawing-room at one at night. He had wanted to

see, then, with his own eyes, though it had appeared

wildly unthinkable before. Or he might merely
want to guide Don Kelleg. Don certainly needed a

guide. Or he might merely want a change. You
could not imagine a change more complete.
So she remained, lost between amazement at her

father's action between that and a perfect trust

in the sanity of his motives whilst her cousin talked

about the two girls in the Shoreditch County Court.

They were quite nice girls, he kept on in his aggrieved
monotone- their people were good people. But

what did they do? Look after their homes; marry,
or anything of the sort? Not at all. They ran a

Woman's Trade Union Federation in the interests

of match-girls. There were about twenty nice girls

interested in that thing. That was what they were

about in Shoreditch a sweating employer had got
a girl as apprentice on iniquitous terms. Well,

he'd so arranged the case that the Judge called for a

pair of scissors and cut up the deed of apprentice-

ship. But was that the sort of thing for nice girls

to be employed on?

Eleanor came out of her reverie about the American
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voyage for a sufficient interval to keep the conversa-

tion decently rolling. Did he, she asked negligently,

talk to his clients, the Woman's T.U.F., in that

way?
He gave one of his sudden, surprisingly radiant

and sweet smiles that she liked so much in him a

smile that made her think, half wistfully, that if the

right woman had got hold of him his petulant ex-

pression what they called in the family the scowl

that wouldn't come off would never have appeared
on his face at all. But poor Augustus had been so

crushed in his youth by his father, the intolerable

Bishop, and so worried in his after youth by his

mother, who still, after his father's death, had kept,

as it were, the great verbose spirit of his father as an

immense wet blanket for ever before his eyes, that

now at thirty-three, whilst he was still a baby he

was also a perpetually mutinous old man. He had

all the spirit and ideal of extreme youth together
with the old man's and particularly the old clergy-

man's habit of ineffectually bewailing the dis-

jointedness of his time.

And whilst, still smiling, he told her that it was not

of course a solicitor's duty to express to his clients

his views of the Activity of Women and their
"
proper Fields," any more than it was his duty to

explain to his client, the R.C. Bishop of Chichester,

what he thought of
"
Rome," because it was his

business to get a practice, and his business lay

mostly with Federations and Societies and the

Trustees of Roman Catholic Dioceses, who, by-the-

bye, did want a deuce of a lot of interest on their
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investments . . . whilst he was explaining to her, in

fact, that he was uncommonly tveillj and acute as a

solicitor, she was wondering what he would have been

like by now if she had accepted him the first time

he had proposed to her. He had, indeed, in his

negligent, gloomy and aggrieved manner, proposed to

her since then innumerable times; practically he

had said,
" Look here: why don't you marry me? "

every time they had met for the last ten years. She

had not ever been very certain of his seriousness:

she had not much troubled about it at all. Only
from the fact that he had not, latterly, come near

them at all, and from the other fact that her Aunt

Emmeline occasionally let drop some of her winged
shafts against the

"
inexplicable conceit of poor

Eleanor," had she been able to gather that her

refusals really rankled. Aunt Emmeline, of course,

had, when they were quite young, always kept a

watchful eye upon them: she did not, she said,

approve of the marriage of cousins, and she had

never, after they were seventeen, allowed them to,

say, skate alone together. But of course, in those

days, Augustus was the son of a real, live and very

roaring Bishop : since then he had become the son

only of a remarkably extinct volcano, with a

mother who, having rendered herself impossible to all

the inhabitants of their
"
Close," had come to living

in a villa if a very big villa at Reading, from

whence it was poor Augustus's fate to run daily up to

town like a blackbird let out at regular intervals to

the length of a very short piece of string. But

though Aunt Emmeline might really object to the
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marriage of cousins it was pretty certain that she

would object still more to the refusal, by a cousin,

of her son.

It would not much have surprised her if, at that

moment, he had said once more :

" Look here : why
don't you marry me? "

in his tones which were half

masterful and half querulous. Instead his,
" Look

here!
"

for he did utter the words was followed

by:
"

Is that man dead? "

And it brought her sharply back to the fact that

she did not really know whether Mr Collar Kelleg,

in his distant and unrealisable city across the water

whetherhewere actually dead. It waswhat youwould

call a moral certainty that he was. But she felt that

she would never be actually as you might say,

physically certain unless she had actually touched

his corpse. She answered him, however, with :

" Have you been speculating?
"

He answered quickly:
" God forbid!

"
as if the mere suspicion were one

more insult.
" Then why," she asked him,

"
are you so fright-

fully anxious to know? You came all the way
down from town yesterday to ask : and you've come

again to-day."
He replied only:
"

It is not at all the sort of thing that I should have

to do with."

She quite realised that the minute shrug attending
his words was as much as to say:

" You've engaged

yourself to this man. You cannot expect to have
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my confidences as you used to." For she had

followed the building up of his practice from the very

youngest days, when he had been employed by a great
and respectable firm of conveyancers, to the day
when, with a small but reputable band of clients of his

own, he had launched his own little boat. With each

new client he had, as it were, bidden her, imperiously,
to rejoice and, in a gentle way, she had rejoiced.

He had always
"
proposed

" when he got a new client

too.

She was not, however, going to accept his rebuff.

It seemed ridiculous that he should want to shut her

out merely because she was going to marry Don
for it would not, that event, in the least affect her

accessibility to him. There never had been a time

when she would not have burst out laughing at the

very idea of it. As she put it to herself : one would

not marry Oggie any more than one would marry
one's brother or one's spaniel.

" Not at all the sort of thing," Augustus repeated,

referring still to the idea that he should speculate
in the enterprises of Mr Charles Collar Kelleg.

"
Oh, well, Oggie," she said,

"
such extraordinary

people do seem to have speculated ..."
She had in her mind her Aunt Emmeline, and he,

who much dreaded that his mother she kept a

flintily hard hand upon her own purse-strings might
be the person she had in mind, asked swiftly :

" Whom d'you mean? "

Her own " No one in particular
"

for it was not

her business to give away her aunt had all the

effect that she had intended the effect of making
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him think that it was ridiculous that there should

secrets between cousins. And she held out to him

an olive branch by saying:
"
Everyone I know seems to have been dabbling

I dare not go near Canon Dearmer's, for instance."

He smiled at that confidence, and in a grateful

return gave her his own for it pained him to keep
a wall up against her if he could decently throw it

down.
"
They do it on both sides, then," he said.

"
Ah, it's your clients you're concerned for!

" She

took his meaning.
" The Very Reverend ones!

"

He made a little gesture with his noticeably

delicate, pale, dark hands.
"
My friends," he said,

"
think that assuredly

Providence will be on their side in the stock market.

They think they really seem to think that the

saints or archangels will contrive to bull their shares."
"

I cannot imagine the poor dear Canon thinking

anything but that his gambling is sin," Eleanor

retorted.
"
He's probably dreadfully ashamed of

doing it."
"
There's the difference," Augustus chimed in,

"
that your Canon does it to enrich himself. My

clients do it for the furtherance of their Faith."

The communion with Eleanor, upon any terms,

thawed him swiftly, and the details of his predica-
ment came out of him now in a rush. She listened

so well : she was so receptive and yet she was not,

as he put it, any sort of a humbug. It was not,

however, what he got out of her, but the manner in

which he got things out of himself, that made him
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think that he never enjoyed anything so much in life

as talking to Eleanor.
"

It's like this," he said :

" the late Mr it does

not matter about his name left a certain sum to-

wards building a church and a mission in a place

where there are a number of Irish factory hands.

This sum was left to the Bishop and trustees to hold

in trust till sufficient money had been raised by

subscription to complete the whole thing." Augustus
had been made the solicitor to this Trust, mainly

because, although he was the son of an Anglican

Bishop a Bishop particularly hostile to the other

persuasion he had managed to help one of the other

Bishop's trustees to several very profitable invest-

ments.
"
They'd prefer," Augustus said,

"
a solicitor

of their own persuasion, but it's one of their maxims,

you know, that the godly grow fat at the expense
of the unrighteous." And Sir George the trustee

in question had persuaded the Monsignor to come
to Augustus for advice. The Monsignor a foreign

prelate had revealed to Augustus a mind of a wholly

pleasing natvete. He had said to Augustus that there

certainly existed in the world of stocks and shares

certain things that would increase any given sum of

money tenfold without the motion of a hand. It was
true that the original money was sometimes lost;

but with Providence on one's side and Providence

was very good to them the idea of loss might be

negatived. He wanted the Church and Mission

money invested in one of these securities.

And Augustus had suggested that they should

follow the fortunes of Charles Collar Kelleg. They
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were the sort of thing, those papers, and he hoped
to get some tips occasionally from Eleanor. He did

not say that he had never really believed that Don
was as much estranged from his father as he and

Eleanor had pretended.
" But now," he said,

"
Kellegs are falling as if the bottom had come out

of a bucket. And they're saying in the City that

Kelleg committed suicide."

It came into Eleanor's head to wonder how in the

world
"
in the City

"
they had already come to say

that. For the rumour was not to have been spread
abroad by Kelleg's agent till the Monday. Or it

might have been the Saturday. She could not

precisely remember the day mentioned in the cable:

but it was some days ahead still. She said:
"

I don't see how it'll affect your pocket. It's

only the Catholics who will lose."
"
My dear child," he said sententiously,

"
it will

make all the difference in the world to my pocket."
She wondered for a moment and then said :

" But surely a solicitor is not responsible for money
a client loses."

He said darkly :

"
That's it. You always remember that I'm a

solicitor. You forget that I'm a gentleman too,"

and she knew that his tone meant :

"
That's why

you've always refused to marry me."
" Oh dear," she said,

"
the trouble's always been

that I forget you're a solicitor. You're much more

like a big baby when you get on the high horse."

He choked angrily for a moment, and then re-

membered that you could not expect from a member

I
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of your family the aloof politeness that you ought to

receive from the rest of the world.
"
This is intimacy," he said bitterly.

*'

Oh, Oggie," she said quickly,
"

I wish you
weren't so sensitive. One always forgets that you
haven't grown out of it."

" You always forget that I'm in love with you," he

answered grimly.

It bobbed up so quickly that, to retain her self-

possession, she could not say anything better than :

"
I've never been in the least sure of it!

" But she

had mastered her desire to laugh a discourtesy that

would have shocked her father's daughter suffici-

ently to add:
" And of course, in that case the less

I go out of my way to spare your feelings the better."
" For us both?

"
he asked saturninely.

"
For you," she rejoined determinedly.

"Then perhaps you'll explain," he said, with a

business-like disagreeableness,
"
why you say I'm

more like a baby than a solicitor.'
1

She told him to show him that she did not fear

that he'd resent it enough to break with her that

he could not in the least withstand his infantile

tempers. He could be shrewd enough whilst he

kept collected. Take this case in point: there was

not the least moral call upon him to guarantee the

Bishop from loss. On his own showing the Mon-

signor had wanted a gamble well, Augustus had

given him a gamble for his money. But at the

suggestion that he should let the church and mission

suffer, Augustus got on his high horse and said he

was a gentleman!
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"
Well, I am," Augustus said.

"
It was a moral

duty in me to advise the Bishop against chucking his

money away. I let him do it. If I cannot discover

whether this chap's dead if I cannot discover it in

time and he is dead I shall consider myself as in

honour bound to pay the money back out of my own

pocket."
"
My dear Oggie," she said sharply,

"
I doubt

whether you're a gentleman at all. I really do."

And at his gasp of outraged astonishment she

went on:
"

It's romantic, what you propose to do. And a

gentleman is never romantic. It isn't fair to others.

It's not fair even to the Bishop. He needs a lesson,

and if you stand between him and his lesson you're

doing him no end of harm." She felt that she spoke
with the robust commonsense of her Tory father:

she knew that she was perfectly right and speaking
like a man, not a woman. "

It's a gentleman's
business it's a decent man's business to be normal.

You've got to play the game and do what's expected
of you; anything else is not fair."

She wished that Don had ever given her occasion

to advise him, as she could always advise Augustus.
But Don's problems were always too nebulous for

her: he was not a person who gave way to passion:

he was always, on the contrary, giving way to

scruples.
"

I wonder," Augustus sneered,
"
that you do not

ask me why I should
' throw away my money.'

Upon my word, at times you speak just like a

desiccated solicitor yourself."
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"
Well, I hope I've got some commonsense." She

answered his gibe composedly.
"
Oh, you've got a little, for a woman," he said,

"
but you haven't a grain of imagination any more

than any other solicitor."

He smiled deviously and continued :

" I'm not such a fool as you think," he said.
"
I've got it in my head to play the game of getting

together a large practice. And I shan't do it if, like

one of your sort of dry practitioner, I cut my client's

losses especially if he's the first client of a large and

unbusiness-like class."

He looked at her with a little perky air of triumph
at the close of this speech. For his little

"
game

"

was simply this: that if he indemnified his Bishop

against loss when all the world, very markedly, was

losing its all, he would, in the little, reverberating,

gossiping hill of that communion in England, attract

to himself the faith and the custom of half a

dozen, a dozen, a score nay, of every Bishop in

England.
" For they're all the same," he concluded,

"
desperately -greedy or desperately in need of

funds if you like."

He opened his lips again to shoot at her :

"
So I'm not the fool you take me for and, in the

language of your bridegroom, it's up to you. I score

one."
"
Oh," she said amiably,

"
if it's a question of

cadging for business it's all the way up to me. I

thought it was a question of a gentleman."
A sudden gloom had descended upon him though

he had not listened to her retort. He raised his
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head suddenly to bring out, with a good deal of

passion :

" Look here, Ellie, do the decent thing. Give me
a pointer. I've insured at Lloyd's against the

chances of the Bishop's loss. But it'll cripple me to

keep up the premiums. I can't do it at the pace.

You can take my word for it that I won't use the

knowledge to make any movements in the market.

But just save me personally."

The deeply-pleading note of his voice, his dark,

searching eyes, his graceful, small presence that

seemed to move into sympathy with his words his

whole atmosphere and her remembrances of which

he made so large and innocent a part, moved her

deeply.
"

I can't do it, Oggie," she said and she re-

membered when she had run to help him land a

huge conger, on Deal pier, on a wet, blowy day

twenty years ago.
"

If I lose the Bishop and the chances of what

he'll bring me," he pleaded on,
"

I may as well shut

up shop."
" Ask Don himself," she said in a low voice, and

her eyes wandered to the table. The private cable

that she and Don had read together an hour before

lay creased and blurred where her father had left it

after perusing it.

" That sentimental ass!
" he said negligently, and

resumed his deeper tone with :

" Look here, Ellie." He stumbled and halted and

then went on.
"

It's not the money. It's the the

my theory my idea of how a practice is to be
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made. I've had to back my own ideas I haven't

gone on in the old humdrum way. I've told no end

of the old, conveyancing, horn-spectacled dodgers
that they're fools. If I have to shut up shop mother

will keep me: I shan't starve. . . . But . . ."

and a minute shudder of violence went all over

his dark being,
"
those other beggars will laugh

at me, I won't stand it. By God, I won't stand

it . . ."

His eyes went to the paper, towards which her hand
was already reaching out. From where he stood he

could read, positively, the first words:
" Mr Charles

Collar Kelleg ..." and with a deep, sudden passion
his hand raced hers for it. She sank back in her

chair nervelessly and without it. His sigh was

almost like a sob and he held it close to his eyes, with

a cat-like fierceness, for he had inherited the shortness

of sight of her father's family. His head in a minute

came up from his reading, his eyes sought her face,

dilated and wide-lidded.

"By heaven!" he said. "What a scheme! I

can make a hundred thousand if I'm cautious."

She said, as if now she sought guidance from him
as if, in her grief, she were asking him how far a man
-who must in the end know more of what a gentle-

man could do how far a man could go just the one

word:

"Oggie!"
He answered a non-comprehending:
"
Well?

" and then slowly he folded the piece of

paper into a little strip.
"
Yes," he said slowly,

"
of course it comes to that.
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If you do not feel inclined to give me the pointer I

haven't read this precious message."
She said, with pauses between each word :

"
I only half understand. What do you mean?

"
I mean," he said, with a deep bitterness,

"
that if

you don't care enough to tell me knowing that I

shall be ruined if you don't care enough to say that

you'd have told me in any case, I don't care enough
about life to use the knowledge the paper has given
me."

" You mean that you're too decent a man," she

said.
"
Say that that's what you mean."

"
I don't mean anything of the sort," he said

pitilessly.
" Your American's fair game, papers and

all. If a man's fool enough to leave such a paper on

a table he's ..." He stopped and said:
"

I mean

literally that if you do not care for me at least

enough to save me from ruin I don't care enough
about life to keep my end up."

"
You're asking me, in fact, for permission to use

your knowledge," she uttered.
" Look here," he said, and she knew that the

moment for his stereotyped form of words had come,
"
why don't you marry me? " He went on swiftly:

"
I can make enough with this to keep us for ever and

ever. You can make what you like out of me. You
know it. You cannot make a man out of that

that sponge. You can't marry him. You can't.

He's like the tamest sort of cat. He's an incredible

ass. . . . Why, the other day I was walking up
Buckingham Street with him and a loafer came and

offered him a box of matches one of those wastrels
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that ought to be hanged: one of the curses of the

day. And what did your Don say to him ?
'

No, I

thank you!
'

Augustus spurted out the words

with a bitter contempt. "He's polite: he's

sweet, like that, to the very pests, the cancers of

Society. You cannot marry such a man. Not you !

You! "

"
Why don't you marry me? " he repeated, "why

don't you marry me? "

It was whilst the words were vibrating in the air

that Don came smiling into the room. He had, in

her eyes, an air of blind greatness, a vast, credulous

benevolence that made him approach Augustus with

his hand stretched out and the words :

" Who's going to marry you?
"

He had heard only the last two words.

And it was the feeling that he ought to be warned

that there were traitors in the world that she brought
out the words :

"
Augustus has been reading the cable."

But all the stress died out of the room with Don's

next words.
"
Well, that's famous, I was just going to tell him

myself," and Eleanor, with all her sense of sane

equity, could not bring herself to explain to him, at

least at that moment, precisely how overbearing and

outside all bounds her cousin had been. Perhaps it

relieved her to escape the necessity ;
at anyrate, next

moment it was too late. For Don's succeeding words

were:
"

It works out at this : we're all going to New
York, and Aunt Emmeline is to be of the company!

"
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And into the gasp that seemed to come to both of

them he threw :

" Your father is of opinion
"

he addressed himself

to Eleanor
"
that you need a chaperon. I tried to

persuade him that those institutions aren't modern

necessities. But he puts it that if you became ill

which he considers the likeliest thing in the world

considering what American cooking is it would be

the most awkward thing in the world to have no other

woman in the party." He waived, characteristically,

their desire to know more facts by diverging into:
"

It's astonishing how your father can, in a common-
sense way, prove that a convention is a convenience.

Personally I'm all for kicking conventions overboard.

But there it is: there's no doubt that in American

hotels for you cannot, he says, very decently

quarter yourselves in any of my half-dozen palaces
the only decent servants are the negro bell-boys,

who are not, obviously, adapted for waiting upon
a sick lady. Which shows you, once more," he

was continuing,
" how the New World does re-

dress . . ."
" But what's going to be done ?

"
Eleanor asked,

and for a moment she wished that her lover might at

times dispense with his tremendous flow of words.
" You forget that whilst you've been settling it with

dad we've been sitting here."

Don's eloquent bronzed face expressed a sudden

contrition and concern.
"

It all seems so simple, now that your father's

arranged it," he said,
"
that I've sort of got the

impression it's so obviously the one thing to do so
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obviously, that of course you'd know it for your-
selves!

"

" I'm to go with you?
"

she asked.
" Next

Wednesday?
" And whilst her mind quickly ran to

preparations, he was answering:
"
Oh, it's principally you that go. But there'll

also be I and your father, and Augustus here as my
chaperon, and your Aunt Emmeline as yours, and

your father's man to valet Augustus and him, and

your aunt's maid for her and you. Supposing of

course that there's accommodation on the boat."

He added reflectively:
"
Though, as the boats all practically belong to me,

there doesn't seem to be much difficulty. For your
father says I don't know how he knows it that

my father always kept a sort of prior claim for himself

on a suite of state-rooms for every boat of his

lines . . ."

"
It'll cost a tremendous lot of money," Eleanor

said.

"Oh, money!
" Don said vaguely. "It doesn't

exist any more. There's nothing left for me but

action."

And whilst she was wondering whether she could

altogether like a state of things, a physical condition,

in which, as it were, the force of gravity was left out

and you just floated, he said himself:
"

It's a most extraordinary feeling! It's as if you
could fly and did not want to," so that Eleanor had

a quick feeling of delight at their thoughts being so

much in unison, as if, by mental telepathy, she had

sent him that very image . . .
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Augustus said:
" But surely Uncle Greville isn't going to let you

pay for himself and Eleanor. Or has he too . . ."

For he could not think of his uncle as affected by
such a cataclysm, though he felt its effectsupon hisown
self. He knew, in his bones, that he too was going to

fly but his uncle was such a determined pedestrian.
"
Oh," Don answered,

"
at the rate your uncle

can come to resolutions we've had time to settle

that too. He pays for Eleanor and himself and your
mother and the servants. He'll do it because, with

Eleanor so well
'

settled,' from that point of view

he can afford to sacrifice his economies of some years
to his desire to see for himself what the place is

like . . ."

Augustus said: " Ah! " His uncle certainly was

a pedestrian. He disliked motor-cars : he would not

bicycle : he did not keep a trap : he would not even

sit down save when it was necessary so you certainly

could not think of him as flying with another man's

wings in the face of the Tory proprieties.
"

I guess," Don was going on,
"
that he would not

approve of letting the fact that Eleanor was to be

well settled help him to make an excursion if it

wasn't that he thought I needed someone to give me
backbone. What he takes from me in the one

obligation he'll restore several hundredfold by saving
me from making, as he thinks, an irrevocable ass of

myself. I do not mean that he wants to keep me
from making reparations . . ."

" Don dear," Eleanor interrupted him,
"
did dad

say that you were to take Augustus?
"
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The fact that the conversation had, under

Augustus's auspices, taken a monetary turn, shocked

her sense of the proprieties though she herself had

provoked it. Money, in her scale of things, was a

thing you did not talk about. You might say:
"

It would be too expensive!
"

But, once you had

received the opinion that it would not, you did not,

in well-arranged circles, proceed to discuss the shares

of the expenditure. That settled itself because the

people engaged were decent people; and she was so

touched with coldness at Augustus's contribution to

the discussion he ought to have known her father

would do the right thing! that she was anxious even

to indicate to Don that Augustus was not the person
to take with them, though she saw what a tremend-

ously
"
good thing

"
it would be for him if Don took

him up. . . . She could not, moreover, conceive

of her father as recommending his nephew as a

solicitor or as a travelling companion for himself.

Don, however, could not conceive of anybody else.
" Oh! " he answered her question.

" Your father

said that I must take a lawyer with me not that the

law of the United States is the same as ours yours
but simply because I needed a trained intelligence.

. . . No, he did not tell me to take Augustus: he

told me to take my solicitor. And "
he put his hand

upon Augustus's shoulder, a gesture that Eleanor

felt to be wholly
" American " "

Augustus is my
solicitor."

Augustus was his solicitor: he had written, for

Don, two solicitor's letters to two magazines owned

by the same gentleman. The two magazines had
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calmly appropriated two landscape illustrations that

Don had exhibited at a Black and White exhibition.

Don would not have worried about it if it had not

been that the things had been so vilely reproduced.
The proprietor of the magazines had replied that the

mere advertisement of appearing in the P and the

W ought to be payment enough for a person like

Don. But Augustus's threat that his client would

apply for an order to suppress the issues of the

magazines had brought tumbling in two cheques for

fifteen pounds which Don really had not known
what to do with and a commission for further

illustrations from the proprietor, who, if he did not

like to be bested, conceived a tremendous respect for

an artist who would care to stand up to him. A
success so considerable it was all the more con-

siderable in Don's eyes in that the proprietor had

given an assurance that all Don's subsequent work

should be reproduced just exactly as Don desired

had rilled poor Don with an immense respect for

Augustus's powers. It wasn't everybody who could

make a magazine proprietor careful as to reproduc-
tions.

This would not, perhaps, have mattered to Don
so much if Don had not been a lonely soul and if

Augustus had not been Eleanor's cousin. One

might even go so far as to say that Don had invented

the occasion of the lawyer's letters he would not

normally have bothered even about the bad re-

production especially that he might come in contact

with Eleanor's relation. He wanted relations: he

wanted, with all his affections, a family feeling. And



if it was not that, in the least, that had made him
fall in love with Eleanor he had met her as a solitary

figure when she had been living in lodgings in Paris

to attend the L School of Design, so that she did

not seem to have any relations at all it was part of an

added charm to find that she had so splendid and so

typical so comfortable an atmosphere of be-

longing to a family. He had not himself, since his

mother was dead and he had quarrelled with his

father, the ghost of a person to feel affectionate

towards: but on Eleanor's side he discovered he

would be able to sink, as it were, luxuriously and

warmly, into all sorts of connectionships. It did

not matter that, as he gradually discovered,

Eleanor had not very much opportunity to see the

members of her father's and mother's family. She

did not, indeed, seem ever very much inclined to

make at all strenuous efforts to keep up these con-

nections. She need not, as he put it, because she had

such a tremendous wealth of them that as she had

never known the lack the feeling of being alone in

the world she could not be blamed for not feeling

how precious the possession was. But there they

were, hundreds and hundreds of aunts and cousins

and uncles: and blood is thicker than water. He
felt himself at last about to slip into place somewhere

on the edge of a ring. He would not any more be

without some sort of circle.

He would, in fact, have called Augustus
" his

solicitor
" even if he had been the veriest of muffs.

He had so much need of something that was " his
"

that he would have proclaimed Augustus one of the
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most remarkable practitioners in England though

Augustus had had nothing but a lack of opportunity.
As it was it was splendid, because Augustus was

solicitor to the Woman's T.U.F. and to the Diocese

of
;
and he had so efficiently conducted Don's

own affairs. So that, with his general excitement,

with the feeling that he had that it was necessary to

act then and there, under the very nose of Mr

Greville, and actually under the eyes of Eleanor, Don

irrevocably engaged Augustus to be his man of affairs.



PART II

BETWEEN SHORES

THE
waves beneath their eyes swayed out from

the vessel's side
;
the sea was dark and metallic,

like slate with white furrings. It was astonishing

because the sky was an unbroken pale blue, and in

the swept arch of the heavens the sun, hidden some-

where by the smoke stacks, had a sway unhindered

by any cloud. It affected the girl hostilely, this

hard surface, in spite of the pure white paint of the

boat, in spite of the fresh feel of the air on her face,

in spite of the bouillon in handleless cups, the neat

dresses that filled all the nooks of the pleasant decks,

in spite of the accent that made you laugh, because,

faint as it mostly was, it was, undoubtedly, as all-

pervading as the faint smell of tar that exhaled from

every cranny of the immense boat.

The first bugle was sounded for dinner: the two

blessed little intervals of their day had commenced ;

for though you never observed any noticeable

change in their attire, and though they could not

possibly have been any cleaner than they always

were, they, all of them, except a pallid lady who
was said to be

"
very ill," disappeared into their

cabins to do, in half an hour, what Eleanor it was,

she was aware, inconsiderate to the stewards con-

89
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trived with deft swiftness to get done in five minutes

after the second bugle
" had gone." Don appar-

ently did not
" do "

anything at all, for he was

always discreetly in his chair opposite hers by the

time that, swaying just a little to what was un-

doubtedly the inconsiderate motion of such an hotel,

she made her way between the filled chairs.

But Don, apparently, never had any need to
" do "

anything. He was always astonishingly neat: in

England, she remembered, he had always stood out,

in this way, from all the other men she had known.

Here, among what she could not help calling to herself

his compatriots though his mother had actually

made him naturalise himself he did not stand out

at all. It was something that, there in the shadow

of a slung boat in the sea air, puzzled her a little. It

puzzled her even while Don talked, as he always
was talking, in pleasant undertones, about things

that she never very well remembered. Or rather,

yes, when she brought her mind back to it, he was

talking about what it would feel like to drown just

where they were. The night before they had

desultorily made out in the great gilt-bound volume

of charts that was in the great gilt-and-white lady's

drawing-room, that the sea there was 1400 fathoms

deep or 16,000 feet, or 1842 feet or some number

that did not convey anything to her, and at that

moment Don was vaguely speculating as to how it

would differ being drowned in that depth of water

from being drowned in a pond. It must, he was of

opinion, make an enormous psychological difference,

to sink and sink. Whereas she simply felt that if
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you drowned, you drowned, though she admitted

the pleasantness of his allegories . . .

But what really occupied her mind was the riddle

of his odd identity with all these other young men
here. For here, somehow, he did not stand out

as Augustus certainly did. There were here perhaps

seventy young Americans out of the 400 of their

centre of the ship seventy young men, all gentle,

low-voiced, extremely well washed you would

not somehow call it well-groomed and with

uncreased coats rather long in the back. It was not

that the coats were not made in Regent Street

they all were. But they had, precisely, an uncreased

look
; you could not tell why. It was not that they

were extravagantly new ; it was rather as if they had

been built built was precisely the word for people
who would never put them to any physical uses out

of doors. And yet it was not that the young men
never went out of doors or never indulged in violent

exercise ; for ten of those young men were returning
a college team from competing with a Cambridge

band of athletes; and two others, at least, had, as

war correspondents, done quite astonishing things
with rough-riders in some war. Nevertheless,

Augustus, who could not tell one end of an oar from

the other, who had never been on a horse, who hated

cricket, never walked a yard if he could help it, and

regarded footballers as
" muddied oafs

" who in-

finitely contributed to our national decay Augustus

gave the idea that he could punch all their heads by
sheer force of passion. Don did not; yet Don had,

she knew, pulled a very creditable oar in his college
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eight and, tucked away somewhere amongst his other

accomplishments, had the gift of shooting out all the

pips of a five of spades at twenty feet with an army
revolver and Don stood over six foot in his

stockings. Yet you never noticed him, unless you
were in love with him, when, after breakfast and

before dinner, he joined in the frenzied swift rush

round the promenade deck.

The problem, not the fact, worried her a great

deal: for, approaching as she did those new shores

with a singular curiosity, she was anxious to dis-

cover what were the differences. She was not in-

clined to believe at first she had not been that she

was going to trouble her head in the least about the

differences. There were not, she had been ready to

advance, any differences. The people would prove

just Englishmen who rushed a little faster perhaps
but who wanted much the same things.

But, in spite of herself, she was, she was aware,

wondering all the time what made her feel different

from anything she had ever felt before. She realised,

of course, that she was, really, trying to make dis-

coveries about her lover: she tried to think that he

was not an American. But she felt, in spite of herself,

that he certainly was what those people called an un-

American American. He was voyaging, indeed,

under the pseudonym of
"
Greville

" and passed

vaguely for her father's nephew. It was not Don
that was in question. But the lady who sat at her

elbow at meals a dark person with an odd variety

of German accent who spent all her summers in
"
Yurup

" had told her that another American,
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who passed most of his years in Liverpool, was un-

American. It was, apparently, undemocratic, if it

was not absolutely unpatriotic, to have any ties at all

with any of the several old countries that they all,

now they were hastening towards Sandy Hook,
affected contentedly to despise.

Don, therefore, was undemocratic and un-

American. She felt, in her loyalty to him, that she

would not have minded if he had been both. And

yet he fitted in so well with all the others. And
she felt so differently among them. She had been

but two days on board and she tried to assure herself

that it was the unfamiliarity of her surroundings
the private sitting-room with the vast-blossomed

flowers, the yellow velvet with gold-work on it,

the green marble wash-hand basin in her berth with its

silver fittings, or the nickel handles of all kinds and

shapes that her Aunt Emmeline in the next berth

was perpetually straining her wrists to manipulate
for improbable purposes. Her Aunt Emmeline had

days of fads when she would not allow herself to be

waited on." Or it might have been the fact of

eating with 400 other people at once that made her

feel strange . . .

But though she tried to assure herself that it was

this, she was aware that it was not. What at bottom

was strange was to be among 400 people and not to

attract from any man any of the unsanctioned

attention ceillades or mere droppings of the eyes
that anywhere else would have made her comfort-

ably uncomfortable. Augustus, of course, was

always eyeing her, but that did not count, and she
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had, as it were, a definite prospect of a sort of lone-

liness that stretched out before her eyes. It was a

loneliness, for somehow the women. . . . They
were not. . . . They were . . .

She could not somehow size it up. When they
came into the dining-room in crowds they looked all

right: but when you took them in detail. . . .

Perhaps it was only the voices, the accent. And

yet it was not the accent one had allowed for that.

It was rather a sort of intonation a faint something
a querulousness ! That was it. They seemed all,

always, to be complaining, not so much in words as

in the tones of their voices. It reminded her with

a quite startling vividness of ladies at home who
could not get servants

"
to stay." They did not

interest her somehow: not any one of them made
her feel the possibility that she would ever come to a

thrill of intimacy. They had not the complexions:

they certainly had not the voices : they had not the

look in the eyes. They could not ever be her rivals !

It was that, to her astonishing discovery for it

came to her in a flash that made her for many days

drop entirely the habit of speculating as to her

companions, and they sank for her to the almost

permanent condition of moderately well-dressed

automata. She did not care how they dressed : for

the way they dressed would not certainly interest

any man who could interest her : she did not care to

hear about their friends, for they certainly would not

be her friends
; she did not care to hear their views of

Europe and its cathedrals. It did not bother her to

have to listen: they simply did not excite her
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curiosity not any one of them. And by this

second of the very long days she had resigned herself,

for all of the time that she could not have Don to

herself, to a future of lying in the deck chairs and

passing remarks about the weather, or the bouillon, or

about who was ill ...
It was from a reverie upon one of these subjects

that Don aroused her, whilst they leant, before

dinner, over the rail together, by offering her two

cents for her thoughts. He dropped immediately
into the digression that she'd have to get used to

considering over there that though two cents was

in value the equal of onepenny, actually the Americans

called a cent
"
a penny," just as a good many of

them called a quarter
"
a shilling

"
so that she'd

have to get used to considering that a shilling con-

sisted of twenty-five pence. She answered that she

did not suppose that she'd ever get used to anything
of the sort. And why should she? She'd have him
and her father, not to mention Augustus and Aunt

Emmeline, to look after her. She did not suppose
she'd ever have to come into contact with "It."

He had a little touch of disappointment in his

voice of a deeper disappointment than she cared to

have given him as he said :

"Oh, I hope you'll take some of the problems

seriously when you come to see."
" But is not," she said,

" what we're going for,

just to give you an opportunity to get rid of your
father's affairs and to pay.a good deal of money away
to some poor people and then . . .?"

Their attention was mutually distracted by the
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silvery, wedge-like form of a dolphin that, reduced

by the height they were up to the apparent size of a

mackerel, dived, in a swift curve, in the hurry of

waters just below their noses . . .

" And then ..." She took up her sentence again.
" Then? Why, nothing. We go back and it will be

all over."

With his hands upon the rail, swaying with the

sway of the vessel, he considered this proposition for

longer than he'd ever considered before any pro-

position of hers for a space of time that appeared
unnatural to her, considering how short were the

precious minutes that were really theirs before the

next bugle would blow.
"
Isn't that it?

"
she asked at last that he might

waste no more.
"
That's it," he said at last.

" But what you've

got to consider is that to do the thing conscienti-

ously! will be a thing that'll call for an immense

study. It won't be I don't want it to be if I can

help it and, if you approve . . ." His voice had

in it an almost appealing note.
"

It won't be just

selling a business as you might sell a shop in the

Marylebone High Street. We are not, in fact you
and I and your father and Augustus going out to

see how I may retire from business. We're going out

as reformers."
"
Dearest boy," she said, and a note of deep

tenderness in her tone answered his pleading, "I'm
not going to hinder you."

"
I know, I know," he said gratefully.

" But the

whole point is the point that worries me is that
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you'll have to take an interest you'll have at least

:o study the circumstances. You can't go in and

out as we did this morning when we paid a visit to

the emigrants' quarters. I've got to plunge right

into this eighty millions of people as I might plunge
into this water here. . . ." He waved his hands

downwards.
"
Right down, to the very bottom

almost. And if you do come with me, Heaven knows

when we shall get out again."
This was, as Don would have called it, a pro-

position that, in turn, made Eleanor pause for a

[pace during which they might have been carried a

mile towards the invisible coasts. She met it

seriously enough with :

"I'm ready to do anything that's really neces-

sary." She was not, however, even in her most

loyal moods, a person to encourage him in exacting

boundless promises.
" Wouldn't it be enough," she

asked,
"

if you just shook the whole thing off? Is it

really necessary to accept the responsibility?
"

He did not pause at all with his answer.
"

I told you at the very first that it wasn't a power

given to me. It's a duty. I've got to do my best

with these people ..." He stopped to make the

confession.
"
Coming into contact with so many of

them has made me tremendously in earnest. I hear

so many old phrases: I've got to face, at every word

that I overhear, something that represents an old

hope, an old inspiration. I've got to do'something."
" You were not, you know," she said,

"
so ex-

ceedingly in earnest the Wednesday before last."

He rubbed his hand up his brow.
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"
Perhaps I was not," he said slowly.

" But it

does come back to me the national feeling. I do

not know where it comes from. Perhaps from the

days when I played with the bell-boys in the hall of

the hotel. I do not know where else. But ..."
He paused, and a look of positive appalment in his

face overwhelmed her.

"My dear thing!
" he brought out, "I've been

dreadfully unfair to you. If you did not expect. . . .

It's shameful," he said ;

"
of course you could not

expect that I'd drag you into such an affair."

To calm him she put her hand upon his where it

rested on the rail, as she was in the habit of doing for

her father in church when the sermon irritated him

beyond bearing. But the contact did not calm Don.

He looked up at the canvas screen of the bridge where

silhouetted against the pale sky, a man, bearded am
blonde, with a gilt line round his cap, was holding a

the moment a glass to his eye. His own, mechanic

ally, followed its direction.

"There's a ship!" he uttered, and then: "Of
course I can't turn the boat round or I might

perhaps, only it would be hard on the passengers

But the very minute we get to New York, if you
wish it . . ."

"
Dear!

"
she said,

"
don't you understand ?

"

He brought out, almost hysterically, it was so swift

a
"
Yes, but . . ."

" When I accepted you as my responsibility," she

said, with an attempt at a smile to calm him,
"

I took

you with all your responsibilities. I shan't funk the

slums of New York when I come to them. Only . . ."
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"
Heavens," he interrupted,

"
it need not come to

that!
"

"
Only

"
she was determined to finish her

speech "I do not want you to assume more re-

sponsibilities than you've got to do for your peace
of mind."

"
My peace of mind is irrevocably bound up with

yours and your comfort," he said. And she accepted
the obvious sincerity of his speech in lieu of the kiss

that she felt she had deserved.
" And mine's so entirely bound up in yours,"

she said,
"

that if I thought there was a single

thing you felt you really ought to do, and if you
did not do it for my sake, I should be irrevocably

miserable."

The shrill notes of the second bugle made him move
backwards from the rail.

"
Only," she repeated, as they squeezed close

together to enter the companion door at the stern end

of the deck,
"

I do want you to make up your mind
what will satisfy you."
"And you'll stand the racket?

"
he asked, sup-

porting himself above her with a hand on the panel-

ling as the slow pitch of the creaking vessel elevated

him right above her coiled hair.
*' You are a brick."

And she looked back and up at him with an ingenuous

pleasure upon her fresh cheeks, so that they remained

at gaze until, in revenge, the dropping sternwards

of the ship made the stairway almost horizontal and

brought her face up to his level. He did not kiss her

even then because he was lost in the consideration of

whether he ought to accept the sacrifice.
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This problem occupied him during the greater part
of dinner, inordinate though the second dinner

of the voyage being one upon which the resources of

the kitchen were strained to show what, as against
the competing lines, the ship could do inordinate

though the dinner proved in length to be. The prob-
lem of whether he ought really to take her with him

any further accompanied him through the indifferent

soup, the excellent oysters, the hors d'ceuvres ; it

spoilt his appreciation of the mousse of Westphalian
ham

;
it made him so inattentive to the needs of Aunt

Emmeline that it was positively Augustus who had

to reach across the table to fill her glass with Apollin-

aris. It cast such a blight, this problem, upon him
that he would almost gladly have taken refuge in the

belief that it was the motion of the vessel affecting his

spirits. But he was too excellent a sailor, and in

spite of his dejection his appetite was too good to let

him have that solace. And almost he came to the

conclusion, since the matter so much affected him,

that that alone was proof that he ought not to bring

Eleanor into contact, however willing, with his

Responsibility.

He contrived to be dragged out of his brood-

ing by hearing the lady at his elbow exclaim, in

tones too triumphant for the most preoccupied to

miss:
"
Now, there's a great man."

The remark was addressed to Mr Greville, who
raised his thin, aquiline face and piercing eyes

immediately opposite to her across the table. And

Don, in spite of his preoccupation, was subconsci-
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ously aware that the subject of her eulogy was his

own father.

Mr Greville's politeness, asking as if for information

of an extreme ignorance, came across to her.
"
In what significance do you use the woid

'great'?"
"
Consider," the lady cried out she had massive,

striking red hair and a massive and very striking

pale face of a mealy whiteness
"

all the money he's

made."

Mr Greville uttered:
" Ah! "

" And consider," she went on,
"
his charities."

" Now what proportion," Mr Greville asked,
" do

you consider that his charities bear to his income?
"

"
Ah," the lady said,

"
I know you're sneering at

us. But tell me how many members of your corrupt

aristocracy have founded a university?
"

Aunt Emmeline leaned across Don to almost

groan :

"Ah, too true!
"

She had found herself in singular accord with the

red-haired lady. She had not ever anywhere met

people who so intimately agreed with her views of life

as she discovered most of the people on board did.

She leaned, however, still further across Don, so that

the aigrette in her hair discommoded him, to remark

that Mrs Sargent was not to take it for granted
that all their upper classes were unmindful of their

responsibilities; though too few, altogether, recog-

nised what for instance in their relations to the

Church their duties were; and Mr Greville in turn

begged Mrs Sargent to realise that he was not sneering
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at her. He was travelling for the sole purpose of

informing his mind.
" So that you're really coming for pleasure?

"

And the lady, in her agreeable surprise, pulled still

further back the glove that dangled from her white

and very plump forearm.
" Now that is real nice.

You're coming to see us as we really are? So few

British do."

Aunt Emmeline said that it was indeed lamentable

that the better class of her island had so little curi-

osity: it was one of the symptoms, it was probably
one of the causes, of British national decay.

" But don't you think," Mr Greville asked Mrs

Sargent,
"
that if we do not come it's because we

believe we're probably very mistaken that there's

nothing to see?
"

" You do not believe anything of the sort," Mrs

Sargent cried triumphantly.
" Go down to the

Battery any afternoon and you won't be able to move
for the crowds of British rubber-necks with Baedekers

looking at the sky-scrapers and the historic monu-
ments. You don't find them like that at the Tower
of London! "

Her triumph and the incomprehensible word that

you had to wait to work out its meaning caused a

momentary silence, into which Augustus was able to

introduce the virulent statement :

"So that you get us both ways!
" And to Mrs

Sargent's puzzled expression he vouchsafed the

contemptuous explanation that she had said, first,

that we were such fools that we never came at all;

and secondly, that the sights of New York did attract
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us so much that we abandoned our own to an

extent that impeded the native-born American . . .

Mr Greville turned his head towards his nephew
for sufficiently long to say, over the head of Eleanor,

who sat between them :

" We did not come here to convict people of

inaccuracies. We came to hear their views."

And Mrs Sargent rolled bread triumphantly
between her white fingers and thumbs of both hands,

accepting Mr Greville's championing and reflecting

upon an effective retort. It came after a decent

interval:
"

I guess we Americans get you both ways all

the time !

" And Mr Greville gallantly but enigmatic-

ally bowed his head. Mrs Sargent said brightly then

she guessed they were the very nicest party of

English she'd ever come across and she herself had

been born in County Cork, so she might claim to

know both sides of the water and speak with

authority. Augustus, she said, would learn better

before he was three months older : he'd find American

women very bright, and she reflected with satisfaction

upon her retort, repeating, to lose none of its effect,

that Americans did get them both ways all the time.

She hoped she'd be able to take them round Spring-

field, Ilhnois, and show them something of the

prettiest town in the world . . .

Don from this, to him, rather painful scene

in his amphibious existence he had heard so much of

this Yankee-baiting retired, a little strengthened,
to the consideration of the problem of whether he

ought to take Eleanor any further into these depths.
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It occupied him so fully, the problem, that of the rest

of the conversation he only caught Mrs Sargent

informing the silent Eleanor that she'd find American

gurrls vurry bright, and that English women did not

know how to put their clothes on, a remark to which

Eleanor only smiled a little deafly and bowed with

an odd likeness to her father. And he caught
Eleanor replying in trenchant undertones to a

whisper from Augustus:
"
Why, there are ridiculous people everywhere."

If he'd been near her chair last night, instead of being
in his berth sea-sick, he'd have heard a drunken

English country gentleman holding forth to a lot of

perfectly silent Yankees about the incorruptibility
of English J.P.s and the perfection of the British

system. She'd asked herself just the very words that

Augustus had just asked her.
" Was it possible that

people really talked like that?
"

For, as against Mrs

Sargent's
"
corrupt aristocracy

"
the Englishman

had alleged that you could get a verdict from the

United States Supreme Court as all the world knew

by bribing any one of the judges.
" You do not believe people talk such rot till

you hear it," she finished trenchantly.
" But

they do. And it would be cruel of dad to draw

that poor woman out if he had not got a good reason

for it."

The unfortunate Augustus opened his moustache-

hidden mouth to retort, but a slow movement that

seemed to take the whole place, band, galleries, ferns

on the table, and waiters, in one gigantic hand and

wave it through the air, made him at first appear to
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reflect wildly and then to close his mouth. In spite

of the fact that he was assured of 10,000 a year for

the next five years and sat next to his cousin, so that

he could speak to her in undertones, he was not yet

having anything like what Mrs Sargent assured him

was to be the time of his life.

It was probably the contact with Mrs Sargent that

tipped Don's wavering scale upwards. For he had

to face the eternal problem of how much a king owes

to his people, how much to his wife : of how much the

same king is pledged by promises that he has given
before he comes to the throne in face of the sufferings

of his tributaries that he discovers after his accession.

For he could not disguise from himself the fact that

he had pledged himself to let Eleanor lead the

orderly, sheltered, almost august life that had

seemed to be all that the future promised them.

It was a definite promise that he had made, and,

to his scrupulosity, you cannot be relieved from

a promise however willing the other party may be.

At the same time he could not be certain that he was

not bound by a former promise, contracted not by
him, but, as it were, by his ancestors a promise of

which Mrs Sargent was, in her vulgar ignorance, a

dismal symptom. For undoubtedly his father and
the men of his father's kidney who had preceded him
were responsible for that poor woman. It was

they who were responsible for her candid utterance

that Greatness was the power to trick coins out of

the breeches pockets of the poor or that having you
both ways was the ideal of life. His father distinctly

was the great prototype of extraction just as his
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whole life had been a matter of having everybody not

both ways, but in every possible way.
And it seemed to him that it was a duty he had

brought with him into the world to re-act against his

father. He had, as far as he could, to show that poor
woman with the red hair, pasty face, and untidy,

flabby, blue cotton shirt waist who told his Eleanor

that she did not know how to put her clothes on

and held up to Mr Greville a swindler like his own
father as a type of what a corrupt aristocracy should

emulate it was his duty to show that poor woman
and the millions that she represented, the millions

that his father had taxed, swindled and presented
with false ideals, to show them that Greatness was

something greater than the habit of accumulation.

And perhaps because of the optimistic sensation

induced by the immense dinner, by the time the

sparkling wine, provided by the Company, and the

nickel-silver souvenir pocket-books in which you
were to keep a diary of the run (provided also by the

Company), had been arrived at, he had momentarily

squared the circle of his thoughts. It was the old

solution.

For was not he going to the United States to strike

a deathblow at what his father represented? Was he

not going to cripple all his father's enterprises ? Was
not he going to as far as he could set up a different

standard? And would not that standard be the

standard of Eleanor?



II

nnHE sun that night went down leaving a pink-and
A golden splendour that put new heart into Mrs

Sargent. There lay Mrs Greville, with Eleanor by
her side, green and brown rugs wrapped almost up
o their noses, their feet rendered glorious by the

light from the low sky, which gave to all outlines a

oft, luminous enhancing. A never-ceasing pro-

ession, silhouetted against the light of lean men's

igures, stout women, children whose little pigtails

ut diagonally the lines of the cordage passed before

heir faces, the notes of a harmonium, the clashing of

)ail-handles to simulate cymbals, laughs and endless,

monotonous songs from the emigrants, invisible

below their feet, went up to mingle in the brilliant

heavens with the rush of the water. It seemed, the

darkness down there, to enshroud and to accentuate

the jaunty indifference, the squalor, the ferocity or

the mere listless, Eastern dejection with which,

through the day, the fore-part of the ship, with its

kerchiefed, Orientally-draped crowd, seemed to

confront the serene castle of luxury that rose, white

and embattled, half way between stem and stern.

The sky was a flat, impenetrable pink, and from just

to the right of the bows a single backbone of gilt,

feathery cloud glowed and slanted, like a vast spruce
tree about to fall transversely, up into the pale blue

107
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peak of the heavens. It had, the sky, something of

a garish splendour, to which the slatey-blue, unchange-
able sea seemed to offer a saturnine comment, anc

from time to time Mrs Sargent led to their feet, foi

presentation to these extraordinary Europeans whc

were travelling to the other side
"
for pleasure,"

small bands of what they had come to call
" Them."

They made in this way the acquaintance of a

Scottish Presbyterian minister from an aristocratic

suburb of Philadelphia, who told them that there

was no coal smoke in New York; of a lady whose

husband owned a button factory in Froudeville,

Connecticut; of a judge from Decatur, Illinois; of

the son of a distinguished family called Callum of

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, and of a Mr Houston of

Brooklyn, who told them, in gentle and despondent

tones, that whatever they did they were to avoid the

Hotel in a street whose number he could not

just remember. And each of these people cordially

endorsed the remark with which, successively, Mrs

Sargent introduced them that they were going to

the land to see sunsets. The lady from Froudeville

added the rider that they'd find New York very

strange but that they'd like it immensely when they

got used to it. To which the judge's son added that

they were not to think that N'York was America,
it was just a sink. It appeared afterwards that

by this image he had meant to imply nothing

opprobrious, but merely that New York, in its

cosmopolitan character, was merely the channel

or, as you might say, the funnel into which the wealth

of the Transatlantic continent forced itself in its way
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eastward. But all these silhouettes with querulous
voices waved their arms towards the invisible sun

and the western skies. The sunset, indeed, they
assured her was but a first note of what, hospitably
and charmingly, they were going to do for them.

And Eleanor's protest, wrung from her at the fifth

repetition, that they were not thirty-six hours out from

Europe so that the sunset might as well be called the

last taste of what Europe could do for them Eleanor's

protest, for which she felt a certain contrition, was

summarily quashed by her Aunt Emmeline. She was

inclined to put the sunset down to the sturdy Pro-

testantism and the energy of the Transatlantic race.

They went, she explained, together: skies and

energy being synonymous, for was not it a scientific

fact that climate had a vast influence upon character?

And inviting the gentle Mr Houston and Mrs Sargent
to take the dark, vacant chairs next her own, she

sent Augustus, who happened at the moment to pass

at Don's side, down to her maid's cabin to inquire for

a volume of his father's sermons, in which, by a

coincidence, that idea of Transatlantic vigour and

the occidental skies was rhetorically foreshadowed.

And Don, being roundly accused by Aunt Emmeline
of unsociability, was constrained amiably to hook one

of his long arms round an iron stay and to hoist

himself into a sitting posture upon the hard rail;

where, silhouetted, too, against the paling sky the

gigantic gilt spruce tree had become a roisterous old

man's head he listened to Mrs Sargent's upbraiding
of Mr Houston, who, in the light of the electric lamp
that glowed by now from the ceiling above the chairs,
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had revealed himself as a small, old, tired-looking

gentleman in a Homburg hat and with a short

goat's beard. He repeated that he had not been able

to sleep in the hotel in 2Qth Street, and to Mrs

Sargent's reprimand that it was unpatriotic and

altogether un-American to let an Englishman imagine
that the worst American hotel could be worse than the

very best English hotel, he repeated once more that

he supposed, under correction, it was not the best

way to give English visitors a good impression of

the States to direct them to an hotel under which they
were blasting a tunnel. And whilst Mrs Sargent
was demonstrating that to sleep over a tunnel in

preparation would be just the thing to give English
visitors an idea of the overflowing industry and

energy of New York ("So that you get them again
both ways!

" Don could not help interjecting) Mrs

Greville had turned the topic into that of the social

organisations attached to American churches.

In that, too, Mrs Sargent assured her, America

was exceedingly
"
live." After slightly sketching

the relative positions, socially, of the congregations

attaching to various churches it remotely shocked

Don, for Aunt Emmeline's sake, to hear her say that

the Protestant Episcopal congregation mostly con-

sisted of kitchenmaids Mrs Sargent gave instances

of this activity : instancing the fact that at Heydon,

N.J., the Christian Scientists had, in the vestibule of

their new church, a barber's saloon, so that gentlemen
and ladies too might appear as seemly as possible

at the services : and concluding with the triumphant
fact that the Rev. Mr Campbell, the Scottish minister
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to whom they had been presented and whom they
remembered as having told them that there was no

coal smoke in New York, had erected in his vestry-

house a quick-lunch bar, a tape machine in direct

contact with Wall Street, and a telephone, telegraph
and messenger-boy service.

" Mr Campbell," Mrs Sargent said,
"
has in his

congregation some of the wealthiest men in the city,

men to whom the delay of a minute might mean the

loss of a fortune."

And whilst Mrs Greville was, approvingly, saying
that the only inefficient parallel that her churches

had had was the habit of calling doctors out of

service if anyone were ill, Mrs Sargent was saying
that it proved her own broadmindedness, inasmuch

as, whilst she thus eulogised the Rev. Campbell, she

herself was a Catholic.
" You won't find in America," she said,

"
any of

the narrow intolerance that there is on the other side."

And Mr Houston's timid
"
No, indeed!

" which

resembled more than anything else a clearing of his

thin brown throat, was emphasised by a much more
audible "No, indeed!

" from Aunt Emmeline.

Don lost himself in conjectures as to what exactly
could be Mrs Greville's little game. And as he

averaged it out she must imagine herself at last in a

milieu where her social, ecclesiastical and organising
excellences would enable her to shine as they had not

even in the good days of her husband's episcopacy
enabled her to shine anywhere yet. As she would

see it, he mused, she was amongst an infinite number
the representatives of eighty millions of absolutely
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middle-class people. Not one of the individuals that

she saw around her could be reasonably
"
placed

"

at all hi her mind. So that she had only, whilst

paying a purely temporary deference to their odd

opinions, to reveal herself as a real Bishop's wife, to

stand forth as an absolute dictator of manners,

district-visiting and the disciplining of minor clergy.

And she confirmed him in this speculation just as

Eleanor, by stirring in her chair, exhibited the

symptoms that he so much desired, to join him by

suddenly telling him to go and see what had become

of Augustus and the volume of her husband's

sermons. For she had remembered with regard to

Mrs Sargent's claim for a height of tolerance in the

United States a certain sermon of her husband's

preached before a ruri-diaconal conference. In this she

had herself forced the bishop to say that if the Roman
Catholics would abandon some of their heresies, and

the Nonconformists were to abandon some of their

stiffneckedness, how exceedingly good it would be

for the Church. For, as Don realised, it is extremely
difficult to inform a lady who will not listen to you
that you are the wife of a Bishop. Whereas a title-

page can't be ignored.

In the course of long wanderings in the deeper

stages of the ship, with their slight but persistent

odours, their slight but insistent creakings of polished

wood and,their perspectives that seemed infinite, Don
several times lost his way. It is indeed one of the

most difficult things in the world, when you have

turned a number of corners, gone down and up a

number of oscillating staircases, to retain in your
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mind just where you are or even to realise whether

you are going towards the stem or the stern. And

having discovered that Aunt Emmeline's maid was

too overcome to begin to consider the problem of

finding where in the world Aunt Emmeline's copy of

her husband's treatises might be (she addressed

instead, through the crack of her door, to Don and

the stewardess the unanswerable riddle: Why had
she ever left Reading?), Don was faced with the

problem of discovering what had become of Augustus.
He had, the stewardess said, shown, poor gentleman,
half an hour before, unmistakable signs of wishing
that he had never come to that atmosphere. From
there he vanished.

Don in his kind-heartedness could not think of

taking his valet away from a vastly congenial and

just-learned game of poker in the smoking-room, as

indeed he would not have thought of leaving poor

Augustus to a mere valet. And, his heart filled

with concern, and dominated too with a dread that

Eleanor might have turned in, Don coursed through
what appeared to be miles of passages of shining
white paint, shining mahogany and stifled creakings,

up to a region where the white paint gave way to

fumed oak and painted panels representing cornu-

copiae, birds of paradise or nymphs. He coursed out

along wind-swept promenade decks, peeped at

familiar faces of the prostrate occupiers of deck chairs.

He found, in their private saloon with the yellow and

gilt velvet, Mr Greville, lean, rigid and attentive, and

in the Socratic manner, extracting from the captain,

who was a blaze of gilt bindings, red face and golden,
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harsh hair, facts as to the conditions of service in the

United States mercantile marine.

Because the captain was stiffly anxious to make
the acquaintance of Don, whom he called

" Mr

Ke-Greville," Don was forced to stay and admire

the aster heads, each as large as a mop, that the

captain had done himself the pleasure of sending in

for the ladies of the party. There was not, indeed,

anything fulsome about the captain, though, upon

hearing the cause of Don's concern, he offered to

place at his disposal one of his mates to find Augustus.
But it was minutely disagreeable to Don to be called
" Mr Ke-Greville." And he seemed to read into the

captain's hard-bitten, defensive blue eyes the fact

that with each word he uttered Captain Mulock was

saying really:
" Look here, you're my owner. But

you can't promote me for you've nothing bigger in

this line to give. And you can't, if you're a decent

man, deprive me of the ship, for I'm impeccable."
"
Oh, well

" Don was driven to take the bull by
the horns

"
I trust you'll respect my desire for

secrecy. I've got reasons that I'm sure you'd

approve yourself." And when the captain laid a

great red hand upon the evening shirt-front that gave
to his gilded broadcloth a final and tremendous

finish, and assured him that he'd taken to America

two duchesses, a French Ambassador and an English
Cabinet Minister without a soul's even having learnt

that they'dbeen in the States, Don followed his advice

and sought for Augustus in the extreme bow and the

extreme stern.
"

It's what they all want," he said.
" Darkness
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and privacy," and he laughed a cordial and jovial

laugh. He'd crossed the Atlantic, he said, man and

boy, three hundred times.

The episode aroused in Don a vague disquiet, for

it reminded him again that he owned all this ....

all this! He had not remembered the fact half a

dozen times in the course of the two days. Yet to

all intents and purposes it was true. He owned it

and it was only an infinitesimal part of his possessions

that he knew each minute grew and grew. It was

worse, the feeling, when he came among the emigrants,
with whom the warm, still night had filled the dark

chasms of the encumbered decks. They sat on great
iron discs, they hung on to steel ropes, they lay on

the smoothed boards, half invisible and wholly
unrealisable. You could not distinguish them by
names any more than you could tell where one class

of the ship began and the other ended once you were

out of the central castle. And the feeling dominated

him when he had found Augustus leaning beside the

flagstaff at the stern and had been simply damned for

suggesting that there the motion of the vessel was at

its worst. And in that darkness, where Augustus

appeared nothing but a huddled, disagreeable black

mass, lifted up and down against the horizon, it

struck Don that he could not even understand

Augustus !

In the half way between the stern and the central

elevation, where the steerage passengers were massed,
some of them had got hold of a storm lamp and had

hung it from a bridge that spanned the dark deck.

And to the sound of a concertina jerkily wheezing out
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the air of a Parisian waltz, a pair of Tyrolese the man
in a wide hat with a black cock's plume, dragging his

leg as a barnyard cock does, and with a bearded

face and ferociously glistening teeth, the woman in

short skirts with white stockings danced, he inter-

mittently sending out a volley of hand-smackings
from his knees, his thighs, his ankles, and even his

heels, to the rhythm which was marked by the

clapping of a pail handle. In the same ring the

sombre-skirted figure of a solitary man, Roumanian,
Wallachian or Cypriote, was turning reservedly as if

in a very slow Highland Fling, his hands above his

head. And in the dusky niche around them faces

indistinguishable Jewish, Oriental, Italian, blonde,

red-haired, or eager like those of London street arabs

peered out and muttered. Don asked in German of

a shawled figure, half distinguishable near him,where
she came from and where she was going. She drew

the shawl closer over her head and moved an inch or

two away. Not one of all these people noticed him
and obviously in this crowd of strange figures nothing
could be noticeable. Not even the dusky Roumanian
in his skirts. And he would never know where one

of them came from or what they came out to seek.

What could he who, after all, had immense power
do for these people? He might make one he might
make them all rich ! But what good would that do ?

The good that they needed was to be taught that

good did not come with riches. Yet in all pro-

bability they were flying from the tangible ills of

hunger, cold, oppression, rapine and even butchery.

They sought, perhaps, some of them, Liberty. Yet
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most of them probably were attracted by deeds such

as those of his father's, who had been born in a

workhouse to die with an infinite power to do what?

To drink wine? buy women? purchase votes?

What, in the inscrutable depths of these poor minds,

did immense wealth signify? There might be

there probably were in the thousand or so of them

great artists, great thinkers, who went to seek the

purely idealistic. How, if he set himself the task

if he interpreted his mission as that of helping those

who came first to his hand how was he to ascertain

whose ideals were infinite freedom, whose were infinite

opportunities for bestiality, or whose simply the

desire for opportunities to live and think? What
could he do? what could he do for any of them?

A profound discouragement overcame him. He
remembered the miles of white and mahogany
passages in the centre of the ship. What ideals had

all the people who, in the warmth and tranquillised

security, slept in those innumerable precisely similar

cells? And this ship that to all intents and purposes
he owned was only an infinitesimal fragment of the

whole of his problem. For his problem embraced

all humanity. He was at that moment the

wealthiest and to that extent the most powerful
of all the men in the world. But what he wanted to

do was to use his power to influence minds. Other-

wise he could give all these people an extravagantly

good dinner, a circus entertainment, or present each

one of them with an Old Glory in satin stars and

stripes. He might give every tenth man a hundred

thousand dollars and see what came of it .
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And although that sort of thing did not appeal to

him he could not be certain he had insight enough
to be uncertain that that sort of thing precisely

wasn't the best thing that he could do. He might,
in that way, form the basis of a fortune for some

poet or some thinker great enough to influence all

the United States, all these cartloads of emigrants,
all the world. In the sort of semi-socialist ideals in

which he had been brought up, which dominated

pretty well the whole world, the panacea was un-

doubtedly something in the way of examinations,

scholarships, investigations of some sort. Then

ought he to hold some sort of examination of all the

population of the ship? But what sort of examina-

tion? Had any good really come to the world with

the prevalence of that school of thought? Was the

United States any the better for it or humanity?
He thought it was.

But, on the other hand, had not all his ideals come

from past ages when certainly examinations had not

even been discovered. Was not, at bottom, the

feeling that dominated all these miles of corridors

loathsome, dull, uniform, materialistic? Was there

in all this miracle of modernity a single touch of

poetry or of the finer feelings? If there were and

he did not deny it he had not yet discovered it.

And if he could not discover even the spark of it how
was he he! to fire it into a blaze?

Before his eyes that central castle rose up, dark,

but glowing through many portholes, so that it

appeared to have inside a glowing and radiant centre

like the turnip-headed ghost of a country church-
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yard! He stood among the nameless crowd and
it rose up inaccessible to them.

But was it like a castle? No, it was square, it

was obviously of iron plate : at the top the monstrous

forms of huge ventilators turned to right and left.

The galleries that were formed by the layers of decks

made it have a little the air of a Chinese pagoda.
But it was not even like a Chinese pagoda ;

it had not

any quaintness, any grace of outline. It was not

like part of a seafaring vessel; it was not like any-

thing. Or yes! It was like a gigantic packing-case

jammed down on to the gracious lines of a vessel.

That was what they had done for ships he and

his. They had filled its real decks with a huddled,

nameless crowd: they had jammed a packing-case
down upon its hold.

And yet, he was aware, ships had been fine, grace-

ful, air-swept vehicles for the Finer Spirit. But it

seemed to him that this ship this ship of his was

nothing but an offence, with its trail of smoke to the

august, black heavens and the vast swarms of blazing
stars. There was not, probably, on that whole

vessel a person that you could
"
place

"
: there was

not a name that mattered.

The decks of the packing-case were nearly deserted

now. In the topmost gallery but one a single figure

moved round and round, appearing in the light of one

side, disappearing in that of the other. They were

going to sleep there. Here around him the sounds

of the concertina, the clapping of the pail handles,

still went up ...

Perhaps the fact that the people in the packing-
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case had not any names and could not be placed

perhaps the very fact that they were all so hopelessly

middle-class and fluctuating would make his task

easier. It is, after all, easier to destroy a packing-
case than a feudal castle or even a Chinese pagoda.
There were not there any castes, any ranks, any
classes to whom the shedding of blood had given an

almost moral significance and stability. It might
then be easier to infuse into these people a great ideal

an ideal of solidarity, of self-sacrifice, of co-

operation an ideal of a Greatness distinct from the

acquisition of riches or of the power to "bluff!
"

They could not, those two national ideals, have taken

a very deep hold. It was a matter of such very
recent history, this tradition of evil that had been

founded by men like his father. He was not very

strong in history: but was not the "millionaire"

the product of the half century since '49? Was not

he a figure that another half century might consign to

oblivion? Because, precisely, you could not place

them. They had not the prescriptive rights of having
done a service to the community that, in the old

world, made one tender to a certain gens, to certain

families. It was, was it not? the Transatlantic

social mill, just one ant-heap in which any ant

struggled through the mass to the outside on the top.

You could pull down an ant-heap. You could clear

away that central packing-case and the lines of

the ship would be once more revealed. After all,

what was the sense of writing up First
"
Class

"

or Second "
Class

" on a vessel that went towards

the West? It was not a matter of class: it was a
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matter of a few more coins out of the breeches

pocket.

Then assuredly these class limits could be swept

away from the vessel with a very small struggle.

You would perhaps be able to do it by uttering the,

to the American, damning word "
undemocratic"

For assuredly that ideal was very strong even with

the Mrs Sargents.

Supposing he were to inaugurate his sway of this
"
line

"
by uttering a manifesto that all class dis-

tinctions were precisely anti-national. Supposing
he were to build steamers without that central mass,

but clean, roomy, fine from stem to stern. And
then he might issue a bold challenge to all American

users of boats, daring them to travel by any others

at the risk of being called un-American. Would not

that be a great step? And would not the example
of it bear fruit even in Europe : would not it cause,

even there, a further stage in the gradual euthanasia

of class distinctions that was going on all over the

world. Example! Was not that really the thing

!
tha't counted ? His father's wide example had done

much harm : might not his, by that device, create a

new standard? For he had heard it advanced again
land again against his countrymen that what they

needed, what they absolutely lacked, was precisely
standards !

And then because he had not gone to school at

; Harrow or mixed with Tories for nothing there

came into his head the discouraging idea that no law

ever acts as it is intended to do. You pass a law

to restrict the number of drink-shops and the children
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see their parents drink at home and the streets are

filled with female drunkards so that Heaven knew
what would be the effect of abolishing the classes on

his ships. He could not see that any evil would

result : but it might mean the disappearance for ever

of any mingling of European and American culture. I

Decent people might refuse to travel. You simply
'

could not tell how it would influence ideals ! You
couldn't tell anything. He wanted to help the people

pent up before him to a purer type of ideals; he

wanted intensely to help all these poor people
round him.

He felt for his watch: it seemed to him that he

must have lost hours that Eleanor would be in bed

by now. But his watch wasn't there. He supposed
he must have left it in his berth. Yet his pocket-book
wasn't there: his cigarette-case was gone even his

handkerchief. It annoyed him because his pocket-
book contained one of Eleanor's letters. However,
he had Eleanoi . . .

Of course there would be criminals going to the

United States. And he wondered what their ideals

were.

Up on the third deck in front of him there appeared,
at the angle, beneath the light, the figure of Mr
Houston. Small, his Homburg hat on the back of

his head, his hands deep in the pockets of his smooth

black overcoat, his little beard pointing nearly

horizontally, he appeared to gaze at something far

off in the night.

And suddenly it occurred to Don that it was

absurd to say you can't
"
place

" Americans. This
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gentle and tolerant old man with the low, trustable

voice was Mr Houston of Brooklyn. Half the people
on the packing-case would know him as coming of a

good family who had lived in Columbia Road for

generations. Mr Houston had "
retired," which

wasn't quite American, but it was condoned by the

ill-health that showed in every line of his figure.

It didn't count at all that the Houstons for genera-
tions had made their money by manufacturing stove-

pipe elbows. What mattered, even to the people
of the packing-case, was that the Houstons had been

distinguished for probity, gentleness and benevolence

for character, in short. And wasn't that just as

much a class distinction as anything else? Wouldn't

it be as cruel not to provide a little privacy for this

poor old man with his need for quiet as to force

Eleanor to mix with the people who had picked his

pocket?
Mr Houston moved his head round on his thin neck

and uttered some inaudible words, and immediately
afterwards Eleanor, muffled to the eyes in a golf cape,
came to stand beside him and to follow the direction

of his hand into the night.

And whilst in rejoining them Don once more lost

himself in the mazes of the packing-case, coming out

in a bewildering way where, beneath a rather dim

light, the second-class passengers lay about under

undistinguished-looking shawls, finding the grille

drawn along the long deck and mounting more

corridor stairs, utterly unable to locate the particular

gallery upon which he had seen them, Don was

wondering in his mind whether actually Eleanor had
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any more claim to consideration than Mr Houston.

He was quite aware that she wouldn't nowadays get

it. Modern philosophy would have it that to

manufacture stove-pipe elbows was as glorious a

thing as to crack them and wasn't mediaeval warfare

a matter of cracking with a steel bar a stove pipe on

another man's head? So that considering an indi-

vidual to be no more than a link in the chain of his

family, wasn't Mr Houston as precious metal as were

Eleanor and her father? Was he or wasn't he? He

represented the manufacture of stove pipes, she only
their destruction.

Every modern creed would give the answer that

he was better : Mrs Sargent would say so : his Fabian

friends would say so even Eleanor might be

sufficiently moved by the life all round her, or by the

enunciations of her friend the Canon to say that

Peace hath her victories and the rest of it. But was

it true? Was it true in the sense of the Eternal

Verities and apart from modern accepted Ideals?

Was not Eleanor, as representing people who had

really acted in their own persons, of a more vital

tradition than Mr Houston, whose ancestry had

merely taken the profits of poor wretches' toil?

Before he could feel himself equipped to do

anything he would have to settle in his mind all these

mere first principles. He felt it himself, but it was

forcibly put to him in these very words by Mr
Greville ten minutes later. He had found Eleanor

hanging on to Mr Houston's gentle support and

walking very slowly along the covered deck, from

above which the globular lamps sent down a soft
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glow on their figures. Mr Houston seemed to have

discovered a soft, ancient elective affinity for

her. With his black-gloved, thin hands he was

fending their roll from the side-rail, and he was

telling her, as a good joke, how he had taken a

row-boat full of oranges to the lighthouse men of

the most northerly lighthouse in the world. He had

seen from the North Cape the tower on the horizon

and he had said: Hullo, he supposed those fellows

would like some oranges. He had started on his

voyage round the world with a truck load of Cali-

fornia oranges and he still had some left in the

steamer's refrigerators. And as he leaned back,

small, brown-faced, white-bearded and gentle-eyed,

promising her, as he resigned her to Don, to send her

a few for herself to-morrow morning, he seemed to be

: offering her the homage due from the representative
of one fine tradition to another. Noble natures,

after all, leap to each other across the ages as across

the waters ship salutes ship. . . . And Eleanor,

catching her arm into Don's, remarked, as she watched

the old man's figure timidly disappearing into the

narrow saloon doorway, that he was a rather charm-

ing old person. He had, it seemed, been offering his

tribute of California oranges to elect natures all over

the globe. And what more, Don asked himself,

could he demand of his countryman?
But the young people hadn't made more than one

turn of the quarter-mile deck they hadn't indeed

dismissed Mr Houston and his adventures from their

conversation before they were joined by Mr Greville,

who, with his lean features, his frock-coat and soft,
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wide-awake-like scholar's hat, resembled, extra-

ordinarily in the lights and shades, Uncle Sam him-

self. As Eleanor, saluting him gaily, said: "You
couldn't have told he wasn't an American."

"
Ah, wait till you hear him speak," Don answered

gaily too.

For, linked to Eleanor, who in turn linked herself

to her father, he seemed to feel that they had a

solidarity perhaps it came from their added sure-

footedness now that the wind was freshening. It was

as if they were indeed a family, he and they ;
as if he

had acquired their point of view. He didn't seem

any more to float, lost and alone. The water roared

past them, an infinitely little space of white dimly

seen, an infinitely vast space of solid black; the

wind, catching them, caused them to pause a little

at the forward corner and sent them hurrying a little

down the other side, where, at the far angle, a man in a

grotesquely-shaped ear-cap leanedover the rail, gazing
at the blurred stars. The lights and the noises had

died away in the inscrutable blackness of the ship's

forward deck. There was nothing any longer visible

save the black fantastic forms of windlasses and spars,

adding with their deeper shadows to shadows already

black. And as the ship sped on, leaving in the mind

the impression of something immense, trustworthy
and intent on its end, through the night, trackless and

enigmatic, it seemed to Don it was an impression
rather than any reasoned evolution that all these

people, far beneath his feet now, had sunk literally

into still deeper depths of unimportance. They
didn't matter, they were the raw material, the ore
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with which one worked without names, without

traditions, with nothing but a future that he should

have to mould.

It was then that Mr Greville delivered himself of

his apothegm, after Don had delivered himself of a

tranquillised version of his searchings of the soul a

version that in relation to his former vividness of

feelings was as the packing-case on which he stood

was to the depths from which he had looked up.
" What you ought to do," Mr Greville said,

"
is

to find yourself."

He hadn't got to bother about trains of thought,
but about what he wanted. And Mr Greville haz-

arded the further speech :

*'
If a man is determined to inflict himself on his

time it is his duty first to consider what he is I

For what is criminal is to wobble once you have

begun. A man has to define what his ideal is and

then to make for it."
"
Ah," Don said,

"
that is what people have been

telling me all my life ..."
"
Study, if you've got the brain

" Mr Greville

cut him short
"
or if you haven't, and have the

temperance, let things alone. You'll do less harm if

iyou let things alone. But you'll do infinitely more

jif, once you've begun to meddle, you change your
mind! " He spoke without any passion. It wasn't,

assuredly, any business of his to meddle with other

people.

It was Eleanor who imparted the personal note.
" Whatever you do is so certain to be kind

that . ."
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" That I'm rather to strain after effects that seem

cruel?
" Don asked her. "I'm to strain for such

effects as drowning new-born puppies if they're

likely to prove mongrels."
She didn't quite follow his image, and, under cover

of her pause for reflection, he got away into the

reminiscence he was determined upon.
" When I was in Paris," he said,

"
I worked in an

atelier where Whistler used to visit. He made me
his monitor. I had to call silence for him and turn

round canvases on easels. I thought I was rather

fine. But when the atelier broke up, principally

because he wouldn't visit it regularly, he told me to

come and see him.
' Look here,' he said,

'

you think

I made you monitor because I thought you were

promising. You aren't. You're a hopeless duffer.

But you're pleasant. That's why I chose you!
'

And when Don, crushed but valiant, had asked the

master what he meant, the master had turned

wasplike, upon a sketch of his own.
' Look there,

he said,
'

that's painted. That's a masterpiece

Look at that spade! But you'll never paint. You
never will see. You're a poet. Go and write little

verses. Go and moon about.' And when he was

still further pressed he had brought out :

' You can't

paint a spade because jou can't see the thing that th

light~~playson; you see theTfunger in the entrails of

the peasant who's going to dig with it! You can't

paint hunger!
'

And whilst Eleanor brought out:
" What a rude

bear he always was!
" Mr Greville formulated :

" Did you ever reflect on those words? "
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He cut, however, Don's flow of protest that he

never thought about anything else short with the

words that whilst he always saw so many aspects of

everything he couldn't ever expect to do anything.
It was a form of laziness.

" And I don't see," he finished,
"
why you can't

be content to go on being lazy."

And whilst Don was protesting that the thought of

people who talked like Mrs Sargent goaded him to

desperation, Mr Greville again cut him short.
"

If all you're going to do in throwing your money
away is to attempt to change Mrs Sargent and her

people, it is sheer waste of effort
; she'll be an odious

fool whatever you give her for example. You won't

change their hearts or give them intellects. That

class of intellect is the same in England or America.

They'll always be the same whether you gather the

wealth of your country into two hands or distribute

it to the eighty million."

And having delivered this staggerer he unlinked

his arm from Eleanor's and announced that he was

going to fetch his book. He had already erected a

custom to suit his new environment, that of sitting

in a deck chair in the evenings and studying a

United States Baedeker for an hour before turning
in. He was intent on getting for himself the lie of

the streets in several American towns, so that he

would never have to ask the way supposing that

which he doubted the inscriptions on American

street corners were to be found or trusted.

At the mere mention of this desire Don had

sprung forward to the deck door and was fetching
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the Baedeker. And Eleanor, up in the darkness with

her father, fenced the question that she really wanted

to ask by asking another.
"
Father," it came,

"
why don't you ever like to

ask your way?
"

He surveyed her with what, in his affectionate gaze,

was almost surprise, as if she ought to have under-

stood.
" I'm sure," she continued,

"
you're always asking

people other questions."
"
My dear," he said,

"
if you'll observe you'll see

that I never ask for information as to facts."
" You only collect foolish points of view?

"
she

said, thinking of the red-haired lady.
"

I collect points of view," he answered, avoiding
her adjective.

"
If I want information facts upon

which I'm going to act myself I find out for myself.

I should advise you to pursue the same course."

She buttoned the golf cape more closely under her

chin as a gust of wind from out of the gleaming and

black void took the two of them, whirling her white

skirts about his legs.
" Of course it makes one tremendously sure," she

said musingly.
" But it leaves one a frightfully

narrow field."

Hewas looking at the invisiblewindward of the ship.
" What does one want to do a lot of things for?

"

he asked, and descending from his impossible gener-

alities to his affection and politeness he asked once

more :

" Don and you know the Yorkshire saying :

' A little farm well tilled, A little wife well willed,

A little purse well rilled '? that's all you want! "
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" But there are great ideas, aren't there?
"

she

countered him absently intent on defending Don.

"There aren't great facts!
"

he said slowly.

And suddenly she brought out her real question:
" What are we going for?

"

He went slowly to his deck chair, picked up his

dark plaid shawl and draped it round the shoulders

of his frock coat. He returned to her, and standing
before her, although he strongly disliked answering

questions, he gave it her full in the face.

"To look after Don! "

"
But, dear," she said, as she began to digest this

statement,
"
you know I'm provided for whatever

he does."

Her father leaned back against the ship's rail and

extracted one hand from the rug that shrouded his

shoulder.
"
So that

"
she pursued her commentary on his

words
"
you aren't looking after my interests.

It's him!"
She reflected and then said softly :

" He is rather a dear, isn't he ? You do like him ?
"

Her father, leaning, draped, back against the rails,

still didn't answer her. But at last he said :

"
Probably pickpockets couldn't strip him fast

enough to leave him naked. But tell me what he's

paying Augustus ten thousand a year for?
"

This hit Eleanor so closely that she started.
"

It's really great folly," she said,
"

all the same,
if Augustus appeals to him ..."

"
Yes!

" Her father caught her up.
"

It's the

things that appeal to him that will play the mischief
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with everything he attempts. He'll never do any-

thing. He's like every manifestation of his country

hysterical."

She said softly :

"
If you like him so much, dear, aren't you a little

hard on him? "

He crooked his large forefinger at her from some-

where near his hips.
" You know I'm not," he said.

" And don't run

away with any false ideas, I'm not in love with Don.

But if he's going to do a certain piece of work I want

him to do it cleanly. I shouldn't have given myself
all this trouble and derangement for the sake of what

he'd call his beaux yeux." He looked at her solemnly,
but with a certain trouble in his eyes.

"
It amounts

to this: He's bound, in the nature of events, to be

brought up against me, with all his troubles, for as

long as I've got to live. He'll constantly be depress-

ing you : you'll constantly be coming to me. I don't

want to meddle with him or his problems. But

I shall have to."
" You mean," she asked,

"
that he'll be losing his

money foolishly and asking you, through me, to

retrieve it."
"
Child," he said,

"
you're astonishingly naive

still. It isn't the money he'll lose that will distress

him. He can't lose money enough. He'll find his

father's tied it up too well. It's the silly things he'll

do every time anything appeals to him. He'll

found Institutions and find they breed beastlier chaps
than ever. He'll raise co-operative factories and find

the hands will dissipate all their profits in shove
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halfpenny. I wouldn't mind wagering that he'll try

to purify the municipal politics of some wretched

town, and he'll find that his money is being used by
his reforming, lieutenants to bribe into existence the

worst Tammany that's ever been known. And I

shall be forced to pay attention to all these muddles.

That's why I'm coming with you."
" You poor old dad! " Eleanor said softly,

"
you

think that you'll be able to guide him."

He stirred uneasily.
"
No, you don't," she said quickly,

"
you think that

the companionship of a sensible man may harden his

backbone a little at the start."

And she added as swiftly, whilst Don appeared a

long way away with the Baedeker in his hand:
" Don't you think we're both of us agitating

ourselves, possibly for nothing? Isn't it just as

likely as not he'll see so many aspects of misanthropy
that he'll never make up his mind to do anything at

all, ever?
"

As Mr Greville drew himself to an erect posture on

the deck he uttered, almost with tones of misgiving:
" You talk as if you were an old married woman."
"
Well, you made us understand that you wanted a

long engagement," she answered.
"
I've had time to

get used to him by now."
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I
SUPPOSE," Eleanor whispered in Don's ear

as, linked now together and alone, they dis-

appeared in the darkness of the promenade deck,
"
that why I really care for you is that you're a

poet!
"

They had left Mr Greville comfortably
tucked in beneath a circular lamp, studying through
his large glasses one of the plans of New York, and

had, with a feeling, minute but dispirited, of escape
at last, gone round the corner of the saloon. "I'm
as hard as he is but we've both got though he tries

to act as if it weren't so a very soft spot for dears

like you."
And no doubt her diagnosis was helped by what

she certainly considered to be the weakness of her

father for Don. She could see what attracted her

father and argued from it what attracted her. And
their engagement had been of long standing. It had

come about in one of those odd,
" most natural

manners in the world
"

that are so common in very
individualistic societies. Nothing in fact was so

unlikely as that a girl like Eleanor should seriously

take up the study of painting. In her particular

type of society a girl dabbles in it, producing mild

water-colours that, since they cover their parents'

walls, have at least the function of spoiling the market

for professional painting, and thus keeping those

134
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outsiders in their social places. But it was char-

acteristic of Eleanor that, having once, towards the

age of twenty-eight, been filled with a desire to paint,

she should desire to get to the bottom of the matter.

She wasn't going to leave it at water-colour sketches.

Similarly, if it were odd that she should go to live in

Paris to get at the facts, it was the most logical thing
in the world that her father should insist that if she

insisted on really taking up the study she should go
to the place in the world where it can be most studied

au fond. She had accordingly gone to Paris, and

to go to the very centre of it she had gone to that

very atMer in which Don had been indued with the

responsibilities of monitor. The master who there

gibed at the students' productions was, in those days,

esteemed at least the most workmanlike under whom
it was possible to sit. He had gibed at Eleanor's

studies as mercilessly as at any of the others, but it

affected her less because she noticed that he didn't

gibe more. And when, upon the break up of the

atilier, owing to the irregular visits of the master,

Don had assured her that the next only man in the

world
to^ study under was to be found in a state

institution in London, she had very composedly
followed Don to her own country.
The companionable, free life that she had led with

him and with other girl and men students had

proved, she had found, perfectly compatible with a

quite composed observance of the decencies. And
it wasn't till she had finally decided and it was

easier to decide it under the more equable rule of the

London master that she hadn't the least gift for
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painting that she had discovered that she had grown
so used to Don that she couldn't possibly do without

him. It was as if from long looking over portfolios

of prints, interchanging remarks on which they had

generally agreed, they had suddenly looked into each

other's eyes and said, simultaneously: "You are

rather a dear!
"

Their approach to that point had indeed been so

gradual they had happened to live, both of them,
near the northern terminus of a 'bus route, the

School of Art being at its further end, and most of

their unconscious courting had taken place on the

tops of 'buses as you might say in Tottenham Court

Road that there hadn't been any point at which

she could have warned her father of anything. She

had indeed been so unconscious that Don's
"

soci-

alism
"

hadn't seemed to matter. She hadn't, in

fact, in the least meant to marry him, and if he

were a Fabian, or something like a Fabian, tempered
with passages that made him at times say things with

which she couldn't altogether agree, about the

populations who lived sordid lives round about the

Tottenham Court Road, the views had been

appropriate enough in the second master of a School

of Design. He'd never show any signs of wanting
to "do" anything; he'd limited himself very ap-

propriately, considering whose daughter she was, to

saying that certain things, in an ideal state of society,

would be very much otherwise. He had not even

shown any very alarmingly artistic
"
gifts." On the

contrary, at about the date when she had determined

that she hadn't any gift at all, he had made the
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discovery that he wasn't fit to do much more than

illustrate stories and songs for the slightly better

magazines of two continents . . .

So that there if we add the fact that Mr Greville

was faced by a situation from which he was actually

too disinclined to exertion to attempt to extricate his

daughter there they were!

And on the top of the packing-case in the dark, with

the spray of the sea in the air, as on top of the

omnibuses, in the misty glare of the arc lights of the

Tottenham Court Road, they were still, as lovers

will, talking a great deal about themselves and a

little about the problems that lurked behind the

gilded signs on the house fronts or behind the im-

penetrable blackness of the night. The sea was

beginning to get up; the boat threw them about a

little as they walked, and to avoid running con-

stantly into a solitary slim figure that, save for Mr
Greville and themselves, was alone on the deck they
turned round and walked the reverse way.

Eleanor was explaining to Don that it was just

because he was a poet that he did such charming
illustrations. They were always, his illustrations,

infinitely better than the stories they adorned and

that was because he saw precisely the side issues.

Eleanor had reached this point of her discourse when
the natural consequences of their turning to avoid

the stranger who had walked before them took place

they ran against him round the bows of the

packing-case. And as the vessel at that moment had
lifted its bows, in their run forward they nearly bore

him off his feet. In the contact Don's cap fell off and,
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with Eleanor on his arm, he stood erect, seeming
almost to touch the electric light above. Its rays
streamed down on his regular large and friendly

features. And the stranger, returning to him the

cap that he was free to stoop for, found his gentle

apologies cut short by the words, forcing themselves

from him:
"
You're Don Collar Kelleg !

"

A slight feeling of dismay beset Eleanor. It

immensely suited her that Don should travel

incognito : she did not desire that they should

journey through the United States heralded with

drum and trumpet like the elephants of a travelling

circus. And it had suited Don's book. He imagined
that if he went in his tremendous character of the

richest citizen on earth he would not ever get to see
"
conditions

"
of labour or of life as they normally

were. It suited Mr Greville very well, for it didn't

trouble him to move about with celebrities on his arm,

and if he didn't believe that he would ever learn

anything profitable about the
"
conditions

"
of the

New World in the course of a four months' tour, he dis-

liked cordially and with tenacity anything approach-

ing to
"
fuss." It suited Augustus very well because,

in the circumstances, he would have hated to see

Don made much of. And Mr Greville before starting

had called the two servants before him and had said

that it wasn't for him to expect that they wouldn't

gossip with other servants about the dispositions and

characters of their employers. They might therefore

gossip to their hearts' contents and as their consciences

allowed. But they were to understand that they
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were not to speak of Don as other than Mr Don
Greville.

And if the comparatively inconspicuous nature of

this tour didn't so exactly suit Aunt Eleanor she

would have preferred infinitely to travel as the aunt

of anyone who was the somethingist something in the

world ifher tongue constantly itched to bray forth the

fact, along with the fact that she was the Bishopess
of

,
she had the practical sense to keep silence

for the sake of Augustus's ten thousand a year. For

she couldn't imagine that Don wouldn't be vindictive

if he were vexed; and she had accepted the idea that

at least the early part of their tour was to have the

aspect of a short preliminary inspection of the ground

by Don . . .

It came therefore as a relief to Eleanor to discover

that upon
1

Don's fine illuminated features there

wasn't much trace of perturbation.
He held out instead a large hand, and with, in his

voice, that touch of cordiality that one reserves for

people that one has not met for many years, he uttered

the words :

"
You're Carlo, of course."

They moved by unspoken accord to a portion of

the deck to which the wind, whipping round the

corner, hadn't so much access.
"

I thought," Don said,
"
that there was a likeness.

But I couldn't find the name in the passengers'
list."

The young man laughed pleasantly.
"
You'd have found the name of

'

Angeli,' which

was my mother's before she married, just as I should
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have found, I daresay, that there wasn't a
'

Kelleg
'

in the boat, though you're here."

Don, who in Eleanor's eyes was plainly reflecting

upon something serious, here took a definite step, and

she found herself being introduced to a dark, very
much muffled young man as the Count Carlo

Canzano.

With his odd, peaked and winged, foreign cap, that

was obviously an automobilist's, removed and in

his hand, the dark young man revealed olive and

aquiline features and a nose that curved down over

a military black moustache, blue-black hair and

a quite radiant smile. There wasn't the least accent

in his voice when he said to her: What an odd

sensation it was to run suddenly up against someone

he had known once so well! There wasn't the least

accent, and there wasn't the least inquisitiveness as

to her. And she seemed to gather that in his attitude

to her there was implied an almost greater imperson-

ality than would have been appropriate had Canzano

been Don's most intimate friend. He didn't peer
even for a second into what she knew were the deep
shadows her lace scarf cast down over her features.

He stood instead for a moment staring at his foreign

patent shoes. He smiled a little and said then :

"
Well, let us get our parts correct : you are Miss

Greville, you Mr Don Greville, and I am Mr Charles

Angeli. It's settled then . . ."

He paused for a moment, holding out his hand to

Eleanor, but then suddenly he turned upon Don.
"
Unless," he said suddenly,

"
you don't intend to

recognise me in the future."
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"Heaven forbid!" Don said energetically. "I
don't see that we need scruple about our parents'

misunderstandings."
"I'm joining my mother, you understand."

Canzano seemed to press the matter further home.

And then, recognising from Don's face that that too

didn't make any great difference, he said gaily:
"
After all, we were extraordinarily friendly.

Boston, I don't mind confessing to you, Miss Greville,

seemed quite another place when Don was there. I

acted as his cicerone." He reflected again and said:
" That will be six years ago now, won't it?

"

And Eleanor commented:
" But surely Don hasn't been in the United States

for much longer than that?
"

Canzano stuck to it obstinately.
"

It can't be more, for it's six years yesterday since

I left Boston with him for Italy ..." But she

noticed that he appeared to catch Don's eye and

suddenly he said good-night and disappeared along
the deck.

"
Let me see you in the smoking-room for ten

minutes," Don called after him.

She uttered what appeared to her a bright
" Then I'd better go," when the anguish on his face

and his muttered "
Don't be too angry with me! "

made her supplement it with :

"
Why in the world should I?

"

"
Because," his answer came,

"
I was in Boston

six years ago."
It was so in her nature to acquiesce in what her

menfolk did that she said :
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" And why in the world shouldn't you have been?

It took him aback.
"
But," he said,

"
I had always concealed it from

you."
She repeated in almost the same tones and in

almost the same words, adding :

"
If you take a walk now, I don't ask you to tell me

every board you've looked at."

He couldn't still come out of his concern for it

wasn't the measure of her resentment that concerned

him, but the measure in which, scrupulously

speaking, he had sinned against her. He tried to

make a clean breast of it now.
"
My father asked me to go over and see him after

my mother died. But there were certain features of

the visit that I couldn't that I couldn't bear, in

loyalty to him. . . . After all, he was my father.

And then. . . . So I concealed the whole affair . . ."

In his moments of emotion Don's fine flow of

phrases had the trick of deserting him altogether.

And, from the jumbled sequence of words of con-

trition and of extenuation that he now brought out,

she could tell how moved he was if she couldn't tell

exactly what it was that moved him.

She answered his final
"

It's been on my mind for

years, ever since I knew you, that I ought to have

told you," with a tenderness such as she would have

vouchsafed to a too-sensitive child.
"
Dear," she said,

"
it makes me ever so proud that

you should have wanted to tell me. But it's a great
deal more than I ever desired or ever should desire."

And she added at his shake of the head :
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"
After all, what sort of relationship between man

and woman would call for his bringing his father's

dirty linen for her to see."
"
Ah," he said,

" but it would have explained so

much if I had told you."
"

I think, dear," she countered him,
"
that you're

a little mad on explaining. What could it have told

me about you that I didn't know? "

He put his hands on both her shoulders and stood

swaying her a little on her feet and gazing half

humorously, half with suspense, into her kindly and

liquid orbs.
"

It might have prepared you for what my father's

done."
" Your father's only done what every father would

have," she answered.
" And at this moment we

don't even know quite what he has done. But you
couldn't have explained to me more clearly if I

hadn't been a fool that your father couldn't have

disliked you enough to cut you off with a shilling.

No one in the world could have done that to you.

And I ought to have known and I ought to have

realised that you'd one day be the richest citizen in

the world."

She laughed, as nearly gaily as she could, and

patted his cheek to imply that it was time that any
emotional tension other than that of tenderness

should be dropped for the night. He dropped it

obediently and with an air of comfort. But still

holding her and scrutinising her, he added, still half

humorously :

"
Perhaps, after all, the most dreadful revelation
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that I ought to have made to you concerns myself.
It is simply that I'm much more American than I

ever pretended to be. At bottom I am: I feel it.

And it was that visit to Boston that did it."
" You mean," she was beginning to ask. But his

tremendous flow of eloquence had returned to him.
" At bottom," he said, "I'm tremendously

American. If I dislike many of their ways it's

only because I feel so intensely that at bottom

they're fit for such much better things. And if

I've loafed about in Europe it hasn't been from lack

of interest in my own country. It's simply been

because I haven't seen my way to do better. I've

always wanted to do something. Tremendously!
"

"
I don't see why I should object to that," she said,

"
if all you want is to make them less odious.''
" But don't you see," he said, still holding her

strongly,
" how much more American than you

thought me this interest in America makes me?
That's what I'm afraid you'll hate."

"
Oh, you dear boy," she laughed.

"
That's what

I love. I should rather hate it if you didn't take an

interest in your own people. Because it would be a

little mean. And if you only want to make them

like us . . ." She paused, and then her affection

for him gave her what she considered to be one of

her flashes of inspiration.
"
After all one talks of

Americans, but they aren't a nation. They aren't a

a race!
" She faltered for a minute. "They're

just eighty million individuals on a map. You're

one of them. Some of them are odious, you're just

a dear. You aren't an American, there aren't any
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Americans. They're just people, mixed up anyhow
like the passengers on this boat. And that," she had

another flash,
"

is just what the Americans are.

Passengers. And it's absurd: you wouldn't talk

about the passengers on this boat being
'

Kelleg
liners

'

because they are on it, or because they've
been on it for a certain time, or even because they'd
been born on it. They're some of them thieves, and

some of them fools, and some of them shopkeepers,
and some of them counts and there's one who's

just nothing else but a dear."

It is probable that he would have applauded this

philosophy by at last kissing her, but at that

moment, brilliant beneath the light, with his broad

bands of gold braid and his bright red face, the

captain stepped out of the near doorway and

stretched his chest in the night air. Catching sight

of Don he remarked pleasantly that it was time to

put out the lights on the decks, but if Don desired

it they could be left burning a little longer. For that

was one of the details of the commissariat : the owner

could bear the charge of it if he wished. It wasn't

like the nautical rules that no one could change.

Eleanor, however, had vanished into the doorway,
and there wasn't anything left for the captain but to

say that he hoped he hadn't been indiscreet in talking
of owners before Miss Greville, when Don set out on

his journey to the smoking-room.
He found Canzano in an evening-dress that one

could call faultless, and with a foreign air of beingmost

carefully
"
got up," that was as distinct from the

English well-groomedness as it was from the
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American well-washed appearance. It expressed

itself, perhaps more than anything, in the singularly

iron-trimmed appearance of his glossy black hair,

in the polish of his nails that, as they rested on the

table, reflected, positively, the brownish tinge of the

fumed oak, and the massive ring, a signet of lapis-

lazuli, upon his little finger. It had been presented
to one of his grandmothers by Pius IX. for services

to the Papal troops and he wore it always hewouldn't

naturally have worn a ring as a minute but

continued protest against the House of Savoy.
If he didn't stand out from the crowd of men, half

Americans interested in the pool and half Germans

playing an intricate card game, or from the women
all Germans who looked on, it was perhaps as much

because, in such an environment of smoke, lager-beer

glasses, heavy oak galleries and pink sandwiches, it

seemed impossible for any man to shine as because

he had taken a very retired seat in the angle of the

great oak chimneypiece and kept his face down over

a journal devoted to the sport of automobiling. It

added perhaps a little to Don's sense of bewilderment

and discouragement that this young man who occu-

pied a very definite place in his ownmind didn't, in this

place that belonged to him, stand out at all. For,

for Don, Canzano represented very exactly and very

shiningly the Latin temperament: he was so

polished, so unconcerned, so gay, so resigned, so

very definitely clear and "
all there." Yet here,

somehow, he seemed to sink into the general ragbag of

humanity, to become merely one of them, and the

train of thought led Don to notice that the Germans
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weren't any longer Germans any more than the Anglo-
Saxons were any longer distinctive. You seemed

there to forget distinctions, so that if, by fixing your

eyes very carefully upon a rather haggard man with

a heavy moustache, you might say :

"
He's probably

from Philadelphia," or if, looking carefully at another,

fat, exaggeratedly distinguished, iron-grey, and with a

mouth apparently as large as a frog's, standing with

his hands very much in his pockets near the red-faced

man in a yachting cap, who was shouting out sums in

dollars, you said: "Why, he's obviously Dash, the

actor, or his double !

"
the effort to keepyourmind upon

these individuals seemed to become very soon hardly
worth the trouble. You were simply in a crowd in

the largest, the most undistinguished and the most

commonplace smoking-saloon in the world. And
the trouble was that though you were in a crowd you
didn't and no one in it seemed to belong to the

crowd. It hadn't any common interest . . .

Canzano looked up from his paper and uttered:
"

It really looks as if this man's claim to have

discovered a new form of differential was justified.

But you never can tell!
"

Don slid himself into the polished leather seat

beside his friend.
"

Is it such a very engrossing topic?
" he asked.

Canzano raised his eyebrows politely.
"

It's like the new cure for cancer that the papers
discover every week," he said.

"
It's the most

important thing in the world. Think of being able

to go round any corner without the least slackening
of speed!

" And his eyelids closed almost ecstatic-
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ally. As suddenly, however, he raised them and

regarded Don quizzically.
"

Is it possible," he asked,
"
that my dear and

excellent Don isn't interested in automobiling? Or
is interested in the fate of the miserable can-

aglia the pedestrians? Then what in the world

is the most important thing in the world in his

philosophy?
"

And at Don's pause for evasion he permitted
himself to continue rhapsodising, a departure from

self-containment that he would never have allowed

himself before any other mortal save his mother.

"5" Confound it," he said ironically and lightly.
"
By Bacchus ! it's still some point of conscience with

this good gentleman. Then tell me what it is that

equals in real importance a new differential? How
are you going to add to the sum of human sensation in

any other way? Think of being able to
'

speed
'

as

your compatriots say down the most fearful hill in

the world without the least fear of the worst corner

in the world at the bottom of it. I've taken most

corners in the world fairly fast. But to do them

without a check ! . . ."
" Then you're interested in motors?

" Don asked,

carefully using the British word.

"My dear chap!" Canzano remonstrated, "I'm

just the same as I always was." And at Don's smile

he added: "I'm still interested in killing time!

An automobile is a clumsy, evilly-smelling, odious

contrivance. But so are most human contrivances

and nearly all the beasts that you sit on or guide
horses and women and Constituent Assemblies.
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They're all a bother at one time or another, and

if they go wrong you have to think yourself a fool

for not having managed them better. It's so

with horses : it's so with women : it's so with the

pictures you used to want to paint. It's parti-

cularly so with votes and voters. Whereas an auto-

mobile ..."
He paused and then added :

"I'll bet my hat you're interested in politics and

women. Or let's say a woman. I saw it coming in

Boston six years ago." He went off again at a

tangent:
"

I say, I'm awfully sorry if I've given you
a bad quarter of an hour." And still, before Don
could get any sort of a say, he continued: "It's

fellows like you who mislead the psychologist. On
the face of it it wasn't any manque de tact to refer to

your visit to Boston. After all, you can't have any
considerable peccadillo to conceal in that voyage.
I know it: I'll vouch for it to the lady. Heavens!

Did not I meet you on the quay at New York?

Didn't I take you to your father? Didn't I lead you
about Boston? Didn't I accompany you to the quay
and on the very voyage back? I repeat I'll go to the

lady and swear to your utter innocence."
"
My dear Carlo," Don said,

"
it's me you've got

to come to and convince."

Canzano raised his eyes in a sort of blank bewilder-

ment, and then swiftly catching at the key of this

enigma uttered the words:
"
Oh, if it's a question of your conscience and not

her jealousy I don't volunteer." He looked at Don
with incredulity, half mixed with sardonic pity.
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" And you mean to say that you still possess it?

You can't even yet dispense with that luxury?
"

"A conscience?
" Don asked, and Canzano shrugged

his shoulders.
" Oh pour cal

"
he ejaculated,

" we all possess that,

I hope. We've all all the benighted of the Old

World got things that we don't do. No, no. It's

not a conscience that you've got : it's. . . . What's

the phrase? A New England Conscience? Moral

nervous dyspepsia. Chi lo sa ? No : hypochondria !

The finger for ever on the pulse of your ethics!
"

He resumed:

"And so the lady? An amourette? But no:

one does not take such as that to the graveside of

one's father. At least I shouldn't. But there's no

knowing what will be done by moral enigmas like

you."
It was at this point that the electric lights, hidden

in pink globes in the roof, began to play the bewilder-

ing tricks that at sea one accepts as equivalent to

the
"
closing time, guests, please," of the terrestrial

smoking-room. Don, however, called to him a

steward, and into the incredulous ear of a semi-

insolent man whispered the quite peremptory
command that he desired the captain informed that

he desired the chief steward to inform the bar-keeper
that the lights were to be kept burning till it suited

him to finish his conversation.

Canzano, leaning upon one white hand, regarded
him with a little smile of sardonic impertinence.

" So you have come into your kingdom?
" he

asked.
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"
Well, it's the first exercise I've made of my

power," Don said.
" And how symbolical an exercise," Carlo said.

" He deranges that most perfect of all things the

routine of a ship ! a sent bon, hein ?
"

"
Oh, it smells good enough," Don said.

" And I

hope to derange a few more routines before I've

done with things."

Canzano leaned over to pat him on the back.
"
My congratulations!

" he said.
" But have you

thought of the poor stewards who must yawn and
the poor wives of the Germans who must sit watching
their husbands' skat for hours longer than it is

legal for them? "

"No, I hadn't," Don said. "But one can't

refine for ever."

Canzano looked at him with a sudden and radiant

smile.
"
My dear chap," he said,

" mon bon vieux I It's

good to hear you lay down the law in the old way."

Suddenly he touched Don's hand on the table with

his little finger.
" Mon vieux," he repeated,

"
you needn't avoid

me any more . . ." And at Don's hasty, finely

insincere start of negation he continued :

"
Oh, Id, Id!

Do not tell me that you have not tried to forget me
because it was disagreeable to you to remember me.

Why have you never written? Why did you never

seek me out? Have I not been in Paris, in London,
at the University of Oxford, at the University of

Bonn? Might you not have found me at any
minute ? Weren't there at least Christmas cards you
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might have sent? Do you believe I have not

understood?
"

Don got in an "
Oh, well . . ." but Canzano was

beforehand with him.
"

I can tell you the very hour the idea came to

you. It had missed you in Boston (it hadn't missed

me !) : but it came into your head upon the boat when
we returned together. We were leaning over the rail

looking at the Scillies and the idea came to you.
And then, when you received your letters you

pretended you had business that called you to

London. What was your business ? Can you pretend
that you had one ? Not this lady for after six years
of you it is not such a lady that will look at you as this

one does. Hein ? Then what was your business ?

To remove from your mind a disagreeable thought!
"

Canzano began again.

"Look at me. Look at me very carefully!"
And he pushed his face forward.

Don looked instead at the ash-trays on the table.
"

I know what you mean," he said.
" But it

doesn't seem to me to be very delicate."

Canzano uttered a rather hard :

"
Hein. Then we have different ideas of delicacy

we two. I say it is better to settle clearly a thing.

You wish to shirk it. But then it will be always
there. For obviously you must see my mother in

Boston. It is unavoidable. She is coming down
from the Berkshires for nothing else but to see you.
And as for delicacy! Isn't it your duty to satisfy

yourself? Isn't it my duty to see that you do so?

For her sake!
"
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It was at least Don's pleasure it was always his

habit to let this young man conduct their con-

versations as he pleased. In his presence Don
contracted a power to listen that anyone else, when
he talked to them, had to find for themselves. He

simply couldn't, in short, keep up with Canzano.

And he didn't care. He had always found it so

pleasant to listen to Canzano's topsy-turvy moralities

that, even at meeting him again, he dropped naturally

into his old indulgent part.
" And as for indelicacy," Canzano repeated,

"
I

will take it upon my own shoulders: it is I who
should suffer, on the point of my mother. Aren't

we, you and I, in what we might call a comite de

famille a family council? For you can't," he

concluded,
"
get over the fact that however it may

be with regard to half-brothers we're certainly

step-brothers." He reached out his hand and again
touched Don's. "Then look at me minutely:
scrutinise each of my features!

"

He held once more his face towards Don, a little

expressionlessly, as if he were sitting for a photograph.
His eyes, when he wasn't using the lids for purposes
of expression, were singularly large and of a dark

brown : his nose was very hooked but a little flattened

at the extreme tip: the hairs of his moustache ran

hard and perfectly horizontal from each side of the

little hollow above his lips: and between his lips

themselves, in the very centre, there showed a minute

gleam of white teeth: his chin, which protruded

slightly, seemed to form an almost perfect globe of

firm flesh, very slightly bluish with the colour of his
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beard that ran up the sides of his cheeks to merge
beneath the skin into the almost perfect pallor

beneath his eyes and of his forehead. You couldn't,

when his face was still, fix him in the least, he was one

of a thousand. But when he smiled, as he did the

moment Don had finished his scrutiny, you felt at

once a whole number of indefinite emotions that

you could trust him to lead a forlorn hope or would

pardon him for running away; that you could trust

him to take your womenkind to any theatre though

conceivably he might and you would rather

like him to make a commission out of the tickets;

that you could trust him to have the most gratifying
excuse for missing an appointment; that he would

chat gaily with any beggar on any church step or run

your motor-car as gaily over the same beggar five

minutes later. But you could certainly trust him
to keep you entertained; to behave as if you were

really lovable and important, and to despise you a

little.

"Well, then," he said at last, "of whom do I

remind you?
"

And Don answered with irresistible conviction:

"Of your mother! "

Canzano laughed and leant back on the leather

cushions.
" You can certainly say that if I'm not a bit like

my father, who looked, you probably remember, like

a blonde Titian in a cowboy's hat, I look still less like

yours, who had a nose like a gourd, the eyes of a

raccoon and your exactly your long, low fore-

head."
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He put both his hands in his pockets and stretched

forth his legs.
"
Tiens, mon ami," he said,

"
I too had your ideas.

But I'm convinced now. After all: consider!

I'm twenty-eight: you thirty-three. I don't say
that my father and mother weren't in Montana

prospecting just after your mother deserted your
father. But it is hardly probable. I repeat, it is

hardly probable. I do not wish to speak evilly of

my father, more than is necessary. But at the time

your father wasn't rich enough. You must re-

member that my father came of the Roman nobility.

If they haven't anything else, they've large ideas in

money matters."
"
He's still in the West? " Don asked.

"
He's still there," Canzano answered.

" The last

I heard of him was that he had married positively

married an Indian woman. But I think it is

certain that now he will come to blackmail my mother

in Boston. Therefore I go to protect her. I have

probably a not very pleasant interview to go through
with my father."

He came out from this reflection with :

"
So that, for the credit of the family, we may agree

to the perfectly true facts."

Don said:

"I'm not much accustomed to considering the

credit of the family." But the thought of Eleanor

came into his mind.
"
Why, it is all dead and gone," he said.

Canzano laughed.
"
Consider before you speak," he added,

"
there's
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a huge mass of money. Heaven knows what sums

your father won't have left his widow! "

Don brushed his hand lightly across the table, as if,

in brushing away the cigarette ash, he brushed away
too the consideration of that.

" He has left money a decent sum to his stepson

too," Canzano said.

"Oh, I don't grudge you that" Don answered;
"
you understand I quite expected you to have

all my father's money."
Canzano raised his eyebrows at the statement, but

he did not abandon his main line of argument.
"
Let's put it then," he said,

"
that we're im-

mediately concerned for the honour of the family."

Don nodded.
" And the facts, for our public conversation, are

the facts exactly as they took place."

Don nodded again.
" That your mother divorced your father for

incompatibilities of temper: that my mother

divorced my father for infidelities innumerable:

that after your mother was dead my mother married

your father and that you and I are the best friends in

the world."

Don considered the matter and added seriously :

"
I don't see why we can't add the comment that

your mother behaved very creditably in not marrying

my father till my mother was actually dead."
"

It certainly sounds less . . . less Transatlantic."

Canzano joyfully accepted Don's offer.
" But I

daresay," he reflected, after an instant,
"
that it's

really quite Italian. In a sense, I daresay, you don't
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realise what it meant to my mother she is the most

wonderful woman in the world! her marrying your
father even after your mother was dead. I discussed

it with her whilst you were in Boston. For, in our

creed, the marriage wasn't a marriage as long as my
father was alive. She risked, in fact, damnation for

your father's sake. She'd have risked anything for

his sake. But she wouldn't do it whilst your mother

lived." He paused and added: "So that, even as

your mother's son, you haven't a particular, scrupul-

ous need to avoid either of us."

And Don nodded his head.



IV

IT
was on the afternoon of the day before they
were to reach New York that Mrs Greville first

manifested to Eleanor any symptoms of the peculiar
methods that made the rest of the family call her
" so terrible." She had still upon her one of her fits

of not letting servants wait on her. It had lasted

from the moment she had set foot on the boat.

They came on, these fits, for reasons that were

difficult to discover, at irregular intervals, at periods

usually the most inconvenient, and they were ac-

cepted by the rest of the family in much the same

spirit as Mr Greville's habit of standing at table.

And it was in the same spirit accepted by Eleanor

that she must answer her aunt's call to help her in

packing her cabin trunk for the landing. Large-

nosed, brown-featured, emaciated, and with long,

bony fingers, whose joints were large and obstructed

by many rings with green, red and yellow stones and

a great deal of gold, Aunt Emmeline was constitution-

ally incapable of folding a dress or of making any-

thing
"
go in

"
anywhere. At the same time, under

the obsessions of her particular disease, she had the

theory that when a maid packed your trunk you
could never, for ever after, find anything that you

happened to want. So that it became the duty of her

relations to perform these services under her eyes,
158
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and it was whilst Eleanor, in the white, hopelessly-

encumbered berth, was taking down a black silk

petticoat from an electric light globe, where it hung,

obscuring the view of a panel representing a very thin

Orpheus raising his hand towards a highly-draped

Eurydice that her aunt brought out:
"

I wonder dear Don doesn't notice the way you
behave with Augustus!

"

Eleanor had both her hands engaged with the violet

tape bindings of the petticoat, and she had in her

mouth a turquoise brooch, which she had rescued

from the hem where her aunt had stuck it, and which,

for the moment, she dared not put down anywhere.
It would be certainly lost. It was not therefore till

she had folded the skirt in the tray that lay on the

red satin counterpane, and having removed the

brooch from her mouth had begun to search for her

aunt's jewel-case, which she found eventually be-

neath the very red mahogany cover of the green
marble wash-hand stand, that she had time to answer:

"
I do think you might understand that I won't

say anything against Augustus to Don! "

Mrs Greville leaned back upon the green velvet

of the sofa, opened her eyes to an extraordinary size,

and having angrily ejaculated:
"
You're treading on

the photograph of the Cathedral ! How can you be so

clumsy?
"
she brought out with a pained expression:

"
I never knew you to be disingenuous before.

I've long had cause to consider you vain."

At that moment, with some of the feeling of

triumph that one has when one finds the thimble that

a child, in the game, hides in unlikely places, Eleanor
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had lifted up the lid of the wash-hand stand. The

problem then presented itself to her as to where

she should place the jewel-case for safety; she

couldn't pack it, because her aunt would need all her

jewels that evening. It was as much because this

problem occupied her mind as because she couldn't

exactly understand what her aunt meant, or because

she had any desire to irritate her by not retorting, that

she retained a silence than which nothing could have

been more irritating.
"

I might call it by a worse name than vanity,"
her aunt continued slowly; and again uttering the

remark that Eleanor was standing on the photo-

graph of her Cathedral, she continued :

"
It's my

duty to speak to you though I'm sure it's distasteful.

But dear Don is so patient and your father so obtuse

that there's no one else to do it."

Eleanor who had decided that, upon the whole,

the basin was the best place for the jewels re-

membered at this point that it was a family practice

to try not to be irritated by what Aunt Emmeline
said. For Aunt Emmeline had, besides the actual

purport of her words, a power in her voice, in her

whole bearing, to depress, or render frantic, most

members of her family. And it was with just a

heightening of her tone that she said :

" Don's patient enough to put up with Augustus
or anybody else. And I've told you that I certainly

shan't run down Augustus to him."

She resumed command of her temper with a strong

hand, and turned to consider the problem of how she

should get rid of an ounce of face powder that her
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aunt had upset into one of her bedroom slippers.

Her aunt didn't raise her voice; she didn't adopt

any of the majestic gestures which sometimes marked

her less serious emotions of indignation. Instead,

she slowly shook her head and drew a deep breath.
" When you've learnt as much of men as I have,"

she said,
"
you'll know that these quiet and patient

men are the most vindictive in the world if they're

once roused." She leant forward.
" You think

you can do what you like with him, but you'll find

that when he does act he'll be terribly revengeful."
And at this point she even stretched out her hand.
"
You'll ruin us all : Augustus, me, your father

who can't really afford this voyage yourself, for you
can't ever expect at your age to make another match.

And the poor young man himself. Heaven knows
what he might not do! You know what terrible

things these American millionaires' sons are capable
of!"

This struck Eleanor as a view so bizarre of Don's

character that she couldn't help saying:
"
Oh, you'd hardly notice that Don was a million-

aire's son at all!
"

And the smile brought it upon her in full force;

her aunt even leant forward to pick up the photo-

graph that Eleanor still stood upon. Dusting it

carefully with her handkerchief, Mrs Greville held

the pasteboard extended at the end of her bony

fingers with the great rings.

"That's a specimen of it!" she continued.
"
That's a specimen of the way you and Augustus

all young people of to-day trample upon the finer
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feelings!
" Would she, she continued, as a child,

have trampled upon the picture of her almost

mother's beloved home ? Yet she verily believed that

Augustus would applaud Eleanor for doing it!

And she asked what Augustus was doing at that

moment. He ought to have been there, in the

cabin, helping her to pack. What had become of the

feelings of young people for their elders? What had

become of the very feeling of the family? Did

Augustus wait upon his mother as he ought to? No :

he was dangling after the first petticoat that came
across him! She ought to have tender reverence

from her children, for, after all, wasn't she all the

mother that Eleanor had had for the last ten years.

But both Augustus and she thought that she was

to be fobbed off with servants! Servants were

good enough for her ! Any woman was good enough
to pack her things. They did not Eleanor and

Augustus in the least seem to see that it was their

duty to set a good example to the people they were

travelling among. What would these Americans

think of them when they saw that Augustus hardly
ever tucked the rugs round his mother's feet? He
hadn't once, since he'd been on the ship, brought her

her cup of chocolate in the morning as he'd been

accustomed to ever since he was a boy. It was as

much as he'd do if he sat beside her chair and read

to her from lunch till tea . . .

"
He's travelling after all as Don's solicitor."

Eleanor felt at last impelled to defend poor Augustus,
for whose poor aching legs she felt a sympathetic

twinge at the thought of the number of times they
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had been used in descending from the topmost deck

to fetch her aunt's vinaigrette.
" Then why doesn't he remember it?

"
her aunt

fixed her with.
" He finds time enough to dance

after you!
"

And Mrs Greville gained so much strength from

that retort that she was able to continue without

even taking a breath.
" He talks to you all through meals : he's got his

eye on you all the rest of the time. He answers

me in the most vacant manner, as if I weren't worth

listening to. I've had to ask waiters paid servants

to fetch me cups of tea."
"

I wish to goodness," Eleanor said she had by
now cleared the cabin of almost everything that

could be tidied
"

I wish to goodness you'd take him
over to your side of the table. He worries me where

he is."

Mrs Greville swiftly erected her neck and her

voice became deep.
" Never in my life would I do such a thing!

"

she said.
" No one can ever accuse me of having

been exacting. If people's affections won't induce

them to serve me I despise their services." Eleanor

had, at this point, succeeded in tearing one of her

aunt's hair nets, which Mrs Greville had rather

elaborately entangled in the fretwork above the

mirror, whilst uttering a gasp of exasperation her

aunt managed to continue speaking. (The spoilt hair

net was a thing you could return to.)
"

It has been

a firm principle throughout my life to leave everyone
their freedom. You have never heard me speak of
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family
'

ties
'

! I would no more think of com-

manding Augustus to do his duty and sit as he cer-

tainly ought beside me instead of you, than . . ."

Eleanor had succeeded in drawing one of her aunt's

hairs from an untidy bunch in a tidy, and holding it

between two fingers, with her head sedulously bent

above the invisible filaments, she was beginning the

task of repairing the rent. So that it was almost

more than her aunt could bear it gave Eleanor such

an air of throwing off a repartee with incredible ease

when she heard the girl utter :

"Then why do you make it so extremely unpleasant
for me when he doesn't attend to his

'

ties '?
"

Aunt Emmeline's jaw dropped so wide that the

gold plate inside her lower teeth shone bizarrely in a

chance ray of sunlight which pierced an eyelet hole in

the canvas screen outside, shot through the port-

hole, impinged on the mirror, and struck back into

Aunt Emmeline's mouth. She paused silently for

fully two seconds, whilst Eleanor held the hair net

up to the light, cut off an invisible end with minute

scissors, and again began her operations on a place

that her aunt had torn the night before.
"
Eleanor, my child," her aunt uttered in a hollow

and emotional tone of great tenderness,
"

this is

very serious. Have you never considered that you

belonged to a very distinguished family? Let me

give you a little lesson. We are only women, but

women have been listened to when they spoke from

their proper places!
" And with a voice full of

tender concern, as of one speaking to a Magdalen, she

entreated Eleanor to listen to her views of what the
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family relationship should be. It was founded upon
Love: a fact to which she returned several times.

And in the tones of her voice she seemed to be in-

viting Eleanor to return to a family fold whose

canons she had outraged. However, by the time

that Eleanor, having finished the hair net, and having
found nothing more that she could pack away, had

come to an erect position with her hands folded before

her, Mrs Greville had once more diverged upon the

fact that they were the only English on board. And
Mrs Greville in particular was much observed so that

Eleanor's behaviour too might at times be noticed.
" And let me repeat," Mrs Greville prepared to

approach her peroration,
"
that you and Augustus

have neglected your duty to your family in a way
that I should have deemed incredible in a family
like ours. For, when they haven't been able to be

distinguished, the Grevilles have never been notice-

able. They've never been eccentric: they've be-

haved like a representative English family." She

repeated, however, that Eleanor and Augustus had

shocked her. They hadn't remembered, apparently,
one of these things. She herself, Mrs Greville

herself, had made sacrifices for Augustus that no one

else would ever understand: even Eleanor's father

had made sacrifices for Eleanor. If Eleanor didn't

succeed in bringing off this marriage Mr Greville

would undoubtedly suffer in pocket for the rest of

his career. And let Eleanor remember what would

become of her aunt if Don should repudiate the

engagement !

Eleanor's face it was the first unoccupied
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moment she had had in which really to attend to her

aunt's words assumed a gradual expression of in-

credulity that a little stiffened the fine curves of her

cheek, so that she had the air of listening to sounds

from a distance.
" As I've so much at stake," Mrs Greville said,

"
I keep myself informed of the course of the market

twice a day!
" And she pulled out from the watch-

pocket in her breast the buff-paper slip of a wireless

telegram:
"
Kellegs are falling and falling, and

falling. I don't know what it means. But dear

Don has lent me the money to go on covering the

deficit. He seems to regard it as a moral responsi-

bility to do so. He insisted that I should take the

money. Do you realise what it means for me if you
and Augustus should cause him to grow vindictive?

Do you realise that I I shall be left without a

penny? I must go on till these shares rise. I must.

I must. If you actually insist on flirting with

Augustus : if you can't do without him at your skirts :

for God's sake have the decency to wait until I'm

safely out of this hole."

Eleanor's eyes had grown larger and larger.
" You mean," she asked,

"
that I'm not to let Don

see me flirt with Augustus till he's lent you all the

money you want? "

"
I shall be ruined if Don turns against me now! "

her aunt answered.

Eleanor uttered a slow :

" Then all I can say is . . ."

and hesitating whether to let her aunt have it or

not, she couldn't at last think it was right to spare

her and she finished :
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"
You're so ridiculously jealous of Oggie that

you're a little mad at times. Why, if you were a

childless wife you couldn't be worse. You've had

the poor boy so tied to your skirts that it's no

wonder he's as ridiculous as he is. And, goodness

only knows, it isn't easy for him to give you cause

for jealousy. Why, he says himself that not a

woman will look at him! "

Her aunt had dropped her tone of affectionate

entreaty: she passed now even through the phase
of paralysed indignation and came out into what

Eleanor in her own mind was accustomed to call

her snaky chill. She sat up rigidly, but her eyes
looked at the floor which still, on its green, velvety

pile, had large traces of face powder, and all she

uttered was:
" You surpass even yourself !

"

"
I can't help it, Aunt Emmeline," Eleanor said,

and she was vaguely aware that she would have liked

to say : "It hurts me quite as much as it hurts you
but it's for your own good.

' '

She continued however :

"
I'm perfectly certain that Don's entirely satisfied

with my behaviour," and at her aunt's virulent titter:

"I'm perfectly satisfied with my own behaviour.

Augustus is a nuisance. I'm just civil to him and

that's an end of it!
"

It is possible that if Aunt Emmeline had actually

been a Greville Eleanor would not have spoken.
It was, probably, because she wasn't and had

arrogated to herself that title that she had finally been

goaded to speak. She had married a Greville

Eleanor's uncle but she was only a Corbyn; and it
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wasn't for a Corbyn to tell a Greville how a Greville

should behave beneath the eyes of Americans. And

going along the corridors towards the outer air

Eleanor smiled to herself. She hadn't found that

the Americans troubled themselves much even about

a Greville! For positively a lady who had laid

herself in the deck-chair next her own that morning
had asked whether her father were not a Graecher

from Indianapolis! The Graechers were noted for

saying inordinately long graces, and she had taken

Mr Greville's habit of standing during the soup
course, for some sort of religious exercise; she had

also taken his long frock-coat for some sort of

deacon's uniform. And again Eleanor had had to

smile when she replied that her father was not an

American, was not a Graecher, was not a deacon

or priest of any kind, but just a plain, ordinary

English gentleman. It certainly was, it struck her,

a very extraordinary thing to do. But then nearly

everybody she knew was a little extraordinary. After

all, couldn't plain, good English people afford to be so ?

Whilst she sat, perched on a white life-raft, on the

top deck, as if on a sort of island, with Don and two

young girls and a young man in a blue serge jumper

playing deck-golf round her feet, she kept up a long
conversation with Canzano about dancing, and in

her private thoughts justified herself for having
"
spoken

"
to her aunt.

"
After all," Canzano would say and she noticed

that his white, duck-twill hat threw white reflections

on to his smooth, olive cheeks
"

it's a foolish exercise
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to dance. Yes. And you are limp all next day.
Yes. But a dead emotion is a tremendously precious

thing."
The sea all round them was boundlessly blue and

hard : the air all round them was dry and crisp : the

young men and young girls pushed broom-handles

about the deck as if they were sweeping ice, and the

continual click of the Marconi spark beneath their

feet seemed to her the dominating sound. Canzano

lay on his back beside her, his hands behind his head

when she answered him, but each time that he spoke
he rolled over on his elbow to see her. His canvas

shoes were of an extravagant whiteness.
"

I hate dead emotions," Eleanor said. And the

more she thought about it the more she was certain

that in speaking to her aunt she had done exactly
what was right. She had had to act. You couldn't

let people continue to behave as her aunt had begun.
And it wasn't as if this were a thing she could pass
over as she had done all the former disagreeable-

ness of her aunt. Formerly she had kept her and

her son at a distance. It had been quite easy. Now
that Don had brought them all, rather extravagantly,

together she had had to put them in their places.

And it came into her head that at the very beginning
she had told Augustus that it was only fair to let

people know how they stood. If she had let her aunt

imagine that she was going to be able to go on as she

had begun it would be unfair, too . . .

" Dead emotions!
" Canzano rolled himself onto

his side to say :

" You can allege that you hate them!

But what else is there in life? Do you think you'll
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ever be as happy as you were at some ball? (when
was it? Last year the year before last? How do

I know?) But on the night when you had, as the

saying here is, the time of your life. Do you think

that to-night or any other night the band will

play as it played on that night? Do you ever expect
do you ever find your anticipations come up to

your memories? "

Eleanor looked reflectively down into his eyes.

"I'm afraid you're a pessimist," she said. And
she returned again to her thoughts. She was glad
that she had spoken to her aunt. It had put them all

into their proper places. And she had meant for

years to speak a word for poor Augustus. If he were

and he was very nearly a miserable little wretch,

it was, she hadn't the least doubt, entirely the fault

of his mother's miserable jealousy. Her aunt had

never even let him think a thought that was different

from her own. And the poor boy had never had even

the physical strength to stand up against his mother

not the voice, the mere lung power. He had

always had sick headaches, neuralgias she couldn't

think of anything more miserable than to have

neuralgia and to be told by Aunt Emmeline that one

was free to do what one liked. Free! He hadn't

even been free to change his newspaper. He wasn't

now! If only she had done him a good turn. . . .

At anyrate she had taken her own line!

Canzano, in the meantime, had sprung into a

sitting posture beside her, with a motion so sharp

that his white shoes had performed against the blue

of the sea a flashing parabola.
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" A pessimist. I ! Jamais de la vie I
" he said.

"
My dear half-sister! Don't imagine that I'm the

sort of person that your Don oughtn't to have to do

with. / shan't spoil him."
" You couldn't, you know, anyhow," Eleanor

laughed.
"
Nothing could!

"

Don looked up from his broom-handle at the

moment and embraced the two of them in his fine

and friendly smile.
"
We're winning all along the line," he called out.

" Five up and seven."
"
Ah, he'd be the biggest creature in the world if

he wasn't a poet," Canzano uttered to her. He drew

up his knees to the level of his chin that his feet

might avoid the slide of a leaden disk.
" But I want

you to examine me carefully so that you mayn't
find it necessary to forbid him to know me."

Eleanor said :

"
Oh, he's free enough."

" Who is not?
" Canzano asked; and as she didn't

answer he continued:
"
Don't think I'm a pessimist

if I tell you to treasure your dead emotions. They're
the best things we've got. I'm a person who savours

life: I enjoy it immensely. It's a good world:

there's a good sun in the sky. It's all good. But

isn't it made immensely better because of such good
memories as you've got?

"

Eleanor said that for herself she looked forward,
but he shook his head.

"
If you did you'd be much more masculine than

feminine. And I can't believe you are. Women
almost always look back : men of action always look
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forward. Now I'm a man God forbid that I should

say of taste but one who lives to taste life. So I've

got the taste of the past still in my mouth and the

taste of the present on my lips."

Eleanor looked at him seriously, with wide eyes and

with a certain affection, because he was such a very

good friend of Don's.
"

I believe," she uttered,
"
that it would be a very

good thing for some people
" and her eyes sought

Don's figure
"

if they had a little of your phil-

osophy."
Canzano stretched himself a little, looked at his

white shoes and rested an elbow upon the life-raft.

"
By avoiding unpleasant things I find that life

is very good," he continued his own speech.
*'

Well," she answered him humorously,
"

I don't

find life at all troublesome."
"
You're perfectly happy?

" and he surveyed her

with a pleasant incredulity.

"I'm perfectly happy," she answered, and she

glanced at the dark blue sea, at the light blue sky,

at Don, at the deck quoits and the volume of smoke

that blew away to their right.
" Don't you worry?

"
he asked, with the incredulity

still in his voice.
"

I don't know what worry is," she answered him

confidently.
"

If you know what your duty is it's

simple to do it."

He mused :

"Well, well: it's simpler to avoid it! But
still . . ."

He looked at her unfurrowed, fresh cheeks ; at her
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unruffled, full figure; at her brown, round and

confident eyes, and she made upon him such a full

impression of tranquillity, of opulence and strength
that he said:

"
I don't think I've ever really known any of your

countrywomen, or are you an exception?
"

Eleanor looked at her shoulders.
" Of course," she answered,

"
I am open to receive

compliments. But I'm not in the least exceptional,

mentally. In my class there are thousands like me."
" One sees you, you know," he said,

"
in droves all

round our monuments in Italy I'm speaking of

with red books and anxious faces and bags slung
round their necks by straps."

"
Oh," she answered seriously,

"
I don't think that

the ones with red books and anxious faces are of my
class at all and I'm absolutely certain that the ones

with bags aren't even my countrywomen."
"
They speak English, you know," he said.

" Even that's a matter of opinion," she answered

him.

He reflected gaily for a moment, appearing to dig

the tip of his nose into his moustache, and gazing
down it as if for the sheer pleasure of the contempla-
tion.

"
So that," he arrived at his conclusion,

"
you're,

according to your own showing, at least as wise as I.

You have at least as good a time and you do, in

addition, your duty. That, no doubt," he started

again, clasping the striped cuff of one wrist with a

delicate, long-haired hand,
"
that, no doubt, gives

you an excellent appetite for dinner."
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"
Why," Eleanor said, and she laughed,

" I'm as

unromantic as you could wish. Sound wind and

limb."

He suddenly removed his white hat.
" And what in the world," he said,

"
can be more

romantic than a beautiful woman with a good

appetite, if she can tell good food from bad? And
I hope you're serious about that."

"
Oh, I like the best of everything," Eleanor said,

and she added, with her eyes on Don, who at that

moment was waving his hand to induce a coy disk

to glide faster along the deck,
"

I generally get it!
"

"Heavens, what an idyll!" he uttered. "The
best of everything and you haven't a care."

"
I certainly haven't a care," she answered,

"unless. . . ." And he caught her up swiftly with the

word repeated interrogatively :

"
Unless it's Don's

too great scrupulousness."
"
Oh, don't say anything against him /

" he

uttered.
"
He's the best creature in the world."

She thanked him with her eyes for that praise and

continued :

"
It's only at close quarters in the family, as you

might say that he's apt to create worries."
"
But, my dear," he said, figuring astonishment,

"
don't / know all about it? Hasn't he been in my

family for years. And, believe me, my step-brother

has cleared all the worries out of my path."
She said :

" Do you use the word step-brother seriously?
"

And through a sort of bewilderment the suspicion

that she'd had all along though shehadn't felt called
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upon to question Don, and Don hadn't enlightened
her the suspicion took a firm hold upon her.

It gave him the opening that, quite desultorily,

he had been angling for, and his story put together

all the little bits of material that she had noted for

herself.
"

I think Don has acted quite rightly in letting you
tell me," she said, as she gave him her hand to

acknowledge his brotherhood.
"
After all, it was

your story." And he answered:
" You can't tell how we all my mother and I

adore Don, and you'll find out," he added,
"
that

whenever Don does act if it's not very often he

invariably does do the right thing. He does more

than the right thing. He's princely: he's sublime."

"Oh, come! "
Eleanor said with delight.

"
It's perfectly true," Canzano answered.

" He

gives blank cheques. You haven't yet learned

what a gallant thing the American spirit is at its

best!"
" I'm only wanting to learn," she answered him.

But he had dropped his enthusiasm, and along with

it his figures of speech.
"

I don't know," he said, and he lowered his voice,
"

if Don exactly knows how he'll stand I mean

financially vis-a-vis of my mother and me."
" Do you think you ought to tell me," she asked,

"
if he doesn't know? "

"
I don't know that I know myself," he said.

"
I

think we may discuss it because we both love him.

I leave it to you to break it to him or to leave it to

my mother. But I'm pretty certain that his father
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won't have left him much chance to smash up his

his nefarious affairs."

Eleanor opened her eyes.
" You mean," she said,

"
that we shan't be so

fabulously rich."
"
Oh," he answered,

"
you'll be fabulously rich.

But I fancy Don won't be able to throw his bombs
into the House that Jack Built."

Eleanor heaved a deep sigh.
"
Poor Don! "

she

said, and then:
" But I daresay we shall be able to

find out a way!
"

It was his turn to open his eyes.
" You sympathise with his ideas?

"
he asked.

And Eleanor answered, with a perfect candour:
"

I don't know what his ideas are. I don't know
that he knows himself. But I want him to be able to

do what he wants to do when he finds out what it

is."

Canzano heaved a rather ludicrous sigh.
" How like a woman! " he said.

"
I don't believe

they differ whether they're American, or English, or

Italian!"



V

IT
was upon that same life-raft in the moonlight,
six hours later, that Eleanor suddenly felt

herself clasped violently in a man's arms and kissed

on the forehead, the cheeks, the lips, on the very

eyes. She didn't need, considering the tense feel

of the arms, the hungry violence of the lips, to be told

that it wasn't Don. Instead, his face bluish and

shadowed in the moonlight, the whites of his eyes

glistening, his moustache ends drawn back like an

angry cat's, she saw Augustus. He said, with a

harsh, jaunty misery:
"

I don't care."

She felt the seat on which she was sitting as if

to be quite certain that her senses didn't deceive her.

And then she uttered, without recoiling or moving,

simply the words :

"Ah, something will have to be done to settle you
in your place too." And she wasn't, after the first

instant, particularly perturbed. It didn't seem that

the violence really concerned her.
"

I don't care!
" he said again.

"
I don't care

what any one can do. I'm at the end of my tether."
" You haven't been drinking?

"
she asked.

"
No," he answered harshly,

"
I've been listening to

mother! "

Eleanor said:
M 177
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"
Oh, if it's that . . ."

"
She's been telling me that you said I was odious

and contemptible and that no woman would ever

look at me. So that I don't care any longer."
Eleanor nerved herself to put into order a strand

of hair that she felt was loose upon her neck.
" Hadn't you got the sense to see that she was

simply trying to drive you mad? "
she said hardly.

" You are an idiot."

Augustus had an air of settling down on his heels

and folding his arms.
" You didn't say those things?

" he almost grunted.
"

I didn't say them because I don't think them,"
she answered.

"
I think she has bullied you till you're

no better than a baby. I told her that I was trying to

stand up for you, not to run you down. I do think

her jealousy has ruined your life."

He took an odd little step forward.

"Ellie!"hesaid.
"
Well, of course I was standing up for you," she

said.
" Do you think I'd run you down except to your

face?
"

He made an extraordinary expiration of his breath.
" You are such a silly sort of fool, Oggie," she

said regretfully.
" Of course, I'm not going to take

you and this seriously."

He understood her well enough to grunt out:
" You think it would be flattering me?"
"

It would be flattering you," she repeated simply.
"
Besides, I won't have scenes and situations and

things. I don't like them and I won't have them."

He looked at the moon that washed all the white
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wood with a tranquil splendour. It left, beneath

the swinging boats, great gouts of black shadow, and
left the ocean all around them a heaving black

shadow itself. And it was referring to their solitude,

to his violent passion and the moonlight, that he said

sardonically :

"
Don't you call this

'

a scene or a situation or a

thing'?"
She said, without any shadow of emotion :

"
Oh, I know what I'm about, Oggie. I'm

perfectly able to take care of myself where you're
concerned. It would only be a scene if I weren't."

He couldn't, from the position of the moon, see her

face other than shadowily, and he brought out:
" You aren't even angry with me."

It did not at that moment suit her to say how she

felt, and all she vouchsafed was :

"
If you like to apologise to me you may. But it

isn't necessary, I suppose, between cousins. You'd
lost your temper."
And she proved to her own satisfaction that she

knew pretty well how to handle Augustus when a sort

of barrier seemed to be swept away in him.
"

Ellie!
" he brought out in a deep tone that was

astonishing in such a little person,
"
I've not acted

badly upon the whole. I haven't, I haven't. You
can't say I have."

"
I'm not saying you have," she answered a little

coldly.
" You don't know what it is," he said,

"
you

haven't any means of knowing. You never cared

for anyone. Why, I never have a minute's rest :
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I'm thinking of you every minute of the day. It's

hell. When I wake up in the morning I've two

minutes of tranquillity of not thinking of anything.
And then it begins ..."

"
Oggie dear," she said softly,

"
oughtn't a man

a man of our class to be less a slave of his passions?
"

"Oh, you intolerable woman! " he brought out

like a curse :

"
one is, or one isn't. Do you suppose I

want to love you? I'd give my eyesight and my hear-

ing and my taste and my touch not to care for you.
Do you suppose I am '

indulging
'

in some-

thing? Why, you talk like a temperance reformer

telling a sot to abstain from drink. I'm not

drinking, am I? I don't get any pleasure out of

it."
"
Well, Oggie dear," she said,

"
I'm not blaming

you. I asked you a question. I don't know how
men are made. I thought you ought to be able to

find distractions."

"Distractions!
" he said, with violent contempt.

" What's to distract me? If the only thing that is

interesting is you, what else is to interest me? And
how is one to be distracted without being interested?"

" Then I don't see what's to be done," she said.

She sat still, rather depressed, looking at the paste

buckles on her shoe that, in the moonlight, shot

direful rays at her eyes as the boat swayed a little.

" I'm sorry for you. But I can't mend anything."
"
Yes, I know you're sorry," he said,

"
you've

been very decent to me."

An odd, draped, white object poked itself from the

hatchway beside them, and in the pale stillness had
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a ghostly semblance of pricking up fantastic

ears.

Augustus's voice hissed out :

"
I see you, mother. Come and listen if you want

to listen. But, by God, you're driving me to

suicide. It's as much murder as if you put arsenic

in my toast." He was shaking violently in his

dancing slippers, his face grew even bluer in tinge.

And accompanied by a deep exasperation from

Augustus the figure turned its face towards them and

then slowly disappeared below the level of the deck.

His mother had gone to find Don.
"
No, I haven't." Augustus plunged straight back

into his speech.
"

I haven't behaved badly. Con-

sidering what I've had to put up with. I've kept
out of your way a good deal at times. Haven't I?

And think of what it's been. Think of what I've

had to bear from those two your Don and my
mother. There's the one of them chasing me about

with remedies for sea-sickness, and the other con-

tinually yelping that I'm ruining myself, and you,
and her, and all the family."

"
Poor old Oggie!

"
Eleanor said, and she had the

image of her aunt before her eyes.

"Oh, I'm used to mother," he said.
"
All my

life she's tried to separate me from everybody that

I've ever liked. Bad influences she called them.

But that other ass . . ."
"
Don's been unspeakably good to you, Oggie,"

she said.

"Sea-sickness!" he snarled out. "Yes, he's

tried to give me bromide and brandy and patent
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mixtures; when I've tried to get away into dark holes

when I've almost found a little forgetfulness he's

come blundering after me. Oh, yes: usually just

after even mother has had the decency to leave me
alone, he's come along and begged me to be *

sociable.'

He's come along and told me to talk even to you !

On the very second night I'd got as far as I could

from you, as far as it's possible on this rat trap right

out by the flag-staff at the stern and I was counting
the revolutions of the thing they've got in the patent

log and forgetting. And then I feel him tapping at

my elbow and telling me to come where the vessel

doesn't move so much to come where it's more

cheerful!
"

He sighed with an utter exasperation.
"
Funny, isn't it?

" He used a little Cockney
trick of phrase that he had caught from one of his

clerks.
" That fellow with his ownerships. He

owns the ship : I expect he thinks he owns the sea

and the sky and the smoke after it's come out of the

funnels. And he owns me too. And he runs along
and bleats: 'Here, don't be sea-sick, come and be

cheerful seeing me own her ! IfII do you good ! Pve

got her . . .'"

Eleanor said:
"
Oh, I know all that part of it, Oggie."

"
Funny, isn't it?

" he repeated.
" What have I

got? what have I got to look forward to? Mother,

I suppose. And nothing else in the world. And
I'm tied up to that fool, and he can't even let me be

miserable in my own way. I expect that's what his

wretched factory employees will say when he has
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inproved their conditions that he can't let them

be miserable in their own way ..." Eleanor

interrupted him again with:
"
Now, Oggie dear, drop it. What did you come

for if you take it like this?
"

He snorted at her with astonishing vivacity:
" To see you grow sick of him and to catch you at

the rebound. I wasn't going to let you go away
with him right over the world and not be on the spot."

She said:
" You see, you haven't the least chance. You'd

much better do what you're paid for and behave like

a man."
"
Well," he answered,

"
I can. I have till this

moment. I should have gone on but for mother."

She answered:
" You ought to have been able to see through your

mother's manoeuvres."

He ran his hand over his eyes.
" How could I tell?

"
he said.

" Of course I

ought to have. But you don't know how it blinds a

man. I'll tell you plainly that when mother told me

you'd told her that you despised me why I went

frantic. ... I was going over the side . . ."
"

It was rather silly to want to make me hate you
before you did it," Eleanor said.

Augustus suddenly sprang back. The voice of

Don was heard from the hatchway saying that indeed

the moon was a glorious sight and he ought to be

ever so thankful to Mrs Greville for telling him to

bring her up there. And their figures loomed in the

moonlight just before Eleanor's face.
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Eleanor didn't move. Mrs Greville was panting a

little and there was a victorious smile on her face that

the moon hardened.

Eleanor said :

" Don dear, I wish you'd take Aunt Emmeline

away for a minute or two. I'm just talking to

Oggie."
Whilst Don obediently turned upon his heel,

Mrs Greville brought out, with a high, snickering
voice :

"Oh, can't even we share this wonderful secret?
"

She began indeed to pant a little with the speed she

had made in finding Don.

Eleanor said, with a touch of disdain :

"It is not a wonderful secret. It's something
I'm arranging with Augustus."

She moved her hand a little as if she were brush-

ing dust away from her dress. She left it in fact to

her aunt to ruin her son if she wanted to. And
with an extraordinarily hateful:

"
Oh, one would think . . ." and a sudden gulp

for breath, Mrs Greville clutched Don's arm and

they faded away into the distance.
"

It's got to be arranged, Oggie," Eleanor said,

speaking in a swift, low voice.
" And I don't want

to have to speak again. I don't want to have to

ruin your prospects but I shall have to if you're

going to misbehave. You may take it that I

shouldn't abuse you to your mother or to anyone
else. I'm far too sorry for you. If you can behave

in the future I'll take what's past as the sort of ill

temper that one's got to expect from one's relations
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a silly display. But it's not to happen again. I'm

not going to be worried. And I'm not going to have

anyone else worried, except Aunt Emmeline, who has

only herself to answer to if she's miserable. Of

course I'm fond of you. Of course I want Don's

good fortune to help you if it can. But it ends there,

and you've got to understand that ..."
"
Ah, you've a talent for arranging things,"

Augustus said and for a moment he felt an extra-

ordinary relief. It was the definite relief of a man
whose life had been reprieved for he had been

perfectly resolved, as he had said, "to go over the

side." Hewouldhave been there at that moment. And
an extraordinary medley of joyous feelings raged
in his brain so that he wanted to sing.

"
It is not," she said,

" that I've a talent for arrang-

ing things. It is simply that I'm determined to

have around me the sort of things that are capable
of arranging themselves!

"

In his gladness he brought out with a laugh :

*' You don't think I'm a sort of thing that is

capable of arranging itself."

She answered:
"

If I didn't hope it if I didn't think that you'd
have a chance of becoming a decent being when Don's

taken you away from Aunt Emmeline I shouldn't

be here."

He reflected for a moment:
" You think that when Don leaves me in America

to look after his affairs I shall turn into an an

English gentleman?
" he asked half sardonic-

ally.
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"

I hope," she retorted,
"
that you'll have a chance

to grow up and take it."

And whilst he still reflected she added:
"

I won't have scenes : I won't have ourselves

made noticeable. No Grevilles that counted have

ever been noticeable. I won't have my father

worried: I won't have Don worried: I won't be

worried myself."
"
So you won't tell Don about this night."

She reflected for a moment :

"
No," she said at last;

"
if I couldn't take care of

myself I'd tell him. If it would do any good I'd

tell him. But I think it was all a silly freak : it's not

a matter of the least importance."
He too was silent for a minute and then he said :

"
By Heavens, I'd like him to know. It would

gall even his self-complacency."
"

It is precisely because of that that I shan't tell

him," Eleanor said.
" You'd like to sacrifice your

position and all you'll probably ever be worth for

the chance of hurting his feelings. It probably
would hurt his feelings. If telling him would undo

it, I'd tell him. But your kiss is irrevocable and

just because it's irrevocable I choose to regard it as

unimportant. If I liked to consider it worth making
a fuss about, it would be important. But it doesn't

dishonour me and if I like to look at it as the un-

important act of an oaf why, that's your punish-
ment. You've kissed me at good-morning and good-

night often enough when we were children. It's not a

great achievement to have done it again, so don't

look upon it as a feather in your cap!
"
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She felt a sudden, rather inexplicable anger rising

in her. Now that she had explained for herself as

for him that it was unimportant, there was coming
upon her a strong feeling of the indignity she had

suffered. And because she never liked to speak
bitter words she said suddenly that he'd better go
now . . .

And because, too, she felt in need of some tender-

ness it distressed her to find that on the lee side of

the deck-house, where her aunt and Don were

ensconced in darkness, there was also Canzano,

smoking his last cigar of the day. Her aunt indeed

rustled silently away at the first showing of Eleanor's

cloak round the house-side, but Canzano stayed,

smoking and talking softly and mellowly about

the glory of the immense moon, about the warmth
of the Gulf Stream that they had dipped into for a

few hours, about the goodness of the band whose

soft strains reached them on that side of the deck.

Nevertheless, sitting close to Don upon another

life-raft that had been arranged to take the form of

a garden seat, she did feel a pervasion of her spirit

by lassitude and satisfaction. They could feel the

immense vessel as it seemed to soar through the

night: the air was very warm and, where the light

waves broke, there was, even in the moonlight, a

glow of phosphorescence. She had set her aunt in

her place : she had settled Augustus. The outbreak

had been bound to come, now it was over and done

with. It seemed to her as if, having done her duty,
she might now rest, and her limbs felt filled with a

soft warmth, a good and pleasant heaviness. So
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that when, after a decent interval, Canzano drifted

away she let her head rest against her lover's

shoulder and, looking at the track of the moon

through the spidery railings that swayed very slowly,

she listened to his pleasant talk . . .

On the morrow their real life work would begin,

he said. And, as if it were miles high, towering
above the masts of the ship, New York seemed to

be just on the horizon. . . . And to think, he said,

that he should be about to attack his problems
with her at his side! They were, all of them, such

a united and tranquil band. It wouldn't be easy but

it would be just good hard work. Things after all

would be simpler there, and since he would have

her with him there wouldn't be any uprooting or

any pain.

And he began to mingle little definite plans with

the broad forecast. Augustus was to be detailed

to make a study of just what his resources were.

He himself wasn't much good at that : but Augustus
would have to see how things were run in the offices

and give him a bird's-eye view of the whole. And
he himself would study, as best he could, the con-

ditions of life. He was going to visit schools and

workshops, factories and large stables. He had

made some useful acquaintances on board an

inspector of schools with a German name and an

entertaining Irishman who seemed to know all the

slums in every city in the States. And she herself

could go with him as much as she liked, and her

father. Or there were all sorts of pleasant sights

for her to see, and quite nice people, whilst he was
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at work. Assuredly life wasn't going to be dull for

them . . .

The moon sank a little towards the bow of the

ship: the air seemed to grow warmer: the ship's

bells rang out in little dings, in sonorous notes that

were echoed from fore and aft : the last sounds of

the band died away over the moonlit stretches and

there was nothing save the pervading rustle of the

waters . . .

From time to time she kissed his shoulder upon
which her cheek rested, and she whispered:

"You're a dear! A dear! A dear! A dear!

A dear! . . ."

He held her in his arms and once he kissed her

on the forehead and whispered that he thought of

her as a Papist thinks of his saints . . .

But when, in her cabin, between the cool sheets,

she had turned out the light, there came to her

the dreadful thought that Augustus might, at

that moment, have been, wet and ghastly, some-

where in the miles and miles of water behind them.

And she felt on her face, on her lips, on her eyelids,

the hungry warmth of his kisses. It was so disagree-

able, the one vision, and it was so strange that the

feeling was not more disagreeable, that for quite a

long time she could not turn upon her side to sleep.

She rose at last, and kneeling upon her bed looked

out of her port-hole. The ship's bells were answer-

ing each other again. And suddenly, in the light

of the moon, she saw a man's figure, black and in-

distinct, leaning against the rail and looking towards

her. She thought she could recognise Augustus,
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and with a feeling now of pure dislike for the hungry
and the outcast such as the rich and the wealthy
feel she lay down once more and pulled the

linen to her face. She fell asleep wondering how
Don would be behaving if she had refused herself

to him.



PART III

THE SOLID LAND

IT
was odd how bustle seemed to pervade the

ship. You couldn't tell how. It showed it-

self most in the emptiness of the decks when she

stepped out of her door in the morning, in the

engrossed air of hastening passengers, listening deck

stewards, in the fact that no one turned on their

heel at the corners as they had been wont to do.

They seemed, instead, to be all bent upon errands.

It was extraordinary, too, how tepid the air was,

how pervaded by a mist of a new yellow colour.

The ship seemed to be speeding through a mill-pond
of yellow satin, and the peopled nature of the high-

way made itself manifest in a train of tugs drawing
each six or seven black, long cylinders almost

awash in the tepid waves. It wasn't like being in

a hothouse exactly, but it wasn't at all like being

anywhere out of doors that she had experienced,
and it was with an abiding sense of oddness that

she heard Canzano's voice greeting her with :

"
Well, here's your first sight of the New World! "

In his shore-going clothes of black cloth, with his

black tie and his very black hair, he too seemed

more foreign, more odd than he had ever seemed

before. His hand seemed whiter and the lapis-
191
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lazuli ring upon his little finger once more caught her

eye as he pointed straight before him she had

come out upon the covered deck to stand beside

him and said:

"There it is!"

And she was aware, in the yellow tones of sea and

sky, of something long, blue and tranquil a smudge
in shape like a gigantic whale. And it did affect

her with a minute touch of hostility when he said:

"That is the Jersey coast!
"

for all the world

as if he too were not a European to know that

Jersey is a European possession. It was so big,

so intangible, that great smudge, that it seemed to

her to savour almost of disloyalty to really appro-

priate that old, real name to something belonging
to what after all was all new and not very seriously

to be considered. The ship moved onwards with a

more steadfast tranquillity, so that almost for the first

time she seemed to realise the irrevocability of their

journey. It hadn't seemed perfectly serious before.
" The New World! " he said again,

" what a fine

sound there is in those words! Aren't they full of

promise and irresponsibility and romance? I

always think, still, that it's the finest thing in the

world coming in here."

She felt almost injured as she said:
" But you aren't an American! "

for it seemed to

her as if they ought to have drawn closer together

in a common bond of protest.
"
Why," he answered,

"
if I were an American I

might not say it. The New World would probably
be as dull to me as the Old."
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She looked at his foreign, olive face with a new
interest.

"
Is that the way to take it?

"
she asked.

"
Oh, that's the way," he answered;

"
if you take

it like that you'll find it's awfully good. It's not a

medicine you're going to swallow: it's a purely

irresponsible joke."
She began:
" But surely we are, Europeans."
When he interrupted her quite earnestly:
"
No, assuredly we aren't.'

1 '' And he put both his

hands upon hers as it lay upon the dull red wood of

the rail.
" For Don's sake consider that we aren't

anything that we started out with being. We've got
to leave all our standards behind : we've got to leave

our prejudices. Do, for Don's sake, make the effort."
"

It needn't be an effort," she said,
"

if it's really

he way to take it."
"

It's the only way," he said.
" For you won't

ind here anything that you've ever valued before.

'. don't find anything that I should think amusing
on the other side. But del! I amuse myself. I

orget that I am a Canzano: I am just a person at a

picnic. And believe me, it's very funny."
She didn't remove her hands from his when she

asked: "But surely it isn't fair to . . ." and she

ndicated with her chin the Jersey hills that they
.vere leaving behind "it isn't fair even to these

Deople not to judge them by our standards."

He clasped her hands more tightly:
"
Believe me," he said,

"
believe me, it wouldn't

:>e fair to Don to do any such thing."
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" You mean," she said,

"
that if I don't leave my

prejudices behind me . . ."

He interrupted her with,
"
Don't call them

prejudices: call them standards the highest
standards in the world. But all the same they
don't apply here; they don't begin to apply. And
if you can't leave them in abeyance you'll be miser-

able yourself all the time. And you'll drawr a trail

across Don's activities, and that will make him

unhappy, and . . ."

She interrupted him in her turn with :

" But

wouldn't Don want me to judge ..."
" Don might or Don mightn't," he was quick to

catch her up.
"
Half he would or half he wouldn't.

He'd want you to judge and to be tender. But
that isn't possible here. I assure you it isn't. The
moment that one begins to judge one condemns.

But as long as one forces oneself to accept one has

the best time in the world. ..." He broke off and

suddenly appealed to someone who was behind her

back.
"

Isn't what I've been saying perfectly

true?
"

"I imagine: singularly just!" she heard her

father's voice say.

Mr Greville was leaning against the doorway;
his long coat flapped in the hot draught that

came from the interior of the vessel; he was rub-

bing his eyes in preparation for putting on his

glasses.
" You've got, my dear, to consider," he said,

"
that you're in the position of making a visit to your

husband's people."
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" As if I were visiting a coachman's lodge?
"

she

asked a little rebelliously.

Mr Greville shrugged his shoulders.
"
That's as you like to take it," he said,

" but it

would be more discreet to put social conventions out

of your head."

1" Oh, put all conventions out of your head!"

Canzano urged her.
"

It's not a question of class

and class. Believe me, it isn't. It's a question of

another race; of a different planet: of a different

species even. Don't judge: observe. Don't con

demn: just have a good time."

She felt as if, in this discussion, she could trust

even more to Canzano than to her father. For Mr
Greville affected her as being too reasonable. He
hadn't, at bottom, any respect for class. He
wouldn't, she felt, have liked her to marry a shop-

keeper or a clerk, because these professions were

sedentary and mean-spirited upon the whole. He
wouldn't have minded theoretically at least an

efficient ploughman.
But Canzano was a mine of class-prejudices: he

didn't, she had discovered, consider his inferiors as

even human. He would be polite to them, but they
were canaglia. So that if he, who in this matter

came closer to her than even her father did if he

advised her that it was possible to abandon oneself

and, over here, just have a good time, she couldvaguely
see the possibilities of a workable point of view.

"
I'm not, in short," she said,

"
to consider . . .

these people . . . as if they were Europeans or even

as grown-up people at all."
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Canzano positively rubbed his hands.

"Consider them as children!" he said. "Ex-
cellent ! Excellent ! Then they'll hardly worry you
at all."

He appealed suddenly to Mr Greville.
" You don't know," he said,

"
you can't what an

excellent fellow Don is. I love him quite unspeak-

ably. And just as if he were a child too. I want
him to have a good time if no one else has. And I

want him to have it at the hands of us Europeans
too."

Mr Greville looked away from him with his mouth

open: he didn't, however, utter anything.
" You think I'm a rock on which he might possibly

split?
" Eleanor laughed.

"Oh, heavens!" Canzano answered, "I think

you're the only island upon which he could ever

really taste felicity."
" But you don't," Mr Greville brought out,

"
imagine that he's going to attain to felicity with

his own countrymen or his own schemes."

Canzano shrugged his shoulders up to his ears.
"
His poor old schemes!

" he said.
"
Why don't you say his poor old countrymen?

"

Mr Greville asked.

"Look here!" Canzano said, "we've got we
three to work for his happiness. We've got to

rescue him from his follies not by telling him that

they're follies, but by letting him prove to himself

how futile they are. And," he bowed to Eleanor,
"
by proving to him how much more charming life

elsewhere may be."
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" You think, in fact," Eleanor said,
"
that if I try

to cross him he'll feel homesick for his ideals for ever

and ever."

Canzano embraced the sea, the sky, the sludge

boats, and a lady in a bright green satin dress, with a

circular shrug of his shoulders.
"
Poor dear Don," he said,

"
will soon get tired

of trying to put the sky where the sea is, and trying

to make cette dame wear colours that won't set our

teeth on edge. He'll have, eventually, the sense to

see that his compatriots too are having in their own

way the best kind of time and only want to be let

alone."

Mr Greville interrupted him to say that though he

perfectly agreed he'd like to suggest that they
breakfasted in time for Eleanor to get up her strength
for when she was asked what were her impressions of

New York Bay. Noting pleasantly that her father

must be in the best of spirits, for she couldn't

believe that he was serious in saying that these people
would really ask her what her impressions were,

Eleanor turned in at the doorway, leaving behind her

a glimpse of yellow sky, yellow sea, a yellow spit of

sand and a house, resembling, with its yellow sides

and red roof, a Shoreham bungalow. And at

Canzano's saying that that was Sandy Hook, she

couldn't help wondering if the United States State

expressed its considerable majesty always in edifices

so like the houses that the retired tradesmen ran up
round her Canterbury. The spirit of hurry pervaded
now every corner of the ship. It rendered their

breakfast perfunctory, for the stewards fidgeted on
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thin ankles around Mr Greville's standing figure:

half of the tables had no cloths, and already the

passengers were grouping themselves in the chairs in

the middle of the saloon to await the Customs

officers. There were bags in all the corridors, and

even Don twice left the breakfast-table at the

summons of the distracted maid. It was, however,
Mr Greville who to have the experience was to

make the declaration in the saloon, and it was

upon Don's arm that, hurrying a little to see the

entrance to the finest bay in the world Don had

told her that it really was fine she stumbled slightly

over the threshold of the promenade deck and was

immediately rushed up to by a girl in blue with red

hair a girl who, like half the other passengers,

appeared now for the first time to have emerged from

some hidden place to ask breathlessly:
"
Well, and what are your impressions?

" and to

dash away without waiting for an answer.

Immediately confronting them, above the slate-

grey sails of an immense schooner, dominating
Eleanor's slight bewilderment, greenish grey, and

with a dull gilt crown of spikes, there rose a colossus

in a bronze nightgown.
" So there it is!

" Don said beside her.

But to her it didn't lend itself to any impression
at all and she asked gaily for after what Canzano

had said she was determined to be gay:
"So there is what?"
"
Liberty!

" he answered.

Her gayness though she apprehended that he was

referring to what must be the statute made her say :
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" The liberty of an absolute stranger's asking me
what my impressions are? I've never seen that girl

before."

His face expressed a sudden concern.
"
Oh, don't take it as an odious liberty," he said,

"
it isn't. You don't probably realise what it is to

these people to be able to show someone what they

really believe's fine . . ."
" Oh ..." she was beginning.
"

It is part of their lives," he continued neverthe-

less to plead with her. "It is the oldest and the

finest thing they can remember. It's as old for

them as Canterbury Cathedral, because it's been here

all their conscious lives. And remember, too, that

they've probably all of them been being
' shown '

things innumerable for months past ..."
"
My dear old boy," she cut in on his pleadings,

"
I

know it all. I don't in the least resent it. The only

thing I resent is that I wasn't up here in time to see

the statue from a distance. I was looking forward

to catching it against the sky. And now . . ."

So quickly had they passed the columnar mass and

the schooner that the vessel already looked small

and dark-sailed against the mist and the morning sun,

and the statue had taken a heavy form against the

pale yellow sky. The shores of the bay spread out

before them, low and greenish, without sparkle in

the waters, where innumerable black posts stood up
or slanted over and innumerable small steamers

raised the foam at their bows. There was a great

impression of pale largeness, of swift gliding, and of

strangeness.
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"
I've never seen anything like it," she said.

'' I've never been so excited, and do believe me
when I say I'm having a good time. And I'm going
to have one. I'll try to get all sorts of impressions

ready to tell all sorts of nice people. But there are

so many, it's a little bewildering."

He pressed her arm with a great pleasure.
" Oh well," he said,

"
I can't keep the boat still

even for you to have time to see everything."
"

I don't want the boat kept still," she said, beating

one of her feet upon the boards,
"

it's simply thrill-

ing."

A bewildering rush of subjects for information

didn't exactly overwhelm her, but in her new attitude

of mind she let them excite her tremendously. An
odd little island, with a sandy shore and what was

apparently a collection of railway stations and large

villas out over the water to the left, gave her at once

the odd satisfaction of really seeing American soil

and the little feeling of grimness at learning that it

was Ellis Island where all the dun crowd of emigrants
forward and astern would be interned. It depressed

her a little to have it forced upon her that here,

on the hind side of the statue, the first thing

that you ran against after you had had yourself a

liberty taken with you was at least an impression

of imprisonment for the offenceless. But she had

immediately to face the problem of why all the

women and here was an extraordinary crowd of

them bedizened and plumed, silhouetted against and

obscuring the view on the forward rail, uttering an

indescribable babel of cries, pulling each other by the
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shoulders to attract attention to some new point of

view as to why the women looked all so extraordin-

arily different. On the voyage they had seemed

simple rather to supererogation : simple at least to a

point of quite good taste. Now they were cloaked,

furred, in spite of the tepid mist, ribboned, bonneted,

jewelled. It struck her as extraordinary that these

people who did in a way know how to dress when
there was comparatively no one to see them should

have adopted war-paints so portentous in which to

go before the public in the streets.

But Don's explanation that they hadn't done it

because of a sudden madness of bad taste or

out of a desire to label themselves as just landed

from Yurrup, but merely to avoid outrageous
Customs' dues Don's explanation was lost a little

in her mind by the fact that by the time he had

arrived at it he had also arrived at piloting her

round the corner, through the excited crowd. It

wasn't, however, too excited to yield her precedence
so that she might gather the impressions they so

much wanted her to be overwhelmed by and she

reached a position where she took in at once, as in

a blaze, the fact that she was beside her father, in a

little, as it were, cleared space, and being borne

forward by the steamer into a great gulch filled

with a vast cloud of vapours blowing from on high
towards her left hand, paved with a flat floor of pale,

cream-coloured water.

It took her a gasping moment to realise that the

cliffs on the right were buildings, the black mudbanks
on the left were really the arched glass roofs of stations
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and steamer quays, and the shuttles, like beetles that

glided in an extraordinary maze, with, as it were, odd

elbows jerking out of their roofs and little gilt eagles

stuck about over them, were steamboats of a sort.

And in this confusion she was aware of a man,

wonderfully florid, pink-cheeked, shaven and blue-

eyed, who, as if he were the leader of the band of

watchers around them, held her father by his black

shoulder and pointed a red hand towards what

seemed a thin filament high in the air, half invisible

in the mist and rapidly being hidden behind the

pigeon-holed white cliffs that she had again to make
an effort to remember were buildings. The man was

saying that that was the finest bridge in the world,

and something in the minatory tones of his voice

brought to Eleanor's lips the remark:
"
Why, you said there was no coal smoke in New

York! "

It wasn't indeed that she wanted to convict him

of error it was simply that in her excitement she

wanted to say something to him, and all at the

moment that came into her head was that on the

night of the sunset he had made that statement.

Immediately afterwards she recollected also that he

was the Reverend Mr Campbell. ... He turned

upon her with a violence that for a minister seemed

singular until she remembered that it might be part

of a creed and said, with a loud, beautifully-trained

and remarkably-overbearing voice :

" There is no coal smoke in New
York!

"

Eleanor since they were both of them gazing at
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three black and gigantic pillars of smoke that issued

from three black and gigantic chimneys in the wilder-

ness of yellow mist and white vapour Eleanor

uttered an :

"
Oh, but " But the clergyman's hard

eyes and a feeling that he would certainly knock her

down if she persisted in disbelieving in his particular

miracle made her rejoice a little when there came
from behind her back the gentle voice of Mr Houston.

" You must remember, my dear, that Mr

Campbell's a Scotsman! "

" At anyrate," Mr Campbell fulminated,
"
the

State of New York has laws against coal smoke."

But Eleanor had by now afforded herself the relief

of turning her back to the clergyman.
"
My dear," Mr Houston addressed her directly

again. He jerked back his tired, brown face with

the white, fragile beard and showed his thin neck.
"
You'll find it much the same all the world over.

Good Americans don't go to Europe because they like

America. And Scotsmen who'd probably make very
bad Scotsmen at home why, they come to America

and pretend to like it. Of course you've heard of the

tail-less fox!
"

Don gave him a look^of the most intense gratitude
and threw at Eleanor another of a sort of agonised

pleading.
"
Indeed," he said,

"
it's true. You wouldn't

find any real Americans so rude as that."
" Dear thing," she whispered,

"
it's all right. I'm

enjoying it all. I believe about the tail-less fox."

It was at this moment that Mr Houston touched

Don upon the shoulder, and jerking his beard back
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with an odd gesture of implying that he desired a

little secrecy, asked him in a whisper how they were

going to get to their hotel. He hadn't heard Don
or his uncle speak of their having anybody to meet

them. And left to herself for the minute the

numerous persons who had asked her for her impres-
sions having dwindled away Eleanor had time to

form a new impression of the fact that the entering of

New York harbour and she regretted it quite a

little! was over. The voyage was over: it was

done with. For the great vessel had stopped. It

moved no more its spars from building to building;

it began to turn. She saw upon the one bank the

name of a firm that supplied patterns to all creation

a name in letters as high as the column in Trafalgar

Square a name that seemed to give to the city on

the further side an odd cachet of being connected

of having for its mission the supplying to civilisation

of the little flimsy bits of paper she had often enough
"
cut out

"
by. And quite close at hand, in letters

much smaller, but each still as large as a house, was

the name she expected to hear. The Collar Kelleg
Lines! There they were: a dozen openings like

railway tunnels: grey wharves: grey piles: the

home of this ship and of how many more? She had

an odd little shiver. She hadn't ever thought that

she would come to see her name her name dominat-

ing the most important estuary in the world. It is

true that the letters were merely in white upon a

black board. But she saw all round each letter a

bevy of electric lamps. By night then they would

flare, she and Don, in the face of a whole civilisation!
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And she wondered if this, too, were one of the things
that Canzano would wish her to have a good time with.

But she swallowed it with the reflection that this at

least was the other side of the world. It was in a

sense terrible but it was in a sense as if she had

attained to a sort of irresponsibility. She wouldn't,

in the Park at home, like to ride on a horse painted
blue with the name of her soap upon it. But she

could just imagine herself doing it in the Park here

if there were a Park for probably it was, as you

might say, a custom, and all these people had their

names stuck up somewhere to blaze through the

astonished nights. In that way it mightn't be

worse than putting on a hat manufactured in Fifth

Avenue.

She had determined to bear it and grin or rather

to take it as one of the ingredients of the general grin

with which, for Don's sake, she was to embrace all of

life here when Don came back to her. His face

was an odd mixture of smile and concern his lips

being curved upwards, his eyes, as he came, searching
her face.

" Would you believe ?
" he shouted, for a din

was beginning to drown even the insistent,

broad, melodious and continued hooting of steam-

syrens that for the last hour had seemed to be the

pervading note of the landscape,
"
that old man

Marconi'd from mid-Atlantic for carriages to take us

to our hotel ! He was asking me just now if I thought
threewould be enough to take us all and the servants."

" The old dear !
"
Eleanor shouted to him, and she

heard him cry:
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"
That's cheering !

" And it was a little thing that

puzzled her for the rest of her life she never re-

membered to ask him whether he meant that Mr
Houston's kind thought had cheered him or whether

the sounds that now overwhelmed all others the

high, wailing, insistent and ferociously exciting
tumult were the product of welcoming lungs.

She couldn't ask him at the moment, it seemed to

blind and to confuse her so, but he took her by the

hand and led her round to the other side of the deck.

The ship was imprisoning itself, with an im-

perceptible gliding, against a shed that appeared to

be a mile long a shed whose sides, of what she could

not help thinking were unnecessary ugly black

planks, had in it long openings from which there

appeared to spurt innumerable pocket-handkerchiefs.

And she realised that the extraordinary high wail

came from thousands and thousands of human

beings behind the handkerchiefs. At that same

moment she realised that the handkerchiefs

themselves were liberally interscattered with tiny

editions of that blue and pink and white flag

which amidst the more assertive flags of the nations

is as frailly pretty as is the American pretty woman

amongst the beauties of the world.

She found herself thinking :

"
Fancy our people

producing Union Jacks!
" and "Fancy our people

making such a noise at a landing!
"

dimly, amidst

the turmoil, for each sound seemed to be having
added to it the wailings of new contingents, waving
from every cranny of the vessel itself new hand-

kerchiefs or new flags.
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"
And, after all," she was reasoning to herself,

"why shouldn't there be an excitement?" There

were, when one came to remember it, three thousand

people on board, and perhaps three had come to

welcome each of them. It was only the high note of

the sound itself the whoop, the yell, the resonant

quality like that of the wailing overtone of a bell

that remained surprising. You wouldn't find any-
where in the real Eastern world a crowd capable of

producing it. It was the real difference!

She began to think that the spirit of the place had

infected her, for she had forgotten her aunt. But

already it was too late to think. She was taken, at

Don's side, by the crowd in the tiny space. The
vessel had touched the quay, and at the contact, as

if the time for action having come the time for

shouting had passed, there fell a dead silence and

in the silence the battle raged. A lady thrust a

bundle of umbrella handles into her face at the

moment that a man thrust a bag into her back, and
half a dozen, rushing out of the door of the saloon,

pushed Don over upon her so that she was crushed

against the rail. It astonished her: but a minute

later it excited her; she set her white teeth, used her

elbows, and laughed at Don's perturbed expression
as she had often enough done at home when pushed
into the pit at a theatre. And after all, if the bangs
that she got were harder, wasn't the spectacle she

was going to see more exciting than anything she

had ever experienced at home? And with a laughing
nod at him, as he stood on the inclined gangway above

her, holding his arms across from rail to rail and
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supporting the crowd off her with his back, she ran

down the planks as if she were shooting a chute at a

suburban exhibition at home and uttered, as he was

propelled down upon her by the crowd behind him:
"
Well, now, shall I fall down and kiss your native

soil?
"

The native soil was of tarred planks : the building
was apparently miles and miles long, roofed with a

waving span of corrugated iron, decorated with the

queerest advertisements she had ever seen. It was

filled with a crowd of women in Paris frocks being
shouldered by men in shirt sleeves a bewildering
crowd in the half light that, little by little, resolved

itself into men in blue uniforms with bits of chalk and

labels. Theywandered about unconcernedly with their

hands behind their backs amidst the largest travelling

trunks in the world from which there foamed over,

as if from tankards of stout, lace undergarments that

delighted her eyes. And whilst Don still distractedly

pulled her by the arm in the search for what he called
"
their letter," she had time to get the distinct

impression that they were in France. For in and

out among the distracted women, the men in shirt

sleeves, the men in uniforms and the overflowing

trunks there wandered, melancholy, sad-faced, dark-

eyed and aloof, a slow army of foreigners in blue

blouses wheeling large trunks upon porters' barrows.

She made out upon the wall, high up between the

vast picture of a bull and the vaster picture of a green
tin labelled

" Baked beans," a quite tiny letter:
"
G." And to this she called Don's attention.
" Our boxes will be under that," he said, and he
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added, whilst behind him a melancholy man in blue

uttered a yelp that she took to be Italian :

"
It's

wearily badly managed."
"Oh, it's awful fun!" she reassured him, and

she had a view of the Reverend Mr Campbell pushing

swiftly past them, very heated and very red, exclaim-

ing to an unconcerned old gentleman, apparently a

general, in a blue uniform and a straw hat, that some-

thing was a worse scandal than in Italy. And
whilst they made their way through the piles of

boxes towards the G. that was their sheet-anchor,

she had, a little regretfully, a vision of the familiar

faces of many fellow-passengers whirling past her.

It was the ship's company dissolving, disappearing,

part of a past phase.
But even when, in the comparatively calm back-

water of their own extraordinarily huge pile of

boxes, she was able to sit down in a deck-chair that

Mr Houston was waiting to offer her, she had still

before her the task of reassuring Don.
"

It's extraordinary," he said,
"
that we can't

manage even a Customs examination better than

this!
"

"
But, dear boy," she said,

"
it's such a vast crowd."

"
Oh, go up the Thames," he said wearily,

"
there's

a crowd there every day bigger than they get here in

a year and they do it all in ten minutes, without a

shove in any single passenger's back." She knew

very well that he was apologising to her, that he was

trying to deprecate to her the sufferings that she was

undergoing, and she tried very hard to think of some
words of real genius by which she could make him
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feel certain that she was really going to have a good
time: but she had not got a word out before a man
in a blue flannel shirt with turn-down collar, buff

trousers, a slouch hat and a drooping, blonde mous-

tache, was saying to her in a sharp, clear, odd accent

she took him for a cowboy : "I'm telling Mr Houston

here that you won't want no more'n three cabs. I

guess yours ain't sich a plump lot if yeh're a sample
of the rest!

" He had the breezy air of a man used

to commanding vast bodies of things, and he didn't

seem to consider her as of more than passing im-

portance.
Don said, and his voice rose a note in agony :

"
Oh, for goodness sake don't think we're all like

that!
"

And she had her stroke of genius.
"

I expect," she said,
"
that he doesn't know I'm

a Greville!
" And whilst his eyes devoured her face

she put a finger on his sleeve and added :

"
Dear,

I'm going to forget it myself."
And the trouble she was at to persuade him, under

the eyes and ears of many people, that she was

prepared to take everything as it came this trouble

modified extraordinarily the vividness of her im-

pressions. It took away indeed from the squalor
of the singularly squalid approaches: it made her

tolerate the odd procession of coaches, like that in a

funeral procession at home, with which, when they
were finally out of the uniformly brown, rigid and

rather appalling quarters of docks and warehouses,

they approached the fine untidy streets that

led to their quite tremendous hotel. She was
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indeed so impressed with the fact that Don was

suffering mental pains that she couldn't do more
than give half an eye to what passed their carriage

windows. If she looked at and if she noticed what
at home she would have called the lower classes

but what here she was sufficiently attuned not to be

able to call anything at all if she looked rather at

the men driving enormous express waggons, throwing
bricks from the housetops or lying on the doorsteps
of dingy boarding-houses if, in fact, she attended

rather to the poor it was because she knew that it was

the poor who were going to interest her lover. When
she passed out of the crosstown street region of dingy,
brown stone houses, where she supposed the poor to

dwell, she leant back in the carriage. Don told her

that they had struck the Avenue that was said to

rival or surpass any Boulevard, Allee or Lane of any

European city. But she thought she might lean back

and rest her eyes, for except for the shape of the

policemen's helmets she wasn't prepared to see any

great differences. Her eyes were a little aching,

they had seen so much of what she thought must be

poverty, and so much of what, she was quite certain,

was Latin blood. There had been paper all over the

pavements, endless processions of little brasiers with

tin furnaces in the charge of dusky men with vivid

whites to their eyes. There had been innumerable

children, bare-footed, with broken trousers girt up
to their shoulders, red-headed, or with their heads

inverted, hidden in tubs that stood upon the stones

on the broken sidewalks, their bare, dirty little feet

waving in the air; she had seen over the dismally
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uninviting stores signs that if they didn't repel her

because she couldn't imagine herself purchasing

anything there filled her with pity for the poor

people who did have to.

It tired her: so that when at last in the more

imposing quarters she tried to lean back and rest it

wasn't the least of her troubles to see on Don's face

a look of intense concern.

He leaned forward to touch her knee and said:
" Now look, we're just turning into Fifth. There's

Broadway: this is Madison Square." And his eyes
said :

" You've looked so hard at all our dirty places,

now look at the best we've got to show."

And if her father hadn't been there, on the seat

beside her, silent, but taking it all in with his black

eyes she would have said :

"
Dearest, I'm only interested in what interests

you. And I know you don't care for these streets!
"

His eyes were saying (for she hadn't yet been able

to make him understand) :

"
I know you're more

interested in what's fine in life."

It was at the corner where the 28th Street cars

cross the Avenue that Mr Greville spoke his first

words since they had crossed the ferry.
"
You'll have an extraordinary difficulty in getting

at any facts, Don," he said: "so far, every single

thing that I have seen with my own eyes has flatly

contradicted every single piece of information to the

same effect that I've read or been told on board the

ship!
"

Don came out of his agonised perturbation about

Eleanor to look at his father-in-law. Mr Greville said,
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pointing a thin finger at the tram that was crossing

their route:
"
That's the only tram I've seen so far and it's

drawn by horses. You will remember that the

Journal of Engineering I showed you on board

stated that the ugly and insanitary horse-drawn

car I remember the exact words had been swept

entirely from the streets of New York. Another

print informed me that the whistles of the pea-nut
barrows had been entirely swept out of existence by
a law that came into force last March. The streets

of the city were said, in consequence, to be abso-

lutely the quietest in the world. I have counted

seventy-two pea-nut barrows each with a quite loud

whistle."



II

'THHEIR earliest hours in New York were com-
J-

plicated by family troubles that, for the

moment, drove out of Eleanor's head even her

solicitude for Don's wretchedness. He was, un-

doubtedly, she considered, quite ill. It seemed as

if his arriving on the field of battle caused him an

amount of excitement that amounted to nervous

prostration.

Don positively Don! made a wonderful worry-

ing fuss with the clerks at the enormous mahogany
counter, in the enormous marble and tiled hall. He

had, for reasons that appealed to himself alone, made

up his mind that his fiancee and her aunt and her

father and the maid and the valet should occupy pre-

cisely the same suite of rooms with precisely the same

suite of furniture it had belonged to MarieAntoinette

that his father and mother had quarrelled in years

before. And the trouble was that the rooms were

still there and the furniture was still there, only
the furniture because it was, by that time, too

dingy to suit the tastes of succeeoling magnates and

of at least one Royal Duke the furniture had been

moved several floors higher up. The clerks at the

counter were rather impolite: the assistant sub-

manager a Frenchman was almost too polite:

the sub-manager, an Englishman, was too blandly
214
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explanatory. He explained, that is to say, that,

at that hour of the day they simply couldn't, in

that country, expect workmen to move the furniture

down. And he pointed out that the change would

cost a quite unreasonable amount of money, and

that even if they brought the Marie Antoinette

chairs down from the upper floors, they would, the

chairs, be quite violently out of keeping with the

present fixed ornaments of the lower rooms, which,

to give a feeling of homeliness to a certain king,

had been decorated exactly in the style of the

palace at L n. The rooms presented a singularly

dazzling spectacle of plate-glass mirrors, real gold
leaf and elephant tusks.

And Eleanor had the spectacle a little saddening
and bewildering of poor Don battling quite furiously

with a number of hard-eyed gentlemen in frock

coats and with singularly shining heads of hair.

And she had the feeling, too, that they simply didn't

care much whether he were pleased or no. And

Augustus, with a sardonic air, was carefully avoiding
her eye in his triumph over poor Don's exhibition

of emotion. She fired up in Don's defence to the

extent of assuring herself that she didn't care if

they were, all the body of them, blocking up the

tremendous hall, with its marble, its mahogany,
its ducal chairs, its lounges, its guests in irreproach-

able costumes or its guests in cowboy hats, red ties,

frock coats and an air of having revolvers somewhere

upon their terrific hips. Waiting for Don to get

something settled she took in these details little by
little and assured herself that if they were attracting
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attention it didn't matter because they were where

they were. But, upon the whole, she was glad
when her aunt discovered a faintness. It meant

that the five of them for Canzano was awaiting
an opportunity to settle some details before leaving
for Boston the five of them, leaving Don to his

battles, could go to lunch in a quite small octagonal
lunch room that didn't positively hold more than

twenty-five tables for four. It was indeed her

father who made this statistical discovery, just as

it was he who, before they had been there two

minutes, inquired of Canzano if it was characteristic

of the best American hotels to have walls like that !

And he indicated the yellowish spaces that, beneath

arches of green marble, formed a background for

all sorts of lunchers' heads and hats.

It comforted her to have Canzano to direct, in

their native Italian, the half dozen waiters who had

borne down upon them, and because she was so

anxious to be pleased it comforted her, too, to be

able to feel that this light, gay, well-glazed and

domed room was quite as good as anything, any-
where else, could be.

"
Like what? " Canzano asked, and he glanced

over his shoulder at the notable walls.
" What I mean," Mr Greville answered,

"
is that

every other piece of wall space here appears to be

of marble. These are only painted brick!
"

Canzano said, with a sort of gay contempt for

his environment: "Oh, my dear sir! This is an

extraordinarily old-fashioned place. I should have

taken you somewhere quite different."
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" But the walls?
" Mr Greville pinned him to his

topic.
" What about the walls?

" and Canzano wiped
his fork with a napkin.
"Are they symptomatic of a want of finish?

Or were they once a fashion?
"

"
Oh, heaven in its wisdom knows," Canzano

answered. "They may have been the fashion. But,"
he added brightly,

"
if you go about this country

looking for evidences of want of attention to finish

you'll find plenty." And he looked significantly

at Eleanor :

"
You'll find plenty of everything you

look for here."

They did indeed find plenty of everything

when, very soon afterwards, they got to the

rooms that Don had at last sanctioned. He
came in, finally, noticeably calmed and even

smiling.

He had satisfied himself after investigation that

the suite of rooms that contained Marie Antoinette's

furniture so exactly reproduced those that his father

had occupied that except that you had to stay about

ten seconds longer in the elevator you couldn't

well tell the difference. And he accepted quite

gaily Canzano's criticism upon his choice of an

hotel.

"Well," he said, "if this hotel's old-fashioned

you can at least get something near what you want

by making a fuss here. Anywhere else in America

they put you into the elevator and throw you out

on a floor that you haven't a voice in choosing.
And there you've got to stick."
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He was eating chicken with a cheerful voracity.
And Eleanor couldn't make up her mind whether

he'd taken himself in hand very vigorously after an

attack of nerves or whether irritation was a necessary
concomitant of taking rooms in an hotel over here,

a thing that you had to go through and that didn't

leave traces. But that speculation too had to give

way to other troubles. They hadn't, it appeared

immediately, come to New York merely to have a

good time . . .

Their great drawing-room, which had six windows

in the side street and four looking into Fifth Avenue,
had too, along all the wall spaces, priceless, dim

tapestry designed by Watteau, and all the chairs and

tables had graciously bowed legs and delicately

painted tops and lyre-shaped backs of embroidered

work faint and paled by age. All these things had

known in former days the presence of a dead Queen
of France, and in a quite beautifully-conceived

contrast there was, in a little Buhl cabinet, a flap

that let down and disclosed the black and nickel

fittings of a telephone. And to it Canzano attached

himself before even their coffee had reached them

up there. The problem was to find Mackinnon.

And in this search Canzano opened a long battle

by saying in at the table: "Get me Boston!"

His ear glued at the little cup of nickel, his face

went through an attentive pantomime whilst at

intervals his mouth uttered : "Boston . . . Boston,

Massachusetts. ... I can't hear . . . Give me a

better connection . . . Yes ... I want Boston

. . . Boston, Massachusetts. ... No ... Yes
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... I want Boston . . . Boston, Massachusetts."

And holding a finger to his disengaged ear he went

on uttering these monotonous words with an en-

grossed expression. Their own man brought them

in their coffee with a varied and rather bewildered ex-

pression. Mr Greville attentively surveyed Canzano

at the telephone, and Eleanor knew that he was

noting down facts as to the telephone system of

the United States. Don was explaining to Mrs

Greville, who, with her bonnet-strings untied, was

sipping her coffee vindictively from a gilt cup
without a handle, why he had been so careful about

the rooms. It was, he said, absolutely imperative
that if you wanted in America anything at all out

of the ordinary to know what you wanted and to

stick out till you got it. As a general rule, he ex-

plained, he'd be content himself with everything

quite ordinary. But for her and Eleanor he'd

wanted to be quite certain of something comfortable

and in good taste. And positively the only things
he'd been certain of in New York where everything

changes so rapidly were that suite of rooms and

that furniture. So he'd made up his mind to have

them. He'd known that that nook was bearable,

and he'd been determined to place them just

there . . .

Augustus, who had been looking out of the window

at the tops of the carriages in th Street, suddenly
turned and came to where Eleanor was sitting by
the coffee equipage on a blue and gold and white

table. He stood holding his cup and surveying
her sardonically.
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" I'm to go to Boston," he said at last.

Eleanor made a swift review of the position. It

meant that poor Augustus would be separated not

only from her but from his mother.
" How splendid!

"
she blurted out.

He scowled and uttered:

"Yes;" and then, glancing at Canzano at the

telephone :

" That fellow's mother is the chief

executrix of the will! He's going to talk to her

now." He shrugged his shoulders and his eyes
had in them so much of gloomy malice that she felt

irresistibly called to ask what he meant.
"
Only," he answered gleefully,

"
I fancy there

won't be much left for you and Don when they've
finished."

It was at this point that Mrs Greville, with an

extraordinary rustling of her black silk petticoat,

rose and said that she must go to superintend the

unpacking.
"

I suppose," she added,
"
that Kirsen will have to

do for me. I suppose a maid is quite good enough
to help me !

" Don hastened to assure her that

there was in the hotel a whole staff of professional

unpackers, but with her head rigidly fixed away
from them she passed through the doors with their

gracious scrolled panel work and their paintings by

Fragonard of d^colletee shepherdesses with beribboned

necks.

She put, indeed, her head once more out between

the panels to utter:

"Augustus, I want you!
"

But Augustus remained standing by Eleanor,
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his hands deep in his trousers pockets, his lips lifted

to show his teeth in a snarl.
"
Funny, isn't it?

" he asked. And, at her ask-

ing what was funny, he brought out in a whisper:
" That I'd like to see him jolly well ruined and

yet I'm sent to defend his interests!
"

Don, indeed,

approached them nearly on his way over to Canzano

at the telephone: but under cover of the Italian's

patient but persistent calls, he had by this time
"
got

on to
" Boston and was asking by turns for the

Information Bureau, so that he might discover his

mother's number and for a better connection,

Augustus was able to raise his voice and bring
out with an effective hiss:

" What you might call,
'

'Twixt hate and duty!
' "

"
Oh, well," Eleanor laughed at him,

"
you've

got to remember that my interests are concerned as

well."

She moved across the large room, with its old,

bluish mirrors, its dusty, charming and precious

clock upon the mantel, and she took her father by
the elbow where he stood with his hand on the gilt,

scrolled back of a chair with a faded tapestry seat.

She moved him right across from the telephone,
which was near the last window giving on to th

Street, and sat herself down on the panelled seat

of a window that overlooked the Indian knicknack

shops on Fifth Avenue. The October afternoon

sun was shooting right down the side streets so

that, at the parts of the Avenue between the blocks,

the few carriages, the many hansoms, and the

occasional motor vans were spangled with dusty
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light. There were visible upon the broad side-walk

just three well-dressed men and four ladies, but,

just opposite, an immense building was being

dustily pulled to pieces, and a great crowd of Italian

workmen, in blue blouses and with battered straw

hats, was surging out, and welling on to the carriage

way, like a congregation leaving a church. She

was far enough away, with her father, from the others

to talk discreetly to him if he bent his ear, and

pulling the elbow of his coat she lifted her head to

his with a query: Was it true that Augustus was

going to Boston to see the will? Mr Greville said

that it was, apparently, perfectly true. Canzano

had found from letters forwarded to him on the

steamer that Mr Kelleg's will was definitely in

the hands of Mrs Kelleg the Countess Canzano.

Eleanor whispered again:
"
Augustus says that he suspects the Canzanos

of desiring to swindle Don. Do you think it's in

the least true?
"

Mr Greville, with his head a little inclined, looked

at the floor and said:
"

It's utterly untrue, and Augustus doesn't think

anything of the sort."
"

I didn't think he did" Eleanor answered,
" but if he's capable of talking like that, do you
think he's capable of doing what Don wants done?

"

Mr Greville still retained his head's inclination

and still looked at the floor.
"
Augustus," he said,

"
only talks in that silly

way in order to give the effect of being cynical. He

only succeeds, to my mind, in appearing idiotic.
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But he's perfectly capable of transacting business

efficiently."

Eleanor said:
" Ah! "

She leaned back a little, with the back of her

head against the window panes, and far down the

Avenue, which in its very high, straight length
seemed to be washed in with clear, purple, beautiful

shadows, she saw faintly what appeared to be a

tall column of virgin whiteness. Its colour touched

her with a certain excitement of pleasure, but she

couldn't, owing to the fact that the window was
at right angles, do more than just get occasional

glimpses as she moved her head, and at moments
she couldn't get any sight of it at all.

"
So that," she said,

"
you consider it's a really

efficient arrangement."
Mr Greville looked at her:
"

If you're thinking of influencing your fianct

. ." he began.
She said:
"
Oh, goodness, I'm only too anxious to be able

to leave him alone." But she added immediately
afterwards : "I mean that I want to be able to help
him as much as I can, and yet to be certain that he's

not making mistakes."

Her father opened his mouth, closed it, opened
it again and finally brought out:

"To my mind he's making a mistake all

through ..."
She interjected quickly:
"
Oh, yes, I know all that, dear. But supposing

he wanted the moon I'd try to help him to get it if
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I were certain that he was going the right way to

work. Don't you see, dear, that my trouble is

he doesn't ever seem able to want anything, much? "

Mr Greville raised his head at that and allowed

himself to speak as loudly as usual, as if he didn't

care who heard him:
" Don doesn't want his father's business associates

to know that he's here at all. He's taken it for

granted that he must regard them as hostile. I don't

want to comment on that but he regards them
as hostile ! Then : if he wants to discover how the

ground lies without either communicating with

them or letting them know of his presence, he must,

obviously, employ an agent to make for him as clear

a statement of his case as he can."
" And you think he couldn't do better than

Augustus?
"
she asked.

Mr Greville hesitated before committing himself.
"

I think," he said,
"
that Augustus will be at least

ten times as efficient as Don could possibly be him-

self, if only because Don is the soul of honour and

Augustus ..."
"
Isn't?

"
Eleanor queried.

"
Augustus

"
her father made her an inclination

that half suggested a bow "
Augustus, in the course

of his profession, has come in contact with a great

many commercial people."

Eleanor said: "Oh, dear!" But since, at this

point, she had satisfied herself that her father was

satisfied she did what she had been wanting to do for

some minutes she looked at Don, who was waiting

for that signal from her to let himself approach them.
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Canzano had laid down the little baton of the

telephone. He had "
got on to

"
his mother's house

and had now only to wait until his mother should

return from her drive in Boston and should come
and speak with him. And Don, as Eleanor very well

knew, deemed the moment opportune to take them
all into his confidence.

"
Now," he said gaily,

" we can go into a com-
mittee of the whole house." He liked, indeed, very
much to talk if he couldn't bear to have to come to

a decision, and whilst Canzano, fidgetingly, kept

putting the ear-piece of the telephone to his ear and

idly and tremulously getting up and sitting down

again at the inlaid cabinet, Don set before them his

facts, walking up and down and rubbing his hands.

The plot of his father's associates as he gathered
from about twenty newspapers that had been

brought on to the ship at Sandy Hook had reached

a point so far successful that at least three of the

New York journals were clamouring for his Don's

impeachment.
All the papers would all have wanted it, Don said,

if the rest of them hadn't been so lost in admiration

for the cleverness of an office-boy called Sherman,

who, by inspiration,
"
operating

"
exactly along the

lines of the Kelleg group, had turned his weekly

salary of eleven into a fortune of 72,000 dollars.

This, Don said, had so impressed with a sense of

admiration a great portion of the Press of New York
that they hadn't much space left for reprehending
the Kelleg associates.

" And of course," he said,
"
they couldn't, very
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logically . . ." And then, glancing at Canzano's

smiling, sardonic face, a sudden inspiration seemed to

strike him, so that he hit his forehead with his right

palm.

"By heaven!" he ejaculated, "it hadn't struck

me. It hadn't !
"

And to Mr Greville's
" What? " he answered:

"
Don't you see? The Press is in with my associ-

ates. Obviously! Don't you see? If they can

make a gigantic figure of an office-boy making a

fortune of 71,888 dollars if they can make that boy
loom immensely large in the public eye of course

they'll make the public forget the rigging of the

market. Why, they'll make the very rigging of the

market appear a meritorious proceeding. The oifice-

boy's fortune wouldn't have been possible without it.

And consequently every person in the country who
wants to make a fortune quickly will look upon them

my associates as positively public benefactors."

Canzano laughed outright.
"
You're what," he exclaimed,

"
they call a chip

of the old block after all. That's exactly your
father's invention. Every time he operated some-

thing very atrocious he always had someone

generally a widow or an orphan whom he guided
into making a little pile out of his operation."

Don said :

"
It's appalling!

" and Canzano laughed.

Mr Greville asked the young Italian, with his ex-

pressionless voice:
" But the Press? Why does it support the

manoeuvre? "

It was Augustus's turn to contribute his quota.
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u
Oh," he said harshly,

"
even in London Mr

Kelleg had what he called his Information Depart-
ment. I know a chap who keeps a motor out of

what he gets for inserting Kelleg paragraphs in quite

good papers. It's done more artistically in London,

but, bless you, the effect's the same."

And Canzano added :

" Mr Kelleg would have papers . . .*

Don groaned :

"
Oh, yes: pile it up!

" But Eleanor stepped in

to his support.
'

After all," she said,
"
there are papers that

clamour for your blood. They aren't all bribed."

Don, however, was not to be comforted.
" How do I know," he asked,

"
that that, too, is not

part of the put-up job? Why, they may be set to do

it in order that when the papers like to prove that

I'm thoroughly virtuous there may be a revulsion in

my favour. Don't you see what a coup that would

be?"
It was, however, Mr Greville who said at this :

"
Don't exaggerate too much. Your father must

have had some enemies and there must be about as

I

many honest men here as on the London Press."

Don fronted him with a sort of brilliant dejection.
"
Oh," he brought out,

"
I only want to say that

lover here you simply don't know who's who, or what's

jwhat, or who means anything."
'

That," Mr Greville said,
"

is not a characteristic

bf America alone. It's part of the Spirit of the Age.

jtt's everywhere. Even in our town in England we've

|;ot
a brewer who secretly advocates temperance in
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the local paper, to sell his mineral waters. If you ever

want to get at anything you must not exaggerate
and you must distinguish. I agree that nowadays

anything may belong to anybody. But that's not

peculiar to this country." And having delivered him-

self of that speech, he looked round upon the delicate-

framed tapestries of shepherds on the walls, as if in

them at least he was assured of seeing something
that was characteristic of an age, a time and a place.

Don passed his hands across his eyes.
"
There's such a frightful lot to say and to do,"

he said,
"
that it's utterly impossible to know where

to begin." He looked at Eleanor as if for inspiration,

uttering:
" Where was I?

" And then he digressed

again so as to attack Mr Greville with a final thrust.
"

If never knowing who's in the pay of whom is a

characteristic of the whole age, you've got to admit

that they've brought that to a pitch of perfection

here. Why
" and he pointed to the grey-and-

golden chandelier
"

if you protest against the gas

here and have it cut off, the electric light is supplied

by the gas trust, and if you don't like that the candles

and the paraffin for the lamps is supplied by the same

people. There's no end to it. ... Why, I can't be

certain that I don't own them too, myself."
" The point is, dear

"
Eleanor's calm voice came

forth as he paused for breath
"
what's Carlo to

telephone his mother? and is Augustus to go to

Boston . . .?"

Don was repeating: "There's so much so

much ..." when from the cabinet there came a

long, impatient, and as if clamorous, crepitation of
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the little bell, and Canzano, with a sort of hungry
and radiant impatience, seemed almost to stab his

ear with the little black and nickel baton.

"Mother," he said, and then eagerly: "Yes,

yes. . . . And your dear health. . . . Oh, alas! . . .

You should take your drops more regularly. . . .

Dear, dear, dear me. . . ." And suddenly he dropped
into an Italian of little endearments and quivers that

they tried hard not to listen to. Even he kissed the

mouthpiece. And as if the voice of Canzano, the

long dialogue of which they heard only the one half,

steadied his nerves, Don managed to give to Eleanor

the information that she wanted. So that when at

last Canzano, after saying to them :

" What a thrice-

blessed invention the telephone is for those who
live!

" added the information:
" Mr Mackinnon is in

Boston!
"

Eleanor was fairly certain of who Mr
Mackinnon was.

He was, in fact, the gentleman who had sent the

cable that she had read in the dining-room at Canter-

bury he was the manager of all Mr Collar Kelleg's

enterprises; he had called, as far as Don knew at

that moment and Canzano immediately confirmed

it from the telephone a meeting of all the principal

associates of the Kelleg combines at Boston on the

following day. At this meeting the will, which was

in possession of the Countess Kelleg, was to be read.

There couldn't, in consequence, be anything more

appropriate than that Don, through his attorney,

should be represented at Boston on the morrow.

And Eleanor couldn't more heartfeltly acquiesce in

anything than in the arrangements that she presently
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heard Canzano making with his mother for the

hospitable reception of the man whom however

much she could take care of herself she would be

heartily glad to be rid of so advantageously.

Augustus could get to work: Augustus could really

earn the money that he was going to receive from

Don: Augustus would go, she hoped, gradually out

of her life. And, poor fellow, he would be freed

from his mother.



Ill

THIS singularly happy consummation, if it

brought a considerable peace of mind to

Eleanor, caused at least a fit of sufficiently trouble-

some jibbing from one other member of the team
that she had somehow got the impression she was

driving. For Mrs Greville, by one of her tremendous

reactions, having decided that she would let her own
boxes be unpacked by the maid, had decided that she

herself would unpack Eleanor's!

So that, into the end of the discussion in the large

room with the delicate, dusty furniture, she came
herself to ask Eleanor whether she wanted her cabin

trunk unpacked first. It affected her herself with a

sense of a finely dramatic irony. Here was the old

generation accepting with a splendid humility the

changed times! Nieces no longer waited on their

aunts: then the aunts must wait on the nieces.

And with her long and bony fingers, on which hung
Eleanor's key-chain, with her high nose, hollowed

temples and handsome eyes, she thought that, in

the high doorway, she must seem like a presentment
of Conscience to the erring girl.

She was received with the news that Augustus was

going to Boston. It did not entirely root her to the

spot, but it was quite a time before she was back

through the folding-doors, and quite another little
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time before her head again came back between the

panels to say :

"Charles! Eleanor! I wish to speak with

you."
The point in the ensuing scene that most touched

Eleanor was the extraordinary vulgarity of appear-
ance that her own clothes, her own trunks and her

own cosmetics had amongst the trappings of the

former Queen of France's bedroom. For her aunt

had actually commenced to unpack three of Eleanor's

trunks before she had decided that the effect of

humility of asking the girl which trunk she would

have unpacked first would be strikingly greater

than merely having all the
"
things

"
already

stowed away for her when she had finished flirting

with Augustus. So that on the high State bed, on

the blue-and-silver toilet-table, over the mirror and

on the negro's statuette in the corner Eleanor's

skirts, her underskirts, her blouses were already

hanging. There was even a pair of shoes upon the

green marble mantelpiece.
Mrs Greville began her campaign with saying to

her brother-in-law:
"

I suppose then that Kirsen goes with me. And
Eleanor too, I presume. She can hardly remain here

with you two men alone."

And upon Mr Greville's politely but quite vacantly

asking her what she meant he was engaged in his

own mind with the statistics of native-born Americans

in the population of the city in which they were she

uttered equally unemotionally:
"
Of course I go to Boston with my son!

"
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"
Then, of course," Mr Greville answered her,

"
the party breaks up. Eleanor, I think, will need

her maid herself. Eleanor will certainly remain

in New York with me."
"

I can't," Mrs Greville said,
"
allow my son to go

about a strange continent alone."
" And I," Mr Greville answered,

"
can't allow my

daughter to travel about a strange continent with a

young man who pays her unwelcome attentions."

Mr Greville kept his eyes upon the window: his

right ear was towards his sister-in-law.
" Then ..." Mrs Greville began. But she

dropped into the ferocious but irrelevant remark

that she had been a good mother if Augustus had

never been a good son. She had never allowed him
to be away from her since he had been a baby.

" And surely," she said,
"
you can't approve of my

letting him go to such a household for the first

time!
"

Mr Greville had a positive gleam of humour.
"

It's about time," he said,
"
that he began to sow

his wild oats if he can manage to sow them in a

household to which I intend eventually to let my
daughter belong."

'*
I understand," Mrs Greville began,

"
from what

several ladies told me on board the boat, that this

Countess Kelleg ..." She paused, however, and

looked first at Mr Greville and then at Eleanor.

Eventually she concluded her sentence:
" Whatever

may be sanctioned here I shall certainly take Augustus
to an hotel . . ."

Mr Greville avoided the subject with:
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"

If you intend to go perhaps you'd like to have the

Kelleg Pullman. I understand that the Countess

sent it down from Boston to meet her son. But
Canzano has decided to leave it here at Don's

disposal."

There seemed to be so absolutely no loophole for

a further incision of Mrs Greville's tongue that she

hadn't anything left to say but that she would go to

attend to her re-packing.
"

I presume," she said,
"
that Kirsen may help

me."

Mr Greville answered:
"

If Eleanor does not need her!
"

Mrs Greville made a silent exit, whilst Mr Greville

was saying expressionlessly to his daughter that he

was so extremely angry that he was afraid in his haste

he might have done something she disapproved
of.

She reflected for a minute.
"
No," she said,

"
you're a perfect parent."

She sank down on a chair rather helplessly and

gazed at her various garments hanging in unlikely

places.
"
Why!

"
she said,

"
she's torn my evening skirt!

"

It hung, black and lustrous, from the candelabra

that the little black marble negro in the corner held

wearily towards the ceiling.
"

I wished at first that

you'd let her take Kirsen. I don't now! "

Mr Greville said :

"
It was precisely because I observed the dis-

position she'd made of your belongings that I so

decided."
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Eleanor let her arms drop at her sides.
"
Upon my word," she said,

"
you are a most

extraordinary old party! You frighten me out of

my life."
"
Well, my dear," he said mildly,

" do you think

I should have come upon this voyage if I hadn't

thought I was able to see things?
"

She was silent for a minute, then she uttered :

"
And, dear, you do approve of what I've

done?
"

He answered her with :

"
I think it's an excellent attempt if . . ." and he

added after a pause: "if you're strong enough to

carry it out. / shouldn't be."
" But I'm so awfully fond of him," she pleaded with

him.

Mr Greville made towards the door, but with the

long gilt and chased handle in his hand he paused
and looked back over his shoulder.

"
I don't know if you understand," he said,

" what

your actual problem is."

Eleanor simply waited for him to speak and he

turned round.
" You've got," he continued,

"
to reconcile Don to

his own country. That's what it amounts to."

And after another moment he added :

" The man's a

poet: that's what the trouble is."

Eleanor said :

"
Oh, dear, it seems rather desperate if you put it

like that." And answering in turn the black glare

of his dark eyes : "Is there anything here that you
could reconcile a poet to?

"
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He came right back to her and took one of her

hands between his.
"
My dear," he brought out with a great deal of

tenderness,
"

it all depends if he's a great enough

poet!"
He searched her face with his black eyes: they

gave to her the idea of something pathetic in his hard

glance, for she knew that when he looked at her like

that he was really trying to see her. At other times

he was too blind really to know her expression.
" You understand, Ellie," he said,

"
that to see the

trend of a time and a nation like this you have to be a

great enough man to appreciate what you can't like.

I don't think Don's up to that."
" But I am! "

Eleanor pleaded with him.

Mr Greville reflected for a moment, then he

said:
" Women are quite different in these things. They

form theories of repulsion: but when they come

up against hard facts they've the power to accept
them. Most men haven't that faculty and that's

why men bear things so much worse than women."

He went on to say and it was a long and sustained

speech for him that why he himself was practically

a recluse, why he hadn't ever taken to even a life so

active as that of a civil servant at home, was only

partly selfishness. He was selfish enough to be most

interested in his own ease. But also he knew that

he wasn't strong enough to keep his head in the

face of a modern life that he detested.
"

I should,"

he said,
"
have committed myself to some foolish,

because they'd be impractically retrograde, speeches
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or polities." There wasn't, in fact, in active England
or elsewhere anyroom for what he called a decent man ;

the place of such men was gone from the world.

What decent men there were in public life to-day did

more harm than good, and they soiled themselves

by mixing in pettinesses.
"
And," he added,

"
that's what will be the trouble

with Don. He's too decent in an idealist, im-

practicable way to handle the problems her*. He
won't even begin to understand them." And Mr
Greville said that, for the convenience of speaking,

he'd say that Don was a nineteenth-century Euro-

pean Altruist: whereas the United States, what-

ever else it might be, was not, and was not ever

going to be, nineteenth-century, or European, or

Altruist.

He silenced the objection that she hadn't had time

to bring to her lips with :

"
Oh, I don't say it's altogether beastly, or even

beastly at all. If it were, I don't think you'd be able

to appreciate it, however determined you might be to

make allowance."

"Oh, thank you!" she interjected gratefully.
"
Because I do like it here!

"

"
But," he said,

"
you must remember that your

problem is to make Don like it."
"

I think I can" she brought out, though he shook

his head.
" The point is," he said,

*' whether it's really any
use. I would not mind wagering that within ten

days he'll be so dispirited that he'll want to be going
back to England."
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"If he does ..." Eleanor began impulsively.

But, although he left her plenty of time, she never

finished her sentence.

"Ah!" he uttered, and his voice had even

a certain sadness,
"
that's just what you've

got to reflect upon. . How will you feel if he

does?
"

She answered after quite a long time :

"
I don't know."

"
My dear

" he suddenly broke new ground
"

I'd advise you to stay in your room until after your
aunt and Augustus have started. They will have to

in an hour."

She looked at him eagerly enough and uttered :

"
Oh, do you think I can? I was just going to

ask you."
He went to the door and once more returned.
" You won't feel lonely," he asked solicitously,

"
if I go out with Don till dinner? It appears that

he's discovered his barber!
"

She thought that she would feel so little lonely

with all her things to arrange that she kept her

thoughts on the other problem.
"

I don't want to hurt their feelings. But they're

both of them so terrible."
"
My dear," Mr Greville said,

"
I don't think

"

and there was a quite extraordinarily vindictive note

in his voice
"

I don't think that any punishment is

sufficiently great for your aunt's proposing to take

you to Boston with Augustus."
"
Oh," Eleanor said,

"
that was only an insult, you

know. She'd have gone mad if I'd come: but she
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wanted to emphasise the fact that if I stayed it would

be improper to be with two men alone ..."
Mr Greville found Don telling Mrs Greville who

had her bonnet on already that one of the chief

defects of the United States, and one of the first

things that would have to be remedied, was the

gradual disappearance of family life. Even among
the working classes, Don said, the chief problem of the

head of the house was to conceal his income from

his wife. If he got a rise in his wage he tried to

conceal it. And the chief endeavours of the woman
were directed to getting cents and dollars out of her

husband. It was a sort of death-grapple between

the sexes all up the social scale. There didn't, he

assured her, even begin to exist in America the fine

solidarity of feeling that there was in every English

family. A country whose family ties were founded

upon money could not expect to be far upon the road

to civilisation . . .

Mrs Greville was so worried to take Don into a

corner and ask him for a further draft to cable to her

brokers Kelleg shares were still rising, and it was

astonishing how Mrs Greville had mastered the details

of conducting her gamble across the Atlantic wastes

that she couldn't do more than utter:
"
Oh, it is terrible. But I can't believe it."

"
It's true," Don said;

"
you won't find here

what you find all over England the fine, unruffled,

calm, family spirit. And that . . ."

The entrance simultaneously from three separate
doors of Mr Greville, of Canzano and of Augustus

staggering a little under an enormous rug that his
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mother had told him to carry for her, because

although the heat was actually tropical, in October,

sometimes the nights, she understood, had touches of

frost these three entrances moved her to drag Don
into a corner and proffer her request for a loan suffici-

ent to help her to make a really large fortune.



IV

THE parting, without doubt, was hardest upon

Augustus. He had to carry along with him
not only a heavy assortment of his mother's

"
things,"

but a heart that was full of an extraordinary bitter-

ness. He hadn't, in fact, the least doubt that his

cousin, by not treating him worse had treated him

extraordinarily badly. He couldn't make up his

mind to acknowledge that she hadn't some feeling

for him: he wasn't going to acknowledge that she

hadn't flirted with him. She had, he maintained.

She had, simply because she hadn't turned him out,

neck and crop, from her lover's employment.
And then. . . . She didn't even come to say

good-bye to him. He lingered in the large, bluish,

dirty, empty drawing-room for so long after the others

had gone down in the elevator that at last a bell-boy

came to summon him a bell-boy in a bluish uniform,

who told him that it was a hot day and didn't offer

to carry the rug, the jewel-case, the dressing-bag or

the half-dozen newspapers that his mother had

decided to take with them because they were so

characteristic. He staggered under the weight of

these things and under the weight of his passion.

He couldn't even clench his fist at Eleanor's door

with its panelling of shepherds, and he couldn't believe,

all the way down in the elevator, in the crowds in the

Q 241
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immense, quadrangular, marble and mahogany hall

that they called an office he couldn't believe that she

wouldn't come to say good-bye; he couldn't believe

it in the New York streets, he couldn't believe it in the

ferry that took them, fixed in between its repulsive

boards, in their carriage, across the water. It all

appeared unrealisably unreal so unreal that he half

believed that Mr Greville, who sat silently beside him
in the roomy carriage, might have some word of com-

fortandencouragementfrom Eleanorto deliver to him.

There wasn't, in the enormous, vaulted, grim

depdt, a porter to carry the dressing-case, the jewel-

case, the rug or the half-dozen papers that, in his

misery, he was continually dropping from under his

arm. But even that seemed hardly real even the

extraordinary appointments of the Kelleg private

car the English footman, the Italian maid, the tape
machine or the black porter; the velvet and silver,

the lace curtains over the leaded windows; the

Chippendale chairs and the saddlebag lounges, the

French paintings on the ceiling, or the way in which

everybody talked in the dim light it all seemed un-

real to him. There were undoubtedly voices: he

was in a long railway car. But a place where she

wasn't, wasn't thinkable and she wasn't there!

He had thrown down the things that troubled him,

and he stood on the step of the car scanning the

faces that passed. He couldn't believe that she

wouldn't be somewhere, looking over some shoulder,

to get a last glimpse of him. She must be some-

where; near a French-looking woman with a high

figure; near an obviously German man with a blue
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hat, or amongst the long drove of Italian immigrants

that, impeded with bags and broken parcels, with

necks craning, and anxious or confident eyes,streamed

slowly down the platform.

The train moved imperceptibly whilst he still

stood upon the step; Don waved his hand; Mr

Greville, in his long frock coat and with his high-

crowned, soft felt hat, glared after them; the Italian

immigrants stared dully at the roof and glided back-

wards. His mother was asking for her lavender

salts; the English footman bent over her, silent and

attentive; the bell on the locomotive tolled out.

They were moving along with a wonderful smooth-

ness: they were out of the station shed and its

dim light. It all seemed extraordinarily unfin-

ished . . .

" And now! " Don said. ... He grasped Mr
Greville's black elbow upon the platform and turned

from watching the departing train.
" Now for

Twenty-Ninth Street."

He had at once an odd feeling of going on a holiday
with his friend and father-in-law and an odd fear

of his environment, a hostility, a homesickness. Mr

Greville, however, had obviously only the holiday

feeling. He moved with assurance along that cross-

the-water platform, along the staircases and tunnels,

and on to the deck of the huge ferry as if he had been

in Canterbury South Eastern itself. He kept Don

perfectly straight, holding him by the elbow when
he wished to ask of a man in blue trousers when the

doors would open He told a lady who sat by the
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doors on a seat that she was quite right for Twenty-
Third Street, and she told him in return that she had

come that day from Gloucester and was going on

that night to Philadelphia. Having so memorised

his plans, his maps and his time-tables that he

couldn't go wrong, he made to Don as they hung to

the outside of a trolley whirling up between the piers

of Sixth Avenue he made to Don the assertion

that New York was exceedingly practically laid out.

And all that poor Don in the dusk, with the lights

glaring out in the squalid shops, with the
" L "

trains thundering overhead, with the supports of the

Elevated brushing his elbow as they rushed past,

with the paper, the straw and the dust whirling out at

the wind of their moving all that Don could find to

answer was that if New York were practically

laid out it hardly seemed worth doing if the best

material they could find to work in were Sixth

Avenues.

They crossed, slightly perilously, the greasy

granite side of the roadway, and passed into the blue

and purple tranquillity of the evening air in the cross

street. It was naturally Don who stumbled rather

heavily over a hollow where a square of paving stone

was missing from the sidewalk, and it was Don
who groaned. It was Mr Greville who said seriously

that if they allowed their city to be governed -by

Irishmen that was what they must expect. And all

his Saxon prejudice against the troublesome Islanders

spoke in his voice.

He stopped Don at the mouth of what appeared
to be a cave, and said :
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"This is No. 19!" And looking down, Don
uttered an exclamation.

"It's he!" he cried: "it's certainly Kratzen-

stein!
"

The sheeted figure of a man lay back in a red velvet

chair
;
there were cloths about his face, but over him,

negligently and assuredly, stood a fat, hook-nosed,

grey-whiskered man in gold spectacles.
"
It's certainly Kratzenstein," Don repeated, and

as a hot blast came from the cave and swept across

their faces he uttered:
"
That's the very smell!

"

They took an instinctive turn further up the

street.
"

It's obviously appropriate," Mr Greville said,
"
that the first person you should be in a position

to make reparation to should be your father's first

victim. You'd better," he added, "let me do the

initial talking to him."

They were standing beneath the glass portico

of an hotel, and through the open door, up the steps,

they had a view of three negroes in blue, high-

coloured uniforms.
" The point is," Don said,

" what am I to offer

him? "

Mr Greville considered the point, and gazing at the

lift that inside the hotel came down and disgorged

a girl in white feathers and a chocolate-coloured

attendant, he uttered:
" The point is, what he'll be contented with."
" You've a more mathematical mind than I,"

Don said. "How does it work out? Say we put
it that my father made him a loan of $700,000
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when he stole the mine thirty years ago and we

allow interest at five per cent."

Mr Greville, with his eyes upon the girl in white,

who was leaning across the office counter, made an

absent calculation. But before he could utter any-

thing Don had said :

" But I want to be fair. I've got to consider my
father's other victims. And the people Kratzen-

stein stole the mine from. And I've got to consider

that but for my father's genius the mine might never

have been proved to be workable, or it might have

been discovered by a third party. I want to get at

not only the mathematical chances but the moral

chances. For supposing Kratzenstein had had his

rights thirty years ago, mightn't he have made in-

finitely more than the compound interest on $700,000
at five per cent? Mightn't he be now the richest

citizen in the world?
"

He surveyed his father-in-law elect with a mildly
humorous glance whilst one of the negroes came down
the steps and asked them if they wanted any gentle-

men in that hotel. Don said sharply that he didn't :

that it was a free country and that wasn't the hotel's

sidewalk. The negro said that if they were calculat-

ing on seeing any of the actress troupe that were

there they wouldn't, for they'd gone round the town
on a Seeing-New-York trip. The lift disappeared
and came down again with a fat man with a red tie

and a sombrero.
"

It's impossible to know what to do," Don said,
"
there are millions of considerations."

Mr Greville seriously considered the man in the
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sombrero, who was leaning over the office counter

beside the girl in white. She was laughing with the

clerk : the clerk had grey hair, an English manner,
and a pleasant, tired smile.

"
I should say," he said,

"
that you'd better make

the acquaintance of Mr Kratzenstein and then act

upon impulse as he affects you."
"
But," Don said,

"
I don't want to act upon

impulse. I want to discover what are the moral

responsibilities. It sounds ridiculous: but I'm

quite in earnest."

The lift went up again and came down once more
with four young men in bowlers and neglige shirts.

They all went to lean over the office counter and

waited patiently whilst the young lady in white

chatted with the pleasant clerk.
" That lift's very worrying to me," Mr Greville

said, and they moved still further up the street till

they came to where the sidewalk was entirely torn

up before a vacant plot. And here the roar of the

trolleys on Broadway made it necessary for Mr
Greville to raise his voice.

"
If you want my recommendations," he shouted,

"
I should suggest that you find out from him what

he would consider to be a really comfortable affluence

for himself and his children and give him just

that . . ."

It happened that along the blaze of Broadway
there shot an immense ladder, with a wildly clamor-

ous bell, and immediately afterwards the young

lady in white, two negroes, a man in shirt sleeves

and a very agile, fat Irishman, jostled hastily past
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them. Mr Greville's voice came eventually out of the

dwindling tumult:
" The first thing to do is to see the man; without

that you can't form any judgment as to whether he'd

have made a fortune or whether he'd have used it

well or ill."

"
I guess," Don said discouragingly,

"
they'll

find it easier to settle that fire they're off to than I'll

find it to settle what I'm to do."
"
Oh, see your man first," Mr Greville said.

As they passed the hotel door Mr Greville noted

that the fat man in the cowboyhat, and the four young
men in bowlers, reinforced now by two more without

any hats at all, were still leaning over the office

counter asking for their mails. The pleasant-

looking clerk was not visible.
"

I should suppose," he said,
"
that you use a

good deal of time over obtaining your correspond-
ence in this country."
But even Mr Greville was not able to extract very

much from Mr Kratzenstein. He desired his evening
shave. But the old gentleman, with his profuse
white waistcoat, his alpaca coat and his gold pince-

nez, was of opinion that Mr Greville's hair would be

much better for a cut. With a slow, benevolent

and authoritative manner: "It looks," he said,
" dam foolish like that."

Mr Greville said that he was in the habit of having
his hair cut only by one barber in the Haymarket.

"
Better have your hair cut," Mr Kratzenstein

answered, and having put on another pair of pince-

nez with steel rims he added once more, as if he were
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satisfied with his new inspection, that it looked dam
foolish like that.

And whilst, with a fat and benevolent deliberation,

he waddled round his subterranean store, fetching
bits of cotton wool, face cloths, sponges and essences,

he amiably countered Mr Greville's attempt to speak
about Montana with:

"Ah! I guess'd you'd come to talk to Kratzenstein

about that. But it's dam foolishness. What you
know about Montana if I talk ? English pipple
doand know about Montana. I serve my apprentice-

ship in the shop you talk about in the Haymarket.
I kep' a shop of my own in Ladbroke Grove,

London, before I sell it to go West. / ken talk about

London, Eng., and about Hamburg, where I come
from. But what you know about Montana? Noth-

ing. Better haf your hair cut."

He continued to mutter that he'd guessed they'd
come to Kratzenstein to talk about Montana

;
whilst

tilting Mr Greville and the velvet chair bodily back-

wards he suddenly became both speechless and

motionless.
" Your hair does look foolish like that," he said;

and receiving no answer he continued suddenly:
"
All these journalist fellows is foolish ..."
Mr Greville's head against the velvet rest

let his face look up at the fly papers dangling from

the low ceiling: it wore an air of unruffled calm as

if he were in bed.
"
You've had the journalists at you?

"
he asked,

"
about the late Mr Kelleg?

"

Mr Kratzenstein stood with the lather brush
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elevated in
^
his hand; he peered at Mr Greville's

face above his glasses, put on another pair and looked

at him again.
"
Staying in the hotel?

"
he asked; and to Mr

Greville's question of what hotel, he answered shortly,
"
Dis is a hotel." And he added: "So you ain't

stayin' in the hotel." He put the lather brush upon
Mr Greville's chin, stayed to reflect a moment, and

above his glasses, without moving his head, looked

at Don, who, in an agony of solicitude as to Mr
Greville's temper, was sitting against a fly-blown
mirror with a red velvet frame, upon a very hard

red velvet bench.
"

If you ain'd stayin' in the hotel," he said,

"and if you ain'd read the New York papers,

how'd you come to know of me and old man

Kelleg?
"

"
Suppose," said Mr Greville, with the utmost

equanimity, "I'd read the article about you in the

magazine a year ago."
Mr Kratzenstein continued to lather his customer

for a full three minutes without speaking. Then he

put on his glasses with the gold rims and took up
his razor.

"
Suppose you had!

"
he said, and commenced

his stropping with an air of a doctor leisurely en-

gaged in operation.

Mr Greville winced his eyes a little under the tickle

of the drying lather.
"
Suppose then, in addition, that Mr Kelleg's

son, considering the story of the mine, were anxious

to make you reparation."
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Mr Kratzenstein waddled slowly from the marble

slab to Mr Greville's head.
"
Suppose that too!

"
he said. Mr Greville took

refuge in silence and Mr Kratzenstein shaved. At
last he brought out:

" What does Don Kelleg know
about the mine?

" Mr Greville answered that he

knew what had appeared in the magazine, and Mr

Kratzenstein, who had removed one half the lather,

baring Mr Greville's face to the centre of the chin,

came again to a halt, the razor raised in his fat,

greyish hand.
"
Let's put it in words," he said. He removed the

rest of the beard and then spoke: "Don Kelleg
knows that I was bankrupt for 600 dollars. Don

Kelleg knows that I made over the mine in secret

to his father to cheat my creditors. Don Kelleg
knows that when my bankruptcy was over and I

i wanted the mine back his father didn't give it . . ."

He waddled to the basin in the recess of the store,

turned on a tap and dipped a towel in water. And

suddenly he turned, shaking apparently with fury.
"

If Don Collar Kelleg," he said,
" was to come

i
here offering me his charity I'd bat him on the pants
as I've done fifty times already."

He waddled swiftly to Mr Greville and upon his

: motionless, brown face dropped suddenly the towel,

that was so hot that Mr Greville's legs drew them-

selves up in the chair. He kept the towel pressed
down with his hands, and above Mr Greville's in-

visible eyes and forehead brought out :

"
I'm a free citizen of a free country. I haven't

no use for charity."
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Don dropped his eyes upon the floor.
"
Reporters and churnalists and drummers and

touts haf bin coming all the week," he said.
"
I'm

sick of talkin'. I've got a house of my own above

the Palisades : I've got a wife of my own : I've got
two boys of mine own at College. I don't want

charity."

He removed the towel from Mr Greville's face,

and waddling back and forward between the basin

and the head of his patient with new towels of

different temperatures kept up a long monologue
in a language that, as he approached agitation,

grew more incomprehensible. But it bore itself

gradually to Don's senses that Mr Kratzenstein

accepted the fact that his father's robbing him of
j

the mine was a perfectly legitimate stroke of busi-

ness : that Mr Kratzenstein had been an adventurer

all over the world: that, as he phrased it, he

hadn't gathered no moss to speak of, but that

he'd kick in an unpoetical region any man who
offered him a penny he hadn't a right to or couldn't

steal.
"
So that that," Don said, breaking the silence

for the first time,
"

is your last word? "

Kratzenstein was rubbing cold cream, with

weighty fingers, into the skin of Mr Greville's cheeks.

He looked at Don askew with a sedate, jocular, heavy
manner.

" You ain'd changed much," he said, and rubbed

a little more, with his finger tips. He chuckled

in a very oily manner without moving a feature of his

heavy, tired face.
"
D'you suppose I didn't know
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you the first moment you came down my steps,

Don Collar Kelleg?
"

He pulled the towel deliberately from above Mr
Greville's form and wheezily set the chair to its

vertical position.
" As you ain'd made me no offer of charity I

ain'd got no call to be grouchy. But doan'd you
do it! Doan'd you do it!

"

He proceeded to enlarge upon what it was to be

a citizen of a free country and told Don not to come
the Englishman over him. He said he'd never

made much dollars and never supposed he would:

he'd been a rolling stone. He'd been all over the

world from Hamburg to 'Frisco and back again to

N' York. And there he was. He squared at

Don his massive chest and great white waistcoat.

His hooked nose, his gold glasses, his black coat

and his air of being a specialist whom you might
consult as to your ailments, and the slightly truculent

gleam in his eyes all these things carried very

weightily the idea that he was not a man you could

do anything for. And faced with that "
proposition

"

Don hadn't a word to say. Mr Greville too was

quite silent there wasn't any room for action

from him. But suddenly an arch look came into

Kratzenstein's grey, flabby features.

"I ain'd hog-proud!" he said. "I've just a

thousand shares in the Carey Gold Co. They ain'd

worth a penny : there's no gold there and no engines.

But if you're the man your father was you can

make those shares go up to four hundred dollars

apiece!
"
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"
But," Don said. . .

Kratzenstein surveyed him above his glasses,

and Don continued:
"

If there's no gold it would be robbing the

public!
"

Kratzenstein chuckled: he put his hands upon
his sides, he put his hands to his face, he pulled

off his glasses, and he burst into a volcanic peal of

laughter.
" De best . . . choke . . . I've effer . . .

heard!" he panted. "And from your father's

son!
"

He resumed a sudden immobility.
"
That's the only thing I'll take from you, Mr Don

Collar Kelleg," he said.
" You kin do it. Make

them shares worth four hundred apiece. It's

what one friend can do for another ..."
He wouldn't, in his view, lose caste in accepting

that service.

The episode gave, as it were, the note to all Don's

experience of New York amongst, at least, that part
of the population that was in any way Americanised.

As he said to Eleanor and her father at the end of

the fortnight they spent in the city : What the popu-
lation wanted of you was not the abolition of Trusts,

it was just the chance to turn worthless stocks into

half a million dollars. He wouldn't have minded
if Kratzenstein had asked him to advertise a

pomade of his own invention: he would have

minded still less if Kratzenstein had asked him to

advertise his saloon in each one of the 21,000 papers
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of the United States. But Kratzenstein had been,

as it were, given a wish as in the old days men
were given wishes by favouring gods and the

only wish that his independence had allowed him

to accept carried with it the swindling of the whole

community.

"Rigging the market! Rigging the market!

That's the note of New York! " he said in his bitter-

ness.

He didn't, indeed, utter it in haste, though he may
have formed the opinion before ever he began his

investigations. But he had, at least, the caution to

make investigations that took up the greater part of

fourteen days, and he had experiences that tended

to harden his ideas. His step-mother sent him

down from Boston, with the Pullman car that she

returned to be at his disposal, a mild, smooth-haired,

smooth-faced and very quiet young man who had

been his father's secretary when he travelled. His

father's other secretaries were all working as hard

as could be at producing some sort of statement of

accounts. The young man was actually a Scotch-

man, but you couldn't have told him from a Harvard

graduate; his name was Saunders, and Don's first

impulse was to pack him about his business. He
was going to destroy all his father's work: he was

going to dismiss all his father's agents. But the

thought came to him that he hadn't the right to do

this. This young man whose home appeared to be

the Pullman, so solely had his duties consisted of

attending to Mr Kelleg when he travelled, this

young man, in addition to his payment for service
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that had undoubtedly been faithful, had established

a claim to some sort of a career. It was Don's duty
to satisfy this claim: he couldn't turn Saunders

adrift!

Very happily it turned out that Saunders hadn't

ever had very much to do with the details of Don's

father's business: his principal function seemed

to have been to aid Mr Kelleg in getting about. He
had at his fingers' ends not so much the prices of rail-

way stocks as the contents of all the railway time-

tables, the disposition of all the lines of rails, the

knowledge of what train could be stopped to make

way for Mr Kelleg's
"
Special

" and of what they
were very few couldn't. If Mr Kelleg had wanted

to rush as he very frequently did from Hut, Ma.,

to New York, N.Y., it had been Saunders's business

to clear all the lines, right across the continent:

he had to pull all the wires, have all the trains out

of the way, and impress all the railway officials with

the sense that to keep Mr Kelleg's train waiting two

minutes was to cause the ruin of that system for

ever.

He was, in fact, the king of couriers, and since it

was Don's business to see New York in fourteen days,

he was, very exactly, the man to lead Don and his

father-in-law about the poorer streets. He did it with

absolute efficiency: they visited the negro quarters,

they visited the lowest American white quarters;

they spent two whole days among the Jews and

half a day in the underground passages of the

Chinese; they ate incredible dishes in Hungarian

restaurants; they saw wild dances in Bosnian
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caf/s ; they saw the trolley cars in one of the cross-

town streets down by Eleventh Avenue bombarded

by brickbats from the house tops ; they even heard

revolver shots fired from side to side of the street

that was half negro and half white. The foul

atmospheres gave them bad headaches
;
the language

of the Ward politicians that they interviewed across

the zinc counters of their saloons the language of

these huge, obese, hard-voiced men addled their

very senses of hearing: the world seemed to Don
so horribly brown, so crowded, so foul, so arrogant,
so vile, that he hadn't any eyes at all for the blue,

tranquil and light-begemmed nights of the tiny and

soaring city.

They were he and Mr Greville very efficiently

guided, and if Mr Greville saw reason to imagine
that a riot between a colony of toughs in a turning
off Pearl Street a riot from which they escaped
with a decided sense of danger if Mr Greville saw

reason to believe that this riot had been actually

engineered by the efficient Saunders, with the aid

of several obese and benevolent policemen and three

or four prize-fighters, there wasn't the least doubt

that one man Don visited him in hospital was

actually killed with a pickaxe. And Don had the

comment to make that it showed a horrible social

order when you could have men fight and bribe

policemen to manage the tumult. If it wasn't an

exhibition of a real tumult he was just as much

obliged to Saunders for showing him how it was

possible to
"
arrange

"
something that, morally

considered, was infinitely worse.
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The Press, too, filled him with an equal horror. If

the papers hadn't got word of the fact that he was

in New York they had got hold of several of his early

friends with whom he had studied Art in Paris. And
it grieved him more than anything that a man he'd

really loved a man he'd regarded as a genius

should have sold to the New York H a photo-

graph that Don had given him, together with a

string of confidences including the anecdote of the

Master who had told Don that he was a muff and in-

cluding the fact that Don was engaged to Eleanor.

The New York H published indeed a photograph
of a well-known London music-hall star artiste

labelled: "Photo of Eleanor," and with a headline

all across the page :

"
Eleanor collars Collar ! Richest

American potted by British Pauper Portraitist !
"

And the intimate friend had added three columns

of Eleanor's own conversation.

As Don put it in apologising to her, they would

have to expect that sort of thing of the papers.

They couldn't object to the Sunday N ,
which

replied to the details of the New York H with

ten columns of simple inventions about the pair of

them. They hadn't any right to worry about the

inventions of New York. What was lamentable

was that all the use the United States could make
of a man their former fellow-student whom they
both remembered as a genius, was to set him to

betray confidences. They couldn't use him as an

artist: he was starving: they could make use of

his dishonourable gossip. But by an odd coinci-

dence a little adventure of Mr Greville found its
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way into all the New York papers. Mr Greville,

in returning from the post-office upon a Broadway
trolley, had, by a sort of miracle, found a seat.

Next him there had sat a Californian fruit-grower
who had insisted on forcing on Mr Greville a

huge and red-cheeked apple, adding over and over

again :

" Eat it: eat it right now. It's a peach!
"

And Mr Greville, reclining in the palm-filled

marble office of the hotel, had taken the apple from

the tail-pocket of his frock-coat and had remarked

to an interested stranger on the oddness of that

locution. And next day all the New York papers
were filled with headlines :

"
British Peer and Peach.

Earl of Greville goes one on Adam" Because Mr
Greville had refused to eat an apple.

But if, on the other hand, Don had set out to see

the blacknesses, Eleanor had found the good time

that Don was so anxious for her to have the good
time that, for his sake, she was quite determined to

secure. The train that brought the travelling

secretary of Mr Kelleg had brought also his travelling

stenographer a lady called Dubosc, half Irish and

half Manhattan Dutch. Tall, with a tight, sweet

figure, reddish hair, and brownish, golden, short-

sighted eyes, Miss Dubosc was, Eleanor found,

exactly the person to help her in seeing New York.

They went to all sorts of places that Eleanor found

gay and excellently arranged; they walked with a

sense of freedom and delight right from Washington

Square to the Art Gallery; they shopped at the

hugest shops; they went even with a gay male
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friend of Miss Dubosc to the last big baseball match

of the season: they lunched, with the same young
friend, in the last-discovered Italian restaurant,

where, on broken - backed chairs, in a back-

yard, beneath strings of washing, they ate little

messes of rice and tomatoes and laughed extra-

vagantly.

They spent the evenings Don and Eleanor alone

in going to innumerable theatres that Don found

uniformly vulgar and abject. And Eleanor re-

minded him that there weren't two decent pieces

ever to be seen in London at once. And when

they went with her father to Coney Island by
boat she insisted on it because she was certain

that Don was growing ill she became almost

angry because he refused to see how fairy-like was

the aspect of New York Bay at night. He couldn't

see it simply because he was so filled with the idea

that the illuminated dime-shows to be found in

Coney Island itself were imbecile and degrading
that he couldn't see anything at all. The good
behaviour, the good order, the cheerfulness, the

decorum of the crowd the things that to her were

noticeable counted to him for nothing: the lights

counted for nothing: the pleasure counted for

nothing. He couldn't let himself go: he wandered

in the blaze, in the crowd, by her side or by her

father's with a dizzy gloom. This, he said, was the

best they could do then! And there wasn't a trace

of refinement, of intellect even of thought.

And if Eleanor could not, truthfully, contend that

there was any trace of thought in watching dazed-
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looking Indians playing with rattlesnakes, in having
a megaphone bellow in your ear that for ten cents

you could have your future husband's name told, in

watching innumerable dancers in a diffused blaze

of light whirl with set faces to the sound of the

most brazen band on earth on a floor that was so

much the largest and slipperiest on earth that you
couldn't distinguish objects at its further end

if she couldn't, in Coney Island, find anything

uplifting, she could, when they were in the blue

night of the steamer, going back, confess that it

had made her contagiously happy to be with so

many nice people who themselves were all so happy.
It was true that at the Bowery Restaurant, where

they had eaten a dinner that was quite better than

anything they got at their hotel, served by waiters

at least more cheerfully polite than any they had

at their hotel, in a crowd that numbered three

thousand, the night before a gentleman had gone
mad and emptied his revolver, killing three people
and escaping entirely. But she remembered that

two years before the same thing had happened in the

best caft in Rome five minutes after she had left

it and poor, bright, luminous, happy Coney Island

had been built in a day. And, as she put it, she

had been going about with forty thousand people for

four hours yet not a single unpleasant word had been

uttered to her; it couldn't, she triumphantly said,

have happened anywhere in Europe. She couldn't

even imagine herself doing such a thing.

And where, she asked, when the steamer had put

off, could they find anything more really beautiful
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than that scene ! They were, in deep blackness, on a

crowded deck, in air so fresh that it was more than

comfortable for her father when she insisted on

turning up his collar. They were upon smooth,

dimpled water, and in the blue-black nothingness of

the night, with the heads of the passengers, the

funnels and rails silhouetted in a singular effect of

silence, they saw the domes, the minarets, the towers,

the fountains, existing in lines, in masses, in globes, in

flames of fire, with below them a blaze of reflection

streaking down the black waters. The stillness,

the absolute beauty and the distance made her say:
"

It's taken New York to make that!
"

Don groaned, and the voice of a young girl, with

a burred, hard accent that she could already dis-

tinguish as of New England, uttered a long string of

incomprehensible words.
" One two nine

paper seven four sumach eighteen eleven

ninety-one orange . . ." And the voice, low-

ered and confidential, that Eleanor knew to be the

girl's lover's, corrected her gently from time to time.

They sat there in the beneficent coolness surrounded

by lovers, and the sound of this little, idiotic ritual

for it was evidently some ritual filled her with

such satisfaction it was all so appropriate a set-

ting for love and satisfaction that she half had

it in her to add to her:
"

It's taken New York to

make that!" a rather heated: "And if it were

all New York had done, it's so ideal, for simple

people, that New York would be justified of its

existence."

She did not say so, because at the same moment
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it struck her that it was like Canzano that it would

seem tantamount to saying that because New York
had given her a new sensation New York was

justified of its existence. But she was aware, too,

that what in justice to herself she really meant

was that New York was justified because it could

give to so many of its very poorest a sight that was
so supremely touching. It had taken New York
to make a Coney Island to set so many ingenious
brains working to turn out little, meretricious,

thoughtless
"
attractions

"
that in the sum made up

a mass of light and gaiety, in the dark night, so

supremely attractive. She had had at least enough
of an art student's education to be able to believe

that the emotion one feels before something of a

unique beauty was as valuable as an ethical or in-

tellectual discovery. . . . And here she had felt an

emotion and she believed that it was open to every
New York pauper to have identically such an emo-

tion. But she hated even to feel angry with Don,
and she uttered a quite pleasantly bantering :

" Dear boy! If you want William Morris effects

and floppy gowns this isn't surely the place to come

to for them! "

She had, the afternoon before, visited with his

father's stenographer, the attractive Miss Dubosc,

a Settlement way back in the State of New Jersey,

a settlement that had seemed to her the most un-

attractive, because it was the most self-conscious

thing she had yet seen. Here there were disagreeable-

looking women talking of book-bindings, unhealthy-

looking men talking about printing, egregiously
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precocious children talking about living a higher
life people in ugly woollen garments and people
with practically no garments at all all talking about

turning out rough, ugly china, books, or axe handles

with rough, ugly ornamentations. She had seen,

of course, the same sort of thing at home, but in

Jersey State it appeared to her to be vicious instead

of merely silly . . .

Seated beside her, his collar, too, turned up to his

ears, Don groaned again.
"
Listen to those idiots!

"
he said.

He was referring to the lovers who were drawling
out together now "

Ninety-three ninety-seven

pumpkin ninety a hundred Halleluj a
' '

And at his contemptuous reference to what to

her seemed so sacred just because it was so senseless,
'

so healthy just because it was so unself-conscious,

she could not help saying hotly:
"
Don't you think we should be better em-

ployed . . ."

But she didn't finish her sentence because the

steamer happened to hoot, and when it had finished

a couple of dimly-visible Italians, with hardly

visible, odd, musical instruments, appeared in the

gloom and began to bring out strangely and glamor-

ously the sounds of a lilting song that she recog-

nised as having set to it the words:
" On the shady

side of Broadway ..."
Don said:

"
Oh, hell!

" and plunged from her side.

Immediately afterwards she heard his voice saying:
"

I'll give you a hundred-dollar bill to throw those

fiddles over the side . ."
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She was on her feet: she had already said

hotly:

"Oh, it's too bad! All these people want the

music!
"

But he did not hear her because one of the Italians

was trying to explain to him in incomprehensible

language that the violin and the odd wind-organ
were the property of the shipping company . . .

Don slunk back bitterly to his seat.
" For all I know," he said to Eleanor,

"
the

shipping company's my property too. But I tell

you I'll buy it up if it isn't. I'll buy up Coney
Island. I'll suppress the whole thing!

"

Eleanor was dejectedly silent. It occurred to her

that she had been frightfully angry, with Don too:

and she hated to have been angry: she couldn't

remember to have been angry for years and years.

And then she began to argue with him, gently and

calmly. In the darkness she took hold of his hand.

She was determined to make him see that the scene

was beautiful, and the lovers around them in the right

to love rhythmical, inane tunes and rituals. She

pointed out to him, in the darkness, how orderly
and how gentle all these people were. . . . And at

last, quite suddenly, the inevitable happened. He

brought out:
" Then I'd better go back to England!

"

She said:
"
Oh, dear! Why in the world?

"

"
Because," he said, with an agitating energy of

self-depreciation,
"
you're right and I'm wrong. Of

course you're right. There isn't anything more poetic
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than poor, gentle, little people seeking for pleasure.

What can / do here? I can't see anything."
But the suddenness with which he had reacted from

his quite passionate point of view towards hers that

was so entirely opposite was to her as disturbing as

his former fury.
"
Dear," she said,

"
the trouble is that you see too

much."

He let his head hang dejectedly for a long while.

The water rustled loudly around the steamer: the

sound of the fiddle and the organ came from within

the boat: a tired father for the fourth time picked

up a little boy that would fall from a too crazy stool,

and like a portent, far away to the left, another of

those centres of pleasures, with domes and pyramids
of fire, hung in the blue, dark sky and sent trails of

fire towards them down the waters. He said at

last:
"
I'm no use. I think and think. And then at

the last moment I do the very wrongest thing. I

see now that it was positively cruel to interfere with

that little tinkling noise. But at the time I thought
it was degrading. The fact is that there's a poetry
in these things that I don't see and that you do. . . ."

He reflected again and then added:

"No: I tell you quite plainly that if it weren't

that I can break up my father's Trusts I'd go back

to England to-morrow."
"

If you did ..." Eleanor was beginning. But

from the dark, silent, but always attentive, form of

Mr Greville there came decisive tones :

"
Before you speak, my dear," he said

"
I may
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say before you even form an opinion, just reflect

upon what Don's position actually is."

Mr Greville stood up before them and his hat

became bluishly silhouetted against the clear sky.
" You were meaning to say that Don would make

you angry if he committed himself to any course of

action and then drew back. That's what you mean,
isn't it?

"

"
Isn't that what he would be doing?

"
Eleanor

asked.

A very decided "No! " came from Mr Greville.

Eleanor reflected for a long time: at last her

father continued:
"
Get the facts quite clear in your mind. The facts

are the only things that matter. Don't let yourself

be carried away by your own personal emotions.

Don hasn't committed himself to anything but break-

ing up his father's Trusts. He still, you may say,

means to do that. But to do that doesn't postulate

remaining in this country. It doesn't mean that

he must remain in a country that he obviously can't

understand or sympathise with. It doesn't necessi-

tate that: he may or he may not ..."
" But how," Eleanor asked,

"
can he be certain

that it would be for the good of the country if he did

break up the Trusts ? Mayn't they be good too ? Can

he decide before he's seen more? "

Mr Greville pondered for a very little while.
"
Oh, that," he said,

"
is so much in his character

that I don't think even he could see the other side of

it!
" And he added, after a pause: "The whole

thing amounts to this : Don is, as you've said often
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enough, a poet. But he's like me in being hopelessly

out of date with his time. You're exactly right

when you say that he's more in touch with ^Esthetic

Settlements than he could ever be with Coney
Island. . . ." Eleanor realised that her father was

really going to make a very long speech : she realised

that he was defending Don with a sort of whole-

heartedness that she had never heard him use before,

and that he was actually pleading with her in the

darkness. He was pleading with her to elucify her

sense of right and wrong : he was trying to make her

see that she mustn't mix up the wrongness of an in-

dividual with wrong views of the necessities of a

nation. She felt intuitively that he was really say-

ing:
"
Don's hi this matter perfectly right to abdi-

cate. He's right to see that his brain isn't fit to face

these problems that he couldn't get hold of. It

isn't, in this case, a weakness. It's a strength."

Actually he was saying: "Don is acting precisely

as I've acted all my life. He hates modern cir-

cumstances. I don't say that he wants what /

want. He doesn't. He isn't for the Tory Party

right or wrong. But he is for ^Estheticism right or

wrong. He does, really, want the American people to

go in for certain European virtues for Poetry and
the Higher Thought and Rational Dress. Well, they
can't! How can they? America is made up of

men who've fled from him just as much as they've
fled from me. It's made up of people who left Europe
because they could not stand Tory restraints or

Poetic restraints. How in the world could he impose
himself on this steamboat? These people wouldn't
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like a fourteenth-century air played on a virginal.

They want a tune called
' On the Shady Side of Broad-

way
'

played on something that makes a braying
noise. I'll admit that it's poetic from one point of

view. I'll admit that you've given an admirable

exposition of the point of view. But to Don and me
it will always remain beastly!

"

"
But," Eleanor said,

" New York isn't America.

The West's America. Miss Dubosc has told me!

Don hasn't seen the West."
"
My dear child," Mr Greville said,

" how can you
be so disingenuous? You don't pretend to imagine
that you think cowboys and miners aren't even

newer than New York. Do you think that Don is

going to be able to convert them to mediaeval gowns
or a love for Fra Angelico?

"

He didn't wait for any answer to that knock-

down blow and Eleanor, whilst Don was explaining

to her how exactly her father had really
"
sized him

up," brought out towards his retreating figure:
"
Aren't you really merely trying to set Don

against this country because you hate this country?
"

Mr Greville came slowly back to say:
"
Aren't you trying to make Don love this country

because, out of affection for him, you've hypnotised

yourself into loving things that normally you
couldn't stand?

"

He stood right before her again, back upon his

heels.
"
This steamer isn't really more orderly than a

Greenwich steamer. Coney Island is not, really,

more delightful than Earl's Court. New York isn't
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really more beautiful than London. You like it

because you've got yourself in the mood to like it.

But that's not the point. The point is that Don

isn't, really, any more the proper person to re-

generate New York than I'm the person to regenerate

London. I've got the sense not to try it for

London : you ought to have the sense to be glad that

he isn't going to try it for New York."

He was silent for a minute and then he said :

"
My dear, you haven't begun to think because

you're so anxious to see Don act. How could he

ever understand America? How could any one

ever understand America or the future of America?

You can't tell anything about it. You can't tell

that in a hundred years it won't be populated en-

tirely by Latins and Sclavs. Do you understand that

at present that seems to be its probable fate? Well,

then, what would be the good of Don's trying to

form the future of a mixed race of Latins and Sclavs

and negroes? How could he? He doesn't

understand them: he never could. And the best

thing he could do the most heroic action is to

have the self-restraint to abstain from muddling."
He turned upon his heel and in the light from the

hatchway they saw him pick up the tired man's child

that had once more fallen from the rickety stooL

Eleanor remained for a long time silent: it was

Don who did the talking.
" At bottom he's exactly right," he said,

"
though

he doesn't explain my actual feelings. My actual

feelings are simply bewilderment and horror."

And he went on to describe his bewilderment and his
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horror. He had been simply appalled at New York

at its squalid back streets, at its hard voices, at its

hideous language, at its physical recklessness, and at

the fact that he hadn't discovered, anywhere, a trace

of desire for anything morally better. They only

wanted, all these people, plush instead of cotton,

six-course dinners instead of one meal of canned

meat, a chance of a million dollars instead of a

daily wage of one dollar twenty-five cents.
" Of

course," he said,
"

I don't say they won't develop
ideals. But they can't ever be my ideals. I can't

understand things. I'm bewildered : I'm frightened,

and oh I'm dreadfully tired."

She put, in the darkness, her arm round his neck

and pulled his head down to her shoulder.
"
Dear," she whispered,

" I'm a brute, and you're

right. You aren't the man to do these things, and

oh, my own thing, if you're just going to be my man
and nothing else, oughtn't I to welcome it !

"

But he couldn't rest there: he raised his head

and then stood on his feet before her.
"

I know," he said,
"
that you'll despise me. I'm

not the sort of brave knight that a woman wants."
"
Oh, dear," she said tenderly,

"
a woman wants a

[over. I don't believe that, even when there were

knights, women didn't love the men that stayed at

home if they were fated to love them more than

they loved the Lancelots."
" But you," he said,

"
you would have loved a

Lancelot."
"
Oh, dear," she^answered again,

"
I only want a

.over who'll know what he wants."
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But even at that he couldn't say more than :

"Let's walk up and down!" And if she re-

membered another blackness upon another steamer,

and another lover, she made for him the quick excuse

that he was, poor dear, after all his runnings about in

foul air and squalid surroundings, in a state of

nervous, quivering exhaustion.

And all the same, when they stood in the bows
and saw, majestic and overwhelming, the great

man-made cliffs, the twinkling lights that seemed

like those of cottages on a mountain when she

saw that unforgetable sight that Don still pished

at, she couldn't help thinking that her father had

been unjust to her. It was, in the blackness, above

the waters, with its mysteries of a harbour and the

feeling that it gave her of men striving to climb to

heaven, this great conglomeration of human efforts

was, to her, supremely beautiful and unforgetable.

She couldn't help feeling regret at the thought that

this was probably the last time in her life that she

should ever see this hill that seemed with all its

lit windows to be a mass of gnomes' fires
; she couldn't

help believing that she'd have been moved by it in

any case. And she couldn't help thinking that it

was ironical that if she had and with her woman's

desire for submission she tried to believe it if she

had forced herself to admire these things for Don's

sake, that very admiration, arising out of her love,

should have brought her so near to her first sense of

disunion with him.
"

I shall have," Don said,
"
to give a certain amount

of time to studying factory conditions now," and he
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added :

"
but if it weren't the fact that I'm the master

of my father's enterprises I'd leave this beastly

country to-morrow."

And something panic-stricken and almost cruel

in his tone made her say :

"
I wish, dear, that we could!

"

She was really afraid that he was going to be ill.



CHAPTER V

THE power to put their wish into effect came
that evening.

They were going to sup, for the fresh air of the

boat had given them all appetites that there was no

dissembling, when there came to Don a message that

he was wanted at the special telephone line he had

had held for him between their rooms and Mrs

Kelleg's house in Boston. And whilst Don went

Eleanor sat herself down in her hat and coat she

was too tired to do any dressing in the dim, dusty

lounge at the side of the entrance door. It seemed

to her that, upon the whole, this was the quietest

place hi New York, and though it wasn't rational

to want quiet in New York she did certainly need

it. The ottomans had a soiled splendour, the

light fell bluely from Oriental mosque-lamps that,

oddly enough, were of red glass; there were settees

draped with Persian carpets, little black stools

that might have been of walnut wood, a slightly

misty, slightly smoky tinge in the air, and a general

feeling of desertion. She lay back in a stuffy arm-

chair and made ready to rest for ten minutes.

There didn't seem anything left for her to do; there

didn't seem anything left for her to say. If she

wasn't any longer to try to make Don like his own
274
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country there was no need for her to try to do any-

thing.

From the far corner of the room came the monoton-

ous, restless, querulous, high sound of an American

woman's voice: it was the sort of sound that you
couldn't possibly much want to listen to but it

wasn't at all troublesome. If it wasn't quite as

soft as the cooing of doves it wasn't as nervously

exasperating as the cackle of poultry. She made
out in the dim light, and gradually, a dark, feeble-

looking, French-looking, endlessly-talking girl, who
showed hi her profile dark eyelashes that softened

her eyes and a large, weak nose. And, as gradually
as she made her out, Eleanor made out from her

monotonous words that she had just got back from

Europe and was talking, languidly but determinedly,^
about the Carlyle House.

" Of course we visited

those sacred precincts every day we were in the

British metropolis! No, he wasn't What a hero!

My! How can you say so?
"

(Her companion's
voicewas inaudible just as her companionwas hidden.)

"He isn't their property. He's ours! We've a

thousand times more men of his kind than ever

they had. He was an American at heart if ever

there were one. Hadn't he got just all our virtues?
"

Eleanor let her ears cease to attune themselves

to the girl's voice: she began to count the beads on

the transparent fringe that fell from the mosque-

lamp. But suddenly the girl's voice rose to a

shriek:

"His wife! That silly, vain, little thing! Did

you ever hear what he wrote on her tombstone?
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' The glory of my life has departed !

' Wasn't that

enough for her? Wasn't that enough for any old

Englishwoman? He was enough to give you the

jimjams! How can you dare to sit there, Mrs

Vandoff, and say so ! I tell you he was a great and

glorious genius. Oughtn't any silly, vain English-
woman to be proud of being the slave of such a hero !

Why, I tell you, Mrs Vandoff, he's had more effect

on us and our thought than any man this side of

George Washington. Isn't that glorious enough
for any Englishwoman if it was a martyrdom to live

with him?
" And the languid girl in the white

blouse positively moved her hands in her excite-

ment.

And Eleanor, with a little sigh, wondered how
near it had come to her to be a silly, vain, English-

woman, martyred to provide an influence for

American thought. For decidedly that was what

Don, at the outset, had prophesied would be her

fate. And, in a sense, there couldn't be the least

doubt that Don was a sort of a genius . . .

"Nerves!" the dark girl shrieked out. "Of
course he had nerves. Of course she had a bad time.

But how dare you say it wasn't her duty to bear it?
"

A bell-boy was suddenly asking Eleanor to come

to the young chap at the 'phone. He wanted her

pretty bad . . .

Don had found the little bell of the telephone in

the Marie Antoinette cabinet impatiently and in-

cessantly on the buzz. He had had it had been the

sole employment he'd made of wealth that was more

like the lamp of Aladdin than anything he could
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imagine taken up a special line from his step-

mother's house, where daily Augustus had been

conferring with the trustees of the will, with attorneys,

with the heads of departments, with the heads of

other trusts in association with the Kelleg Com-
bines. The gradual, small details of the huge busi-

ness had come to him, bit by bit, over the wires in

Augustus's voice. There wasn't any doubt that the

wealth at his disposal would be so unthinkable as to

be almost negligible. It figured up gradually, as

interest after interest came to be investigated, at

four million dollars the year, at seven, at twelve,

at eighteen. . . . And at about that point Don
had begged him to stop sending figures. It seemed

likely that when they'd taken into account all the

rail-lines, all the bakeries, all the factories, all

the copper mines, all the everything that his

father had dabbled with, it might go to fifty,

it might go to a hundred million dollars a year.

It had been for Don a sort of worrying, of disturb-

ing, immensity. It had made him feel almost poor

simply because he couldn't map out any sort of scale

at which it would be thinkable that he and Eleanor

could live. His mind could have gone to about ten

thousand a year (English), but he would have been

much more able to think of two and he'd been

accustomed to live simply upon four hundred.

He got at it too that although his stepmother
had received from his father exactly all she'd asked

for all she'd asked for hadn't exceeded a few

months' income of what had come to Don. And
Canzano, too, who'd got a great deal more than he'd
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expected, hadn't come in for more than a week's

or so. ...

Augustus's voice came sharp, small and clear to

Don's ear:
" We've got it pretty well worked out after a

fortnight's ciphering. The total amounts to . . ."

Don's head was aching: his hand that held the

black and silver receiver quivered at his ear, he leant

forward from Marie Antoinette's own favourite

chair with his elbows on the polished wood of the

little yellow cabinet. His mind was filled with rage
and impatience: his brown eyebrows came down
into a heavy scowl.

" Would you mind remembering," he called into

the mouthpiece,
"
that I don't want to hear what

it amounts to!
" Sometimes he had a curiosity to

know: at that moment he had an absolute hatred

of the thought of this invisible, this maddening,
this mere sound of huge figures. He was about to

say: "Write it down: send it in a letter. I'll

read it when I feel inclined," when he heard, faintly

at his ear:
"

I can't go now, mother. I can't. This is

business!
" And the words puzzled him a little.

Then the voice took up loudly and with con-

fidence :

"
Oh, I'm sorry it annoys you. But it wasn't

that I had to say. I have put thai into a letter."

Don called: "Well!"
The wire that he had had installed was so perfect

that he heard a faint, gleeful chuckle.
" What it's really necessary that you should know
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is that I've seen to-day a secret agreement between

your father and all his other associates."

Don said: "Well! well!" and again he was

conscious of a low, sibilant chuckle.
"

It cuts both ways obviously enough," the voice

said,
"
though no doubt your father meant it to bind

only his associates to him. I've got the main pro-
visions of it jotted down it's all on one sheet of

paper. But you'll remember that your father's will

states that you inherit the income subject to all

agreements entered into by him ..."
It was at this point that Don as if he were

conscious of a malevolent influence in this colloquy
with the invisible begged him to wait a minute

whilst he asked Eleanor to come up to him. He
didn't, positively, like to be alone. The high panels
with their tapestried shepherds, the chairs with their

lyre-shaped backs against the walls, the lights in

clusters upon the imitation wax of the candlesticks

all these things affected him deeply with a sense

of solitude, a sense of smallness, a sense of impotence
that he hadn't felt since he had been a small child.

And the repeated mention of his father's name had

brought a tense sense of his father again before him.

His father had sat on those very chairs, had looked

at those very pictures with his twinkling badger

grey eyes of a man used to baffle and outwit. He

suddenly felt as if his father were once more saying :

"Not this time, sonny!" as occasionally Mr

Kelleg had said to him behind his mother's back

when, in one of the endless
"
ructions

"
that these

panels had witnessed after, poor things, they had
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witnessed ructions how different in a France how
distant his father had winked at him and uttered

those words that meant that his mother was worsted

even in a battle of words. . . . He was aware that

his legs trembled a little as he walked to the hotel

telephone to send for Eleanor, but he sat down once

more at the little cabinet and, resting his head upon
his left hand, applied once more the receiver to his ear.

"
It affects your schemes for breaking up the

Trusts very materially," Augustus's voice came to

him: "it amounts to this ..." and the words

paused: "that you're absolutely impotent. . . .

Absolutely impotent . . . absolutely . . . absolutely
. . . impotent!

"

Eleanor didn't at first want to disturb him: she

didn't, really, notice that his immobility was more

than that of engrossed attention, and she stood

quite still in the doorway watching him tenderly.

But she thought:
" How ill he looks, poor dear!

"

And,
" How I wish we could go back to England."

And, for the first time, a sudden longing, a sudden

homesickness overcame her. She remembered that

the streets of Canterbury would be redolent with

the smell of hops . . .

And suddenly she noticed that, beneath the

streaming lights, Don's face was chalk white, with

parted, quite silent lips. And then he groaned
and then his lips moved:

"Of course," his voice was just distinguishable:
"of course it would be 'Not this time, sonny!*

again."
She went quickly to the second earpiece that, for
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her especial use, so that she too might always hear,

he had had attached to the machine, and Augustus's
voice struck her like a blow, clear, hard, hateful.

" The general effect of it is that if you tried to

pull out of any engagement without the general

consent, the penalties . . ." she heard the rustle of

paper as Augustus turned over the sheets that he was

reading from
"
the penalties you would have to

pay would be so enormous that in a very few weeks

the penalties being by millions of dollars daily all

your interests would have passed into the hands

of your associates. And that, I take it, would

leave the things very much worse than if you con-

tinued to own them, for your associates are a fine

set of sharks. Your father, in short, has simply fooled

you. Mrs Kelleg has told me that from conver-

sations he had with you in Boston formerlyhe thought
he'd perfectly sized you up that you wouldn't

want money, you'd want power so he's left you
with all the money in the world, and you're simply

absolutely powerless to change a thing. That was

his intention and he's carried it out. You've got to

have ninety-seven odd millions a year, but you can't

interfere with the works one cent's worth. It's

there in black and white. It's absolutely . . ."

It was at this point that Eleanor noticed Don.

His head had fallen forward upon the hard surface

of the cabinet, the little black and silver earpiece

hung from its cord near the floor.

She called into the mouthpiece :

" You beast! Oh, you beast! He's fainted."

And she heard:
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"
I've got in on his self-sufficiency then. I've

got in I worked the melodrama ..."
"
D'you mean it's not true?

"
she cried.

"
Oh, it's true," he said.

"
He's a mere gilded

coupon. He's tied hand and foot. But I've rubbed

it in. He won't chuckle again for a bit . . ."

Eleanor hung the receiver up.



PART IV

THICKER THAN WATER

HE hadn't, however, fainted. It was only that

his head throbbed, and he didn't want to

hear any more details. He was quite certain that if

his father had desired to tie up his businesses his

father was a man perfectly able to do so irrefutably.

And he had a great desire for something cool upon his

forehead. So that, quite composedly, his voice

came to Eleanor's ears :

"
Oh, don't make me out a

physically weaker man than I am. I've not fainted.

I'm only putting my head on this cool wood ..."
And he stood up a little unsteadily, resting the

knuckles of his right hand upon the cabinet. His

face was a little flushed and his voice a little thick,

but he had it in him still to say:
"
Aren't you rather hard on Augustus? It isn't

his fault."

She considered him still so ill that she simply
couldn't bring herself to say that the wretched

little man, whom, by setting down the receiver, she

had "
cut off

"
for the last time, had done his

satanic best to rub the announcement in. And
she considered him still so ill that she didn't go
towards him to take him into her arms.

He marched instead across the room, and finally

283
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she knew, by the sudden clatter of hoofs and
the sudden rustle of indistinguishable, pervading

sounds, that he had thrown open a window for

coolness.

It came into her head by a little association or

ideas, for wasn't she now bound to send her

thoughts homewards?
"
Why, it sounds like London !

" And she

thought swiftly that Fifth Avenue is the only long
road in New York that doesn't clang and rattle

with trolley cars the only place where you get

away from the gong-like noise of bells and the

metallic jingle of iron and granite the only

place where you hear the subdued, pensive, quick
"dock-clock" that is the "note" of London's

quietude.

He knelt upon the window-seat, his head far
out,j

his brows seeking for coolness, his eyes watching
with black distaste the wonderful, begemmed night.

The house fronts before him were masses of purple,

towering dimly on high, chequered with warm

squares of light. Below him lights whirled and

glided in the roadway, passing each other, turning

slowly, or with dizzy and swift rushes interlacing.

There was coolness, the rustle of footsteps, the

tones of innumerable voices, and from round

the corner came faintly and in gusts all the

jingle and cries of blazing, contagious, jostling

Broadway . . .

"
It's all hopelessly material," he muttered aloud.

"There's nothing that isn't blatant, vulgar,

hideous!
"
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She had approached him swiftly and solicitously

at his first sound . . .

When he turned his face to the left, Fifth Avenue,
with its tall, electric light standards, with its im-

mensely tall buildings, stretched out in the clearness

jfor
what seemed an incredible distance up-hill into

the pale night of stars. When he looked to the

right there rose before his eyes a pale, thin, trans-

.iiucent, immensely high and distant column of twink-

ing, squared windows. It soared right up, with

[something classical in its pure lines, with something

|:airy-like
and insubstantial in the" way its window

j spaces seemed to take away from it all its substance,

with something gay, childlike and tender in its

Upward soar towards the shafts of light that whirled

licross the city. It seemed to stand, a tiny slice of

l:liff, with its feet in little ripples of humanity
: md of carriage lights, and towards the stars, from

s apex, it threw up a plume of white steam . . .

;

Oh, yes, it's beautiful," he muttered,
"
but it's

'-.he beauty of a sheer accident. It doesn't count.

'he man who built it never thought it would look

ike that . . ."

'Dear," she said, "isn't that the ... the . . ."

tie faltered for a word,
"

isn't it just a little sym-
olical of humanity? It does beautiful things un-

onsciously."

He stood up, and at the closing of the window the

ights and the sounds were dead at once.
'

That's an end of it!
" he said, and he held out

lis arms to her.
" Now it's only you and me." And

ic gave a sudden and radiant smile.
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She put both her hands upon his shoulders before

she surrendered herself: she couldn't believe that

he could have grown so soon
"
bitter."

" Are you certain?
"
she asked wistfully.

"
Isn't

it just a phase of nervous excitement?
"

"
No," he answered her,

"
the other was the!

phase. The other was just the incident. We're

going back. We're going to be real. We're going
back to Cuddiford. We're going back ..."
He spoke with a rhapsodising voice and she

scrutinised his features a little anxiously . .

"
Don't you remember ?

"
he said,

"
I said on the

day this nonsense first began that this excursion

would be just like going down to the basement to get
a hammer. Well, we've gone : we're going upstair^

again. We haven't so much as got the hammer."

She couldn't even at that quite believe her joy.
" But don't you regret?

"
she asked.

"
Regret?

"
he asked.

"
Regret that we're goin

back? Oh, not the least in the world. I regretted

bringing you you ! here. Don't you remember
that on the day this nonsense first began
I said that it wasn't power that was given to me
it was a burden. It was a duty. It wasn't even

the sort of duty that I was fitted for . . ."

She still wouldn't take him : she kept him from

her with her hands upon his shoulders.
"
You're

excited," she said,
"
won't you think differently

to-morrow?
"

"
Oh," he answered, and he smiled with a sort o|

radiance,
"

it was yesterday it was during all this

nightmare that I've been excited. I never really
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>elieved in my power. I had all along the feeling

hat my father was fooling me. It wasn't the sort

f thing to be real. I moved myself to do it. But
. ." He ran his fingers through his hair.

"
Why !

"

ic said,
" on the morning we started I bought

uddiford Manor. I knew we should go back."

But even though at that she took him to her,

he couldn't help saying bodingly:
'

Oh, I want you, dear, and I want you dread-

ully, but I couldn't bear you to change again!
"

And sitting beside him on the window-seat, with

her hand upon his hot forehead, she told him how,
at the urging of Canzano, she had set herself, for his

ake, to learn to tolerate these foreign masses to

earn, as it were, so much that she could even teach

iim to love them.

'Love them!" he said bitterly. "I've learned

this much: that I shall leave this money to ac-

umulate and accumulate. It'll end by being all

the money in their horrible world. And then ..."
'And then?

"
she asked.

'

They'll have," he said, with a harsh bitterness,
'

just to see their insensate folly." He paused
md added: "That's the best thing I can do for

:hem. That's the only lesson I'm fit to teach."
'

Why," he began again suddenly, tenderly and

mmorously: "what a folly to think that you
.ould teach me to love New York! Wasn't it you
vho taught me to love just all that's made this seem

mbearable? Wasn't it you who've made me yearn
or spirit and fineness? Wasn't it you?

"

'

Dear!
"

she answered.
"
Dear!

"
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But a little later she put it :

"
You've got it wrong," she said,

" and I was

wrong." It v/asn't, she uttered, her business a

woman's part to teach him to like things. It was
her part to sustain him in what he wished, to bear

with him his hardships. She asked him, in her turn,

if he didn't remember what he'd said on the day
the news had reached them, over there in the quiet,

shadowed dining-room that hourly seemed to be

growing more real a part of their lives. He didn't

remember and she put it to him. He had said that

what was most astonishing in the lives of American

paupers was the way tenderly-nurtured English-
women bore hardships by their men's sides.

"
That's what it's our business to do," she said-

and she was speaking of her sex, her country-

women, and above all of her class.
" We've got to

be ready to make the best of things of easy things

and of difficult things. And we're ready to do it

without fuss. Only, it's your business to decide:

we'll back up, always, anything that you do."

She couldn't, nevertheless, leave New York with-

out a certain measure of regret. It was to be said

for Don that he didn't now show any indecent

haste. He seemed to be calm and they even

debated as to what ship they were to sail in. He
didn't, too, now that there was no longer any question
of his having other decisions to make, shrink from

going into the details of his fortune. He passed four

days in Boston alone, four days that since she

wouldn't for worlds have gone with him Eleanor
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spent in packing and in getting, with Miss Dubosc,
her final

"
impressions."

And it was whilst she was looking, for the last

time, at a spot that because it pushed the eccen-

tricities of the city to the wildest she liked best,

an incident forced her to see that an avalanche

was coming that would have forced her to fly

if nothing else had. It was precisely the very heart

of New York that she liked quite the best
; Broadway

as far as the City Hall, except for the trolley lines,

was, with its trunk-makers, its tobacco-dealers, its

stores and its tourist agencies, so like the Strand

that it didn't much thrill her. But at the Post-

Office there began what she called the canons the

tremendous beetling, dark rifts between the sky-

scrapers, the gloomy gulches with the slow, hindered,

jostling crowd. She loved it, as she said to Miss

Dubosc, simply because the tremendous, towering
masses carried her eyes up to the skies. And she

was standing looking up Wall Street. The houses

there give the effect of an infinite height and, tiny
between them, at the top of the steep hill that Wall
Street is, there was the little spire of Trinity Church

that anywhere else would have been a landmark.

And men pushed and jostled all round her; a long,

disorderly line of children with flags on their

shoulders marched down to visit the Washington
Memorial Hall; orange peels and banana skins

covered the roadway, and the granite stones were

torn and furrowed as if a mountain torrent had run

down that hill . . .

"
I don't care what father may say," she was
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saying.
"
but I'm sure it's worth living here to have

that to come to look at." Miss Dubosc, with her

gay, short-sighted, slim grace suddenly put her

umbrella before her face and said:
"
There are a dozen fellows sketching us. I

suspicioned they were following us all the afternoon."

The avalanche, in fact, had come. It wasn't a

minute before, aware that by now they were detected,

the journalists closed upon her and asked her what

her impressions were. And the cab in which they
fled back to their hotel was followed by a procession
of other cabs, bearing each two men in Derby hats,

with notebooks and pencils. It seemed to stop

everything else in the world : and the few remaining
hours that Eleanor spent in New York were passed,

as it were, cloistrally, in the Marie Antoinette

room, with the Fragouard panels. For there were

journalists everywhere in the elevator, in the

office, in the Oriental lounge. And when, for the

last time, she went to dine with her father in the

octagonal dining-room that had the painted brick

walls, whilst she herself was saying her grace, and

whilst her father was awaiting his soup, standing tall

and frock-coated with his hands folded before him, she

was aware that three men at the next table were

busy with tablets and pencils. It wasn't as blackly

unpleasant as she had imagined it might be, but it

was sufficiently disturbing to make her whisper to

her father, to make her keep her lips closed in the

elevator that took them back to their rooms

because a gentleman came running after them and

jumped in as it rose and to make her give up her
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idea of going, for the last time, with Miss Dubosc to

a roof-garden theatre on Broadway. She had
instead to pass an evening alone with the steno-

grapher.

The energy of these servants of the public was,

finally, brought home to her by the odd detail that

Kirsen a sedate, sour-faced Scotchwoman, born in

Pimlico received from the reporter of the most

enterprising of all New York papers an offer to

marry her to a German saloon-keeper if only she'd

stay in New York and for four weeks furnish, for

the Sunday editions, intricate details of Eleanor's

toilettes, temper and the cosmetics that she used.

But it was characteristic of Mr Greville's passion,

even in New York, for the accurate presentation of

facts, that he should spend his last evening in draw-

ing up, for the use of the reporters, an exact state-

ment of how New York had affected him, of how it

had affected Eleanor, and how Don. If, he said to

Don, when he arrived by the last train from Boston,
the public here was actually interested in contem-

porary history of that sort they might as well have it

with a reasonable accuracy. He even persuaded
Don and did so himself to stand still for four

minutes on the road to the elevator in the midst of

a little crepitation of pencils.

So that they left the city next morning as it were

with the crackle of a million fireworks attached to

their tails, but with practically no one save Miss

Dubosc to wave to them, from the tiny crowd on the

little, rough wharf, a Stars and Stripes.
"
Pop

Grevitte carries Cottar captive
" was an excellent
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headline:
"
Kelleg sick at old Man Manhattan!"

was an accurate expression of fact: but "Eleanor's

eyes water," with a smaller
"
British Maiden sad

to leave Flat Iron City
"

beneath it, came nearer

to a roughly poetic justice. It is true that when,
four days out from New York, she discovered that a

discreet, pleasant young Harvard man with whom
she'd conversed friendlily from her deck chair

when she discovered him camera-ing her and Don
from a corner as they visited the silent beasts

in the dim cattle-decks and discovered too that

he'd positively taken the voyage in order to
"
re-

port
"

for the New York H ,
she was inclined to

say that it grew mildly troublesome.

But it is equally true that as, gravely and gradu-

ally, they swung out from the little black wharf

into the shining stream torn up with its innumerable

shuttles she couldn't quite realise that they were

leaving New York for good. She certainly couldn't

realise it without regret. The flag-waving group it

was tiny indeed by comparison with the thousands

that had greeted their arrival disappeared. From
further out she could see alike the immense name of

the Pattern King and the smaller, but still vast, black

and white announcement of Kelleg's name. It was

very clear this time: they could see right up the

Palisades and up the Hudson. The tall chimneys
sent forth no black smoke, but from the cliffs that

grouped themselves above the little green Battery
there went up against the grey sky little plumes of

white vapour. Tall, vast, grouped together, she

couldn't help still regarding them all those grey,
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immense buildings as a fine expression of a

humanity that reaches towards the heavens. And
then they

"
raised

"
Brooklyn Bridge high,

thin, like a spider's web: and then the little

island with its grim suggestion of railway sheds :

and then the clumsy figure in a nightgown, with

its torch like a policeman's stave held in the

middle . . .

" But isn't it," she said to herself,
"

all tranquil
and peaceful and blessed? ..." And then she

noticed that on the white staff at the stem they
carried the British flag.

"
Oh, well," she said and the echo of a phrase

came to her lips :

"
Little old New York is good

enough for me." And in a sense she really meant

it.

Don didn't want to see his city, he was below in

his berth: Mr Greville was forward choosing deck

chairs. The ship, in the clearness and silence

beyond the final spit of sand, stayed a little to drop
the pilot, curtseying in the rolling water. Then,

engrossed and formidable, it made its way towards

the nothingness of the horizon. Before them, a

little to the right, a large Italian liner British

owned was high out of the water, pouring away over

its shoulder a great fillet of grey smoke; behind

them another, British too, was overhauling them

fast, gay and red and white in the sunlight that

waited for them just beyond the Hook. Then the

long, grey, whale-like piece of land that had greeted

her arrival appeared in the distance and dropped
astern. Then she was free.
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And Eleanor too was free to pass through the

stages and frames of mind that one has to when
one is an Englishwoman in coming back to England.
She had to do it for Don's sake: it was, it

seemed to her, her woman's duty. It was a part of

the "backing him up" in his actions; it was a

part of her loyalty to him. She hadn't, after all,

the duty of forming conceptions : she had, as she saw

it, only that of making the best of what he gave her.

It is true that her task was rendered singularly

easy for her by Don's compatriots: for she couldn't

be told that New York trolleys were faster than

London trams (she knew they weren't) ;
that

American women had the finest complexions in the

world (she thought it was a matter of taste); that

the American language was the language of Shake-

speare; she couldn't be overwhelmed as she had

to be by the terrific blaze and bang of assertions

of people who had never seen land to the eastward

of them; she couldn't be out-shouted, out-talked

and reduced to a placid silence on these matters for

ten days without gently taking up the cudgels. And
she took them up, not so much for England as

for Europe. She seemed to feel an extraordinary

solidarity, a thing that she hadn't ever before known,
with Frenchmen, with Italians even with the

Scots.

When the slow vessel was finally surging mud in

the Thames she didn't remember to compare the

gentle swiftness of the Customs men; she didn't

even remember to say that the silent departure in a

little steamer from the great boat's side was touching,
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dignified and gentlemanly compared with the moan-

ing savage sound that had greeted their arrival in

New York.

Nothing, indeed, marked any definite stage of her

psychology until they were, all three together,

walking up the crowded, dirty High Street that

in Gravesend leads from a squalid pier to an in-

credibly dismal railway station. By that time,

in the face of the vastness of the ocean, New York
had assumed in her mind an air of littleness of

cleanness, of whiteness, of climbing towards the

skies but above all of tininess. And with its

irresponsibility, its crowding, its noises which did

not any more seem to matter much now that she

was separated from them by several thousand tran-

quil minds it had taken to itself too an air of some-

thing pathetic and touching. She wasn't any more,

she supposed, ever going to see it again and it

became like a person that one has known well, a

frail, small, chattering, fluttering, bright person that

has died and that one regrets.

But the High Street of Gravesend, with its steep-

ness, its unpresentable shops, its sooty roofs and its

sauntering crowds and perhaps above all the sight

of a yellow, varnished canvas sou'-wester that,

hanging outside a shop door in the foreground,
seemed to give the note to the whole little picture,

drew from her irresistibly the words :

" How picturesque!
"

That was it : that was what New York hadn't got :

that was what she imagined there wasn't to be

found in all the Western continent. It was squalid,
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all this, it was crowded it was, rationally con-

sidered, all as evil as you pleased. But in its hudd-

ling together of roofs beneath a grey, moist, fresh

and gleaming atmosphere an atmosphere that

fused, that didn't reveal details nakedly but shrouded

them as beneath a gentle cloak in all this there was a

tenderness, a sort of humility. And when, in the

evening, above dirty coal paths, above gleaming
lines of rails, at Maidstone, they walked from one

junction to another and she saw, above the in-

distinct mass of blackness, against a liquid, pale rift

in the clouds that were folding in for night and rest,

the square, black tower, the four attenuated little

turrets at the angles, in the intense quiet that the

hoot of engines didn't even disturb, she suddenly
felt and it reassured all her misgivings that this

really was her home!

It reassured her in all her misgivings. For she

couldn't disguise from herself the fact that she had

rather dreaded the home-coming. Suppose, she had

said to herself, that she had acquired a
"
taste

"
for

the clearness, the excitement, the contagious bustle

of that other land! Suppose that really that was at

bottom what appealed to her! Suppose that it

should prove that she simply wasn't able to accom-

pany Don back into the atmosphere of Cathedral

closes that, as he saw it, was the best that Europe
had to offer ! But she could ! She could ! And that

night, as she knelt beside her bed, with all the old

emotions coming back to her with an immense

awakening of satisfaction at the fact that she could

be interested in the restful gossip that their old, fat,
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irritating cook had to tell her in a kitchen that

gleamed with tin utensils and shone with its white

tables and dressers it was tears of thankfulness

that really filled her eyes. She was going to be able

to keep Don!



II

THEY happened to be in the Tottenham Court

Road two months later, because they were

purchasing furniture for the servants' bedrooms at

Cuddiford House. They wouldn't have wanted to

furnish the servants' rooms from Tottenham Court

Road : they would have liked, both, to give the maids

the sort of good, old, really substantial furniture that

theyhadmanaged to assemble for the rest of the house.

But it had taken, they had found, such an extraordin-

arily long time to fill their own rooms ! They had been
at it for days and days. They didn't want anything
too new or too battered; they didn't want anything
that had been restored by furniture-dealers, or any-

thing, on the other hand, that was too expensive.
And they had been at it, day in, day out, ever since

they had landed. So that if they had had to con-

tinue the same search on behalf of the upper rooms

they might have had to put off their wedding till

Heaven knew when.

They had fixed it between them that they weren't

to spend in any one year more than a couple or three

thousand pounds. It would be making a sort of

game of life but what more could they do? Don

simply hadn't got the imagination of an Aladdin.

He not only hadn't the least desire to buy up castles

or build marble palaces: he couldn't even begin to

298
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think of how he could throw himself into the frame

of mind. And Eleanor, with her shrinking from

noticeability, accepted his lack of imagination with

a very thankful heart. They simply weren't going,

ever, to mention his money. It was left to the

stewardship of Augustus and Augustus was to

remain in Boston. His mother, it appeared, was to

remain with him.

And everything ran so smoothly. Eleanor didn't

even, to her friends, do more than say that she'd

liked America pretty well; she didn't want to open
sores in front of Don, and Don was always with her.

And it is to be said that her task was a very easy one

for no one in Canterbury appeared to her to take

the least interest in America. Their absolute,

tranquil, immutable want of curiosity even as-

tonished her for in the United States the United

States had seemed to her to be of importance. But

there, in the Cathedral city, not a sound of it reached

her ears: her father never mentioned it and Don

appeared at last to breathe again. It really seemed,

more and more, as if they had only made his ex-

cursion into the basement to find a hammer that

hadn't been there.

They had come up to town in the last quiet

month of the year. She was staying with an aunt

in one of the quietest of the London squares. They
had bought neat, white, light furniture and neat,

white, brass-bound beds, and in the bright, mist-

diffused light of the arc lamps they had climbed to

the top of a motor 'bus.
"
Oh, isn't it," she had said to him as she snuggled
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herself against him on the seat,
"

isn't it heaven to

be in Tottenham Court Road again?
"

The crowds wandered past on the narrow pave-

ments; the low, yellow, painted house fronts her

eyes had been accustomed to looking so much

higher! seemed wonderfully low and cottage-like.

The traffic seemed so quiet: there was no sound of

metal, no clash; but they jolted and bumped
serenely in the yellow keen air.

"
Isn't it heaven?

"
she repeated. And all the

early days of their association came back to her.

The 'bus jolted, bumped, and came to a stop,

sideways across the road. The passengers behind

them descended; cabs drove out of the way to pass
them. They didn't descend : they hadn't any hurry
at all. It was even like the old days because, since

she was staying with her aunt, when she got home
to the square a discreet, heavy hall door would

close upon her and Don would have to go away.

Suddenly he struck his fist upon the back of the

seat before them.
"

I can't do it!
"
he said.

"
I can't do it!

"

And she, in the midst of her happiness, was so

ready for disaster that she hadn't any need to ask

him what he meant.
"
I must go back to America !

" he muttered huskily.
"

I can't funk it. I must go back. Even if I can't do

what I wanted there are other abuses to remedy."
At the very back of the empty 'bus top the con-

ductor's figure appeared in the mist. He told them
that if they wanted to go on another 'bus was coming.
But as they didn't move he once more disappeared.
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And the interruption had given Eleanor time to see

what she had to do. She had thought it all out

before: she had thought it all out on the evening
when they had come back from Coney Island. She

had seen it coming: she had known it must come.

She stood up, moved past him, and then remained

looking at him in the passage way.
"Then you know it means good-bye?" she

said.

He didn't move: his head was sunken beneath

his shoulders: through the misty air from above a

lamp shed scintillating rays upon him. She waited

for a moment to see if he would speak.
And then the next image that she had of him she

had from the pavement. Above the high rail of the

'bus that slewed across the road, with the silhouetted

figures of two men in uniform crouched solitarily in

the mist above the bonnet, his hat and shoulders,

silhouetted too, were black and perfectly motionless.

She turned down the side street; she found herself

in a square with a circular patch of trees that dis-

appeared, black and silent, into the invisible sky.

She walked once round the railings, sobbing aloud,

but at the sight of a gentleman who crossed the

road, evidently attracted by her solitude, she stayed
her tears and walked away southwards.

And positively the only comment she had to

suffer from came from Canzano in a letter of as-

tonishing eloquence that she never brought herself to

answer. As for her father, he never spoke ;
he didn't

even look at her when she made the announcement to
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him. She had somehow a sense that he was saddened ;

but she couldn't be certain whether he approved of

her decision for its promptness or whether he con-

demned her. He might condemn her for having
taken up an enterprise and for having dropped it.

But she simply couldn't tell. Augustus remained in

Boston, his mother remained with him. They
never, either of them, wrote, and she attributed to the

silence of one of them a black and malicious glee,

and to the other a black and malicious hatred. But

there wasn't any doubt about Canzano's dis-

approval.
"
Why did you do it?

"
he wrote.

"
Why did you

do it? I can imagine two reasons: the one that

your ideal is merely to enjoy life: the other that

Don oh, poor Don! isn't the sort of man to fit in

with your scheme of life as it should be lived. You
will wish me to dismiss the first reason at once,

without a word of comment. You will say that your
ideal is not merely to enjoy life. But think about it

for a moment. Question your conscience. I admit

at once that my poor half-brother is not the sort of

man with whom at one's side it would be possible to

enjoy life. I will admit that he would have worn

you out. . . . But there! Think about this

reason for a little while. Perhaps I will return

to it.

"
Let us then consider the other reason. You

think that Don poor Don! is not the sort of man
to fit in with your scheme of life as it should be

lived! You think it was your duty to your sex,

to your class, to your country, to your tradition
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that it was your duty to cast him out. I know you

very well: how typically English, how typically

cold, how typically good, you are. You consider,

you women of your class and race and type, that the

first thing in life is to form a standard, a rule of con-

duct, and then to live up to it. Anything else is a

weakness, and you could not face the responsibility

of introducing into your family into your gens a

weak man.
" You have thought I know that you have thought
that Don would wear you out that he would

'get on your nerves.* But no! The phrase is not
*

get on your nerves
'

for he has gotten on them

several times and you have pardoned it. But what

you feared was that, all your life, as you would have

lived with him, he would have been constantly

changing, he would have been constantly making

up his mind and then reacting to the very opposite

conclusion. And you feared that that would have

been too much for you that you would have
'

de-

veloped nerves.' (That is the right phrase.) You
feared that then you might have indulged in re-

criminations, that then yours wouldn't have been

one of those English families that live always in a

sabbatical calm, that run by clockwork everywhere

among your fat, green, tranquil hills and valleys.

Isn't that it? You were afraid that you wouldn't,

with Don, be able to keep up to your high standard

of life.

"
Well, that is an ideal. I know the English very

well because I have spent a year at Oxford and

because I have had long talks with you who are the
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most English woman in the world. And your ideal

the ideal of all of your good, Tory, English type
is simply that of a life that runs smoothly, decently,

quietly a life in which every man and woman
knows exactly his part and has exactly his ideas.

" Do you know what has always struck me as

the difference between your countrymen and women
and those of any other nation? What particularly

is the difference between the Englishman and the

American? It doesn't lie in the clothes, in the hair,

i in the features, or even so much in the voices. It

yies
in the eyes. Look at a gallery of portraits of your

countrymen and at another of Don's. Or, better

still, look at a few hundred individuals. What will

you see? That the Englishman's eyes are always

tranquil : he has formed his ideas : he has had them

formed for him : he knows : he is never going to

i learn any more. Look in at the glass at your own fine,

brown and beautiful eyes. You will see that look

and the same thing is expressed in every one of your

slow, powerful features. It is the strong, placid,

powerful gaze of the bull that looks away over the

pastures and reflects.
" But with the people here it is so different: they

don't know : they haven't any standards : they
don't know even why they live or what they live

for : but they are always alert to meet circumstances,

to form new judgments. They would be ashamed if

they weren't. And that gives to their glance its

eagerness, its swift shiftings, its want of gentlemanly

repose. You will say that Don isn't an American,

that his father was English, and his mother. But
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he is an American for Americanism isn't the pro-

duct of a race: it's a product of a frame of mind.

The English who succeed in America are the very

English who are stifled at home who can't stand

your atmosphere of accepted ideas. They may have

been born in Hampshire but they are born Americans

as American as if the Minute Man's Stone at Lex-

ington had heard their first wail in the night. And
Don is the child of such Americans . . .

" You will say that it isn't part of your business in

life to marry an American. You will say that that look

in the eyes is so much the most precious of the things

that Great Britain has evolved that in its interests

you have sacrificed even Don. You loved him so

much I know you loved him so much for I have

seen how your eyes rested upon him and you regret :

and you are filled with a great sense of loneliness.

But you thought it was your duty. . . . Oh, my
dear, it wasn't your duty! It wasn't your duty in

the great sense. Your duty was to be good, to be

kind, to be dear to the noblest and best man you've
ever seen. For Don is that !

"Can't you see it! Can't you see it! The
children of great men and his father was a great

man are frequently weak : but generally they have

qualities that only need a wise nursing to render

them very sweet and very fine Don was weak, if

you will. He mightn't have fitted very well into

your English life. But hadn't he a strength?

Wasn't his craving to get at the best in life an

action wasn't it heroic? Wasn't it now?
"
When, by his final reaction, he decided that he
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must come back here (he is now devoting all his

attention to the study of American politics! He
thinks that the secret of American regeneration lies

in the getting rid of bribery and is going to devote

his millions of income to getting rid of the other

millions that are spent in graft) when he decided

that he couldn't
'

funk,' that he must do his duty to

the millions of people that his father had wronged
he knew, I say, he knew that you would say to him :

'

It means good-bye.' He knew it, and it has

broken his heart, and yet he said his words and

took the blow in silence. Wasn't that really heroic?
"
Couldn't you have made something of such a

man? Couldn't you, if you had been older, if you
hadn't been so so English? It wasn't necessary
for you to come to a determination and to act upon
it. It was not : it was not and again it was not !

You, because you are English, you think it is

necessary to be cold, to come to some decision in

accordance with your character and to act upon it.

But again, I say it wasn't !

" And you have come to I won't say a wrong
decision, but to one that wasn't the only one.

You've got another plane of thought upon which

you could have decided. If Don had been blind,

if he'd been crippled, if he'd been merely diseased,

wouldn't you have considered it your duty, your

privilege, your tender and splendid pleasure to give

all your life to nursing him, to waiting upon him?

Well then, my dear, Don is a genius. He is a

genius, and you who know him better than I do

know better than I that that is true. And if you
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had looked upon his indecision not as part of his

character but as a disease, wouldn't you have con-

sidered it your duty wouldn't you have steeled

yourself, and don't you know that you would have

been strong enough to nurse him?
" You thought that, living with him, you would

have developed nerves! But if you had looked at

it in that other way you wouldn't have been afraid.

You wouldn't have been afraid for your own

strength, for it wasn't his weakness that you feared,

it was your own. You are cowardly all you

English are cowardly : you are afraid of your own
emotions: you are afraid that if you become

passionate you will lose dignity. That's why you
insist on maintaining your frigid exteriors.

" But you you, Eleanor Greville aren't frigid.

Only by trying to believe that it is your duty to be

frigid you have been horribly cruel. For, because you
wished to be true to your race, you couldn't see that

you would have been truer still if you had stayed
to use your imagination. That! That! That! is

your great defect. You are good, you are kind,

you are beautiful. You are even splendid, but

you chose the easiest course because it was most

obvious. But you would, I persist, have been truer

to your fine and generous traditions, to your fine and

generous self, if you had stayed to see that my dear

brother is a noble and a unique invalid whom you

might have nursed to health, or to whom you might
have splendidly and patiently sacrificed your-
self . . .

"
Well, I think that if I write any more I shall
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cry. It is all finished now. I don't plead with you
to change your view. It would be too dangerous
for my poor Don. Heaven knows how soon again

you might not come to another of those lamentable

wrong decisions. Or how late! For you might
come to one after you had united yourself to him.

I don't plead with you. I am trying to wound you
for, after all, I am an Italian, and deep-seated in me

there is the passion for revenge the lust for the

vendetta. And you have stabbed my brother.

May God forgive you. And if I have succeeded in

making you suffer here on earth may it be a means of

leading you to repentance and to a shortening of your
hours in Purgatory. For you English, even as we

Italians, united as we are in our deep hatred for

these people, we are the elder brothers. If they
hate us it is because we are intellectually oppressive

as elder brothers always are: if we hate them we
are committing the sin of hating little children.

Don was a child and you have injured him!
"

Eleanor read this letter three times over: she

gave it to her father to read and he returned it to

her, neatly folded, and with the remark that it was

possible to plead even too ingeniously for inaccuracy
of mind, which was the only thing he had ever, much,

reprehended the Americans for. And eventually

Eleanor decided not to answer the letter. She

could not see that it would do any good.
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TRANSLATION. Selected from Greek
and Latin Literature. Third Edition.
Cr. tea. 3.?. (>d.

LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. ThirdEdition. Cr.8vo.
is. 6d.

Cooke-Taylor (R. W.). THE FACTORY
SYSTEM. Cr. Baa. aj. f>d.

Corelli (Marie). THE PASSING OF THE
GREATQUEEN. SecondEd. Fcap. 4(0. is.

A CHRISTMAS GREETING. Cr.tfo. is.

Corkran (Alice). See Little Books on Art.

Cotes (Everard). SIGNS AND POR-
TENTS IN THE FAR EAST. With 24
Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy 8vo.

js. 6d. net.

Cotes (Rosemary). DANTE'S GARDEN.
With a Frontispiece. Second Edition.

Fcap. 8vo. 25. 6d.; leat/ier, 3*. 6d. net.

BIBLE FLOWERS. With a Krontis
and Plan. Fcap. &V0. 2j. 6d. net.

Cowley (Abraham). See Little Library
Cowper (William), THE POEMS

Edited with an Introduction and Note
J. C. BAILEY, M.A. Illustrated, inclu

two unpublished designs by WILL
BLAKE. Demy Svo. IQS. (>d. net.

Cox(J. Charles), LL.D., F.S.A. Seel
Guides, The Antiquary's Books, and Ant
Cities.

Cox (Harold), B.A.. M.P. LA
NATIONALISATION AND L/
TAXATION. Second Edition rev
Cr. 8ro. 35. 6d. net.

Crabbe (George). See Little Library.

Craigie(W. A.). A PRIMER OF BUR
Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Craik (Mrs.). See Little Library.
Crane (Capt. C. P.). See Little Guide;
Crashaw (Richard). See Little Library
Crawford (F. G.). See Mary C. Dansoi
Crofts (T. R. N.), M.A. See Simpl

French Texts.
Cross (J. A.), M.A. THE FAITH
THE BIBLE. Fcap. &vo. vs. 6d. ne

Cruikshank(G.). THE LOVING 1

LAD OF LORD BATEMAN. Wit
Plates. Cr. i6mo. is. 6d. net.

Crump (B.). See Wagner.
Cunliffe (Sir F. H. EO, Fellow of All S

College, Oxford. THE HISTORY
TH BOER WAR. With many
trations, Plans, and Portraits, / 2

Quarto. i$s. each.

Cunynghame (H. H.), C.B. See Con
seur's Library.

Cutts(b. L.), D.D. See Leaders of Relij
Daniell (G. W.), M.A. See Leader

Religion.
Danson (Mary C.) and Crawford (F.
FATHERS IN THE FAITH.
8uo. is. 6d.

Dante. LA COMMEDIA DI DAN
The Italian Textedited by PAGET TOYN
M.A.,D.Litt. Cr. &vo. 6s.

THE PURGATORIO OF DAN
Translated into Spenserian Prose b
GORDON WRIGHT. With the Italian

Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

See also Paget Toynbee, Little Lib
Standard Library, and Warren-Vernon.

Darley (George). See Little Library.
D' Arcy (R. F.), M.A. A NEW TRIG
OMETRY FOR BEGINNERS. '

numerous diagrams. Cr. 8vo. 21. 6d.

Davenport (Cyril). See Connoiss

Library and Little Books on Art.

Davey (Richard). THE PAGEANT
LONDON With 40 Illustrations

Colour by JOHN FULLEYLOVE, R. I. /
Volumes. Demy ZTJO. i$s. net.

Davis (H. W. C.), M.A., Fellow and 1
of Balliol College, Author of ' Charlema
ENGLAND UNDER THE NORM:
AND ANGEVINS : 1066-1272. With B

and Illustrations. Demy 8v0. *os. 6d.

Dawson (Nelson). See Connoisseur's Lib:
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Jawson (Mrs. N.). See Little Books on
-Art.

)eane(A. C.). See Little Library.
>earmer (Mabel). A CHILD'S LIFE OF
CHRIST. With 8 Illustrations in Colour

by E. FORTESCUE-BKICKUALE. Large Cr.
l> Svo. 6s.
ii Jelbos (Leon). THE METRIC SYSTEM.

Cr. 8. 2s.

)emosthenes. AGAINST CONON AND
i CALLICLES. Edited by F. DARWIN

SWIFT, M.A. Second Edition. Fcap.
''. 8v0. 2S.

Mckens (Charles). See Little Library,
I. P. L., and Chesterton.

Mckinson (Emily). POEMS. Cr. 8vo.

4S. 6d. net.

Dickinson (Q. L.), M.A., Fellow of King's
College, Cambridge. THE GREEK
VIEW OF LIFE. Sixth Edition. Cr.
8-no. 2s. 6d.

v)ilke (Lady), Bulley (Miss), and Whltley
(Miss). WOMEN'S WORK. Cr. 8vo.

'

2S. 6d.

)illon (Edward). See Connoisseur's Library
and Little Books on Art.

Mtchfield (P. H.), M.A., F.S.A. THE
!
STORY OF OUR ENGLISH TOWNS.

i; With an Introduction by AUGUSTUS
JESSOPP, D. D. Second Edition. Cr.Sva. 6s.

)LD ENGLISH CUSTOMS: Extant at

I the Present Time. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

ICNGLISH VILLAGES, illustrated. Second
'

Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d. net.

.'HE PARISH CLERK. With 31
Illustrations. Third Edition. Demy 8w.

j "js. 6d. net.

)ixon (W. M.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
;
TENNYSON. Second Edition. Cr. &vo.

,
2S. 6d.

ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO
I BROWNING. Second Edition. Cr. Sva.

2S. 6d
)oney(May). SONGS OF THE REAL.
Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d. net.

i A volume of poems.
)oufflas (James). THE MAN IN THE
PULPIT. Cr. 8ve>. 2s. 6d. net.

)owden (J.), D.D., Lord Bishop of Edin-

burgh. See Churchman's Library.

>rage (Q.). See Books on Business.

)riyer(S. R.), D.D..D.C.L., Canon ofChrist

Church, Regius Professor of Hebrew in the
, University of Oxford. SERMONS ON
SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH THE
OLD TESTAMENT. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

See also Westminster Commentaries.

>ry (Wakeling). See Little Guides.

3ryhrst(A. R.). See Little Books on Art.

3u Buisson(J. C.), M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

)uguid (Charles). See Books on Business.

3umas (Alexander). MY MEMOIRS.
Translated by E. M. WALLER. With Por-
traits. In Six Volumes. Cr. 8vo. 6s. each.
Volume I.

Dunn (J. T)., D.S< ., and MundelIa(V. A.).
GENERAL ELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
With 114 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. $s. 6d.

Dunstan (A. E.), B.Sc. See Junior School
Books and Textbooks of Science.

Durham (The Earl of ). A REPORT ON
CANADA. With an Introductory Note.

Demy Svo. 45. 6ff. net.

Dutt(W. A.). THE NORFOLK BROADS.
With coloured Illustrations by FRANK
SOUTHGATE. Cr. $V0. 6s.

WILD LIFE IN EAST ANGLIA. With
16 Illustrations in colour by FRANK SOUTH-
GATE, R.B.A. Second Edition. Demy
8vo. JS. 6d. net.

See also Little Guides.

Earle(John), Bishop of Salisbury. MICRO-
COSMOGRAPHIE, OK A PIECE OF
THE WORLD DISCOVERED. Post
idmo. -zs net.

Edmonds (Major J. E.). See W. B. Wood.

Edwards (Clement), M.P. RAILWAY
NATIONALIZATION. Second Edition
Revised. Crovvn 8vo. 2S. 6d. net.

Edwards (W. Douglas). See Commercial
Series.

Egan (Pierce). See I.P.L.

Egerton (H. E.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY. New
and Cheaper Issue. Demy 8va. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

EHaby (C. Q.). See Little Guides.

Ellerton (F. O.). See S. J. Stone.

Ellwood (Thomas), THE HISTORY OF
THE LIFE OF. Edited by C. G. CRUMP,
M.A. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Epictetus. See Aurelius.

Erasmus. A Book called in Latin EN-
CHIRIDION MILITIS CHRISTIAN I,

and in English the Manual of the Christian

Knight.
From the edition printed by Wynken de

Worde, 1533. Fcap. &vo. 3*. 6d. net.

Fairbrother(W. H.), M.A. THE PHILO-
SOPHY OF T. H. GREEN. Second
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.

Farrer (Reginald). THE GARDEN OF
ASIA. Second Edition. Cr. &vo. 6s.

Fea (AHu). SOME BEAUTIES OF THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. With
82 Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy
8vo. i2s. 6d. net.

Ferrier (Susan). See Little Library.
Fidler (T. Claxton), M.Inst. C.E. See

Books on Business.

Fielding (Henry). See Standard Library.
Finn (S. W.), M.A. See Junior Examination

Firth (J. B.). See Little Guides.
Firth (C. H.), M.A. CROMWELL'S
ARMY: A History of the English Soldier

during the Civil Wars, the Commonwealth,
and the Protectorate. Cr. 8vt>. 6s.
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Fisher (G. W.), M.A. ANNALS OF
SHREWSBURY SCHOOL. Illustrated.

Demy Sz'o. 10^. 6ri.

FitzGerald (Edward). THE RUBAlYAT
OF OMAR KHAYYAM. Printed from
the Fifth and last Edition. With a Com-
mentary by Mrs. STEPHEN BATSON, and a

Biography of Omar by E. D. Ross. Cr.
8zo. 6s. See also Miniature Library.

FitzGerald (H. P.). A CONCISE HAND-
BOOK OF CLIMBERS, TWINERS.
AND WALL SHRUBS. Illustrated:

Fcap. 1>vo. 3$. 6d. net.

Fitzpatrick (S. A. O.). See Ancient Cities.

Flecker (W. H.), M.A..D.C.L., Headmaster
of the Dean Close School, Cheltenham.
THE STUDENT'S PRAYER BOOK.
THE TEXT OF MORNING AND EVENING
PRAYER AND LITANY. With an Introduc-
tion and Notes. Cr. 8va. zs. fid.

Flux (A. W.), M.A., William Dow Professor
of Political Economy in M'Gill University,
Montreal. ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES.
Demy 8va. ys. bd. net.

Fortescue(Mrs. G.). See Little Books on Art.

Fraser (David). A MODERN CAM-
PAIGN ; OR, WAR AND WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY IN THE FAR EAST.
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Fraser (J. F.). ROUND THE WORLD
ON A WHEEL. With 100 Illustrations.

Fifth Edition Cr. 8vo. 6s.

French (W.), M.A. See Textbooks of
Science.

Freudenreich (Ed. von). DAIRY BAC-
TERIOLOGY. A Short Manual for the
Use of Students. Translated by J. R.
AINSWORTH DAVIS, M.A. Second Edition.
Revised. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Fulford (H. W.), M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

Gallaher (D.)and Stead (W. J.). THE
COMPLETE RUGBY FOOTBALLER,
ON THE NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM.
With an Account of the Tour of the New
Zealanders in England. With 35 Illustra-

tions. DemyZvo. ios.6d.net.

Gallichan (W. M.). See Little Guides.

Gambado (Geoffrey, Esq.). See I.P.L.

Gaskell (Mrs.). See Little Library and
Standard Library.

Gasqiiet, the Right Rev. Abbot, O.S.B. See
Antiquary's Books.

George(H.B.), M.A. .Fellow ofNew College,
Oxford. BATTLES OF ENGLISH HIS-
TORY. With numerous Plans. Fourth
Edition. Revised, with a new Chapter
including the South African War. Cr. 8vo.

3-r. fid.

A HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE
BRITISH EMPIRE. Second Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

Gibbins (H. de B.), Litt.D., M.A. IN-
DUSTRY IN ENGLAND : HISTORI-
CAL OUTLINES. With 5 Maps. Fourth
Edition. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY
ENGLAND. Thirteenth Edition.
vised. With Maps and Plans. Cr. 8vo.

ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMER
Second Edition. Cr. &?>0. ss. 6d.

See also Commercial Series and R.
Hadfield.

Gibbon (Edward). THE DECLINE AN
FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIR'
Edited with Notes, Appendices, and Mapl ,

by J. B. BURY, M.A., Litt.D., Regius Pr1

fessor of Greek at Cambridge. In S<

Volumes. Demytvo. Gilt top, 8s. 6d. e,

Also, Cr. %vo, 6s. each.

MEMOIRS OF MY LIFE AND WR
INGS. Edited by G. BIRKBECK HIL
LL.D Cr. 8v0. 6s.

See also Standard Library.

Gibson (E. C. S.), D.D., Lord Bisb
Gloucester. See Westminster Comment
Handbooks of Theology, and Oxford

graphics.

Gilbert (A. R.). See Little Books on Art

Gloag (M. R.) and Wyatt (Kate M.). .

BOOK OF ENGLISH GARDENS
With 24 Illustrations in Colour. Dem
8va. IDS. 6d. net.

Godfrey (Elizabeth). A BOOK OF RE
MEMBRANCE. Edited by. Fcap. 8m
ss. 6d. net.

God!ey(A. D.), M.A., Fellow of Magdale
College, Oxford. LYRA FRIVOL/
Third Edition. Fcap. &vo. 2S. 6d.

VERSES TO ORDER. Second Edition

Fcap. 8v0. zs. 6d.

SECOND STRINGS. Fcap. 8vo. is. 6d

Goldsmith (Oliver). THE VICAR O
WAKEFIELD. Fcap. 32;;^. With
Plates in Photogravure by Tony Johannot
Leather, 25. 6d. net.

See also I.P.L. and Standard Library.

Goodrich- Freer (A.). IN A SYRIAN
SADDLE. Demy 8vo. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Gorst (Rt. Hon. Sir John). THE CHIL
DREN OF THE NATION. Secant
Edition. Demy 8vo. TS. 6d. net.

Goudge (H. L.), M.A., Principal of Well:

Theological College. See WestminsterCom
mentaries.

Graham (P. Anderson). THE RURAL
EXODUS. Cr. &vo. zs. 6d.

Granger (F. S.), M.A., Litt.D. PSYCH
OLOGY. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. vs. f>d.

THE SOULOF A CHRISTIAN. Cr.&vo. 6s.

Gray (E.M'Queen). GERMAN PASSAGES
FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Cr.
8vo. 2S. 6d.

Gray (P. L.), B.Sc. THE PRINCIPLES OF
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY:
an Elementary Text-Book. With 181

Diagrams. Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d.

Green (G. Buckland), M.A., late Fellow
of St. John's College, Oxon. NOTES ON
GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX.
Second Edition. Crown 8va. 3$. 6d.
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een (E. T.) M.A. See Churchman's
; jbrary.

senidge(A. H. J.), M.A. A HISTORY
;
)F ROME: From 133-104 B.C. Demy
vo. joi. 6d. tut.

iSenwell (Dora). See Miniature Library.

:gory (R. A.). THE VAULT OF
HEAVEN. A Popular Introduction to

kstronomy. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 2s. Get.

'.gory (Miss E. C.). See Library of
' )evotion.

'ibb(H. C.). See Textbooks ofTechnology.

jynn(M. L.). A BIRTHDAY BOOK.
|

iew and cheaper issue. Royal 8vo. 55. net.

lldon (A. C.), Sc.D., F.R.S. HEAD-
jIUNTERS BLACK, WHITE, AND.
5ROWN. With many Illustrations and a
lap. Dewy Svo. 15$.

IficIdCR. A.) and Qibbins (H. de B.).
. SHORTER WORKING DAY. Cr.
VO. 2S. 6d.

\ (R. N.) and Neal (W. Q.). THE
.NCIENT RUINS OF RHODESIA,
lustrated. Second Edition, revised,

'einy 8vo. IQS. 6d. net.

|l (R. N.). GREAT ZIMBABWE,
fith numerous Plans and Illustrations.
tcond Edition. Royal 8va. los. 6d. net.

Hilton (F. J.), D.D. See Byzantine Texts.

inmond (J. L.). CHARLES JAMES
|
OX. DemyZvo. ios.6d.

|

nay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
JHE ROYAL NAVY, 1200-1688. Illus-

|ated. Demytovo. js.dd.eac/t.
I nay (James O.), M.A. THE SPIRIT
|ND ORIGIN OF CHRISTIAN
ONASTICISM. Cr. 8z>o. 6s.

Z WISDOM OF THE DESERT. Fcap.
a. 3$. dd. net.

He(Martin). See Connoisseur's Library.
Is (A. T.), M.A. THE CONSTRUC-
|1ON OF LARGEINDUCTION COILS.
' ith numerous Diagrams. Demy &vo. 6s.

"ison (Clifford). READING AND
NADERS. Fcap. zvo. 2*. 6d.

i/ey (Alfred), M.B. See Ancient Cities.

J^horne (Nathaniel). See Little Library.

jiLTH, WEALTH AND WISDOM.
\

: Sva. is. net.

h (Frank R. ). See Little Guides.

!:h (Dudley). See Connoisseur's Library.
'1 (Ernest). STUDIES IN SAINT-
'II P. Translated from the French by
M. CRAWFORD. Fcap 8vo. 35. 6d.

lerson (B. W.), Fellow of Exeter
, liege, Oxford. THE LIFE AND
WNCIPATE OF THE EMPEROR
SRO. Illustrated. New and cheaper
ue. Demv &vi>. js. 6d. net.

NTERVALS. Fcap 8vo. vs. 6<t. net.

lerson (T. F.). See Little Library and
ford Biographies).

Henley (W. E.). ENGLISH LYRICS.
Second Edition. Cr. Sva. 2S. 6d. net.

Henley(W.E.)andWhibley(C.) A BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

net.

Henson (H. H.), B.D., Canon ofWestminster.
APOSTOLICCHRISTIANITY : As Illus-

trated by the Epistles of St. Paul to the
Corinthians. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LIGHT AND LEAVEN : HISTORICAL AND
SOCIAL SERMONS. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Herbert (George). See Library of Devotion.

Herbert of Cherbury (Lord). See Minia-
ture Library.

Hewins (W. A. S.), B.A. ENGLISH
TRADE AND FINANCE IN THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Cr. &vo.

zs. 6d.

Hewitt (Ethel M.) A GOLDEN DIAL.
A Day Book of Prose and Verse. Fcap.
Svo. 2S. 6d. net.

Heywood (W.). PALIO AND PONTE :

A Book of Tuscan Games. Illustrated.

Royal ^vo. 21* net.

See also St. Francis of Assisi.

Hill (Clare). See Textbooks of Technology.
Hill (Henry), B.A., Headmaster of the Boy's

High School, Worcester, Cape Colony. A
SOUTH AFRICAN ARITHMETIC.
Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

Hind(C. Lewis). DAYS IN CORNWALL.
With 16 Illustrations in Colour by WILLIAM
PASCOB, and 20 Photographs. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Hirst (F. W.) See Books on Business.

Hoare(J. Douglas). ARCTIC EXPLORA-
TION. With 18 Illustrations and Maps.
Demy Si'O, 7$. 6</. net.

Hobhouse(L. T.), Fellow of C.C.C., Oxford.
THE THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE.
Demy 8vo. los. 6d. net.

Hpbson(J. A.), M.A. INTERNATIONAL
TRADE : A Study of Economic Principles.
Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d. net.

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY. Sixth Edition.
Cr. %vo. 2S. 6d.

THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEM-
PLOYED. TAird Edition. Cr.Zvo. 2S.6d.

Hodgkin (T.), D.C.L. See Leaders of
Religion.

Hodgson (Mrs. W.) HOW TO IDENTIFY
OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. Second
Edition. Post &va. 6s.

Hogg (Thomas Jefferson). SHELLEY
AT OXFORD. With an Introduction by
R. A. STREATFEILD. Fcap. 8vo. is. net.

Holden-Stone (Q. de). See Books on
Business.

Holdich (Sir T. H.), K.C.I. E. THE
INDIAN BORDERLAND: beins a
Personal Record of Twenty Years. Illus-
trated. Demy 87*0. loj. 6d. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
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Holdsworth (W. S.), M.A. A HISTORY
OF ENGLISH LAW. In Two Volumes.
Vol. I. Demy Svo. tos. 6d. net.

Holland (H. Scott), Canon of St. Paul's

See Library of Devotion.

Holt (Emily). THE SECRET O)F POPU-
LARITY : How to Achieve Social Success.

Cr. Svo. 3.1. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Holyoake(Q. J.) THE CO-OPERATIVE
MOVEMENT TO-DAY. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d.

Hone (Nathaniel J.). See Antiquary's Books.

Hoppner. See Little Galleries.

Horace. See Classical Translations.

Horsburgh (E. L. S.), M.A. WATERLOO :

A Narrative and Criticism. With Plans.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. $s.

See also Oxford Biographies.

Horth(A. C.). See Textbooks of Technology.

Horton (R. F. ), D. D. See Leaders of Religion.

Hosie (Alexander). MANCHURIA. With
Illustrations and a Map. Second Edition.

Demy Svo. 7.1. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

How (F. D.). SIX GREAT SCHOOL-
MASTERS. With Portraits and Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Demy Svo. js. 6d.

Howell (A. Q. Ferrers). FRANCISCAN
DAYS. Translated and arranged by. Cr.

Svo. $s. 6d. net.

Howell (Q.). TRADE UNIONISM NEW
AND OLD. fourth Edition. Cr. Svo.

2S. 6d.

Hudson (Robert). MEMORIALS OF A
WARWICKSHIRE PARISH. Illustrated.

Demy Svo. is-*- net.

Huggins (Sir William), K.C.B., O.M.,
D.C.L., F.R.S. THE ROYAL SOCIETY ;

OR, SCIENCE IN THE STATE AND IN THE
SCHOOLS. With 25 Illustrations. Wide
Royal Svo. 4.5. 6d. net.

Hughes (C. E.). THE PRAISE OF
SHAKESPEARE. An English Antho-

logy. With a Preface by SIDNEY LEE.

Demy Svo. 3.1. 6d. net.

Hughes (Thomas). TOM BROWN'S
SCHOOLDAYS. With an Introduction
and Notes by VERNON RKNDALL. Leather.

Royal -121110. vs. 6d. net.

Hutchinson (Horace Q.) THE NEW
FOREST. Illustrated in colour with

50 Pictures by WALTER TYNDALE and 4
by LUCY KEMP-WELCH. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Mutton (A. W.), M.A. See Leaders of

Religion and Library of Devotion.
Hutton (Edward). THE CITIES OF
UMBRIA. With many Illustrations, of
which 20 are in Colour, by A. PISA. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE CITIES OF SPAIN. Second Edition.

With many Illustrations, of which 24 are in

Colour, by A. W. RIMINGTON. Demy Svo.

js. 6d. net.

FLORENCE AND NORTHERN
CANY. With Coloured Illustratioi

WILLIAM PARKINSON. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
ENGLISH LOVE POEMS. Edited

an Introduction. Fcap. Svo. y. 6d. :

Hutton (R. H.). See Leaders of Religi

Hutton (W. H.), M.A. THE LIFE
SIR THOMAS MORE. With Pori

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. $s.

See also Leaders of Religion.

Hyde (A. Q.) GEORGE HERBERT
HIS TIMES. With 32 lllustra

Demy Svo. ios. 6d. net.

Hyett (F. A.). A SHORT HISTOR 1

FLORENCE. Demy Svo. js. 6d. n

Ibsen (Henrik). BRAND. A D
Translated by WILLIAM WILSON.
Edit/on. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Inge (W. R.), M.A., Fellow and Tu
Hertford College, Oxford. CHRIS:
MYSTICISM. The Bampton Lectur

1899. Demy Svo. izs. 6d. net. Se<

Library of Devotion.

Innes(A. D.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Map
Plans. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUD
With Maps. Demy Svo. IDS. 6d. net

Jackson (C. E.), B.A. See Textboo
Science.

Jackson (S.), M.A. See Commercial S

Jackson (F. Hamilton). See Little Gi

Jacob (F.), M.A. See Junior Examii

James (W. H. N.), A.R.C.S., A.I.E.E
Textbooks of Technology.

Jeans (J. Stephen). TRUSTS, PO
AND CORNERS. Cr. too. 2s. 6ef.

See also Books on Business.

Jeffreys(D. Qwyn). DOLLY'S THEA
CALS. Described and Illustrated w
Coloured Pictures. SuperRoyal 161110.

Jenks (E.), M.A., Reader of Law i

University of Oxford. ENGLISH LC
GOVERNMENT. Second Edition.
Svo. zs. 6d.

Jenner (Mrs. H.). See Little Books 01

Jennings (Oscar), M.D., Member o

BibliographicalSociety. EARLY W<
CUT INITIALS, containing over th

hundred Reproductions of Pictorial L
of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Cent

Demy ^to. zis.net.

Jessopp (Augustus), D.D. See Lead
Religion.

Jevons (F. B.), M.A., Litt.D., Princij
Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.
LIGION IN EVOLUTION. Cr.

3^. 6d. net.

See also Churchman's Library and I

books of Theology.
Johnson (Mrs. Barham). WILLIAM ;

HAM DONNE AND HIS FRIE1
Illustrated. Demy Svo. IDS. 6rt. net.
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imston(Sir H. H.), K.C.B. BRITISH
CENTRAL AFRICA. With nearly 200

[lustrations
and Six Maps. Third Edition.

>. 4 to. iSs. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published,
ties (R. Crompton), M.A. POEMS
)F THE INNER LIFE. Selected by.
"hirtecnth Edition. Fcap.&vo. 2s.dd.net.

,:es(H.). See Commercial Series.

es (H. F.). See Textbooks of Science.
es (L. A. Atherley), K.C., M.P. THE
.IINKRS' GUIDE TO THE COAL
IIINES REGULATION ACTS. Cr. Svo.
's. 6d. net.

VIMERCE IN WAR. RoyalZvo. zis.net.
son (Ben). See Standard Library.
iana (Lady) of Norwich. REVELA-
t'lONS OF DIVINE LOVE. Ed. byGRACE
i/AKKACK. Second Edit. Cr. Svo. $s. 6d.
enal. See Classical Translations.

ijppa.' LET YOUTH BUT KNOW:
! . Plea for Reason in Education. Cr. Sva.
!. 6d. net.

ifmann (M.). SOCIALISM AND
IODERN THOUGHT. Second Edition.
\r. Svo. 2s. 6d. net.

'iting (J. F.), D.D. THE AGAPE AND
1 HE EUCHARIST. Cr. Svo. 3*. 6d.

fits (John). THE POEMS OF. Edited

jith
Introduction and Notes by E. de Selin-

art, M.A. Second Edition. Demy Svo.
I:. f>d. net.

VLMS OF GOLD. Selections from the

j

forks of. Fcap.Svo. 3*. 6d. net.

(_See also Little Library and Standard

file (John). THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.
i

rith an Introduction and Notes byW. LOCK ,

|
.D., Warden ofKeble College. Illustrated

Ml. ANNING BELL. Third Edition. Fcap.
10. 3$. 6d. ; padded morocco, 5$.
See also Library ofDevotion.

,;Knack (T. N.), M.D., M.R.C.P., Hon.
.:cretary of the Society for the Study of

lebriety. THE DRINK PROBLEM
ITS MEDICO -SOCIOLOGICAL

, SPECT. Edited by. With 2 Diagrams.
'

'emy Svo. -JS. 6d. net.

ipis (Thomas a). THE IMITATION
F CHRIST. With an Introduction by

.| JEAN
FARKAR. Illustrated by C. M. GERE.

bird Edition. Fcap.'&vo. y.6d.; padded
1 orocco. 5.?.

[Also Translated by C. BIGG, D.D. Cr.
<o. 1,3. 6d. See also Library of Devotion
'id Standard Library.
nedy (Bart.). THE GREEN
PHI XX. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

j

nedy (James Houghton), D.D., Assist -

it Lecturer in Divinity in the Universitv of
ublin. ST. PAUL'S SECOND AND
HIRD EPISTLES TO THE CORIN-
HIANS. With Introduction, Dissertations
id Notes. Cr. Svo. 6s.

grains (C. W.), M.A. THE CHEMIS-
1 JY OF LIFE AND HEALTH. Illus-

ated. Cr. vo. 2s. 6d.

Kinglake (A. W.). See Little Library.
Kipling (Rudyard). BARRACK-ROOM
BALLADS. 8ot& Thousand. Twenty-
second Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE SEVEN SEAS. 6yd Thousand.

Eleventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE FIVE NATIONS. 41^ Tlumsand.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. Sixteenth

Edition. Cr. Sva. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Knight (Albert E.). THE COMPLETE
CRICKETER. Illus. DemyZvo. 7s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Knight (H. J. C.), M.A. See Churchman's

Bible.

Knowling (R. J.), M.A., Professor of New
Testament ExeSesis at King's College,
London. See Westminster Commentaries.

Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE WORKS
OF. Edited by E. V. LUCAS. Illustrated

/ Seven Volumes. Demy Svo. -js. 6d. each.
See also Little Library and E. V. Lucas.

Lambert (F. A. H.). See Little Guides.
Lambros (Professor). See Byzantine Texts.
Lane- Poole (Stanley). A HISTORY OF
EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES. Fully
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Langbridge(F.),M.A. BALLADSOFTHE
BRAVE : Poems of Chivalry, Enterprise,
Courage, and Constancy. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 2j. 6d.

Law (William). See Library of Devotion
and Standard Library.

Leach (Henry). THE DUKE OF DEVON-
SHIRE. A Biography. With 12 Illustra-

tions. Demy Svo. izs. 6d. net.

See also James Braid.
GREAT GOLFERS IN THE MAKING.

With 34 Portraits. Demy&vo. js.6d.net.
Le Braz (Anatole). THE LAND OF
PARDONS. Translated by FRANCES M.
GOSTLING. Illustrated in colour. Second
Edition. Demy Svo. ys. 6d. net.

Lee (Captain L. Melville). A HISTORY
OF POLICE IN ENGLAND. Cr. Svo.

3^. fid. net.

Leigh (Percival). THE COMIC ENGLISH
GRAMMAR. Embellished with upwards
of 50 characteristic Illustrations by JOHN
LEECH. Post i6wo. zs. 6J. net.

Lewes (V. B.), M.A. AIR AND WATER.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d.

Lewis (Mrs. Gwyn). A CONCISE
HANDBOOK OF GARDEN SHRUBS.
Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. -$s.f>d. net.

Lisle (Fortunfiede). See Little Bookson Art.

l.ittlehales(H.). See Antiquary's Books.
Lock (Walter), D.D., Warden of Keble

College. ST. PAUL, THE MASTER-
BUILDER. Second Ed. Cr. Svo. ^j. 6d.

THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Leaders of Religion and Library
of Devotion.
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Locker (F.). See Little Library.
Lodge (Sir Oliver), F.R.S. THE SUB-
STANCE OF FAITH ALLIED WITH
SCIENCE: A Catechism for Parents
and Teachers. Seventh. Ed. Cr, Svo. zs. net.

Lofthouse (W. F.), M.A. ETHICS AND
ATONEMENT. With a Frontispiece.
Demy Bvo. $s. net.

Longfellow (H. W.). See Little Library.
Lorimer (George Horace). LETTERS
FROM A SELF-MADE MERCHANT
TO HIS SON. Sixteenth Edition. Cr.Svo.

2s. 6d.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
OLD GORGON GRAHAM. SecondEdition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Lover (Samuel). See I. P. L.

E. V. L. and C. L. Q. ENGLAND DAY BY
DAY : Or, The Englishman's Handbook to

Efficiency. Illustrated by GEOKGE MORROW.
Fourth Edition. Fcap. i,to. is. net.

Lucas(E. V.). THE LIFE OF CHARLES
LAMB. With 25 Illustrations. Third
Edition. Demy Svo. js. f>d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
A WANDERER IN HOLLAND. With
many Illustrations, of which 20 are in Colour

by HERBERT MARSHALL. Sei<enth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
A WANDERER IN LONDON. With 16

Illustrations in Colour by NELSON DAWSOX,
and 36 other Illustrations. Fifth Edition.

Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
FIRESIDE AND SUNSHINE. Third

Edition. Fcap. Svo. $s.

THE OPEN ROAD : a Little Book for Way-
farers. Eleventh Edition. Fcap. Svo. $s. ;

India Paper, -js. fid.

THE FRIENDLY TOWN : a Little Book
for the Urbane. Third Edition. Fcap.
Svo. ss. ; India Paper, -js. 6d.

Lucian. See Classical Translations.

Lyde(L. W.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Lydon (Noel S.). Seejunior School Books .

LytteIton(Hon. Mrs. A.). WOMEN AND
THEIR WORK. Cr. Svo. zs. 6<t.

Macaulay (Lord). CRITICAL AND HIS-
TORICAL ESSAYS. Edited by F. C. MON-
TAGUE, M.A. Three Volumes. Cr. Svo. i8s.

The only edition of this book completely
annotated.

M*Alien (J. E B.). M.A. See Commercial
Series.

MacCulloch (J. A.). See Churchman's

Library.
MacCunn (Florence A.). MARY
STUART. With over 60 Illustrations, in-

cluding a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
Second and Cheaper Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Leaders of Religion.

McDermott(E. R.). See Books on Business.

M'DowalI(A. S.). See Oxford Biographies.
Mackay(A. M.). See Churchman's Library.
Macklin (Herbert W.)! M.A. See Anti-

quary's Books.

Mackenzie (W. Leslie), M. A..

D.P.H., etc. THE HEALTH OF 1

SCHOOL CHILD. C>: Svo. zs. 6d
Mdlle Mori (Author of). ST. CATfc
INE OF SIENA AND HER
With 28 Illustrations. Deiy%~<o. ?s.6d

Magnus (Laurie), M.A. A PRIMER
WORDSWORTH. Cr. Svo. zs. 6d.

Mahaffy (J. P.), Litt.D. A H ISTORY
THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEM
Fully Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Maitland ( F. W. ), LL. D. , Downing Prof
of the Laws of England in the Universi

Cambridge. CANON LAW IN E
LAND. Royal Svo. -js.6d.

Maiden (H. E.), M.A. ENGLISH
CORDS. A Companion to the Histo

England. Cr. Svo. is. 6d.
THE ENGLISH CITIZEN : HIS RIG
AND DUTIES. Seventh Edition.
Svo. is. 6d.

See also School Histories.

Marchant (E. C.), M.A., Fellow of if

house, Cambridge. A GREEK ANT
LOGY Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 3.

See also A. M. Cook.
Marr(J. E.), F.R.S., Fellow of St John'*

lege, Cambridge. THE SC1ENT.
STUDY OF SCENERY. Second di
Illustrated. ..Cr. Sfo. 6s.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY. Illustr

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Marriott (J. A. R.). FALKLAND .

HIS TIMES. With 20 Illusirat

Second Ed. Demy Svo. js. 6cl. nut.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Marvell (Andrew). See Little Library
Masefield (John). SEA LIFE IN
SON'S TIME. Illustrated. Cr.

3.$. 6d. net.

ON THE SPANISH MAIN. Wit)
Illustrations and a Map. Denty
LOS. 6d. net.

A SAILOR'S GARLAND. Edited
Selected by. Cr. Svo. $s. 6d. net.

Maskell (A.). See Connoisseur's Libra/

Mason (A. J.), D.D. SeeLeadersofR
Massee (George). THEEVOLUTI
PLANT LIFE: Lower Forms. Ill

Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d.

Masterman (C. P. G.), M.A.,
TENNYSON AS A RELI

~

TEACHER. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Matbeson (Mrs. E. F.). COUNSE
LIFE. Fcap. &vo. 2s. 6d. net.

May (Phil). THE PHIL MAY ALB
Second Edition. 4/0. is. net.

Mellows (Emma S.). A SHORT ST
OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.
Svo. 3-r. 6d.

Methuen (A. M. S.). THE TRAG
OF SOUTH AFRICA. Cr. Svo. 2s

A Iso Cr. Svo. yi. net.

A revised and enlarged edition ol

author's 'Peace or War
Africa.'
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IGLAND'S RUIN : DISCUSSED IN Six-
TEEN LETTERS TO THE RIGHT HON.
fosEtH CHAMBERLAIN, M.P. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr. 8ve. -$d. net.

les (Eustace), M.A. LIFE AFTER
LIFE, OR, THE THEORY OF REIN-
:ARNATION. Cr. s. ?s. &d. net.

!Iais (J. Q.). THE LIFE AND LET-
TERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT
VIILLAIS, Presidentofthe Royal Academy.
Vith many Illustrations, of which 2 are in
3
hotogravure. New Edition. Demy 8vo.

s. dd. net.

See also Little Galleries.

IHn (G. P.). PICTORIAL GARDEN-
NG. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. $s. 6d. net.

Uis (C. T.), M.I.M.E. See Textbooks of

"'echnoloECV.

Ine (J. G.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
{.OMAN EGYPT. Fully Illus. Cr.too. 6s.

ton (John). A DAY BOOK OF.
Edited by R. F. Towndrow. Fcap. 8vo.

s. 6d. net.

See also Little Library and Standard

Library.
achin (H. C.),M. A. See R. Peel.

:chell(P. Chalmers), M.A. OUTLINES
F BIOLOGY. Illustrated. Second Edi-

'.on. Cr. 87'0. 6s.

ton (Q. E.). JANE AUSTEN AND
IER TIMES. With many Portraits and
illustrations. Secondand Cheaper Edition.
Cr. &7>p. 6s.

I

A Colonial Edition is also published.
flat (Mary M.). QUEEN LOUISA OF
'RUSSIA. Withzolllustrations. Fourth
".dition. Demy 8vo. js. 6d. net.

oil (A.)-' See Books on Business.

ir(D. M.). See Little Library.
linos (Dr. Michael de). See Library of
)evotion.

<iey (L. Q. Chiozza), M.P. RICHES
.ND POVERTY. ThirdEdition. Demy

\'>o. S.T. net.

itltagu( Henry), Earl of Manchester. See

'library of Devotion.

jitaigne. A DAY BOOK OF. Edited

:\y C. 1"'. POND. Fcaf. Zvo. 3*. 6d. net.

;jitmorency(J. E. G. de), B.A., LL.B.
HOMAS A KEMPIS, HIS AGE AND

. OOK. With 22 Illustrations. Second
r 'dition. Demy &vo. -js. 6d. net.

>re (H. E.). BACK TO THE LAND.
,jn Inquiry into Rural Depopulation. Cr.

'.a. 2s. 6d.

: >rhouse (E. Hallam). NELSON'S
ADY HAMILTON. With 51 Portraits.

..econd Edition. Demy Quo. TS.bd.net.
' A Colonial Edition is also published.
an (Clarence Q.). See Books on Business.

e(Sir Thomas). See Standard Library.
''fill (W. R.), Oriel College, Oxford. A
HISTORY OF RUSSIA FROM PETER
HE GREAT TO ALEXANDER II.

' /ith Maps and Plans. Cr. &vo. 3*. 6d.
5

-ich (R. J.), late of Clifton College. See
chool Examination Series.

Morris (J.). THE MAKERS OF JAPAN.
With 24 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. izs. >d.

net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Morris (J. E.). See Little Guides.
Morton (Miss Anderson). See Miss Brod-

rick.

Moule(H. C. Q.), D.D., Lord Bishop of Dur-
ham. See Leaders of Religion.

Muir (M. M. Pattison), M.A. THE
CHEMISTRY OF FIRE. Illustrated.

Cr. 8w. zs. (>(i.

Mundella (V. A.), M.A. See J. T. Dunn.
Munro(R.), LL.D. See Antiquary's Books.
Naval Officer (A). See I. P. L.
Neal (W. Q. ). See R. N. Hall.
Newman (Ernest). HUGO WOLF.
Demy Svo. 6s.

Newman(aeorge), M.D.,D.P.H.,F.R.S.E ,

Lecturer on Public Health at St. Bartholo-
mew's Hospital, and Medical Officer of
Health of the Metropolitan Borough of

Finsbury. INFANT MORTALITY, A
SOCIAL PROBLEM. With 16 Diagrams.
Demy &va. js. 6d. net.

Newman (J. H.) and others. See Library
of Devotion.

Nichols (J. B. B.). See Little Library.
Nicklin (T.), M.A. EXAMINATION
PAPERS IN THUCYDIDES. Cr. Svo. 21.

Nimrod. See I. P. L.

Norgate (Q. Le Grys). THE LIFE OF
SIR WALTER SCOTT. Illustrated.

Demy 8vo. -js. 6d. net.

Norregaard (B. W.). THE GREAT
SIEGE : The Investment and Fall of Port
Arthur. Illustrated. Demy 8z/0. 10^. 6d. net.

Norway (A. H.). NAPLES. With 25 Col-
oured Illustrations by MAURICE GREIFFEN-
HAGEN. Second Edition Cr. %?'(>. 6s.

Novalis. THE DISCIPLES AT SAJIS AND
OTHER FRAGMENTS. Edited by Miss
UNA BIRCH. Fcap. 8vt>. 3*. 6d.

Oldfield (W. J.), M.A., Prebendary of
Lincoln. A PRIMER OF RELIGION.
BASED ON THE CATECHISM OF THE CHURCH
OF ENGLAND. Fcap. %vo. zs. 6d.

Oldham (F. M.), B.A. See Textbooks of
Science.

Oliphant (Mrs.). See Leaders of Religion.

Oman(C. W.C.), M.A., Fellow of All Souls',
Oxford. A HISTORY OF THE ART
OF WAR. The Middle Ages, from the
Fourth to the Fourteenth Century. Illus-

trated. Demy &vo. los. 6d. net.

Ottley (R. L.),D.D. See Handbooks of

Theology and Leaders of Religion
Overton (J. H.). See Leaders of Religion.
Owen (Douglas). See Books on Business.

Oxford(M. N.), ofGuy's Hospital. A HAND-
BOOK OF NURSING. Fourth Edition.
Cr. &vo. 3.?. 6d,

Pakes (W. C. C.). THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Demy too. IJ-T.

Palmer(Frederick). WITH KUROKI IN
MANCHURIA. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Demy 8vo. ys. 6t{. net.
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Parker (Gilbert). A LOVER'S DIARY.
Fcap. 8vo. 5$.

Parkes (A. K.). SMALL LESSONS ON
GREAT TRUTHS. Fcap. &w. is. 6d.

Parkinson (John). PARADISI IN SOLE
PARADISUS TERRESTRIS, OR A
GARDEN OF ALL SORTS OF PLEA-
SANT FLOWERS. Folio. 3, 3*. net.

Parmenter (John). HELIO-TROPES, OR
NEW POSIES FOR SUNDIALS, 1625.
Edited by PERCIVAL LAXDON. Quarto,
y. 6d. net.

Parmentier (Prof. Leon). See Byzantine
Texts.

Parsons (Mrs. Clement). GARRICK
AND HIS CIRCLE. With 36 Illustra-

trations. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.

i2s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Pascal. See Library of Devotion.

Paston (George). SOCIAL CARICA-
TURE IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY. With over 200 Illustrations.

ImperialQuarto. 2, 12S. 6d. net.

See also Little Books on Art and I. P. L.

LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU.
With 24 Portraits and Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy Sz'O. 1 $s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Paterson(W. R.)(Benjamin Swift). LIFE'S
QUESTIONINGS. Cr. 8vo. y. 6d. net.

Patterson (A. H.). NOTES OF AN EAST
COAST NATURALIST. Illustrated in
Colour by F. SOUTHGATE. Second Edition.
Cr. &v0. 6s.

NATURE IN EASTERN NORFOLK.
A series of observations on the Birds,
Fishes, Mammals, Reptiles, and Stalk-

eyed Crustaceans found in that neigh-
bourhood, with a list of the species. With
12 Illustrations in colour, by FKANK
SOUTHGATE. Second Edition. Cr. %vo.
6s.

Peacock (N.). See Little Books on Art.

Peake (C. M. A.), F.R.H.S. A CON-
CISE HANDBOOK OF GARDEN
ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL PLANTS.
With 24 Illustrations. Fcap. 8710. js. 6d.net.

Peel (Robert), and Minchin (H. C.), M.A.
OXFORD. With 100 Illustrations in

Colour. Cr. 8?>ff. 6s.

Peel (Sidney), late Fellow of Trinity College,
Oxford, and Secretary to the Royal Com-
mission on the Licensing Laws. PRACTI-
CAL LICENSING REFORM. Second
Edition. Cr. 8ro. is. dd.

Petrie (W.M. Flinders), D. C. L. , LL. D. ,
Pro-

fessor of Egyptology at University College.
A HISTORY OF EGYPT, FROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE PRESENT DAY.
Fully Illustrated. In six volumes. Cr.
%vo. 6s. each.

VOL. i. PREHISTORIC TIMES TO XVlTH
DYNASTY. Sixth Edition.

VOL. n. THE XVI ITH AND XVI
DYNASTIES. Fourth Edition.

VOL. HI. XIXTH TO XXXTH DYNASTIES.
VOL. iv. THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMU

J. P. MAHAFFY, Litt.D.

VOL. v. ROMAN EGYPT. J. G. MILNE, M
VOL. vi. EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGI

STANLEY LANK-POOLE, M.A.
RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE 1

ANCIENT EGYPT. Illustrated.

8vo. is. 6d.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TE1
ELAMARNA TABLETS. Cr.Zvo. as. <

EGYPTIAN TALES. Illustrated by Ts
TRAM ELLIS. In Two Volumes. Cr. 81

is. 6d. each.

EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART. Wi
120 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 3*. 6d.

Phillips (W. A.). See Oxford Biograrifcfc

Phillpotts (Eden). MY DEVON YEA
With 38 Illustrations by J. LEY PETI
BRIDGE. Second and Clieaper Editit

Large Cr. 8vo. 6s.

UP ALONG AND DOWN ALON
Illustrated by CLAUDE SHEPPERSC
Cr. 4/0. y. net.

A volume of poems.
Plarr (Victor G.). See School Histories.

Plato. See Standard Library.
Plautus. THE CAPTIVI. Edited, w

an Introduction, Textual Notes, and a Co
mentary, by W. M. LINDSAY, Fellow

Jesus College. Oxford. Demy&vo. ios.6d.n

Plowden-Wardlaw (J. T.), B.A., Kin

College, Cambridge. See School Examit
tion Series.

Podmore (Frank). MODERN SPIB
TUALISM. Two Volumes. Demy

'

21 s. net.

A History and a Criticism.

Peer (J. Patrick Le). A MODER
LEGIONARY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Pollard (Alice). See Little Books on Art.

Pollard (A. W.). OLD PICTURE BOOK
Illustrated. Demy %vo. 7*. 6d. net.

Pollard(EHzaF.). See Little Books on A
Pollock (David), M.I.N.A. See Books

Business.

Potter (M. C.), M.A., F.L.S. A TEX
BOOK OFAGRICULTURAL BOTAN
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. 3i

4S. 6d.

Power (J. O'Connor). THE MAKItj
OF AN ORATOR. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Prance (G . ). See R. Wyon.
Prescott(O. L.). ABOUT MUSIC,
WHAT IT IS MADE OF. Cr.

3$. 6d. net.

Price (L. L.), M.A.. Fellow of Oriel Collej
Oxon. A HISTORY OF ENGLH
POLITICAL ECONOMY. Fourth E\
tion. Cr. STO. zs. 6d.

Primrose (Deborah). A MODER
BCEOTIA. Cr. 8. 6s.

Protheroe (Ernest). THE DOMINIO
OF MAN. GEOGRAPHY IN ITS HUM,
ASPECT. With 32 full-page Illustratio^
Cr. Sz'tf. is.
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igln and Rowlandson. THE MICRO-
COSM OF LONDON, OR LONDON IN

MINIATURE. With 104 Illustrations in

colour. / Three 1
r
olittnes. Small i,to.

^3, is. net.

>' (A. T. Quiller Couch). THE
GOLDEN POMP. A PROCESSION OF
ENGLISH LYRICS. SecondEdition. Cr.'&vo.

ss. (>d. net.

uevcdo Villegas. See Miniature Library.
.R. and E.S. THE WOODHOUSE COR-
RESPONDENCE. Cr. &7'o. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
ackham (R. B.), M.A. See Westminster
Commentaries.
agg (Laura M.). THE WOMEN-ART-
ISTS OF BOLOGNA. With 20 Illus-

trations. Demy 8ve. js. 6d. net.

agg (Lonsdale). B.D., Oxon. DANTE
AND HIS ITALY. With 32 Illustra-

tions largely from contemporary Frescoes

and Documents. Demy "&vo. 12$. 6d. net.

ahtz (F. JO, M.A., B.Sc., Lecturer in

English at Merchant Venturers' Technical

College, Bristol. HIGHER ENGLISH.
Cr. %vo. T.S. 6d.

andolph (B. W.), D-D. See Library of

Devotion.
annie (D. W.), M.A. A STUDENT'S
HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. Cr. Sve>.

3-r. fid.

ashdall (Hastings), M.A., Fellow and
Tutor of New College, Oxford. DOC-
TRINE AND DEVELOPMENT. Cr.

&'o. 6s.

aven(J. J.),D.D. See Antiquary's Books.

awstorne(Lawrence, Esq.). See I. P. L.

aymond (Walter). See School Histories.

Real Paddy. See I. P. L.

eason(W.), M.A. UNIVERSITY AND
SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS. Cr. Svo.

2.f. <Jli.

edpath (H. A.), M.A. See Westminster
Commentaries.
eynolds. See Little Galleries.

hoades (J. F.). See Simplified French Texts.

hodes (W. E.). See School Histories.

jeu (H.), M.A. See Simplified French
Texts.

toberts (M. E.). See C. C. Channer.
Robertson (A.), D. D., Lord Bishop of

Exeter. REGNUM DEI. The Bampton
Lectures of 1901. Demy %vo. js. 6d. net.

Jobertson (C. Grant). M.A., Fellow of All
Souls' College, Oxford, Examiner in the
Honours School of Modern History, Oxford,
1901-1904. SELECT STATUTES, CASES,
AND CONSTITUTIONAL DOCU-
MENTS, 1660-1832. Demy &vo. los. 6d.

net.

Jobertson (C. Grant) and Bartholomew
(J. G.), F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. A HIS-
TORICAL AND MODERN ATLAS OF
THE BRITISH EMPIRE. DemyQuarto.
4-j. 6d. net.

Jobertson(SirG.S.),K. C.S.I. CHITRAL:
THE STORY OF A MINOR SIEGE. Third
Edition. Illustrated. Cr.Zvo. 2s.dei.net.

Robinson (A. W.), M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

Robinson (Cecilia). THE MINISTRY
OF DEACONESSES. With an Introduc-

tion by the late Archbishop of Canterbury.
Cr. &vo. v. 6d.

Robinson (F. S.). See Connoisseur's Library.

Rochefoucauld (La). See Little Library.
Rodwell (G.), B.A. NEW TESTAMENT
GREEK. A Course for Beginners. Witu
a Preface by WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden
of Keble College. Fcap. 8r<o. is. 6cf.

Roe(Fred). OLD OAK FURNITURE. With

many Illustrations by the Author, including
a frontispiece in colour. Demy&vo. los.M.
net.

Rogers (A. G. L.), M.A. See Books on
Business.

Romney. See Little Galleries.

Roscoe (E. S.)- See Little Guides.

Rose (Edward). THE ROSE READER.
Illustrated. Cr. %vo. 2s. 6d. Also in 4

Parts, Parts /. and II. 6d. each ; Part
III. Sit. ; Part IV. lod.

Rowntree (Joshua). THE IMPERIAL
DRUG TRADE. A RE-STATEMENT OF
THE OPIUM QUESTION. Second and
Cheaper Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2S. net.

Royde-Smith (N. G.). THE PILLOW
BOOK : A GARNER OF MANY MOODS.
Second Edition. Cr. &vo. 4*. 6d. net.

Rubie (A. E.), D.D. See Junior School
Books.

Russell (W. Clark). THE LIFE OF
ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD.
With Illustrations by F. BRANGWYN.
Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Sainsbury (Harrington), M.D., F.R.C.P.
PRINCIPIA THERAPEUT1CA.
Demy &vo. js- ^d- "**

St. Anselm. See Library of Devotion.

St. Augustine. See Library of Devotion.

St. Bernard. See Library of Devotion.
Sales (St. Francis de). See Library of

Devotion.
St. Cyres (Viscount). See Oxford Bio-

graphies.
St. Francis of Assisi. THE LITTLE
FLOWERS OF THE GLORIOUS
MESSER ST. FRANCIS AND HIS
FRIARS. Newly translated by WILLIAM
HEYWOOD. With an Introduction by A.
G. F. HOWEI.L, and 40 Illustrations from
Italian Painters. Demy &vo. $s. net.

See also Standard Library and Library of

Devotion.
'Saki' (H. Munro). REGINALD. Second

Edition. Ecap. Sw. 21. 6d. net.

Salmon (A. L.). See Little Guides.

Sargeaunt (J.), M.A. ANNALS OF
WESTMINSTER SCHOOL. Illustrated.

Demy 87>a. ys. 6tf.

Sathas (C.). See Byzantine Texts.
Schmitt (John). See Byzantine Texts.
Scott (A. M.). WINSTON SPENCER
CHURCHILL. With Portraits and Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6<t.

Scudamore (Cyril). See Little Guides.
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Sells (V. P.), M.A. THE MECHANICS
OF DAILY LIFE. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo
2S. 6d.

Selous (Edmund). TOMMY SMITH'S
ANIMALS. Illustrated by G. W. ORD
Eighth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

School Edition, is. 6d.

TOMMY SMITH'S OTHER ANIMALS.
With 12 Illustrations by AUGUSTA GUEST.
Second Edition. F'cap."&vo. 2s.f>d.

Settle (J. H.). ANECDOTES OF
SOLDIERS. Cr. &va. 3*. 6d. net.

Shakespeare (William).
THE FOUR FOLIOS, 1623 ; 1632 ; 1664 ;

1685. Each ^4, 45. net, or a complete set,

12, i2S. net.

Folios 3 and 4 are ready.
Folio 2 is nearly ready.
See also Arden, Standard Library and

Little Quarto Shakespeare.
Sharp (A.). VICTORIAN POETS. Cr.

8vo. 2S. 6(f.

Sharp (Cecil). See S. Baring-Gould.

Sharp (Mrs. E. A.). See Little Books on
Art.

Shedlock (J. S.) THE PIANOFORTE
SONATA. Cr. 8vo. ss.

Shelley (Percy B.). ADONAIS ; an Elegy
on the death of John Keats, Author ol
'

Endymion,' etc. Pisa. From the types of
Didot, 1821. 2s. net.

Sheppard (H. F.), M.A. See S. Baring
Gould.

Sherwell (Arthur), M A. LIFE IN WEST
LONDON. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo.
2S. fid.

Shipley (Mary E.). AN ENGLISH
CHURCH HISTORY FOR CHILD-
REN. A.D. 597-1066. With a Preface by
the Bishop of Gibraltar. With Maps and
Illustrations. Cr. %vo. ss. 6ii. net.

Sime (J.). See Little Books on Art.

Simonson (G. A.). FRANCESCOGUARD I. With 41 Plates. Imperial
^to. 2, 2s. net.

Sketchley (R. E. D.). See Little Books on
Art.

Skipton (H. P. K.). See Little Books c.i

Art.

Sladen (Douglas). SICILY: The New
Winter Resort. With over 200 Illustrations.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. $s. net.

Small (Evan), M.A. THE EARTH. An
Introduction to Physiography. Illustrated.
Cr. 8vp. 2S. 6d.

Smallwood (M. G.). See Little Books on
Art.

Smedley(F. E.). See I. P. L.
Smith (Adam). THE WEALTH OF
NATIONS. Edited with an Introduction
and numerous Notes by EDWIN CANNAN,M.A. Two volumes. Demy^vo. zis.net.

Smith (Horace and James). See Little

Library.

Smith (H. Bompas), M.A. A N E
JUNIOR ARITHMETIC. Crown
2S. With Answers, 2S. 6d.

Smith (R. Mudie). THOUGHTS F(
THE DAY. Edited by. Fcap.
js. fid. net.

Smith (Nowell C.). See W. Wordsworth.
Smith (John Thomas). A BOOK FC
A RAINY DAY: Or, Recollections of
Events of the Years 1766-1833. Edited
WILFRED WHITTEN. Illustrated.

Demy %?>o. 12$. 6d. net.

Snell (F. J.). A BOOK OF EXMOO1
Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Snowden(C. E.). A HANDY DIGEST
BRITISH HISTORY. Demylvo. 4*.

Sophocles. See Classical Translations.

Sornet (L. A.). See Junior School Books
South (E.Wilton), M.A. See Junior Scho

Books.

Southey (R.). ENGLISH SEAME*
Edited by DAVID HANNAV.

Vol. I. (Howard, Clifford, Hawki
Drake, Cavendish). Second Edition.
8vo. 6s.

Vol. H. (Richard Hawkins, Grenvi
Essex, and Raleigh). Cr. 8ve. 6s.

See also Standard Library.

Spence(C. H.), M.A. See School Exami
tion Series.

Spicer (A. D.). THE PAPER TRAD
With Maps and Diagrams. Demy &

i2s. 6d. net.

Spooner (W. A.), M.A. See Leaders

Religion.

Staley (Edgcumbe). THE GUILDS O
FLORENCE Illustrated. Second Editiot

Royal &vo. if>s. net.

Stanbridge (J. W.), B.D. See Library
Devotion.

'Stancliffe.' GOLF DO'S AND DONT
Second Edition. Fcap. &vo. is.

Stead (W. J.). See D. Gallaher.

Stedman(A. M. M.), M.A.
INITIALATINA: Easy Lessons on Eleme

tary Accidence. Ninth Edition. Fca

FIRST LATIN LESSONS. Tenth Ed
tion. Cr. Zvo. 2s.

FIRST LATIN READER. With Not
adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer a
Vocabulary. Seventh Ed. revised.
is.dd.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM OESAI
The Helvetian War. Third Editio

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY. T
Kings of Rome. iSwo. Third Editio

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Eleventh Ed. Fcap.
Sz'o. is. 6d.

5XEMPLA LATINA. First Exercises
in Latin Accidence. With Vocabulary.
Third Edition. Cr. 8w, is.
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V\SY LATIN EXERCISES ON THE
'SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND
REVISED LATIN PRIMER. With
Vocabulary. Eleventh andCheaperEdition,
're-written. Cr. Svo. is. 6d. Original
Edition. 2S. 6d. KEY, 31. net.

,HE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCE :

! Rules and Exercises. Second Edition.
'^Cr.Zvo. is. 6d. With Vocabulary. 25.

IDTANDA QUAEDAM : Miscellaneous
''

Latin Exercises on Common Rules and

I

Idioms. Fourth Edition. Fcap. &7>o.
'

is. 6d. With Vocabulary, 25. Key, 2s.

net.

JmN VOCABULARIES FOR REPE-
TITION : Arranged according to Subjects.
Fourteenth Edition. Fcap. 8va. is. 6d.

; VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIOMS.
\i&mo. Fourth Edition, is.

"EPS TO GREEK. Third Edition, re-
\vised. iSma. is.

SHORTER GREEK PRIMER. Second
I Edition. Cr. 8va. is. 6i/.

[feYGREEK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
^TRANSLATION. Fourth. Edition, re-

\vised. Fcaf>. Svo. is. 6d.

IJEEK VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
i PETITION. Arranged according to Sub-

Ijects. Fourth Edition. Fcap. %vo. is 6d.
kEEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS.
For the use of Schools. With Introduc-

j

tion, Notes, and Vocabulary. Fourth
1

Edition. Fcap. Br'a. 2s. 6d.

!?EPS TO FRENCH. Eighth Edition.
'i&mo. 8d.

RST FRENCH LESSONS. Seven th Edi-

tion, revised. Cr. &?>o. is.

VSY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UN-
SEEN TRANSLATION. Fifth Edi-

tion, revised. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

VSY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELE-
IMENTARY SYNTAX, with Vocabu-
! lary. Fourth Edition. Cr. &vo. 2s. 6d.

I
KEY. 3$. net.

IIENCH VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
[PETITION: Arranged according to Sub-
'

jects. Thirteenth Edition. Fcap. Svo. is.

'. See also School Examination Series.

eel (R. Elliott), M.A., F.C.S. THE
[WORLD OF SCIENCE. With 147
I Illustrations. SecondEdition. Cr. &vo, 2s. dd.

See also School Examination Series.

ephenson (C.), of the Technical College,
Bradford, and Suddards (F.) of the
Yorkshire College, Leeds. ORNAMEN-
TAL DESIGN FORWOVEN FABRICS.
Illustrated. Demy 8r'0. Third Edition.

^. 6d.

eplicnson (J.), M.A. THE CHIEF
TRUTHS OF THE CHRISTIAN
FAITH. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

:erne( Laurence). See Little Library.

i:erry (W.). M.A. ANNALS OF ETON
COLLEGE. Illustrated. Demy'&vo. js.6d.
:euart (Katherlne). BY ALLAN
WATER. Second Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

Stevenson (R. L.) THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TO
HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
Selected and Edited by SIDNEY COLVIN.
Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 125.

LIBRARY EDITION. Demy 8vo. 2 vols. 25 s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
VAILIMA LETTERS. With an Etched

Portrait by WILLIAM STRANG. Fifth
Edition. Cr. %vo. Buckram. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE LIFE OF R. L. STEVENSON. See

G. Balfour.
Stevenson (M. I.). FROM SARANAC
TO THE MARQUESAS. Being Letters
written by Mrs. M. I. STEVENSON during
1887-8. Cr. 8vo. 6s. net.

LETTERS FROM SAMOA, 1891-95. Edited
and arranged by M. C. BALFOUR. With
many Illustrations. Second Edition Cr.
8vo. 6s. net.

Stoddart (Anna M.). See Oxford Bio-

graphies.
Stokes (F. O.)( B.A. HOURS WITH
RABELAIS. From the translation of SIR
T. URQUHART and P. A. MOTTEUX. With
a Portrait in Photogravure. Cr. Bvo. 35. 6d.

Stone (8. J.). POEMS AND HYMNS.
With a Memoir by F. G. ELLERTON,
M.A. With Portrait. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Storr (Vernon F.)t M.A., Lecturer in

the Philosophy of Religion in Cambridge
University ; Examining Chaplain to the

Archbishop of Canterbury ; formerly Fellow
ofUniversity College, Oxford. DEVELOP-
MENT AND DIVINE PURPOSE Cr.
Svo. $s. net.

Straker(F-). See Books on Business.

Streane (A. W.), D.D. See Churchman's
Bible.

StreatfeHd (R. A.). MODERN MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS. With 24 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Demy %vo. 71. 6d.

net.

Strond (H.), D.Sc., M.A. PRACTICAL
PHYSICS. With many Diagrams. Second
Edit/on. 3.1. net.

Strutt (Joseph). THE SPORTS AND
PASTIMES OF THE PEOPLE OF
ENGLAND. Illustrated by many Engrav-
ings. Revised by J. CHARLES Cox, LL.D.,
F.S.A. Quarto, sis. net.

Stuart (Capt. Donald). THE STRUGGLE
FOR PERSIA. With a Map. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

5turch(F.)., Staff Instructor to the Surrey
County Council. MANUAL TRAINING
DRAWING (WOODWORK). Its Prin-

ciples and Application, with Solutions to
Examination Questions, 1892-1905, Ortho-

graphic, Isometric and Oblique Projection.
With 50 Plates and 140 Figures. Foolscap.
$s. net.

Suddards (F.). See C. Stephenson.
Surtees (R. S. ). See I . P. L.

Symes (J. E.), M.A. THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. SecondEdition. Cr.Svo,
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Sympson(E. M.), M.A., M.D. SeeAncient
Cities.

Tacitus. AGRICOLA. With Introduction

Notes, Map, etc., by R. F. DAVIS, M.A.,
Feat. Svo. 2S.

GERMANIA. By the same Editor. Fcap.
Svo. zs. See also Classical Translations.

TalIack(\V.). HOWARD LETTERS AND
MEMORIES. Demy Svo. los. 6d. net.

Tauler (J . ). See Library of Devotion.

Taylor (A. E.). THE ELEMENTS OF
METAPHYSICS. DemySvo. ios.6d.net.

Taylor (F.Q.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Taylor (I. A.). See Oxford Biographies.
Taylor (John W.). THE COMING OF
THE SAINTS : Imagination and Studies

in Early Church History and Tradition.

With 26 Illustrations. Demy Svo. 71. fid. net.

Taylor (T. M.), M.A.. Fellow of Gonville
and Caius College, Cambridge. A CON-
STITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL
HISTORY OF ROME. Cr. tro. is. &/.

Tennyson (Alfred. Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF. Edited, with Notes and
an Introduction, by J. CHURTON COLLINS,
M.A. Cr. Svo. 6s.

IN MEMORIAM, MAUD, AND THE
PRINCESS. Edited by J. CHURTON
COLLINS, M.A. Cr. Svo. 6s. See also

Little Library.
Terry (C. S.). See Oxford Biographies.
Thackeray (W. M.). See Little Library.
Theobald (F. V.), M.A. INSECT LIFE.

Illustrated. Second Edition Revised. -Cr.

Svo. 2S. 6d.

Thompson (A. H.). See Little Guides.

Tileston(MaryW.). DAILY STRENGTH
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Thirteenth Edi-
tion. Medium i6io. 21. 6d. net. Also an
edition in superior binding, 6s,

Tompkins (H. W.), F.R.H.S. See Little

Townley (Lady Susan). MY CHINESE
NOTE-BOOK With 16 Illustrations and
2 Maps. Third Edition. Demy Svo. IDS.

6d. net.

Toynbee (Paget), M.A., D.Litt. See
Oxford Biographies.

Trench (Herbert). DEIRDRE WEDDED
AND OTHER POEMS. Cr. Svo. 5s.

An episode of Thirty hours delivered by
the three voices. It deals with the love of
Deirdre for Naris and is founded on a Gaelic
Version ofthe Tragical Tale of the Sons of
Usnach.

Trevelyan(d. M.), Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge. ENGLAND UNDER THE
STUARTS. With Maps and Plans. Second
Edition. Demy Svo. los. 6d. net.

Troutbeck (G. E.). See Little Guides.

Tyler (E. A.), B.A., F.C.S. See Junior
School Books.

Tyrrell-Qill (Frances). See Little Books

Vardon (Harry). THE COMPLETE
GOLFER. Illustrated. Eighth Edition.

Demy 8z>0. ior. 6ti. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Vaughan (Henry). See Little Library.
Vaughan (Herbert M. ). B. A. (Oxon.).

'

LAST OF THE ROYAL STUAK
HENRY STUART, CARDIN
DUKE OF YORK. With 20 Illustrat

Second Edition. Demy Svo. ios. 6
THE NAPLES RIVERIA. With 25

trations in Colour by MAURICE GREIF
HAGEN. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published
Voegelin (A.), M.A. See Junior Exan

tion Series.

Waddell(Col. L. A.), LL.D..C.B. LH
AND ITS MYSTERIES. With a R
of the Expedition of 1903-1904. With
Illustrations and Maps. Third
Cheaper Edition. Demy Svo. -js. (td.

Wade (G. W.), D.D. OLD TESTAM
HISTORY. With Maps. Fourth Edit
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Wagner (Richard). MUSIC DRAMJ
Interpretations, embodying Wagner's
explanations. P.y A. L. CLEATHER
B. CKUMP. Jit J'our Volumes,
2. 6d. each.

VOL. i. Tup. RING OK THE NIBEL
Third I'.dnum.

VOL. ii. PARSIFAL, LOHENGRIN,
THE HOLY GKAIL.

VOL. in. TRISTAN AND ISOLDE.

Wall(J. C.). DEVILS. Illustrated bj
Author and from photographs. Dem;
4S. 6d. net. See also Antiquary's Boo'

Walters (H. B.). See Little Books on
and Classics of Art.

Walton (F. W.). See School Histories
Walton (Izaac) and Cotton (Char

See I.P.L., Standard Library, and
Library.

Warren-Vernon (Hon. William),
READINGS ON THE INFERNO
DANTE, based on the Commentar
BENVENUTO DA IMOLA. and otherauthor
With an Introduction by the Rev.
MOORK. In Two Volumes. Second
tion, entirely re-written. Cr. Svo. i$

Waterhouse (Mrs. Alfred). WITH
SIMPLE-HEARTED: Little Homil
Women in Country Places. Second Ed
Small Pott Svo. 2S. net.

See also Little Library.
Weatherhead (T. C.), M.A. EXAM
TION PAPERS IN HORACE. Cr
2.S. See also Junior Examination Serie

Webber (F. C.). See Textbooks of Te

Wei? '(Archibald), M.A. AN INT
DUCTION TO THE HISTORY
MODERN EUROPE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Wells (Sidney H.) See Textbooks ofScien<
Wells(J.),M.A..KellowandTutorof\Vadhs

College. OXFORD AND OXFOR
LIFE. Third Edition. Cr .Svo. 3*. &|

A SHpRT HISTORY OF ROME. Seven
Edition. With 3 Maps. Cr. Svo. y ^

See also Little "Guides.

Wheldon(F.W-). A LITTLE BROTHE
TO THE BIRDS. With 15 Illustratior
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> of which are by A. H. BUCKLAND. Large
Ir. &vo. 6s.

libley (C). See W. E. Henley.
libley (L.), M.A., Fellow of Pembroke
College, Cambridge. GREEK OLIGAR-
CHIES : THEIR ORGANISATION
VXD CHARACTER. Cr. Sva. 6s.

iitaker(G. H.), M.A. See Churchman's
Jible.

lite (Gilbert). THE NATURAL
ilSTORY OF SELBORNE. Edited by
Lu C. MIALL, F.R.S.

,
assisted by W. WARDE

j

rOWLER, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

See also Standard Library.
titfield (E. E.). See Commercial Series.

litehead (A. W.). GASPARDDE
: O L I G N Y. Illustrated. Demy 8vo.

2S. dd. net.

liteley (R. Lloyd), F.I.C., Principal of
he Municipal Science School, West Brom-
vich. AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-
BOOK OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
r. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

litley (Miss). See Lady Dilke.

litten (W.). See John Thomas Smith.

iyte(A. G.), B.Sc. See Books on Business.

jlberforce (Wilfrid). See Little Books
! n Art.
Ide (Oscar). DE PROFUNDIS. Ninth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. $s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
DUC H ESS OF PADUA. Demy Svo.

2s. 6d. net.

EMS. Demy 8vo. 12*. 6d. net.

TENTIONS. Demy 8vo. i2s. 6d. net.

LOME, AND OTHER PLAYS. Demy
vo. i2S. 6d. net.
DY WINDERMERE'S FAN. Demy
vo. I2S. 6d. net.

WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE.
Jemy &vo. nzs. 6d. net.

IDEAL HUSBAND. Demy 8vo.

ss. 6d. net.

E IMPORTANCE OF BEING EAR-
JEST. Demy 8vo. 12S. 6d. net.

HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES and
?HE HAPPY PRINCE. Demy 8vo.

2s. 6d. net.
I;|RD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME and

JTHER PROSE PIECES. Dcmy&vo.
.\2S. 6d. net.

Mkins (W. H.), B.A. THE ALIEN
: NVASION. Cr. 8vo. vs. 6d.

jlliams (A.). PETROL PETER: or

fretty Stories and Funny Pictures. Illus-

fi
rated in Colour by A. W. MILLS. Demy

yto. is. 6d. net.

(Harrison (M. G.). See Ancient Cities.

Jliamson (W.). THE BRITISH
'JIARDENER. Illustrated. Demy 8vo.

A
h::

,11^11110011 (W.), B.A. See Junior Ex-
i mination Series, Junior School Books, and

fileginner's Books.

Alison (Beckles). LORD STRATH-
j:ONA : the Story of his Life. Illustrated.

j )emy Svo. 75. 6d.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wilmot-Buxton (E. M.). MAKERS OF
EUROPE. Cr. 8vo. Seventh Ed. 3^. 6d.

A Text-book of European History for

Middle Forms.
THE ANCIENT WORLD. With Maps and

Illustrations. Cr.Sva. 3^. 6d.

See also Beginner's Books.

Wilson( Bishop. ). See Library of Devotion.

Wilson (A. J.). See Books on Business.

Wilson (H. A.). See Books on Business.

Wilson (J. A.). See Simplified French
Texts.

Wilton (Richard), M.A. LYRA PAS-
TORALIS : Songs of Nature, Church, and
Home. Pott 8vo. 2S. 6d.

Winbolt (S. E.), M.A. EXERCISES IN
LATIN ACCIDENCE. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

LATIN HEXAMETER VERSE : An Aid
to Composition. Cr. 8vo. 3$. 6d, KEY,
S.T. net.

Windle (B. C. A.), F.R.S., F.S. A. See Anti-

quary's Books, Little Guides, Ancient

Cities, and School Histories.

Winterbotham 'Canon), M.A., B.Sc.,
LL.B. See Churchman's Library.

Wood (Sir Evelyn), F.M.. V.C., G.C.B.,
G.C.M.G. FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO
FIELD-MARSHAL. With 24 Illustra-

tions and Maps. Two Volumes. Fourth
Edition. Demy 8vo. 255. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Wood (J. A. E.). See Textbooks of

Technology.
Wood (J. Hickory). DAN LENO. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Wood (W. Birkbeck), M: A., late Scholar of

Worcester College, Oxford, and Edmonds
(Major J. E.), R.E., D.A.Q.-M.G. A
HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR IN
THE UNITED STATES. With an
Introduction by H. SPENSER WILKINSON.
With 24 Maps and Plans. Demy 8va.

I2S. 6d. net.

Wordsworth (Christopher). See Anti-

quary's Books.
Wordsworth (W.). POEMS BY. Selected

by STOPFORD A. BROOKE. With 40 Illus-

trations by EDMUND H. NEW. With a.

Frontispiece in Photogravure. Demy 8vo.

js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).

See Little Library.
Wright (Arthur), D.D., Fellow of Queen's

College, Cambridge. See Churchman's
Library.

Wright (C. Gordon). See Dante.

Wright (J. C.). TO-DAY. Demy i6mo.
T.S. 6d. net.

Wright (Sophie). GERMAN VOCABU-
LARIES FOR REPETITION. Fcap. Zvo.

is. 6d.

Wrong (George M.), Professor of History
in the University of Toronto. THE
EARL OF ELGIN. Illustrated. Demy
Svo. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
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Wyatt (Kate M.). See M. R. Gloag.
Wylde(A. B.). MODERN ABYSSINIA.

With a Map and a Portrait. Demy Svo.

i$s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
\Vyndham(Rt. Hon. George). M.P. THE
POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE. With an Introduction and
Notes. Demy 8vo. Buckram, gilt top.
ioj 6tf.

Wyon(R.) and Prance (Q.). THE LAND
OF THE BLACK MOUNTAIN. Being
a Description of Montenegro. With 40
Illustrations. Cr. &ao. is. 6d. net.

Yeats (W. B.). A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Selected from Modern Writers.

Revised and Enlarged Edition. Cr.

y. 6d.

Young (Filson). THE COMPLETE
MOTORIST. With 138 Illustration!

Sixth Edition. Demy &vo. I2J. 6d. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE JOY OF THE ROAD : An Apprecia.
tion of the Motor Car. Small Demy 8v

$s. net.

Young (T. M.). THE AMERICAN
COTTON INDUSTRY: A Study o
Work and Workers. Cr.Sva. Cloth, is.fid.

paper boards, is, 6d.

Zimmern (Antonia). WHAT DO Wl
KNOW CONCERNING ELECTRI
CITY? Fcap.Zvo. -LS.dd.net.

Ancient Cities

General Editor, B. C. A. WINDLE, D.Sc., F.R.S.

Cr. %vo. 4.?. 6d. net.

CHESTER. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc. F.R.S.
Illustrated by E. H. New.

SHREWSBURY. By T. Auden, M.A., F.S.A.
Illustrated.

CANTERBURY. By J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.
Illustrated.

EDINBURGH. By M. G. Williamson, M.A.
Illustrated by Herbert Railton.

LINCOLN. By E. Mansel Sympson, M.A.
M.D. Illustrated by E. H. New.

BRISTOL. By Alfred Harvey. Illustrate!

by E. H. New.
DUBLIN. By S. A. O. Fitzpatrick. Illustrated

by W. C. Green.

The Antiquary's Books
General Editor, J. CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A,

Demy 8vo. Js. (xi. net.

ENGLISH MONASTIC LIFE. By the Right
Rev. Abbot Gasquet, O.S.B. Illustrated.

Third Edition.
REMAINS OF THE PREHISTORIC AGE IN
ENGLAND. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc.,
F.R.S. With numerous Illustrations and
Plans.

OLD SERVICE BOOKS OF THE ENGLISH
CHURCH. By Christopher Wordsworth,
M.A., and Henry Littlehales. With
Coloured and other Illustrations.

CELTIC ART. By J. Romilly Allen, F.S.A.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.

ARCHEOLOGY AND FALSE ANTIQUITIES.
By R. Munro, LL.D. Illustrated.

SHRINES OF BRITISH SAINTS. ByJ. C. Wall.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.

By JTHE ROYAL FORESTS OF ENGLAND.
C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A. Illustrated.

THE MANOR AND MANORIAL RECORDS,
By Nathaniel J. Hone. Illustrated.

ENGLISH SEALS. By J. Harvey Bloom.
Illustrated.

THE DOMF.SDAY INOUEST". By Adolphu^
Ballard, B.A., LL.B. With 27 Illustrations,

THE BRASSES OF ENGLAND. By HerbetjW. Macklin, M.A. With many Illustration^
.Second Edition.

PARISH LIFE IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. Bj
the Right Rev. Abbott Gasquet, O.S.BT
With many Illustrations. Second Edition

THE BELLS OK ENGLAND. By Canon J. J,

Raven, D.D., F.S.A. With Illustration:

Second Edition.

The Arden Shakespeare

Demy 8zv. 2s. 6d. net each volume.

General Editor, W. J. CRAIG.
An edition of Shakespeare in single Plays. Edited with a full Introduction, TexU

Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page.

HAMLET Edited by Edward Dowden. I KING LEAR. Edited by W. J. Craig.
ROMEO AND JULIET. Edited by Edward JULIUS CAESAR. Edited by M. Macmilla

Dowden. ! THE TEMPEST. Edited by Moreton Luce.

[Cantin*
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:DEN SHAKESPEARE continued.

THELLO. Edited by H. C. Hart.
TUS ANDRONICUS. Edited by H. B. Bail-

Jon.
'MBELINE. Edited by Edward Dowden.
IE MEKKY WIVES OF WINDSOR. Edited by
H. C. Hart.
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM. Edited by
H. Cuningham.
NG HENRY V. Edited by H. A. Evans.
.L'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL. Edited by
W. O. Brigstocke.
IB TAMING OF THE SHKE\V. Edited by
R. Warwick Bond.
MON OF ATHENS. Edited by K. Deighton.
EASURE FOR MEASURE. Edited by H. C.
Hart.
VELFTH NIGHT. Edited by Moreton Luce.

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE. Edited by
C. Knox Pooler.

TROILUS AND CRESSIDA. Edited by K.

Deighton.
ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA. Edited by R. H.

Case.

LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST. Edited by H. C.
Hart.

THE Two GENTLEMAN OF VERONA. R,
Warwick Bond.

PERICLES. Edited by K. Deighton.
THE COMEDY OF ERRORS. Edited by H.

Cuningham.
KING RICHARD in. Edited by A. H.

Thompson.
KING JOHN. Edited by Ivor B. John.

The Beginner's Books
Edited by W. WILLIAMSON, B.A,

ISY FRENCH RHYMES. By Henri Blouet.

Second Edition. Illustrated. Fcap. 8vo. is.

4.SY STORIES FROM ENGLISH HISTORY. By
|E. M. Wilmot-Buxton, Author of ' Makers
of Europe." Third Edition. Cr. Svo. if.

\SY EXERCISES IN ARITHMETIC. Arranged
by W. S. Beard. Second Edition. Fcap.

8vo. Without Answers, is. With Answers.
is. T,d.

EASY DICTATION AND SPELLING. By W.
Williamson, B.A. Fifth Ed. Fcap. Sva. is.

AN EASY POETRY BOOK. Selected and
arranged by W. Williamson, B.A., Author
of ' Dictation Passages.' Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. is.

>RTS AND DOCKS. By Douglas Owen.
ULWAYS. By E. R. McDermott.
IE STOCK EXCHANGE. By Chas. Duguid.
Second Edition.
IE BUSINESS OF INSURANCE. By A. J.
Wilson.
IE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY : LIGHTING,
TRACTION, AND POWER. By A. G. Whyte,
B.Sc.
IE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY: Its History,
Science, Practice, and Finance. By David
Pollock, M.I.N.A.
IE MONEY MARKET. By F. Straker.
IE BUSINESS SIDE OF AGRICULTURE. By
A. G. L. Rogers, M. A.
vw IN BUSINESS. By H. A. Wilson.
IE BRK.WING INDUSTRY. By Julian L.

Baker, F.I.C., F.C.S.

Books on Business

Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY. By G. de H.
Stone.

MINING AND MINING INVESTMENTS. By
'A. Moil.

1

THE BUSINESS OF ADVERTISING. By Clarence
G. Moran, Barrister-at-Law. Illustrated.

TRADE UNIONS. By G. Drage.
CIVIL ENGINEERING. By T. Claxton Fidler,

M.Inst. C.E. Illustrated.

THE IRON TRADE OF GREAT BRITAIN. By
J. Stephen Jeans. Illustrated.

MONOPOLIES, TRUSTS, AND KARTELLS. By
F. W Hirst.

THE COTTON INDUSTRY AND TRADE. By
Prof. S. J. Chapman, Dean of the Faculty
of Commerce in the University of Man-
chester. Illustrated.

Byzantine Texts

Edited by J. B. BURY, M.A., Litt.D.

A series of texts of Byzantine Historians, edited by English and foreign scholars.

iCHARiAH OF MiTYLENE. Translated by F.

J. Hamilton, D.D., and E. W. Brooks.

Demy 8vo. i zs. (>d. net.

/AGRIUS. Edited by Leon Parmenticr and
M. Bidez. Demy &va. IDS. 6d. net.

THE HISTORY OF PSELLUS. Edited by C.

Sathas. DemySvo. 15.1. net.

ECTHESIS CHRONJCA. Edited by Professor
Lambros. Demy Sva. jt. 6d. net.

THE CHRONICLE OF MOREA. Edited by John
Schmitt. DemySvo. 15$. net.
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The Churchman's Bible

General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

Fcap. 8vo. is. dd. net each.

A series of Expositions on the Books of the Bible, which will be of service to tt

general reader in the practical and devotional study of the Sacred Text.
Each Book is provided with a full and clear Introductory Section, in which

stated what is known or conjectured respecting the date and occasion of the con-

position of the Book, and any other particulars that may help to elucidate its meanin
as a whole. The Exposition is divided into sections of a convenient length, corn

spending as far as possible with the divisions of the Church Lectionary. Th
Translation of the Authorised Version is printed in full, such corrections as ai

deemed necessary being placed in footnotes.

THE EPISTLE OP ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO
THE GALATIAXS. Edited by A. W. Robin-

son, M. A. Second Edition,

ECCLESIASTES. Edited by A. W. Streane.
D.D.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO
THE PHILIPPIANS. Edited by C. R. D.
Biggs, D.D. Second Edition.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. JAMES. Edited by
H. W. Fulford M.A.

ISAIAH. Edited by W. E. Barnes, D.D. Tu
Volumes. With Map. at. net each.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL TH APOSTLE T
THE EPHESIANS. Edited by G.H.Whitake
M.A.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MAR
Edited by J. C. Du Buisson, M.A. M. 6t

net.

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES TO THE COLOSSIA
AND PHILEMON. Edited by H. J. C. Knighi
M.A. 2s. net.

The Churchman's Library
General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D..F.R.S.E.

Crown 8vo. $s. 6d. each.

THE BEGINNINGS OP ENGLISH CHRISTIANITY.

By W. E. Collins, M.A. With Map.
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN HERE AND HERE-
AFTER. By Canon Winterbotham, M.A.,
B.SC..LL.B.

THE WORKMANSHIP OF THE PRAYER BOOK :

Its Literary and Liturgical Aspects. By J.

Dowden, D.D. Second Edition.

EVOLUTION. By F. B. Jevons, M.A., Litt.D.

SOME NEW TESTAMENT PROBLEMS.
Arthur Wright, D.D. 6s.

THE CHURCHMAN'S INTRODUCTION TO THJ
OLD TESTAMENT. By A. M. Mackay, B.A

THE CHURCH OF CHRIST. By E. T. Green
M.A. 6s.

COMPARATIVE THEOLOGY. By J. A. Mac
Culloch. 6s.

Classical Translations

Edited by H. F. FOX, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College, Oxford.

Crown &vo.

A series of Translations from the Greek and Latin Classics, distinguished by litera

excellence as well as by scholarly accuracy.

AESCHYLUS Agamemnon Choephoroe, Eu- HORACE The Odes and Epodes. Translat
T a rt* I^J 1 T /- L-ll 1 1 A T1 /" _ Jl t

menides. Translated by Lewis Campbell,
LL.D. 5*.

CICERO De Oratore I. Translated by E. N.
P. Moor, M.A. is. 6d.

CICERO Select Orations (Pro Milone, Pro
?\Iureno, Philippic n.. in Catilinam). Trans-
lated by H. E. D. Blakiston, M.A. 51.

CK ERO De Natura Deorum. Translated by
F. Brooks, M.A. 3*. f>d.

CicERCH-De Officiis. Translated by G. B.

Gardiner, M.A. ?s. 6d.

by A. D. God ley, M.A. vs.

LUCIAN Six Dialogues (Nigrinus, Icaro-M

nippus, The Cock, The Ship, The Parasit

The Lover of Falsehood) Translated by
T. Irwin, M.A. 35.

SOPHOCLES Electra and Ajax. Translated
E. D. A. Morshead, M.A. -2S. 6d.

TACITUS Agricola and Germania. Tran
lated by R. B. Townshend. is. 6d.

THE SATIRES OF JUVENAL. Translated
& G. Owen. as. 6J.



Classics of Art
Edited by DR. J. H. W. LAING

'HE ART OF THE GREEKS. By H. B. Walters.
With 112 Plates and 18 Illustrations in the
Text. Wide Royal %vo. i2S.6d.net.

VELAZQUEZ. By A. de Beruete. With 94
Plates. Wide Royal 8vo. IDJ. dd. net.

Commercial Series

Edited by H. DE B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A.

Crown 8vo.

IOMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN THEORY AND
PRACTICE. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. 5*.

An introduction to Methuen's Commercial
Series treating the question of Commercial
Education fully from both the point of view
of the teacher and of the parent.
IRITISH COMMERCE AND COLONIES FROM
ELIZABETH TO VICTORIA. By H. de B.

Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Third Edition, vs.

COMMERCIAL EXAMINATION PAPERS. By H.
deB. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. is. 6d.

HE ECONOMICS OF COMMERCE, By H. de
B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Second Edition.
is. 6d.

. GERMAN COMMERCIAL READER. By S. E.

Bally. With Vocabulary. 2s.

L COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH
EMPIRE. By L. W. Lyde, M.A. Sixth
Edition. 2S.

. COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF FOREIGN
NATIONS. By F. C. Boon, B.A. 2*.

A PRIMER OF BUSINESS. By S. Jackson,
M.A. Third Edition, is. 6d.

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC. By F. G. Taylor,
M.A. Fourth Edition. is.6d.

FRENCH COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Third
Edition. 2s.

GERMAN COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Second
Edition. 2s. 6d.

A FRENCH COMMF.RCIAL READER. By S. E.

Bally. With Vocabulary. Second Edition, vs.

PRECIS WRITING AND OFFICE CORRESPOND-
ENCE. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. Second
Edition. 2s.

A GUIDE TO PROFESSIONS AND BUSINESS.

By H. Jones, is. 6d.
THE PRINCIPLES OF BOOK-KEEPING BY DOUBLE
ENTRY. By J. E. B. M 'Allen, M.A. vs.

COMMERCIAL LAW. By W. Douglas Edwards.
Second Edition, zs.

The Connoisseur's Library
Wide Royal 8vo. 2$s. net.

A sumptuous series of 20 books on art, written by experts for collectors, superbly
lustrated in photogravure, collotype, and colour. The technical side of the art is

uly treated. The first volumes are

IEZZOTINTS. By Cyril Davenport. With 40
Plates in Photogravure.
ORCELAIN. By Edward Dillon. With 19

i Plates in Colour, 20 in Collotype, and 5 in

j
Photogravure.

jtiNiATURF.s. By Dudley Heath. With_9
I Plates in Colour, 15 in Collotype, and 15 in

! Photogravure.
/OKIES. By A. Maskell. With 80 Plates in

Collotype and Photogravure.
.NGLISH FURNITURE. By F. S. Robinson.
With 160 Plates in Collotype and one in

Photogravure. Second Edition.

EUROPEAN ENAMELS. By Henry H. Cunyng-
hame, C. B. With 54 Plates in Collotype
and Half-tone and 4 Plates in Colour.

GOLDSMITHS' AND SILVERSMITHS' WORK. By
Nelson Dawson. With many Plates in

Collotype and a Frontispiece in Photo-
gravure.

ENGLISH COLOURED BOOKS. By Martin
Hardie. With 28 Illustrations in Colour
and Collotype.

GLASS. By Edward Dillon. _With 37 Illus-

trations in Collotype and 12 in Colour.

The Library of Devotion
With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes.

Small Pott 8vo, cloth, 2s. ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

HE CONFESSIONS OF ST. AUGUSTINE. Edited

by C. Bigg, D.D. Fifth Edition.

HE CHRISTIAN YEAR. Edited by Walter

Lock, D. D. Third Edition.

THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. Edited by C.

Bigg, D.D. Fourth Edition.
A BOOK OF DEVOTIONS. Edited by J. W.

Stanbridge. B.D. Second Edition.

[Continued.
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THE LIBRARY OF DEVOTION continued.

LYRA INNOCENTIUM. Edited by Walter

Lock, D.D.
A SERIOUS CALL TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY

LIFE. Edited by C. Bigg, D.D. Fourth
Edition.

THE TEMPLE. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Second Edition.

A GUIDE TO ETERNITY. Edited by J. W.
Stanbridge, B.D.

THE PSALMS OF DAVID. Edited by B. \V.

Randolph, D.D.
LYRA APOSTOLICA. By Cardinal Newman
and others. Edited by Canon Scott Holland
and Canon H. C. Beeching. M.A.

THE INNER WAY. By J. Tauler. Edited by
A. W. Hutton, M.A.

THE THOUGHTS OF PASCAL. Edited by C.

S. Jerram, M.A.
ON THE LOVE OF GOD. By St. Francis de

Sales. Edited by W. J. Knox-Little, M.A.
A MANUAL OF CONSOLATION FROM THE

SAINTS AND FATHERS. Edited by J. H.
Burn, B.D.

THE SONG OF SONGS. Edited by R. Blaxland,
M.A.

THE DF.VOTIONS OF ST. ANSF.LM. Edited by
C. C. J. Webb, M.A.

GRACE ABOUNDING. ByJohnBunyan. Edited

by S. C. Freer, M.A.
BISHOP WILSON'S SACRA PRIVATA. Edited

by A. E. Burn, B.D.

LYRA SACRA : A Book of Sacred Ver
Edited by H. C. Beeching, M.A., Canon
Westminster.

A DAY BOOK FROM THE SAINTS AND FATHE
Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D.

HEAVENLY WISDOM. A Selection from

English Mystics. Edited by E. C. Grego
LIGHT, LIFE, and LOVE. A Selection from

German Mystics. Edited byW. R.Inge,M
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVOUT Ln

By St. Francis de Sales. Translated a
Edited by T. Barns, M.A,

MAN-CHESTER AL MONDO: a Contemplati
of Death and Immortality. By Her
Montagu, Earl of Manchester. With
Introduction by Elizabeth Waterhou
Editor of 'A Little Book of Life and Deal

THE LITTLE FLOWERS OF THE GLORIC
MESSER ST. FRANCIS AND OF
FRIARS. Done into English by W. H
wood. With an Introduction by A.
Ferrers Howell.

THE SPIRITUAL GUIDE, which Disentang
the Soul and brings it by the Inward V
to the Fruition of Perfect Contemplati
and the Rich Treasure of Internal Peac
Written by Dr. Michael de Molinos, Pri
Translated from the Italian copy, printe<

Venice, 1685. Edited with an Introduct

by Kathleen Lyttelton. With a Preface

Canon Scott Holland.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books

Fcap 8vo. 35. 6d. net each -volume.

A series, in small form, of some of the famous illustrated books of fiction a

general literature. These are faithfully reprinted from the first or best editic

without introduction or notes. The Illustrations are chiefly in colour.

COLOURED BOOKS
OLD COLOURED BOOKS. By George Paston.

With 16 Coloured Plates. Fcap. 8vo. 2*. net.

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JOHN MYTTON, ESQ.
By Nimrod. With 18 Coloured Plates by
Henry Alken and T. J. Rawlins. Fourth
Edition.

THE LIFE OF A SPORTSMAN. By Nimrod.
With 35 Coloured Plates by Henry Alken.

HANDLEY CROSS. By R. S. Surtees. With
17 Coloured Plates and 100 Woodcuts in the

Text by John Leech. Second Edition.
MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR. By R. S.

Surtees. With 13 Coloured Plates and 90
Woodcuts in the Text by John Leech.

JORROCKS' JAUNTS AND JOLLITIES. By R. S.

Surtees. With 15 Coloured Plates by H.
Alken. Second Edition.
This volume is reprinted from the ex-

tremely rare and costly edition of 1843, which
contains Alken's very fine illustrations

instead of the usual ones by Phiz.

ASK MAMMA. By R. S. Surtees. With 13
Coloured Plates and 70 Woodcuts in the

Text by John Leech.

THE ANALYSIS OF THE HUNTING FIELD.
R. S. Surtees. With 7 Coloured Plates

Henry Alken, and 43 Illustrations on Woe
TUB TOUR OF DR. SYNTAX IN SEARCH
THE PICTURESQUE. By William Com
With 30 Coloured Plates byT. Rowlands

THE TOUR OF DOCTOR SYNTAX IN SEAJ
OF CONSOLATION. By William Com
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlands

THE THIRD TOUR OF DOCTOR SYNTAX
SEARCH OF A WIFE. By William Comix
With 24 Coloured Plates byT. Rowlandsoi

THF. HISTORY OF JOHNNY QUAK GENUS : th

Little Foundling of the late Dr. Syntax
By the Author of ' The Three Tour?.' Wit

24 Coloured Plates by Rowlandson.
THE ENGLISH DANCE OF DEATH, from th

Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metric)

Illustrations by the Author of ' DocU
Syntax." Tivo Volumes.
This book contains 76 Coloured Plates.

THE DANCE OF LIFE: A Poem. By theAuth<
of 'Doctor Syntax.' Illustrated with i

Colourad Engravings by T. Rowlandson.

{Continuet
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LLUSTRATED POCKET LIBRARY OF PLAIN' A.NL) COLOURED BOOKS Continued.

IFB IN LONDON : or, the Day and Night
Scenes of Jerry Hawthorn, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Corinthian Tom. By
Pierce Egan. With 36 Coloured Plates by
I. R. and G. Cruikshank. With numerous
Designs on Wood.

.EAL LIFE IN LONDON : or, the Rambles
and Adventures of Bob Tallyho, Esq., and
his Cousin, The Hon. Tom Dashall. By an
Amateur (Pierce Egan). With 31 Coloured
Plates by Alken and Rowlandson, etc.

Two I'olumes.
HE LIFE OF AN ACTOR. By Pierce Egan.
With 27 Coloured Plates by Theodore Lane,
and several Designs on Wood.
HE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. By Oliver Gold-
smith. With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Row-
landson.
HE MILITARY ADVENTURES OF JOHNNY
NEWCOME. By an Officer. With 15 Coloured
Plates by T. Rowlandson.
HE NATIONAL SPORTS OF GREAT BRITAIN.
With Descriptions and 51 Coloured Plates

by Henry Alken.
This book is completely different from the

large folio edition of 'National Sports' by
the same artist, and none of the plates are
similar.

THE ADVENTURES OF A POST CAPTAIN. By
A Naval Officer. With 24 Coloured Plates

by Mr. Williams.

GAMONIA : or, the Art of Preserving Game ;

and an Improved Method of making Planta-
tions and Covers, explained and illustrated

by Lawrence Rawstorne, Esq. With 15
Coloured Plates by T. Rawlins.

AN ACADEMY FOR GROWN HORSEMEN : Con-

taining the completes! Instructions for

Walking, Trotting, Cantering, Galloping,
Stumbling, and Tumbling. Illustrated with

27 Coloured Plates, and adorned with a
Portrait of the Author. By Geoffrey
Gambado, Esq.

REAL LIFE IN IRELAND, or, the Day and
Night Scenes of Brian Boru, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Sir Shawn O'Dogherty.
By a Real Paddy. With 19 Coloured Plates

by Heath, Marks, etc.

THE ADVENTURES OF JOHNNY NEWCOME IN

THE NAVY. By Alfred Burton. With 16

Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

THE OLD ENGLISH SQUIRE: A Poem. By
John Careless, Esq. With 20 Coloured
Plates after the style of T. Rowlandson.

PLAIN BOOKS
HE GRAVE : A Poem. By Robert Blair.

Illustrated by 12 Etchings executed by Louis
Schiavonetti from the original Inventions of
William Blake. With an Engraved Title Page
and a Portrait of Blake by T. Phillips, R.A.
The illustrations are reproduced in photo-

gravure.
.LUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF JOB. In-

vented and engraved by William Blake.
These famous Illustrations 21 in number
are reproduced in photogravure.

ISOP'S FABLES. With 380 Woodcuts by
Thomas Bewick.
WINDSOR CASTLE. ByW. Harrison Ainsworth.
With 22 Plates and 87 Woodcuts in the Text
by George Cruikshank.

THE TOWER OF LONDON. By W. Harrison

Ainsworth. With 40 Plates and 58 Woodcuts
in the Text by George Cruikshank.

FRANK FAIRLEGH. By F. E. Smedley. With

30 Plates by George Cruikshank.
HANDY ANDY. By Samuel Lover. With 24

Illustrations by the Author.
THE COMPLEAT ANGLER. By I/aak Walton
and Charles Cotton. With 14 Plates and 77
Woodcuts in the Text.
This volume is reproduced from the beauti-

ful edition ofJohn Major of 1824.
THE PICKWICK PAPERS. By Charles Dickens.

With the 43 Illustrations by Seymour and

Phiz, the two Buss Plates, and the 32 Con-

temporary Onwhyn Plates.

Junior Examination Series

Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. is.

JNIOR FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By
F. Jacob, M.A. Second Edition.
JNIOR LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By C.
G. Bolting, B. A. Fourth Edition.

ByJNIOR ENGLISH EXAMINATION PAPERS.
W. Williamson, B.A.
JNIOR ARITHMETIC EXAMINATION PAPERS.
By W. S. Beard. Third Edition.
JNIOR ALGEBRA EXAMINATION PAPERS. By
S. W. Finn, M.A.

JUNIOR GREEK EXAMINATION PAPERS. By T.

C. Weatherhead, M.A.

JUNIOR GENERAL INFORMATION EXAMINA-
TION PAPERS. By W. S. Beard.

A KEY TO THE ABOVE. 3$. 6d. net.

JUNIOR GEOGRAPHY EXAMINATION PAPERS.

ByW. G. Baker, M.A.

JUNIOR GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By
A. Voegelin, M.A.
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Junior School-Books

Edited by O. D. INSKIP, LL.D., and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

A CLASS-BOOK OF DICTATION PASSAGES. By
W. Williamson, B.A. Twelfth Edition.
Cr. &vo. is. dd.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW.
Edited by E. Wilton South, M.A. With
Three Maps. Cr. Zvo. is. (>d.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDINGTO ST. MARK. Edited

by A. E. Rubie, D.D. With Three Maps.
Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

A JUNIOR ENGLISH GRAMMAR. By W.William-
son, B.A. With numerous passages for parsing
and analysis, and a chapter on Essay Writing.
ThirdEdition. Cr. Zvo. us.

A JUNIOR CHEMISTRY. By E. A. Tyler, B.A. ,

F.C.S. With 78 Illustrations. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. %vo. 2S. 6d.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. Edited by
A. E. Rubie, D.D. Cr. 8f<?. is.

A JUNIOR FRENCH GRAMMAR. By L. A.
Sornet and M. J. Acatos. Cr. 8rv>. 2*.

ELEMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE. PHY
sics by W. T. Clough, A.R.C.S. CHE.MISTRT,

by A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With 2 Plates am
154 Diagrams. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo
2S. 6d.

A JUNIOR GEOMETRY. By Noel S. Lydon
With 276 Diagrams, fourth F.dition. Cr
&VO. 2S.

ELEMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.

By A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With 4 Plates and

109 Diagrams. Second Edition. Cr. ZTO.

A JUNIOR FRENCH PROSE. By R. R. N.
Baron, M.A. Second Edition. Cr.Svo.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. LUKE. With
an Introduction and Notes by William

Williamson, B. A. With Three Maps. Cr.
87>0. 2S.

THE FIRST BOOK OF KINGS. Edited by
A. E. RI-BIE, D.D. With Maps. Cr. Sr-o.

is.

Leaders of Religion

Edited by H. C. BEECHING, M.A., Canon of Westminster.

Cr. 8vn. 2S. net.

With Portraits.

CARDINAL NEWMAN. By R. H. Hutton.

JOHN WF.SLEY. By J. H. Overton, M.A.
BISHOP WILBERFORCE. By G. W. Daniell,

M.A.
CARDINAL MANNING. By A. W. Hutton, M.A.
CHARLES SIMEON. By H. C. G. Moule, D.D.
JOHN KEBLE. By Walter Lock, D.D.
THOMAS CHALMERS. By Mrs. Oliphant.
LANCELOT ANDREWES. By R. L. Ottley,

D.D. Second Editicm.
AUGUSTINR OF CANTERBURY. By E. L.

Cults, D.D.

WILLIAM LAUD. By W. H. Hutton, M.A.
Third Edition.

JOHNK.NOX. ByF.MacCunn. SecondEdition.
JOHN HOWE. By R. F. Horton, D.D.
BISHOP KEN. By F. A. Clarke, M.A.
GEORGE Fox, THK QUAKER. By T. Hodgkip,
D. C. L. Third Edition.

JOHN DONNE. By Augustus Jessopp, D.D.
THOMAS CRANMER. By A. J. Mason, D.D.
BISHOP LATIMER. By R. M. Carlyle and A.

J. Carlyle, M.A.
BISHOP BUTLER. By W. A. Spooner, M.A.

Little Books on Art

With many Illustrations. Demy \6nio. 2s. 6d. net.

A series of monographs in miniature, containing the complete outline of the

subject under treatment and rejecting minute details. These books are producec
with the greatest care. Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from

30 to 40 illustrations, including a frontispiece in photogravure.

GREEK ART. H.B.Walters. Third Edition.
BooKPLATES. E . Almack.
REYNOLDS. J. Sime. Second Edition.
ROMNEY. George Paston.
GREUZE AND BOUCHER. Eliza F. Pollard.
VANDYCK. M. G. Smallwood.
TURNER. Frances Tyrrell-Gill.
DURER. Jessie Allen.

HOPPNER. H. P. K. Skipton.
HOLBEIN. Mrs. G. Fortescue.

WATTS. R. E. D. Sketchley.
LEIGHTON. Alice Corkran.

VELASQUEZ. Wilfrid Wilberforce and A. R
Gilbert.

COROT. Alice Pollard and Ethel Birnstingl.
RAPHAEL. A. R. Dryhurst.
MILLET. Netta Peacock.
ILLUMINATED MSS. J. W. Bradley.
CHRIST IN ART. Mrs. Henry Jenner.
JEWELLERY. Cyril Davenport.

[Continued.
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LITTLE BOOKS ON ART continued.

BURNE-JONES. Fortune cle Lisle. Second
Edition.

REMBRANDT. Mrs. E. A. Sharp.

CLAUDE. Edward Dillon.
THE ARTS OF JAPAN. Edward Dillon.

ENAMELS. Mrs. Nelson Dawson.

The Little Galleries

Demy i6wo. 2s. 6d. net.

A series of little books containing examples of the best work of the great painters.
Each volume contains 20 plates in photogravure, together with a short outline of the
life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.

A LITTLE GALLERY OF REYNOLDS.
A LITTLE GALLERY OF ROMNEY.
A LITTLE GALLERY OF HOPPNER.

A LITTLE GALLERY OF MILLAIS.
A LITTLE GALLERY OF ENGLISH POHTS.

The Little Guides

With many Illustrations by E. H. NKW and other artists, and from photographs.

Small Pott &vo, cloth, 2s. f>d. net.; leather, 35. 6d. net.

Messrs. METHUEN are publishing a small series of books under the general title

of THE LITTLE GUIDES. The main features of these books are (i) a handy and
charming form, (2) artistic Illustrations by E. H. NEW and others, (3) good plans
and maps, (4) an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interest-

ing in the natural features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or

district treated.

CAMBRIDGE AND ITS COLLEGES. By A.
Hamilton Thompson. Second Edition.

OXFORD AND ITS COLLEGES. By J. Wells,
M.A. Seventh Edition.

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL. By George Clinch.
WESTMINSTER ABBEY. By G. E. Troutbeck.

THE ENGLISH LAKES. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
THE MALVERN COUNTRY. By B. C. A.

Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S.
SHAKESPEARF.'S COUNTRY. By B. C. A.

Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S. Second Edition.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. By E. S. Roscoe.
CHESHIRE. By W. M. Gallichan.

CORNWALL. By A. L. Salmon.
DERBYSHIRE. By I. Charles Cox, LL.D.,

F.S.A.
DEVON. By S. Baring-Gould.
DORSET. By Frank R. Heath.
HAMPSHIRE. Ky J. Charles Cox, LL.D.,
F.S.A.

HERTFORDSHIRE. By H. W. Tompkins,
F.R.H.S.

THE ISLE OF WIGHT. By G. Clinch.

KENT. By G. Clinch.
KERRY. By C. P. Crane.
MIDDLESEX. By John B. Firth.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. By Wakeling Dry.
NORFOLK. By W. A. Dutt.
OXFORDSHIRE. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
SUFFOLK. ByW. A. Dutt.
SURREY. By F. A. H. Lambert.
SUSSEX. By F. G. Brabant, M.A. Second

Edition.
THE EAST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE. By J. E.

Morris.

|

THK NORTH RIDING OF YORKSHIRE. ByJ E.
Morris. _______

i

'

BRITTANY. By S. Baring-Gould.
NORMANDY. By C. Scudamore.
ROME By C. G. Ellaby.
SICILY. By F. Hamilton Jackson.

The Little Library

With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces.

Small Pott 8vo. Each Volume, cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

Anon. ENGLISH LYRICS, A LITTLE
BOOK OF.

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. Edited by E. V. LUCAS. '^voToU.

NORTHANGER ABBEY. Edited by E. V.
LUCAS.

Bacon (Francis). THE ESSAYS OF LORD
BACON. Edited by EDWARD WRIGHT.

\Continutd.
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THE LITTLE LIBRARY continued.

Barham (R. H.). THE INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Edited by J. B. ATLAY.
Two Volumes.

Barnett (Mrs. P. A.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE.

Beckford (William). THE HISTORY
OF THE CALIPH VATHEK. Edited

by E. DENISON Ross.

Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by M.
PERUGINI.

Borrow (George). LAVENGRO. Edited

by F. HINDES GROOME. Two Volumes.

THE ROMANY RYE. Edited by JOHN-
SAMPSON.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS
FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING. Edited by W.
HALL GRIFFIN, M.A.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN: with GF.ORGE
CANNING'S additional Poems. Edited by
LLOYD SANDERS.

Cowley (Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY. Edited by H. C.
MlNCHIN.

Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM
GEORGE CRABBE. Edited by A. C.
DEANE.

Craik (Mrs.). JOHN HALIFAX,GENTLEMAN. Edited by ANNE
MATHESON. Two Volumes.

Crashaw (Richard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
Edited by EDWARD HUTTON.

Dante (Alighieri). THE INFERNO OF
DANTE. Translated by H. F. GARY.
Edited by PAGET TOYNIJEE, M.A., D.Litt.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. CARV. Edited by PAGET
TOYNIJEE, M.A., D.Litt.

THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. CARY. Edited by PAGET
TOTNBEE, M.A., D.Litt.

Darley (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.
Edited by R. A. STREATFF.ILD.

Deane (A. C.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
LIGHT VERSE.

Dickens (Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Two Volumes.

Ferrier (Susan). MARRIAGE. Edited

by A. GOODRICH - FREER and LORD
IDDESLF.IGH. Two Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.

Gaskell(Mrs.). CRANFORD. Edited by
E. V. LUCAS. Second Edition.

Hawthorne (Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER. Edited by PERCY DEARMER.

Henderson (T. F.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF SCOTTISH VERSE.

Keats (John). POEMS. With an Intro
duction by L. BINYON, and Notes by J.
MASEFIELD.

Kinglake (A. W.). EOTHEN. With an
Introduction and Notes. Second Edition.

Lamb (Charles). ELIA, AND THE
LAST ESSAYS OF ELIA. .dited by
K. V. LUCAS.

Locker (F.). LONDON LYRICS Edited

by A. D. GODLEY, M.A. A reprint of the
First Edition.

Longfellow (H. W.). SELECTIONS
FROM LONGFELLOW. Edited by
L. M. FAITH FULL.

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL. Edited by E.

Milton (John). THE MINOR POEMS
OF JOHN MILTON. Edited by H. C.

BEECHING, ALA., Canon of Westminster.

Moir(D. M.). MANSIE WAUCH. Edited

by T. F. HENDERSON-.

Nichols (J. B. B.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.

Rochefoucauld (La). THE MAXIMS OF
LA ROCHEFOUCAULD. Translated

by Dean STANHOPE. Edited by G. H.
POWELL.

Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES. Edited by A. D. GODLEY,
M.A.

Sterne (Laurence). A SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY. Edited by H. W. PAUL.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON. Edited by J. CHURTON COLLINS,
M.A.

IN MEMORIAM. Edited by H. C
BEECHING, M.A.

THE PRINCESS. Edited by ELIZABETH
WORDSWORTH.

MAUD. Edited by ELIZABETH WORDSWORTH.

Thackeray(W. M.). V A N I T Y F A I R.
Edited by S. GWYNN. Three Volumes.

PENDENNIS. Edited by S. GWYNN.
Three Volumes.

ESMOND. Edited by S. GWYNN.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. Edited by S. GWYNN.

Vaughan (Henry). THE POEMS OF
HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by EDWARD
HUTTON.

Walton (Izaak). THE COMPLEAT
ANGLER. Edited by J. BUCHAN.

Waterhouse (Mrs. Alfred). A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited

by. Tenth Edition.
Also on Japanese Paper. Leather. 5.?.

net.

Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
WORDSWORTH. Edited by NOWELL
C. SMITH.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).
LYRICAL BALLADS. Edited by GEORGE
SAMPSON.
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The Little Quarto Shakespeare
Edited by W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes

Pott l6ma. In 40 Volumes. Leather, price is. net each'volume.

Mahogany Revolving Book Case. los. net.

Miniature Library

Reprints in miniature of a few interesting books which have qualities of

humanity, devotion, or literary genius.

EUPHRANOR : A Dialogue on Youth. By
Edward FitzGerald. From the edition pub-
lished by W. Pickering in 1851. Demy
32>0. Ltat/ier, 2s. net.

POLONIUS: or Wise Saws and Modern In-

stances. By Edward FitzGerald. From
the edition published by W. Pickering in

1852. Demy -yuno. Leather, zs. net.

THE RUBAIYAT OK OMAK KHAYYAM. By
Edward FitzGerald. From the ist edition
of 1859, Third Edition. Leather, is. net.

THE LIFE OK EDWARD, LORD HKKHERT OF
CHERBURY. Written by himself. From the

edition printed at Strawberry Hill in the

year 1 764. Demy j2to. Leather, 2s. net.

THE VISIONS OK DOM FRANCISCO QUKVKDO
VILLKGAS, Knight of the Order of St.

James. Made English by R. L. From the

edition printed for H. Herringman, 1668.

Leather, vs. net.

POEMS. By Dora Greenwell. From the edi-

tion of 1848. Leather, as. net.

Fcap.

Oxford Biographies
Each volume, cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; leather, net.

DANTE ALIGHIKKI. By Paget Toynbee, M.A., |

D.Liu. With 12 Illustrations. Second\
Edition.

SAVONAROLA. By E. L. S. Horsburgh, M.A.
With la Illustrations. Second Edition.

JOHN HOWARD. By E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.,
Bishop of Gloucester. With 12 Illustrations.

TENNYSON. By A. C. BENSON, M.A. With
9 Illustrations.

WALTER RALEIGH. By I. A. Taylor. With
12 Illustrations.

ERASMUS.
_ By E. F. H. Capey. With 12

Illustrations.

THK YOUNG PRETENDER. By C. S. Terry.
With 12 Illustrations.

ROBERT BURNS. By T. F. Henderson.
With 12 Illustrations.

CHATHAM. By A. S. M'Dowall. With 12

Illustrations.

ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI. By Anna M. Stod-
dart. With 16 Illustrations.

CANNING. By W. Alison Phillips. With 12

Illustrations.

BEACONSFIELD. By Walter Sichcl. With 12

Illustrations.

GOETHE. By H. G. Atkins. With 12 Illus-

trations.

FENELON. By Viscount St Cyres. With
12 Illustrations.

School Examination Series

Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Cr. Bvo. zs. 6d.

FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. Ml
M. Stedman, M.A. Fourteenth Edition.
A KEY, issued to Tutors and Private
Students only to be had on application
to the Publishers. Fifth Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s. net.

LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Thirteenth Edition.
KEY (Sixth Edition) issued as above.

6s. net.

GREEK EXAMINATION PAVERS. By A. M. M.
Stedman. M.A. Ninth Edition.
KEY ( Fourth Edition) issued as above.

6s. net.

GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By R. J.
Munch, Sixth Edition,

KEY {Third Edition) issued as above
6s. net.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY EXAMINATION
PAPERS. By C. H. Spence, M.A. Third
Edition.

PHYSICS EXAMINATION PAPERS. By R. E.

Steel, M.A., F.C.S.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATION
PAPERS. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A.
Sixth Edition,
KEY (Fourth Edition) issued as above.

^s. net.

EXAMINATION PAPERS IN ENGLISH HISTOEV.
By J. Tait Plowden-Wardlaw, B.A.
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School Histories

Illustrated. Crown Svo. is. 6d.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF WARWICKSHIRE. By
B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OK SOMERSET. By-
Walter Raymond.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OK LANCASHIRE, by
W. E. Rhodes.

A SCHOOL HISTORY or SURREY. By H. E.

Maiden, M.A.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OK MIDDLESEX. By V.
G. Plarr and F. W. Walton.

Textbooks
Edited by G. F. GOODCH1LD, M.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS. By Sidney H. Wells.
Third Edition. Cr. ?>vo. y. dd.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY. Part i. By W.
French, M.A. Cr. Zvo. Fourth Edition.
is. 6d. Part n. By W. French, M.A., and
T. H. Boardman, M.A. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

TECHNICAL ARITHMETIC AND GEOMETRY.
By C. T. Millis, M.I.M.E. Cr. Zvo.

y. (>d.

EXAMPLES IN PHYSICS. By C. E. Jackson,
B.A. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.

PLANT LIKE, Studies in Garden and School.

By Horace F. Jones, F.C.S. With 320
Diagrams. Cr. Zvo. 35. 6d.

of Science

\., B.Sc., and G. R. MILLS, M.A.

THE COMPLETE SCHOOL CHEMISTRY. By F.

M. Oldham, B.A. With 126 Illustrations.

Cr. Zvo.

AN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOLS AND
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES. ByA. E. Dunstan,
B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S. Illustrated.

Cr. Zvo.

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE FOR PUPIL TEACHERS.
PHYSICS SECTION. By W. T. dough,
A.R.C.S. (Lond.), F.C.S. CHEMISTRY
SECTION. By A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. (Lond.),
F.C.S. With 2 Plates and 10 Diagrams.
Cr. Zvo. 2j.

Methuen's Simplified French Texts
Edited by T. R. N. CROFTS, M.A.

One Shilling each.

L'HISTOIRE D'UNETULIPE. Adapted by T. R.
N. Crofts, M.A.

ABUALLAII. Adapted by J. A. Wilson.

LA CHANSON DE ROLAND. Adapted by H.
Rieu, M.A.

MEMOIRES DE CADICHON. Adapted by J. F.

Rhoades.

Methuen's Standard Library
In Sixpenny Volumes.

THE STANDARD LIBRARY is a new series of volumes containing the great classics of the

world, and particularly the finest works of English literature. All the great masters will be

represented, either in complete works or in selections. It is the ambition of the publishers to

place the best books of the Anglo-Saxon race within the reach of every reader, so that the

series may represent something of the diversity and splendour of our English tongue. The
characteristics of THE STANDARD LIBRARY are four : i. SOUNDNESS OF TEXT. 2. CHEAPNESS.
3. CLEARNESS OF TYPE. 4. SIMPLICITY. The books are well printed on good paper at a

price which on the whole is without parallel in the history of publishing. Each volume con-

tains from 100 to 250 pages, and is issued in paper covers, Crown 8vo, at Sixpence net, or in

cloth gilt at One Shilling net. In a few cases long books are issued as Double Volumes
or as Treble Volumes.

THE MEDITATIONS OF MARCUS AURELIUS,
The translation is by R. Graves.

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY. By Jane Austen.

ESSAYS AND COUNSELS and THE NEW
ATLANTIS. By Francis Bacon, Lord
Verulam.

RELIGIO MEDICI and URN BURIAL. By
Sir Thomas Browne. The text has been
collated by A. R. Waller.

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. By John Bunyan.
REFLECTIONS ON THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

By Edmund Burke.
THE POEMS AND SONGS OF ROBERT BURNS.

Double Volume.
THE ANALOGY OF RELIGION, NATURAL AND

REVEALED. By Joseph Butler, D.D.
THE POEMS OF THOMAS CHATTERTON. In 2

volumes.
Vol. i. Miscellaneous Poems.

[Continued.
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IKTHUEN'S STANDARD LIBRARY continued.

Vol. n. The Rowley Poems.

{'HE NEW LIFE AND SONNETS. By Dante.
Translated into English byD G. Rossetti.

'OM JONES. By Henry Fielding. Treble Vol.

-KANFOKD. By Mrs. Gaskell.

"HE HISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL OF
THE ROMAN EMPIRE. By Edward Gibbon.
In 7 double volumes.

The Text and Notes have been revised by
J. B. Bury, Litt.D., but the Appendices of
the more expensive edition are not given.

THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. By Oliver
Goldsmith.

THE POEMSANDPLAYSOF OLIVER GOLDSMITH.
THE WORKS OF BEN JONSON.
VOL. i. The Case is Altered. Every Man

in His Humour. Every Man out of His
Humour.

Vol. n. -Cynthia's Revels; The Poetaster.

The text has been collated by H. C. Hart.

THE POEMS OF JOHN KEATS. Double volume.
The Text has been collated by E. de
Selincourt.

DN THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. By Thomas
a Kempis.
The translation is by C. Bigg, DD.,

Canon of Christ Church.

A SERIOUS CALL TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY
LIFE. By William Law.

PARADISE LOST. By John Milton.
EIKONOKLASTES AND THE TENURE OF KINGS
AND MAGISTRATES. By John Milton.

UTOPIA AND POEMS. By Sir Thomas More.
THE REPUBLIC OF PLATO. Translated by

bydenham and Taylor. Double Volume.
The translation has been revised by
W. H. D. Rouse.

THE LITTLE FLOWERS OF ST. FRANCIS.
Translated by W. Heywood.

THE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. In
i o volumes.

VOL. i. The Tempest ; The Two Gentlemen
of Verona ; The MerryWives of Windsor ;

Measure for Measure ; The Comedy of
Errors.

VOL. n. Much Ado About Nothing ; Love's
Labour's Lost; A Midsummer Night's
Dream ; The Merchant of Venice ; As You
Like It.

VOL. in.- The Taming of the Shrew ; All's

Well that Ends Well; Twelfth Night ; The
Winter's Tale.

Vol. iv. The Life and Death of King Jolm ;

The Tragedy of King Richard the Second ;

The First Part of King Henry iv. ; The
Second Part of King Henry iv.

Vol. v. The Life of King Henry v. ; The
First Part of King Henry vi. ; The Second
Part of King Henry vi.

Vol. VI. The Third Part of King Henry
vi. ; The Tragedy of King Richard in. ;

The Famous History of the Life of King
Henry vm.

THE POEMS OF PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY. In 4
volumes.
Vol. i. Alastor ; The Daemon of the World ;

The Revolt of Islam, etc.

The Text has been revised by C. D. Locock.
THE LIFE OF NELSON. By Robert Southey.
THE NATURAL HISTORYAND ANTIQUITIES OF

SELBORNE. By Gilbert White.

Textbooks of Technology
Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M. A., B.Sc., and G. R. MILLS, M.A.

Fully Illustrated.

How TO MAKE A DRESS. By J. A. E. Wood.
Fourth Edition. Cr. %vo. is. 6d.

CARPENTRY AND JOINERY. By F. C. Webber.

Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 33. 6tt.

MILLINERY, THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

By Clare Hill. Third Edition. Cr. &vo.

2S.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF TEX-
TILE DESIGN. By Aldred F. Barker. Dewy
Sz'o. -js. 6d.

BUILDERS' QUANTITIES. By H. C. Grubb.
Cr. 8vo. 4S. (>d.

REPOUSS METAL WORK. By A. C. Horth.
Cr. &vo. 2s. 6d.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER: An Intro-
duction to the Study of Electrical Engineer-
ing. By E. E. Brooks, B.Sc. (Lond.)
Second Master and Instructor of Physics
and Electrical Engineering, Leicester
Technical School, and W. H. N. James,
A.R.C.S., A.I.E.E., Assistant Instructor
of Electrical Engineering, Manchester
Municipal Technical School. Cr. 8vo. 45. 6d.

ENGINEERING WORKSHOP PRACTICE. By
C. C. Allen, Lecturer on Engineering,
Municipal Technical Institute, Coventry.
With many Diagrams. Cr. &vo. 2s.

Handbooks of Theology
Edited by R. L. OTTLEY, D.D., Professor of Pastoral Theology at Oxford,

and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.

The series is intended, in part, to furnish the clergy and teachers or students of

Theology with trustworthy Textbooks, adequately representing the present position
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of the questions dealt with ; in part, to

accurate and concise statement of facts

Theology and Religion.

THE XXXIX. ARTICLES OK THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Fifth, and C!iea.per Edition in one
Volatile. Demy Svo. I2S. 6d.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OK
RELIGION. By F. B. Jevons. M.A..
Litt.D. Third Edition. Demy Svo. jos.6d.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE INCARNATION. By R.
L. Ottley, D.D. Second and Cheaper
Edition. Dewy Svo. 12.?. 6d.

make accessible to the reading public
and principles in all questions bearing i

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF TI

CREEDS. By A. E. Burn, D.D. Den
Svo. los. 6d.

THE PHILOSOPHY OK RELIGION IN ENGLAN
AND AMERICA. By Alfred Caldecott, D. i

Deiy Svo. ioj. 6d.

A HISTORY OK EARLY CHRISTIAN DOCTR*
ByJ- F. Bethune-Baker, M.A. Demy I

los. 6d.

The Westminster Commentaries
General Editor, WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College,
Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

The object of each commentary is primarily exegetical, to interpret the authc

meaning to the present generation. The editors will not deal, except verv sut

dinately, with questions of textual criticism or philology ; but, taking the Engli
text in the Revised Version as their basis, they will try to combine a hearty acce
ance of critical principles with loyalty to the Catholic Faith.

THE BOOK OK GENESIS. Edited with Intro-

duction and Notes by S. R. Driver, D.D.
Sixth. Edition Demy Svo. los. 6d.

THE BOOK OK Jon. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Second Edition. Dewy Svo. 6s.

THE ACTS OK THE APOSTLES. Edited by R.

B. Rackham, M.A. Demy Svo. Third
Edition, los. 6d.

THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSI
TO THE CORINTHIANS. Edited by H.
Goudge, M.A. Deiy Svo. 6s.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. JAMKS. Edited with '..

troduction and Notes by R. J. Knowling
D.D. Demy Svo. 6s.

THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL. Edited H. A. Red
path, M.A., D. Litt. Demy Svo. los. 6d.

PART II. FICTION
Adderley (Hon. and Rev. James), Author
of 'Stephen Remarx.' BEHOLD THE
DAYS COME. Second Edition. Cr. Svo.

3s. 6d.

Albanesi (E. Maria). SUSANNAH AND
ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition. Cr.

THE' BLUNDER OF AN INNOCENT.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CAPRICIOUS CAROLINE. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LOVE AND LOUISA. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

PETER, A PARASITE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BROWN EYES OF MARY. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

I KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Anstey (F.). Author of 'Vice Versa.' A
BAYARD FROM BENGAL. Illustrated

by BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 3$. 6d.

Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE PASSPORT. Fourth Edition. Cr.

&vo 6s.

TEMPTATION. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

CASTING OF NETS. Twelfth Edition. Cr

DONNA
'

DIANA. A New Edition.

LOVE'S PROXY. A New Edition. 6>. Stv
6s.

Baring-Gould (S.). ARMINELL. Flftl,
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

URITH. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CHEAP JACK ZITA. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

MARGERY OF QUETHER. Thha
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

fACQUETTA. Third Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

"KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

NOEMI. Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

THE BROOM-SQUIRE. Illustrated,

Fifth Edition. Cr. Svf. 6s.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE PENNYCOMEQUICKS. Thira
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

GUAVAS THE TINNER. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Sro. 6s.
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,ADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BO THE PRIEST. Cr. Svo. 6s.

INEFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.
V. Svo. 6s.

DYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ISS QUILLET. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

IRIS OF ALL SORTS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

DEWISLAND. Second Edition. Cr.

TTLE TU'PENNY. A New Edition. 6d.

See also Shilling Novels.
wnett (Edith A.). A WILDERNESS
WINNER. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

irr (James). LAUGH ING THROUGH
A WILDERNESS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

irr (Robert). IN THE MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

IE STRONG ARM. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

IE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.

iK ^COUNTESS TEKLA. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

IE LADY ELECTRA. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

IE TEMPESTUOUS PETTICOAT.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels and S. Crane.

)gbie (Harold). THE ADVENTURES
OF SIR JOHN SPARROW. Cr. Svo. 6s.

lloc(Hilaire). E.MMANUELBURDEN,
MERCHANT. With 36 Illustrations by
G. K. CHESTERTON. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

tnson(E. F.) DODO. Fifteenth Edition.
Cr. Sra. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.
E CAPSINA. Second Edit. Cr.Svo. 6s.

son (Margaret). SUBJECT TO
VANITY. Cr. Svo. 3*. 6d.
etherton (Ralph). THE MILL. Cr.

irton (J. Bloundelle). THE FATE
OF VALSEC. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

pes (Bernard), Author of 'The Lake of
Wine.' THE EXTRAORDINARY CON-
FESSIONSOFDIANAPLEASE. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

fAY OF ITALY. Fourth Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

'AVES AND FISHES. Second Edition.

ROGUE'S TRAGEDY. SecondEdition.

!>. Svo. 6s.

|[E GREAT SKENE MYSTERY.
'Second Edition. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

j

arlton(Randall). MAVE. Second Edi-
\'ion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

esney (Weatherby). THE TRAGEDY
DF THE GREAT EMERALD. Cr.

iE' MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW.
'econd Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.
elli (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO
iVORLDS. Twenty-Seventh Edition. Cr.
vo. 6s.

VENDETTA. Twenty-Fifth Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

THELMA. Thirty-Seventh Edition. Cr.Svo.
6s.

ARDATH : THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Seventeenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Fourteenth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WORMWOOD. Fifteenth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

BARABBAS: A DREAM OF THK
WORLD'S TRAGEDY. Forty-second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SpRROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE MASTER CHRISTIAN. Tenth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN
SUPREMACY. J50/A Thousand. Cr.

GOD'S GOOD MAN : A SIMPLE LOVE
STORY. Eleventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-sixth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BOY : a Sketch. Ninth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CAMEOS Twelfth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Cotes (Mrs. Everard). See Sara Jeannette

Cotterelf (Constance). THE VIRGIN
AND THE SCALES. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Crane (Stephen) and Barr (Robert).
THE O'RUDDY. CrSvo. 6s.

Crockett (S. R.), Author of 'The Raiders,'
etc. LOCH INVAR. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Croker (B. M.). THE OLD CANTON-
MENT. Cr.Svo. 6s.

JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE HAPPY VALLEY. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

A NINE DAYS' WONDER. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ANGEL. Fourth Edition. Cr. Sro. 6s.

A STATE SECRET. Third Edition. Cr.
Svo. 3.5. 6d.

Crosble (Mary). DISCIPLES. Second Ed.
Cr.Svo. 6s.

Dawson (A. J). DANIEL WHYTE.
Cr. Svo. 3-r. 6d.

Deane (Mary). THE OTHER PAWN.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Doyle (A. Conan), Author of 'Sherlock

Holmes,' 'The White Company,' etc.

ROUND THE RED LAMP. Tenth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette) (Mrs. Everard
Cotes). THOSE DELIGHTFUL
AMERICANS. Illustrated. ThirdEdition.
Cr. Svo. 6s. See also Shilling: Novels.

Findlater(J. H.). THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fifth Edition.

THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.
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Findlater (Mary). A NARROW WAV.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo.. 6s.

THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition.

A BLIND BIRD'S NEST. With 8 Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Pitzpatrick (K.) THE WEANS AT
RUWALLAN. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Sew. 6s.

Francis (M. E.). STEPPING WEST-
WARD. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Fraser (Mrs. Hugh), Author of 'The Stolen

Emperor.' THE SLAKING OF THE
SWORD. Cr. Svo. 6s.

IN THE SHADOW OF THE LORD.
Third Edition. Crown Sv<j. 6s.

Fuller-Maitland (Ella), Author of ' The
Day Bookof Bethia Harciacre.' BLANCHE
ESMEAD. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Gates (Eleanor), Author of 'The Biography
of a Prairie Girl.' THE PLOW-WOMAN.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Gerard (Dorothea), Author of '

Lady Baby.'
HOLY MATRIMONY. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

MADE OF MONEY. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BRIDGE OF LIFE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE IMPROBABLE IDYL. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Gissing (George), Author of '

Demos,'
' In

the Year of Jubilee,' etc. THE TOWN
TRAVELLER. Second Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CROWN OF LIFE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Gleig (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 3$. 6d.

Hamilton (M.), Author of 'Cut Laurels.'
THE FIRST CLAIM. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Harraden (Beatrice). IN VARYING
MOODS. Fourteenth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

HILDA STRAFFORD and THE REMIT-
TANCE MAN. Twelfth Edition. Cr.

THE SCHOLAR'S DAUGHTER. Fourth
Edition, Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

Harrod(F.) (Frances Forbes Robertson).
THE TAMING OF THE BRUTE. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Herbertson (Agnes G.). PATIENCE
DEAN. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hichens (Robert). THE PROPHET OF
BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Third
Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

FELIX. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8r<>. 6s.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BYEWAYS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Fifteenth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Sett
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hope (Anthony). THE GOD IN T
CAR. Tenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

\ CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Edit,
Cr. Svo. 6s.

\ MAN OF MARK. Fifth Ed. Cr. 8<*>.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT 1

TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6t
PHROSO. Illustrated by H. R. MIL

Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. SeventhEdit
Cr. Svo. 6s.

'

r~_THE KING'S MIRROR. Fourth Edit
Cr. Svo. 6s.

QUISANTE. Fourth Edition. Cr.Svo.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. Svo.

A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC. I

trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 61

Hope (Graham), Author of ' A Cardinal
his Conscience,' etc., etc. THE LJ?

OF LYTE. Second Edition. Cr.Svo.

Housman (Clemence). THE LIFE
SIRAGLOVALEDEGALIS. Cr.Svo

Hyne (C. J. Cutcliffe), Author of
'

Cap
Kettle.' MR. HORROCKS, PURS
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

PRINCE RUPERT, THE BUCCANE
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.Zro.

Jacobs (W. W.). MANY CARGO
Twenty-Ninth Edition. Cr. Sw. 3*. I

SEA URCHINS. Fourteenth Edition.;
Svo. 3-f. dd.

'

A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustra

Seventh Edition. Cr. Sro. js. 6t/.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated.

Edition. Cr. Svo. 3$. 6d.

THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. Eighths
tion. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6rf.

DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated. ^

Edition. Cr. Sro. 3.?. 6d.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Seventh j

{ion. Cr. Svo. is. 6d.

AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustra

Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

James (Henry). THE SOFT SIDE. ^

Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BETTER SORT. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE AMBASSADORS. Second Edit

THE GOLDEN BOWL. Third Edit
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Keays (H. A. Mitchell). HE Tt
EATETH BREAD WITH ME.
Svo. 6s.

Kester (Vaughan). THE FORTUJ
OF THE LAND RAYS. Cr. Svo. 61

Lawless (Hon. Emily). WITH ESS
IN IRELAND. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Le Queux (W.). THE HUNCHBACK
WESTMINSTER. Third Edition.

THIS''CLOSED BOOK. Third Edh
Cr. Svo. 6s.
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HK VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

EHIND THE THRONE. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

evett-Yeats (S.). ORRAIN. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ondon (Jack), Author of ' The Call of the

Wild,
1 'The Sea Wolf,' etc. WHITE

FANG. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ucas(E. V.). LISTENER'S LURE: An
Oblique Narration. Crown Svo. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

yall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST. A2nd Thousand. Cr. Svo.

3S. 6d.

,'Carthy (Justin H.), Author of ' If I were
King.' THE LADY OF LOYALTY
HOUSE. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

HE DRYAD. SecondEdition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

lacdonald (Ronald). THE SEA MAID.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HUMAN TRINITY. Second Edition.

[acriaughtan (S.). THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA MACNAB. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

alet (Lucas). COLONEL ENDERBY'S
WIFE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. New
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HE WAGES OF SIN. Fifteenth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

HE CARISSIMA. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

HE GATELESS BARRIER. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. &vo. 6s.

HE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALMADY. Seventh Edition. Cr.Svo. f>s.

See also Books for Boys and Girls.

ann(Mrs. M. E.). OLIVIA'S SUMMER.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

V LOST ESTATE. A New -Edition.
Cr. Bi/o. 6s.

CHE PARISH OF HILBY. A New Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

CHE PARISH NURSE. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6.1.

IRAN'MA'S JANE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MRS. PETER HOWARD. Cr. Svo. 6s.
**. WINTER'S TALE. A Nevu Edition.

Cr. Sv,\ 6s.

DNE ANOTHER'S BURDENS. A New
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ROSE AT HONEYPOT. Third Ed. Cr.
Svo. 6s. See also Books for Boys and Girls.

IHE MEMORIES OF RONALD LOVE.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

FHE EGLAMORE PORTRAITS. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Marriott (Charles), Author of 'The
Column.' GENEVRA. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Marsh (Richard). THE TWICKENHAM
PEERAGE. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

IHE MARQUIS OF PUTNEY. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A DUEL. Cr Svo. 6s.

IN THE SERVICE OF LOVE. Third
Edition. Cr. Svt>. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.
Mason (A. E. W.), Author of 'The Four

Feathers,' etc. CLEMENTINA. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Mathers (Helen), Author of ' Comin' thro'

the Rye.' HONEY. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Sva. 6s.

GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT. Cr. Svo.

6s.

THE FERRYMAN. Second Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

TALLY-HO! Fourth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Maxwell (W. B.), Author of 'The Ragged
Messenger.' VIVIEN. Eighth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE RAGGED MESSENGER. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

FABULOUS FANCIES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURY. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ODD LENGTHS. SecondEd. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Meade (L. T.). DRIFT. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

RESURGAM. Cr. Svo. 6s.

VICTORY. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Books for Boys and Girls.

Melton (R.). C/ESAR'S WIFE. Second
Edition, Cr. Svo. 6s.

Meredith (Ellis). HEART OF MY
HEART. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Miller (Esther). LIVING LIES. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

'Miss Molly' (The Author of). THE
GREAT RECONCILER. Cr. Svo. 6.-:

Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
SPIDER, Illustrated. Sixth Edition.
Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

IN THE WHIRL OF THE RISING.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE RED DERELICT. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Montresor (F. P.), Author of 'Into the

Highways and Hedges.' THE ALIEN.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Morrison (Arthur). TALES OF MEAN
STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

TO LONDON TOWN. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

CUNNING MURRELL. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth Edi
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Nesbit (E.). (Mrs. K. Bland). THE RED
HOUSE. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.
Morris (W. E.). HARRY AND URSULA.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Ollivant (Alfred). OWD BOB, THE
GREY DOG OF KENMUIR. Ninth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
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Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
]

-MEN. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Oxenham (John), Author of ' Barbe of '

Grand Bayou.' A WEAVER OF WEBS.
|

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GATE OF THE DESERT. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

PROFIT AND LOSS. With a Frontispiece
in photogravure by HAROLD COPPING, i

Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE LONG ROAD. With a Frontispiece
by HAROLD COPPING. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Pain (Barry). LINDLEY KAYS. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS
PEOPLE. Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr.Svo.
6s.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Ninth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC :

The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH.
The Last Adventures of

'

Pretty Pierre.
'

Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: a
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

I CROWN THEE KING. With Illustra-

tions by Frank Dadd and A. Forrestier.

Phjli'potts (Eden). LYING PROPHETS.
7'hird Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second
Edition. Cr. Sz>o. 6s.

THE RIVER. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SECRET WOMAN. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

KNOCK AT A VENTURE. With a Frontis-

piece. Third Edition. Cr. Sro. 6s.

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

THE POACHER'S WIFE. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.
Pickthall (Marmaduke). SAID THE
FISHERMAN. Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

BRENDLE. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HOUSE OF ISLAM. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

'Q,' Author of 'Dead Man's Rock.' THl
WHITE WOLF. Second Edition. C
Svo. 6s,

THE MAYOR OF TROY. Fourth Editi*
Cr. Svo. 6s.

MERRY GARDEN AND OTHE
STORIES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Rawson (Maud Stepney), Author of

Lady of the Regency.' 'The Laboure
Comedy,' etc. THE ENCHANT
GARDEN. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Rhys (Grace). THE WOOING
SHEILA. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 61

Ridge (\V. Pett). LOST PROPERT
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ERB. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A SON OF THE STATE. Second Editu
Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. A New EditUi
Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

MRS. GALER'S BUSINESS. Illustrat

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SECRETARY TO BAYNE, M.P. Cr. 8

V 6d.
THE WICKHAMSES. Fourth Editu

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Roberts (C. G. D.). THE HEART O
THE ANCIENT WOOD. Cr. Svo. 35. 6c

Russell (W. Clark). MY DANIS
SWEETHEART. Illustrated. Fifi\
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HIS ISLAND PRINCESS. Illustrate

Second Edition. Cr. 6vo. 6s.

ABANDONED. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s

See also Books for Boys and Girls.

Sergeant (Adeline). BARBARA'S
MONEY. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL. Ci

Svo. 6s.

THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAT. Secon
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE COMING OF THE RANDOLPHS
Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Shannon. (W.F. THE MESS DECK.
Cr. Svo. $s. 6d.

See also Shilling Novels.

Shelley(Bertha). ENDERBY. Third Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred), Author of
'

Cyn-
thia's Way.' THE KINSMAN. With 8

Illustrations by C. E. BROCK. Third Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Sonnichsen (Albert). DEEP-SEA VAGA-
BONDS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Sunbury (George). THE HA'PENNV
MILLIONAIRE. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d.

Urquhart (M.), A TRAGEDY IN COM
MONPLACE. Second Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Waineman (Paul). THE SONG OF THE
FOREST. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Waltz (B.C.). THE ANCIENT LAND
MARK : A Kentucky Romance. Cr. Svo.

6s.
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aUon (H. B. Marriott). ALARUMS
AND EXCURSIONS. Cr. Svo. 6.t.

VPTAIN FORTUNE. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

WISTED EGLANTINE. With 8 Illus-

trations by FRANK CKAIG. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

HE HIGH TOBY. With a Frontispiece.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MIDSUMMER DAY'S DREAM.
Third Edition. Crman Svo. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

ells (H. Q.). THE SEA LADY. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

'eyman (Stanley), Author of ' A Gentleman
of France.' UNDER THE RED ROBE.
With Illustrations by R. C. WOODVILLE.
Twentieth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

'hite (Stewart E.), Author of ' The Blazed

Trail.' CONJUROR'S HOUSE. A
Romance of the Free Trail. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

'bite (Percy). THE SYSTEM. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HE PATIENT MAN. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

'illiams (Margery). THE BAR. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

Williamson (Mrs. C. N.), Author of 'The
Barnstormers.' THE ADVENTURE
OF PRINCESS SYLVIA. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE WOMAN WHO DARED. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SEA COULD TELL. Second Edition.

THE CASTLE OF THE SHADOWS.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

PAPA. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Williamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR : Being the
Romance of a Motor Car. Illustrated.

Sixteenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE PRINCESS PASSES. Illustrated.

Eighth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. With
16 Illustrations. Eighth Edit. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE CAR OF DESTINY AND ITS
ERRAND IN SPAIN. Fourth Edition.
Illustrated.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Ninth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BOTOR CHAPERON. Third Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Wyllarde (Doli), Author of 'Uriah the
Hittite.' THE PATHWAY OF THE
PIONEER (Nous Autres). Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Methuen's Shilling Novels
Cr. 8vo. Cloth, is. net.

uthor of ' Miss Molly.' THE GREAT
RECONCILER.
alfour (Andrew). VENGEANCE IS
MINE.
3 ARMS.
aring-Qould(S.). MRS. CURGENVEN
OF CURGENVEN.
OMITIA.
HE FROBISHERS.
HRIS OF ALL SORTS.
ARTMOOR IDYLLS.
arlow (Jane), Author of '

Irish Idylls.'

ROM THE EAST UNTO THE
WEST.
CREEL OF IRISH STORIES.
HE FOUNDING OF FORTUNES.
HE LAND OF THE SHAMROCK.
arr (Robert). THE VICTORS.
artram (George). THIRTEEN EVEN-
INGS.
enson (E. F.), Author of 'Dodo.' THE
CAPSINA.
Wles (Q. Stewart). A STRETCH OFF
;
THE LAND.
rooke (Emma). THE POET'S CHILD.
ullock(ShanF.). THE BARRYS.
HE CHARMER.

;
HE SQUIREEN.
IHE RED LEAGUERS.
urton (J. Bloundelle). THE CLASH
OF ARMS.
ENOUNCED.
IDRTUNK'SMYFOE.
BRANDED NAME.

Capes (Bernard). AT A WINTER'S
FIRE.

Chesney (Weatherby). THE BAPTIST
RING.

THE BRANDED PRINCE.
THE FOUNDERED GALLEON.
JOHN TOPP.
THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW.
Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF
SUMMER.

Cobb, Thomas. A CHANGE OF FACE.
Collingwood (Harry). THE DOCTOR
OF THE 'JULIET.'

Cornford (L. Cope). SONS OF ADVER-
SITY.

Cotterell (Constance). THE VIRGIN
AND THE SCALES.

Crane (Stephen). WOUNDS IN THE
RAIN.

Denny (C. E.). THE ROMANCE OF
UPFOLD MANOR.

Dickinson (Evelyn). THE SIN OF
ANGELS.

Dickson (Harris). THE BLACK WOLF'S
BREED.

Duncan (Sara J.). THE POOL IN THE
DESERT.

A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. Illus-

trated.

Embree (C. F.). A HEART OF FLAME.
Illustrated.

Fenn (Q. Manvllle). AN ELECTRIC
SPARK.

A DOUBLE KNOT.
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Flndlater (Jane H.). A DAUGHTER OF
STRIFE.

Fitzstephen (Q.). MORE KIN THAN
KIND.

Fletcher (J. S.). DAVID MARCH.
LUCIAN THE DREAMER.
Forrest (R. E.). THE SWORD OF
AZRAEL.

Francis (M. E.). MISS ERIN.
Gallon (Tom). RICKERBY'S FOLLY.
Gerard (Dorothea). THINGS THAT
HAVE HAPPENED.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
THE SUPREME CRIME.
Gilchrist(R. Murray). WILLOWBRAKE.
Glanville (Ernest). THE DESPATCH
RIDER.

THE KLOOF BRIDE.
THE INCA'S TREASURE.
Gordon (Julien). MRS. CLYDE.
WORLD'S PEOPLE.
Goss (C. P.). THE REDEMPTION OF
DAVID CORSON.

Gray (E. M'Queen). MY STEWARD-
SHIP.

Hales (A. G.). JAIR THE APOSTATE.
Hamilton (Lord Ernest). MARYHAMIL-
TON.

Harrison (Mrs. Burton). A PRINCESS
OF THE HILLS. Illustrated.

Hooper (I.). THE SINGER OF MARLY.
Hough (Emerson). THE MISSISSIPPI
BUBBLE.

'lota' (Mrs. Caffyn). ANNE MAULE-
VERER.

Jepson (Edgar). THE KEEPERS OF
THE PEOPLE.

Keary (C. F.). THE JOURNALIST.
Kelly (Florence Finch). WITH HOOPS
OF STEEL.

Langbridge (V.) and Bourne (C. H.).
THE VALLEY OF INHERITANCE.

Linden (Annie). A WOMAN OF SENTI-
MENT.

Lorimer (Norma). JOSIAH'S WIFE.
Lush (Charles K.). THE AUTOCRATS.
Macdonell (Anne). THE STORY OF
TERESA.

Macgrath (Harold). THE PUPPET
CROWN.

Mackie (Pauline Bradford). THE VOICE
IN THE DESERT.

Marsh (Richard). THE SEEN AND
THE UNSEEN.

GARNERED.
A METAMORPHOSIS.
MARVELS AND MYSTERIES.
BOTH SIDES OF THE VEIL.

Mayall (J. W.). THE CYNIC AND THE
SYREN.

Meade (L. T.). RESURGAM.
Monkhouse (Allan). LOVE IN A LIFE.

Moore (Arthur). THE KNIGHT PUNC-
TILIOUS.

Nesblt, E. (Mrs. Bland). THE LITE]
ARY SENSE.

Norris(W. E.). AN OCTAVE.
MATTHEW AUSTIN.
THE DESPOTIC LADY.
Oliphant (Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE.
THE TWO MARY'S.
Rendered (M. L.). AN ENGLISHMAI
Penny (Mrs. Frank). A MIXED MA
AGE.

Pliillpotts (Eden). THE STRIKIN
HOURS.

FANCY FREE.
Pryce (Richard). TIME AND TH
WOMAN.

Randall (John). AUNT BETHIA
BUTTON.

Raymond (Walter). FORTUNE'S DA:
LING.

Rayner (Olive Pratt). ROSALBA.
Rhys (Grace). THE DIVERTED VI
LAGE.

Rickert (Edith). OUTOFTHECYPRES
SWAMP.

Roberton(M. H.). AGALLANTQUAKE
Russell, (W. Clark). ABANDONED.
Saunders (Marshall). ROSE A CHA
LITTE.

Sergeant (Adeline). ACCUSED AN
ACCUSER.

BARBARA'S MONEY.
THE ENTHUSIAST.
A GREAT LADY.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD.
UNDER SUSPICION.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAT.
THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL.
Shannon (W. F.). JIM TWELVES.
Stephens (R. N.). AN ENEMY OF TH
KING.

Strain (E. H.). ELMSLIE'SDRAG NEf
Stringer (Arthur). THE SILVER POPP
Stuart (Esme). CHRISTALLA.
A WOMAN OF FORTY.
Sutherland (Duchess of). ONE HOU
AND THE NEXT.

Swan (Annie). LOVE GROWN COLD
Swift (Benjamin). SORDON.
SIREN CITY.
Tanqueray (Mrs. B. M.). THE ROYA
QUAKER.

Thompson (Vance). SPINNERS O
LIFE.

Trafford-Taunton (Mrs.E.W.). SILEN
DOMINION.

Upward (Allen). ATHELSTANE FORI
Waineman (Paul). A HEROINE FRO
FINLAND.

BY A FINNISH LAKE.
Watson (H. B. Marriott). THE SKIRT!
OF HAPPY CHANCE.

'Zack. 1 TALES OF DUNSTABLE WEIl



"HE GETTING WELL OF DOROTHY. By Mrs.
W. K. Clifford. Second Edition.

)NI.Y A GUARD-ROOM DOG. By Edith E.
Cuthell.

"HE DOCTOR OF THE JULIET. By Harry
Collingwood.

,ITTLE PETER. By Lucas Malet. Second
Edition.
IASTER ROCKAFELLAR'S VOYAGE. By \V.

Clark Russell. Third Edition.
"HE SKCRET OF MADAM R DE MONLUC. By
the Author of " Mdlle. Mori.'

FICTION

Books for Boys and Girls

Illustrated. Crown 8z>0. %s. <jd.
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SYD BELTON : Or, the Boy who would not go
to Sea. By G. Manville Fenn.

THE RED GRANGE. By Mrs. Molesworth.
A GIRI. OF THK PEOPLE. By L. T. Meade.

Second Edition.
HEPSY GIPSY. By L. T. Meade. af. dd.

THE HONOURABLE Miss. By L. T. Meade.
Second Edition.

THERE WAS ONCE A PRINCE. By Mrs. M. E.
Mann.

WHEN- ARNOLD COMES HOME. By Mrs. M. E.
Mann.

The Novels of Alexandre Dumas
Price d. Double Volumes, is.

NTURES OF CAPTAIN PAMPHILE.

'HE UIRD OF FATE.
"HE BLACK TULIP.
"HE CASTLE OF EPPSTEIN.
"ATHERINE BLUM.
:KCILE.

'HE CHEVALIER D'HARMENTAL. Double
volume.

:HICOT THE JESTER. Being the first part of
The Lady of Monsoreau.

IONSCIENCE.
'HE CONVICT'S SON.
'HE CORSICAN BROTHERS ; and OTHO THE
ARCHER.

.'ROP-EARED JACQUOT.
'HE FENCING MASTER.
ERNANDE.
ABRIEL LAMBERT.
EORGHS.
HE GREAT MASSACRE. Being the first part of

Queen Margot.
[ENRI DE NAVARRE. Being the second part
of Queen Margot.

HELENE DE CHAVERNY. Being the first part
of the Regent's Daughter.

LOUISE DE LA VALLIERK. Being the first

part of THE VICO.MTE DE BRAGELONNE.
Double Volume.

MA!TRE ADAM.
THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK. Being

the second part of THE VICOMTK DU
BRAGELONNE. Double volume.

THE MOUTH OF HELL.
NANON. Double volume.

PAULINE; PASCAL BRUNO; and CONTEKOE.
PERE LA RUINE.
THE PRINCE OF THIEVES.
THE REMINISCENCES OF ANTONY.
ROBIN HOOD.
THE SNOWBALL and SULTANETTA.
SYLVANDIKE.
TALES OF THE SUPERNATURAL.
THE THREE MUSKETEERS. With a long

Introduction by Andrew Lang. Double
volume.

TWENTY YEARS AFTER. Double volume.
THE WILD DUCK SHOOTER.
THE WOLF-LEADER.

Methuen's Sixpenny Books
LOVE AND LOUISA.
PRIDE AND PRE-

.Ibanesi(E.M.).
usten (Jane).
JUDICE.
agot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
alfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD.
aring-Qould (S.). FURZE BLOOM.
HEAP JACK ZITA.
ITTY ALONE.
RITH.
HE BROOM SQUIRE.
M THE ROAR OF THE SEA.
OEMI. .

BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.

ITTLE TU'PENNY.
HE FROBISHERS.
'INEFRED.
arr (Robert). JENNIE BAXTER,
JOURNALIST.
M THE MIDST OF ALARMS.
HE COUNTESS TEKLA.

THE MUTABLE MANY.
Benson (E. F.). DODO.
Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY.
Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF
JAPAN.

Burton (J. Bloundelle). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS.

Caffyn (Mrs)., ('Iota'). ANNE MAULE-
VERER.

Capes (Bernard). THE LAKE OF
WINE.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF
SUMMER.

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME.
Connell (F. Norreys). THE NIGGER
KNIGHTS.

Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN
GREAT WATERS.

Croker (Mrs. B. M.). PEGGY OF THE
BARTONS.

A STATE SECRET.
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ANGEL.
JOHANNA.
Dante (Alighieri). THE VISION OF
DANTE (Gary).

Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette). A VOYAGE
OF CONSOLATION.

THOSE DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS.
Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS.

Findlater (Jane H.). THE GREEN
GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE.

Gallon (Tom). RICKERHY'S FOLLY.
Gaskell(Mrs.). CRANFORD.
MARY BARTON.
NORTH AND SOUTH.
Gerard (Dorothea). HOLY MATRI-
MONY.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
MADE OF MONEY.
Gissing (George). THE TOWN TRAVEL-
LER.

THE CROWN OF LIFE.
Glanville (Ernest). THE INCA'S
TREASURE.

THE KLOOF BRIDE.
Gleig (Charles). HUNTER'S CRUISE.
Grimm (The Brothers). GRIMM'S
FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.

Hope (Anthony). A MAN OF MARK.
A CHANGE OF AIR.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT
ANTONIO.

PHROSO.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.
Hornung (E. W.). DEAD MEN TELL
NO TALES.

Ingraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF
DAVID.

Le Queux (W.). THE HUNCHBACK OF
WESTMINSTER.

Levett-Yeats (S. K.). THE TRAITOR'S
WAY.

Linton (E. Lynn). THE TRUE HIS-
TORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON.

Lyall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN.
Malet (Lucas). THE CARISSIMA.
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
Mann (Mrs. M. E.). MRS. PETER
HOWARD.

A LOST ESTATE.
THE CEDAR STAR.
ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS.
Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOAD-

LEY'S SECRET.
A MOMENT'S ERROR.
Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE.
JACOB FAITHFUL.
Marsh (Richard). THE TWICKENHAM
PEERAGE.

THE GODDESS.
THE JOSS.
A METAMORPHOSIS.

Mason (A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Mathers (Helen). HONEY.
GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT.
SAM'S SWEETHEART.
Meade(Mrs. L. T.). DRIFT.
Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF TH
SPIDER.

Montresor(F. F.). THE ALIEN.
Moore (Arthur). THEGAY DECEIVER:-
Morrison (Arthur). THE HOLE 1

THE WALL.
Nesbit(E-). THE RED HOUSE.
FSorris(W. E.). HIS GRACE.
GILES INGILBY.
THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
LORD LEONARD.
MATTHEW AUSTIN.
CLARISSA FURIOSA.
Oliphant(Mrs.). THE LADY'S "

j.

SIR ROBERT'S FORTU^
THE PRODIGALS. ,.l!A.

Oppenheim (E. Phillips;. TED VII
MEN.

Parker (Gilbert). THE POMP Ob 1H
LAVILETTES.

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.
Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEP
OF A THRONE.

I CROWN THEE KING.
Phillpotts (Eden). THE HUMAN EOT
CHILDREN OF THE MIST.
'Q.

1 THE WHITE WOLF.
Ridge (W. Pett). A SON OFTHE STAT!
LOST PROPERTY.
GEORGE AND THE GENERAL.
Russell (W. Clark). A MARRIAGE
SEA.

ABANDONED.
MY DANISH SWEETHEART.
HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.
Sergeant (Adeline). THE MASTER
BEECHWOOD.

BARBARA'S MONEY.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS

Illustrated.

MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOU1
Illustrated.

ASK MAMMA. Illustrate';

Valentine (Major E. S.). /ELDT AN
LAAGER.

Walford (Mrs. L. B.). MR. SMITH.
COUSINS.
THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER.
Wallace (General Lew). P. s-HUR.
THE FAIR GOO.
Watson (H. B. Marriot). THE ADVEI
TURERS.

Weekes (A. B.). PRISONERS OF WAI
Wells (H.G.). THE STOLEN BACILLU
White (Percy). A PASSIONAT
PILGRIM.
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